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The performance is about to begin.
Introducing Pioneer's New High -Performance Car Stereo Amps.
Take your seat. Turn up the volume. And get ready for the ride of your life
Because our new nigh -powered, low -distortion car stereo amps are designed to give you unparalleled sonic quality-incredibly crisp, clear highs,
heart -pounding bass, and a flawlessly brilliant midrange.
And with cutting -edge features like internal fan cooling, High -Speed
MOS-FET transistors, PWM power supply and flexible multi -channel bridging,
these powerplants turn any drive into high-performance excitement.
Pioneers new car stereo amplifiers. They simply outperform anything
else on the road.
c IE-88 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc Lang Beach. CA
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Spend some time with a Mark Levinson'
component. As every work of art is
unique, so it is with Mark Levinson products. The complete range of amplifiers
and preamplifiers is crafted for music
lovers who appreciate the subtleties
within reproduced music and also
demand a precise execution of the
designer's imagination.
Experience a level of craftsmanship that
sets the standard for technical artistry
and stands the test of time.

vinson
Lear-hTE>r.
Mark Levinson® products are manufactured and distributed worldwide by MADRIGAL, Ltd., PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158
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Art Director: Cathy Cacchione

Breaking the Code
Dear Editor:
All the talk about DAT and CD copy -

units available today. In acquiring such
vintage equipment, one will almost in-

variably save many audio dollars

prohibit code is absurd because the (which can then be spent on associatencoding only affects direct -digital ed components or software). Other recopying. Any DAT or CD that is played wards will include reliability (ask an
back and converted to analog for am- owner of any other tube amp how
plifiers can also be recorded again in many sets of tubes he or she goes
digital. My experience with digital mas- through annually), sound quality surtering processors leads me to believe passed only by the ultra -high end, and,
that 99% of the world's listeners cannot most importantly, a piece of gear one
tell the difference between a direct - can take pride in owning and whose

digital copy and one that's gone design has stood the test of time.
through digital -analog-digital copying.
The extra analog conversion still produces a near -studio -quality copy that
is far superior to any preceding tech-

nology. When DAT finally reaches a
will transfer my CDs
and EIAJ-format digital recordings to
DAT, directly or indirectly. It doesn't
bother me to make digital -analog-digital copies, and it's probably not going
to bother many other people either.
Jim Sykes
Anchorage, Alaska
stable standard,

I

Vintage Lines
Dear Editor:

As a loyal subscriber to Audio for
many years, I have delighted in reading the "Signals & Noise" column. This

open forum has brought forth many
facets of the audio world which are
rarely discussed. One such topic, addressed by Robert W. Gamage in the
March 1988 issue, was vintage audio
components. While much older equipment has proven durable, only some

While I don't wish to regress into the

"glory days" of colored hi-fi, I do believe that these amplifiers can comple-

ment even the best modern equipment. With digital audio used as a signal source, these antiquated components can finally prove their worth.
Richard Duplantis
New Orleans, La.

What's Bugging Big Brother?
Dear Editor:

What jumped out at me from between the lines of Barry Fox's article,
"Deciding on DAT: Witness of the Persecution" (March 1988), was that the

monied interests are desperate beyond reason to get this copy -protection scheme in place. Given the existence of two protection programs already in place (sampling frequency
and the copy -inhibit flag), and given

the industry's failure to provide any
sound reason-other than fear of pirating-I wonder why all the frenzy.
At first, I thought it must belhe ex-

tape decks-and, more importantly, cessive greed of the corporate vul-

amplifiers-can be referred to as state tures. However, not that much pirating
of the art. These units can compete really goes on, and any pirate with
with the best gear on the market today. enough at stake will find a way around
The three -dimensionality which can be all the regulations anyway. It also
obtained with a pair of McIntosh tube seems naive of the record industry to
amps or Marantz Model 9s can only be have rich stars plead their case for
described as breathtaking.
them if the loss of revenue is really the
Anyone who is skeptical of this well - issue. Finally, the fact that the corpokept secret need only glance at the rate executives only showed up at the
"Wanted to Buy" section of any current first demonstration in London-and not
Audio. The demand for these amps far at the second, where the critical listen-

exceeds the supply-mainly because ing took place-indicates that the muthey haven't been' manufactured in sic itself is of little concern to them.

more than a quarter of a century.
The question remaining is: What is it
Many audiophiles who subscribe to about digital recording, and DAT in
the "purist philosophy" are now awak- particular, that is really scaring these
ening to the fact that these amplifiers, people? Something as -yet unrevealed
with their storybook -simple tube cir- is making Big Brother nervous.
cuitry, are far more transparent than
Will Wright

many of the highly touted "hybrid"
4
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Magnificent
Reception.
THE TX -11a COMBINES CARVER'S
REVOLUTIONARY ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE
COUPLED FM DETECTION CIRCUITS WITH AN
AM STEREO SECTION CAPABLE OF
FM -QUALITY RECEPTION.

needed by our ears and brain to construct stereo
imaging. Reintroduced into the mono (L+ R) signal
matrix, a net reduction of 93% - or better than 20dB
of noise reduction - is achieved. All ambient and
localizing information is recovered. Only hiss and

The Carver TX -11a Stereo AM -FM Tuner is the

most complete high fidelity broadcast reception
component ever offered. It is a technical tour -de force which further distances Bob Carver's unique

products from traditional electronic components.
First, by eliminating forms of FM distortion and interference that even the most expensive tuners available can't correct. And second, with a unique
additional tuning section capable of making
AM stereo sound as good as FM!

THE SILENT TREATMENT. While AM stereo
may not yet be available in you - area, you can
receive FM stereo. Including stations so fraught with
interference and distortion that you may be tempted
to return to mono AM. That's why the TX -11a

includes the first circuitry to remove hiss, "picket
fencing" and the myriad other unpredictable noises
which often disturb FM listening. Without reducing
stereo imaging, frequency response or dynamic
range.

Part of the FM signal, the left minus right portion, is extremely prone to "ghosting,' or multi path
interference caused by hills, buildings and other
obstructions. Bob Carver's Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled circuitry cancels distortion -causing "dirty
mirror" images before they can reach your ears. It
filters out noise and restores the part of the signal

MVER
POWERFUL

At a press conference in front of America's top
stereo writers, Bob Carver unveiled a low powered

C-QUAM format AM stereo broadcast transmitter
with a Carver Compact Disc Player as a source. The
CD source and the Tx-na were also routed directly
to a preamplifier and speakers for comparison.
When Bob switched back and forth, most listeners had difficulty distinguishing between the
straightwire CD player and the TX-11a's over -the -air
AM stereo reception! Many could tell no difference
at all!
HUMAN ENGINEERED FEATURES AND CONVENIIENCE. The TX -11a is designed to make enjoying FM and AM easy, not dazzle you with flashing
light and complex programming. Thirteen presets,

distortion are left behind. Or, as High Fidelity magazine put it, ".. clean, noise -free sound out of weak
or multipath-ridden signals that would have you
lunging for the mono switch on any other tuner"

wide/narrow band selection, automatic/manual
scanning as well as Multipath and Noise Reduction
buttons are inset into the burnished anthracite metal
face. Full instrumentation including digital display,

Ovation magazine observed that the circuit,
may well mean the difference between marginal
reception of the station signals you've been yearning to hear and truly noise -free reception of those
same signals."
Audio magazine called it, 'An FM tuner
breakthrough."
THE FIRST AUDIOPHILE AM STEREO
CIRCUITRY. Contrary to popular belief, most AM
stereo stations have frequency response (20-15kHz),
separation (35dB) and signal-to-noise ratios (70dB)
audibly indistinguishable from FM stations of equal
strength. But only Carver offers the technology to
appreciate this hidden performance.

6-steD signal strength LED's and other monitor functions are tastefully recessed, visible but not garish.
The result is performance without theatricality,
access without complication.

CLEAR THE AIR by visiting your nearest Carver
dealer. Ask to hear the most expensive tuner they
sell. (It probably won't be the Carver TX -11a). Tune a
multipath-ravaged, hiss -filled FM station on it; then
the same station on the TX -11a Stereo AM -FM
Tuner. Now press the Carver Multipath and Noise

Reduction buttons. You'll hear why High Fidelity
Magazine called it, "By far the best tuner we
havetested..."

P0. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046

MUSICAL
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AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

NR in Hi-Fi VCRs

In his "Audioclinic" for January

probably can handle considerably

It is most noticeable when receiving weak signals.
If you are using an indoor antenna,
you'll never be bothered with this kind
of interference. (It's about the only advantage can think of to using an indoor antenna, except when it is your
only recourse.)

tuned.

more power. It is also likely that the
1988, Mr. Giovanelli incorrectly stated maximum power -handling capacity is
that noise reduction is neither needed indicated in the instructions.
nor used in Hi-Fi VCRs. In fact, it is
Given all of what I have told you, it is
both needed and used to achieve the still possible, and desirable, to use a
high S/N ratio of 80 to 90 dB. The VHS receiver rated at 30 or 35 watts to drive
Hi-Fi standard mandates an NR sys- those speakers. Because you are now
tem using peak level detection.
using a receiver capable of 10 watts
There used to be serious incompati- per channel and are reasonably happy
bility problems with Hi-Fi VCRs, a fact with the volume of sound produced, it's
to which none of the reviewers paid unlikely that you will require any more
much attention in their test reports. power than 35 watts.
Some of the first -generation models
If you drive your 10 -watt receiver to

I

have not been able to verify this,
it appears that the friction produced by the tremendous quantity of
rain moving over the surface of the
outdoor antenna produces a charge
and discharge which create noise just
I

but

had as much as 8 dB of difference maximum, you can damage your
between their 0 -dB levels. [Editor's tweeters because of amplifier clipping.

as a car's ignition system might.

Note: According to some authorities,
the problem only affected some commercially recorded tapes.] Problems
also arose from deviations in the variable (level -dependent) frequency emphasis used in the NR circuit, which is

Questions, Please?
I know this question will sound stupid to you, but
Questions which start like that (I've
been getting them for the 30 years I've
been writing "Audioclinic") remind me

very similar to Dolby B NR.

This damage could be of more conse-

quence than what might result from
driving your loudspeakers with slightly
more power than is recommended. Of
course, if you overdrive a more powerful receiver, amplifier clipping will occur and speaker damage is even more

The reason for employing Dolby B likely than when using the 10 -watt unit.
NR on the VCR's longitudinal audio
The ideal arrangement is to use a
tracks is most likely the infamous receiver having a bit more power than
"breathing" effect. The inherently low your speakers can handle, but never
S/N ratio of the longitudinal tracks cre- drive the amplifier beyond the power

emphasis which is less prone to

breathing.-Leo Backman, Helsinki,
Finland

I am powering a pair of loud-

speakers with a receiver capable of 10
watts per channel. The speakers are
marked "25 watts capacity." I read in a
dictionary that capacity means maximum. Does this mean that I am really
limited to using 25 watts? Is there any

possibility of using 30 or perhaps 35
watts?-Richard Gumner, Washington,
D.C.
A. If

.

.

of two sayings: "There are more foolish
or stupid answers than foolish or stupid
questions," and "If you ask a question,
you may feel like a fool for five minutes;

Even though I've been playing
around with audio since 1947 or earlier,
keep on asking questions, too.

More About Humidifiers

I

Many of my long-time readers know
on an item in "Audioclinic" (January that my formal electronics studies be1988) which dealt with ultrasonic room gan and ended with high school, and
that cannot see (which makes it imhumidifiers.
I have a suggestion as to how to possible to do even a fraction of the
reduce or eliminate the calcium -car- reading I should do). My best teacher
bonate dust produced by these hu- is hands-on experience. I've taken CD
I am taking the liberty of commenting

I

Loudspeaker Power
Q.

.

if you don't ask questions, you'll be a
fool for life."

ates an audible breathing effect with a capacity of your loudspeakers.
fixed -frequency -emphasis NR system

such as dbx. The Dolby NR system,
however, uses a variable frequency

.

your loudspeaker is marked

"25 watts capacity," the theoretical
maximum amount of power it can safe-

midifiers. Use hot water to fill the tank.
Most home water heaters have conditioners which treat the water to prevent
this lime buildup in the heaters them-

players apart and played with the
transports' mechanical alignment to
see what would happen. I've also
worked with a DAT recorder that had a

selves. Hence, by using the treated manual written in Japanese.
So don't think I'm judging the
water, you stand a better chance of
avoiding the white dust without other,
more elaborate water conditioning.
I would suggest, however, that you
allow the water to cool before attaching

the tank to the humidifier.- David E.
Licht, Jackson Heights, N.Y.

ly handle is 25 watts. Driving it with
more power than recommended will

Rain Static
damage the loudspeakers. This damQ. What is "rain static"?-June
age may take a little time to accrue if Thomas, Wantagh, N.Y.
the overload is small. If the damage is
A. Rain static is a phenomenon
significant, the speakers may be blown have only noticed on VHF bands, inout immediately.
cluding the FM broadcast band. When
If the instructions indicate that the it's really coming down in buckets, you
speakers require 25 watts for average may hear a kind of "chattering" as a
listening conditions, the loudspeakers background to the station to which you

"dumbness level" of your questions.

I

only make judgments about which
questions are suitable for inclusion in

"Audioclinic." Even those questions
Audio doesn't print are answered by
mail. That is true for the "Tape Guide"
column as well. I might have a backlog
which would keep me from answering
as quickly as I would like to, but unless
a letter gets lost, it will be answered. A

I

6

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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The AR Expert
Name: Mark Nazar
Occupation: Chief Engineer

Years with Teledyne Acoustic Research: 7
Objective: Design quality into AR products
Q. When you're designing a loudspeaker,

what do you think is most important in terms
of quality to the consumer?
A. You always have in mind how the system
will be utilized out in the field. What kind of
environment is it going to be put into; what
kind of amplifiers; what size of amplifiers it
may be driven with. You start to design the
loudspeaker itself with that in mind using high
temperature adhesives and different assembly
techniques to ensure the longevity of the
product. Once we are certain all of the individual components will contribute to a good
reliable product, we can start to concentrate on
the most important aspect of the design: sound
quality.

Sound quality is such a multi -faceted type
issue. There are so many different elements
involved. You have the loudspeaker drivers
themselves and all of their associated elements

- the cones and coils and adhesives and
everything else. You have cross -over networks

and they have a variety of components that
make them up as well and we have established
certain guidelines and specifications for all of
those components. And then there are cabinets.
We're learning more and more about the
reradiated effects of the cabinets after they start
to resonate. We're using the resonance dissipation grooves on the inside of the cabinet to help
control these effects as well as acoustic blankets
which help control reflections off the grill
frame, etc. That in turn helps to give more
precise imaging characteristics. All of these
design elements are considered and refined
until a close approximation of the final product
is arrived at. Once we reach that point the
product is completed using the ultimate measuring device, the human ear. Once extensive
listening sessions are complete, the final hurdle
for every system is the AR power test.
Q. Explain bow Acoustic Research does the
power testing.
A. Our power test is configured to be representative of typical amplifiers that you can find out
in the marketplace. What we do is take a
loudspeaker and we assign it a value. Say we
want the loudspeaker to carry a 100 watt rating.

voltage the amp will be running at in order to
deliver 100 watts to the speaker. We multiply
that by 2'h times to assign a peak power rating
for the test itself. A 100 watt rating on a
loudspeaker will actually be driven at 250 watt
peaks. We set the system up in the power test
room and the amplifier is calibrated to clip 10 %
of the time using an actual music album that
was also carefully chosen for its energy content. It provides a typical energy spectrum
where most of the energy is fed to the
midrange units. The bulk of long sustained type
energy is fed through the bass units and typical
energy spectrum is fed to tweeters found on a
wide variety of music albums on the market.
The test is set up and it is run for 500 hours
continuously. The product must withstand the
test. It must pass in good order without any
failure whatsoever. If there is a
failure, we'll go back into
the system to determine
what was the failure
mechanism and make
the appropriate
changes until the
system will pass
the test. What this
had led us to is a
very small reject rate
or failure rate out in
the field due to excess of
power being fed to the
speakers. It is generally said
that when we put a
power rating on a

loudspeaker, that's really what it will do. Some
other manufacturers may rate their loudspeakers in peak watts which is kind of unfair
because the consumer doesn't really know
what peak watts means. He sees peak watts
and he says - 100 peak watts; that means I
have 100 watt amplifier - no problem. And
they go and they wail on their loudspeakers
and break them.
Q. Charackrize Acoustic Research loudspeakers in the "qualit), designed in" concept.
A. Acoustic Research loudspeakers have been
designed over a long period of time when you
look at the company, because we learn continuously and that knowledge is passed from one
person to another so it always builds. So
today's Acoustic Research loudspeakers really
represent the best total package loudspeaker
value we have been able to design in
our 34 year history. It includes
everything we've been talking
about. It's quality, longevity, it's
everything; it's good looks,

integrity - the whole
package.
Loudspeakers are much
more complicated devices

than people really understand. So many think it's an
art. It is an art, but there's a
lot of good engineering common sense in a loudspeaker
as well. And you have to keep
pushing forward with the
technology to keep the quality
level up.

Going into the power WO we calculate what

leTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESE
330 Thrnpike Street Canton. MA 02021
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Taping CDs (Again)
Q. I understand that you cannot record a CD from the digital output of a
CD player directly into the digital input
of a DAT deck. Could you connect the
CD player to an amplifier and then to
the DAT deck for recording, or would
the DAT deck still pick up the copy -

the deck. The cold -solder joint could
be either at the ground side of the jack
or where a lead from the jack goes to
ground. Unless you have the necessary technical know-how, you should
leave the task to an audio technician.
The hum could also be originating
somewhere in the playback electronics-including in the power supply for
the right channel-or it could be due to
a poor connection between the playback head and the playback electronics. It might be that you're hearing r.f.i.
or e.m.i. radiation from some piece of

for tape type is working properly and
providing proper bias. Following the
deck manufacturer's instructions for
metal tape, I let the deck's meters
peak at +5 dB. The distortion, while

ing. Furthermore, digital copying is in- gear to this right output jack of the
hibited by the different sampling rates cassette deck. I would suspect this if
for CD and DAT (44.1 and 48 kHz, you suddenly started hearing the hum
respectively). But these factors do not after moving the equipment around.
prevent DAT copying from the analog This isn't the most likely of sources,
output of a CD player. Moreover, as- however.
suming high -quality equipment, a DAT
recording made from a CD player's Hi-Fi VCR Use
analog output is usually of such high
Q. I have a hi-fi VCR and have used
quality that it is barely (if at all) distin- it to record audio from CD and other
guishable from the Compact Disc.
sources. Do I need a PCM processor
Recording via an amplifier would not with the VCR to make live rechange the situation. There would be cordings?-Charles Scott, Wichita,
no inhibition against recording signals Kans.
via analog connections between the
A. When set in the hi-fi mode, a hi-fi
amplifier and the DAT recorder. If digi- VCR employs FM modulation of the
tal connections were used from amp to audio signal to make a recording.

most cassette decks are not properly

inhibit flag to prevent the deck from
recording?-Matt Bacon, Humboldt,
Neb.

A. There is no legitimate way to cir-

cumvent the copy -inhibit flag of a
Compact Disc for direct digital copy-

recorder (which some new amps al- When either a hi-fi or conventional VCR
low), all flag bits would presumably be
passed on with the rest of the signal. In
any case, the incompatibility between
the sampling rates would still prevent
recording.

most noticeable in the low bass, is also
audible in the upper midrange. It
sounds to me like intermodulation distortion: When a low bass note occurs,

the upper midrange and the high end
break up.
I noticed that another tape manufacturer, Memorex, does not make metal
tape, giving this reason: "We feel that

matched to these tapes because of
circuit or head design, delivering insuf-

ficient bias and causing distortion."
Could this be true, or am I overlooking
something?-Keith Richardson, Mason
City, Iowa

A. Metal tape, as contrasted with
the other types, requires much more
bias; it could well be that your deck
doesn't supply enough for the brand
you bought, or perhaps for any brand.
If treble is accentuated, this confirms
that bias current is insufficient. Metal
tape also requires considerably more

audio signal current to the record
head, and your deck may be inadequate in this respect. In other words,

is used with a PCM unit, it makes digital recordings.

the higher level of required signal cur-

Hi-fi VCRs produce excellent fre-

electronics.
Further, the record head must be of

quency response, high signal-to-noise
ratio, low distortion, accurate and sta-

ble speed, etc. The results are quite
Hum
comparable to those obtained when
Q. Lately, my audio system has been using a PCM processor with a VCR.

rent may be overloading the record
superior construction to drive the required amount of bias current through
it. When metal tape first appeared, ex-

isting record heads could not handle

producing an extremely obtrusive While a VCR-PCM combination may be that much current. Therefore, comprohum. I have traced it to the right output

measurably (though slightly) superior

jack of my cassette deck. Any ad- to a hi-fi VCR,
vice?-Mark A. Ortega, Albuquerque,

it

is not likely to be

audibly superior.
In sum, feel there probably is no

mises were made in the manufacture
of metal tape, reducing its coercivity

below that which was feasible, and

the rest of the system may be defective processor.

thereby reducing its ability to achieve
superior treble response. Even today,
such compromises may be in effect. It

or not securely connected at one end

is likely

N.M.

I

A. The cable between the jack and advantage to recording with a PCM

or the other. Detach the cable, and
then reinsert it tightly with a twisting
motion. If this doesn't help, try a different cable. If you don't have an extra
cable, temporarily borrow the left one.
A good cleaner, such as Cramolin, will
help here too.

Low -Price Decks
And High -Price Tapes
Q. I presently own a dual cassette

deck costing under $200. It has
worked great with Type I and II tapes

for over a year. Because of metal

that a relatively low-priced

deck such as yours has an inadequate
record head for use with metal tape.
All in all, it seems that Memorex's
statement applies to your deck. Fortunately, you can still do very well with
Type I and Type II tapes.
A

tape's high cost, I never used it until
Another possibility is that the right last week. After recording on it, I nooutput jack is not properly grounded. ticed excessive distortion in playback.

If you have a problem or question on tape

There could be a cold -solder joint

DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

which looks okay to the eye but isn't.
To check this, you'll have to go inside
8

Since my deck does not have a front panel bias selector, I have to assume
that the automatic sensing mechanism

recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AU-

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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The Onkyo Integra TA -2800

Technology with Imagination.

AS :-.AR AS YOUR MUSIC WILL TAKE YOU
For most people, a cassette deck is an essential part of a
high fidelity system. After all, it is the only component designed
to preserve a musical event. But frustration often results when
that preservation is incomplete, when the cassette deck isn't as
good as the music.
That isn't a problem fo- the Onkyo Integra TA -2800.
Our designers realized that the deck's mechanism and the
cassette were actually one system. This resulted in a unique
three motor dual capstan transport for vibration -free
alignment between heads and tape. And even smoother
tape motion.
The results are easy to hear. Sustained piano notes don't
quaver. Symphonies end in the same key in which they began.
Separate recording and playback heads of Special Hard
Permalloy feature high p-ecision gaps optimized for full
frequency response in any mode. And they provide the
additional benefits of ins-antaneous off -tape monitoring.

Onkyc's exclusive Automatic Accubias system fine tunes bias
current for optimum recording with any tape you choose. So
the deck and cassette work together to bring you the music.
A precise Record Calibraton circuit assures proper level
matching between record and playback. And allows Dolby
B & C Noise Reduction to work the way it was designed to.
So you don't lose musical information along with the noise.
Dolby HX Pro provides ex-erded high frequency response
for more lifelike musical experience with any tape. And, a
unique Real Time Counter shows you exactly how much tape
you've already used and how much tape is left.
Remote control using Onkyos new RI (Remote Interactive)
system is standard. So you get convenience and compatibility
with a growing number of equally impressive Onkyo high
fidelity components.
And that's because Onkyo is there. Even when your music
takes you far away.
Artistry
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Dolby B, C and Hx Pro ore registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

Sound

ONIEVO

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950

THE LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEM THAT HAS
THE CRITICS PURRING.
"Awesome low end, extraordinarily smooth middles and highs, and
remarkably good depth!" -J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile.
"The audio equivalent of dinner at Le Francais!"

-Rich Warren, North Shore Magazine.
<<

... the cutting edge of technology ...left people open mouthed as they

left the listening room:' -Nancy Malitz, Gannett News Service.
" ...the latest industry incarnation of an 'ultimate' listening system!'

-Ron Scibilia, Audio Times.
"It wasn't the size, the contents or even the price that turned heads,
but the knockout sound!" Larry Johnson, Ovation Magazine.
Recently, at a carefully selected
location in Milford, Pennsylvania,
some of the most discerning ears in
the business were invited to hear
something they'd never heard before.
The Altec Lansing Biasnl* 550. The
first speakers in the world with
Pentamplified sound.
And as you can see, the response
was overwhelming.
But then the Bias 550 is a system
unlike any other. Discrete amplifiers for each of five bandwidths,

adjustable by remote control. Providing each speaker cabinet with 750
watts of perfectly sculptured sound.
The Bias 550 is the finest
example yet of our commitment to
total high fidelity. The flagship to
a range of loudspeakers that have
consistently pushed back the frontiers of audio reproduction. For more
information and
an Altec Lansing
LANSING
catalog, call
Loudspeakers for the

ALTEC

1-800-ALTEC 88!*

well trained ear

*Built in Amplification System.** In PA or Canada call 717-296- HIFI. Copyright 1988 Altec Lansing Consumer Products, Milford, PA 18337
© Altec Lansing Consumer Products, Milford, PA.
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WHAT'S NEW

Clarion Car
Equalizer/Booster
The input circuits of the
51 EQ are flexible enough
to allow its use with any
head unit. Front/rear
outputs and a built-in fader
allow its use with separate

front and rear amplifiers.
The five -band unit features
an EQ defeat switch and
LED level indicators.

Hardware for both in -dash
and under -dash mounting
is supplied. Price: $99.95.
For literature, circle No. 100

KEF Built -In Speakers
Optimized for in -wall
rather than stand-alone
mounting, KEF's Custom
Series speakers include the
CR200F two-way system
(shown) and the CR250SW
subwoofer. Frequency
response of the two-way
system alone is 55 Hz to 22

kHz, ±2 dB; the subwoofer
extends it down to 32 Hz
(-10 dB at 25 Hz). The
CR200F requires a
mounting depth of only 31/2
inches, and the subwoofer
requires just 1/4 inch more.
Price: CR200F and
CR250SW, $550 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 102

Hills Tape and
CD Cabinets
These matching "file
drawers" are designed to fit
into the shelves of most
audio/video cabinets. The

CDs, in two drawers. Both
are available in oak, dark
oak, walnut, or black lacquered oak. Price:
$64.95 each ($69.95 in
walnut or black lacquer).
For literature, circle No. 101

Tape -Box (foreground)
holds 64 cassettes, in four
drawers; the CD -Box
(background) holds 60

Onkyo Dubbing
Cassette Deck
Not only Dolby B and C
noise reduction, but Dolby
HX Pro headroom extension
are featured on the
TA-RW490. Both of its auto reverse transports can
record, either for tape

Bruel & Kjaer Microphone
The Type 4011 is a
cardioid condenser
microphone designed for
flat on -axis response (rated

at 40 Hz to 20 kHz, +1,
-2 dB) and uniformly
smooth off -axis phase and
frequency response.
12

Equivalent noise level is
typically 19 dBA re: 20 µPa,

and maximum input is
158 dB SPL before
clipping. Distortion is rated
at 0.5% for 110 dB SPL
input. A switchable, 20 -dB
attenuator is built into the
microphone. The Type

copying or for sequential
recording times of up to
three hours when using two
C-90 cassettes. Both
transports also feature realtime counters and multi selection music search.
Price: $629.
For literature, circle No. 103

4011 comes complete with
windscreen, cable, and
maximum -grip holder; an
optional clip permits easy
removal for stage use, and
a shock mount is also
available. Price: $1,395
each.
For literature, circle No. 104
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People will always listen to

a good idea.
They may be skeptical at first. But eventually, the
simplicity and power of a good idea will succeed.
The vacuum tube is just such an idea. That's why
Counterpoint set out to perfect tube technology more
than ten years ago. Tbday we've succeeded in making
the most musically accurate preamps and amplifiers
ever created.
For example, take our SA -5 preamplifier. It's the
only preamplifier on the market today with a fully
vacuum tube regulated power supply. Which
means that all of the subtle inner details
of your recordings are preserved.
Coupling our SA -5 preamplifier
with our SA -20 power amp will
insure that your music's detail
will not be lost. The SA -20's
renowned power (1000 watts
peak into 1 ohm!) won't
leave your speakers hungry.

Call 800-247-6468 (in California 619-598-9090) to
find the Counterpoint dealer nearest you. Then go in
..dimoommoommimillm.
and listen. It's the
only way to tell if
what we say rings
true to you.

---

SA -5 and SA -20

COUNTERPOINT
SUPER NATURAL SOUND
1988 Counterpoint. Inc.. 2610 Commerce Dr.. Vista. CA 92083
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ROADSIGNS
IVAN BERGER

GOING TO PIECES
Modern Modularity
For serious listeners, the
one-piece in -dash car stereo
has long since given way to
at least a two-piece system
of separate head unit and
amplifier. In the past, players for
new media have gone outboard of the
main head unit until they're accepted
as mainstream; then they're
swallowed up by the head unit. When
car owners want multiple media,
however, one head unit can't hold it
all. Consequently, the system grows a
bit more modular, as in the new
systems from Pioneer and Sony which
allow dash -mounted radio/cassette
head units to control trunk -mounted
CD changers. With DAT as an added
choice, we'll probably see more
variations on the theme.
But even traditionally united
entertainment media may be coming
to a parting of the ways. In at least
one 1988 vehicle, the GMC Sierra
pickup truck, the sound system
includes a separate radio, tape
player, and equalizer. With a setup
like that, it would be a cinch to swap
the cassette unit for a CD or DAT
player or to keep the cassette and
add a digital player in the equalizer's
place, assuming all the units were the
same size and had matching plugs.
Another '88 vehicle, the Lincoln
Continental, will allow swaps of this
kind: When optional DAT players were
introduced this May, they were direct,
plug -for -plug replacements for the
Compact Disc players already offered
with the car.
Separate the functions still further,
by separating the master audio
control from the tuner, and you have
a matched component system with
advantages for both seller and buyer.
Like the buyer of home components,
the buyer of a car system could not
only pick just the combination of
media desired, but could also buy
plain or fancy units of each type,
according to how much importance
he attached to each medium. An FM oriented buyer might opt for a super
tuner plus simple players for CD and
tape; another buyer might want the
best possible digital players while
being content with just enough of a
tuner to pick up local news and
weather reports. The seller would be
14

Stalk -mounted

control module
of Clarion's

able to offer many systems while
stocking only a comparatively small
number of component modules.
A system's convenience could also
be enhanced by equipping the
master unit with the basic controls for
all possible modules, then putting it in
the spot most convenient to the

driver-and possibly duplicating it in
other locations around the car. The
basics could include volume, mute
(which would also actuate the
appropriate player's pause control),
balance, and tone controls, plus
buttons whose functions would
change according to which unit was
playing. One pair of buttons could, in
tuner mode, seek the nearest station
up or down the dial; in another mode,
it could seek out the next or previous
track on a CD, cassette, or DAT. A
"Change" button could shift the tuner
between FM and AM, reverse a tape,
or switch to the next disc on a CD
changer. A small display could be
provided to tell you which source was
playing. More elaborate controllers
might have 10 -button pads which
could be used for station -preset
memories, CD or DAT track selection,
and so on. If the unit could be made
pocket -sized and removable (like the

audio/tuner control head of
Blaupunkt's Dallas SQM 88
radio), this would discourage
thieves too. Less basic
functions would be on whichever other modules required
them: Noise reduction and tape
equalization would be on the tape
deck, switches for bandwidth and
local/distant reception would be on
the tuner, and index and repeat
controls would be on the CD and DAT
players.
This approach is far from new.
Aside from the control head, what I
am describing is very similar to home
component systems and to the
component systems which some
companies offered for car use in the
'70s. One reason those car systems
failed to catch on, at least outside of
Japan, was that they followed the
home precedent too slavishly, at the
expense of the human -engineering
requirements which are so important
in the car.
I think the component concept is
viable, as long as the car's
requirements are kept in mind. My
suggestion for a compact master
control unit is a start in the right
direction. More could be done in
terms of ergonomics by breaking the
functions down still further: Displays

could be placed in the driver's field of
view while the controls were placed
wherever they could most
conveniently be reached. The radio
controls could be split from the tuner
circuits, so one could order a control
head for the special features it offered
and a tuner section for its
performance level. Mounting these
tuner circuits right at the antenna
would make it easier to offer diversity
reception as an option and would
reduce pickup of r.f. noise; however,
it would increase pickup of noise in
the audio band, which is more of a
problem in the car.
As the number of components
which make up a modular system
rises, so too will the cost of acquiring
and installing such a system.
However, removing it will become
more of a problem too. That might
deter thieves; at the very least, it will
increase the odds that you'll still have
a lot of your system left after the
thieves have run off.
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

Hear the future.
Now.
Generation III Loudspeakers represent the
future of sound reproduction from American Acoustics. Designed to meet the most demanding require-

ments of the listener, every Generation III Loudspeaker reflects disciplined attention to detail. Excellent clarity and spatial transparency. Full tight bass.
Precision highs. Smooth
transition throughout the
sound spectrum. Advanced component design. Balanced speaker
configuration within
an acoustically correct

enclosure. It means
unparalleled sonic

Designed and constructed by uncompromising
American craftsmen, who by the way, have built something else into every Generation III Loudspeaker. Confidence. In the form of an industry -leading ten year
limited warranty.
Because we know today's listener will be tom morrow's listener, too. See your American Acoustics
dealer soon and hear the future.

Generation III
Loudspeakers

precision.

American Acoustics
by

The Mitek Group One Mitek Plaza Winslow, Il. 61089
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Mitek

ES

After inventing
the Digital

Compact Disc
wewererft about
to entrust its
reproduction to
anyone else.
C1988 Sony Corporation of America Sony, The Leader In Digital Audio, G -Chassis, Remote Commander and Super Bias are trademarks of Sony

The New Sony ES Series:
Superior Audio Components To Which We Proudly Entrust
The Reproduction Of Digital Sound.
As the inventor of the Compact Disc format, Sony continues to expand the limits of digital reproduction. Yet, while
proudly leading this revolution, the Sony ES engineers have
been equally conscientious about designing analog components that fully realize the potential of the digital era. This
uncompromising commitment defines the entire ES Series.

full line of receivers, achieves unsurpassed musicality, thanks
to a unique Spontaneous Twin -Drive amplifier stage that
eliminates power supply fluctuations, regardless of current
demand. Add to this such refinements as discrete outputs and
a non -resonating G -Chassis" design, and you have accurate
reproduction of music detail and dynamics even under the
most demanding speaker load conditions.
Yet the STR-GX1OES also brings you the convenience of
total integration with a supplied Remote Commander" unit
that allows for control of virtually any infrared audio or video
component, regardless of brand. And with its special high
resolution S -Video circuitry, the STR-GX1OES is compatible
with components you might buy in the future.

The CDP-707ESD:

Simply stated..."the reference against which to judge"
others.-Len Feldman, Audio Magazine.
Historically, Sony ES Compact Disc players have been
the benchmark for advancing the state-of-the-art. The
CDP-707ESD is no exception. As the world's first CD player to
incorporate dual 18 bit linear D/A converters, along with a proprietary 8X oversampling digital filter, it brings the listener
closer to the theoretical limits of Compact Disc performance.
This advanced technology provides greater low level signal
resolution and improved linearity, for more faithful reproduction of musical depth and detail.
And there's more to the ES Series than the CDP-707ESD,
and its host of sophisticated features. You'll find our advanced
8X oversampling filter technology in the less costly
CDP-507ESD, as well as the CDP-C15ESD, which combines 18
bit linear D/A converter performance with 10 -disc changer convenience for the very first time.

The STR-GX1OES:

The quality of separate components
in a fully integrated design.
Traditionally, few receivers have offered the performance
necessary to meet the demands of digital sources. These
demands on receiver technology come at a time when the
requirements for total audio and video integration have created
more compromises than ever before.
To avoid those compromises, Sony created the:
STR-GX1OES, with 150 watts -per -channel. It, along with our

The TC-WRI1ES:
Finally, a level of performance never before
achieved in a dual -deck design.

Accurate reproduction of digital source material has
placed a heavy burden on the finest analog cassette decks. A
burden compounded in dual -well designs, where compromises
are often made for operating convenience.
The uncompromising new Sony TC-WR11ES is a magnetic
and mechanical accomplishment that rises to the digital challenge by combining superb music reproduction with ultra sophisticated operations. A unique 210 kHz Super Bias" circuit
extends frequency response, without the beat frequency noise
that's typical of high speed dubbing decks. Even at normal
speed, the TC-WR11ES, like all ES cassette decks, achieves
clean, transparent recordings, plus an astoundingly uniform
20-20,000Hz (+1- 3dB) frequency response. Add to this the
patented Laser Amorphous heads and 4 -motor transport, and
the TC-WR11ES indisputably demonstrates the technical
refinement needed to triumph in the digital age.
The Sony ES Commitment.
The Sony ES Series is a skillfully crafted line that not only
includes the finest Compact Disc players, but superb analog
components as well, all doing full justice to the ES engineers'
exceedingly high standards. Further expression of this excellence is reflected in the 3 year limited warranty that backs each
and every model (see your authorized Sony ES dealer for
details).

For more information on where you can audition the full
line of Sony ES components, call 201-930-7156.

ES

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'

SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

RECORD TIMES
Time on Our Hands
The LP record was designed to be
long enough to hold most common
symphonies. The CD was designed
around the length of an uncommon
symphony, Beethoven's Ninth (the
longest symphony most listeners
own). For anything shorter than the
Ninth, CD poses a problem:
Duplicating the contents of the usual
LP leaves blank nearly half an hour's

worth of disc space-but if you wish

Compact "Ring" Cycle
It's no surprise to find a complete
performance of Wagner's Der Ring
des Nibelungen, a cycle of four
operas, running 14 hours and 14
minutes. What is surprising is that the
Rodolphe Productions recording of
"The Ring" fits onto just seven

Compact Discs-an average of more
than two hours per disc.
The performance, from the 1953
Bayreuth Festival, was recorded
monophonically. That made it possible
to put nearly twice as much music as
normal on each disc by recording a
different hour of music on each stereo
channel. Thanks to CD's superb
interchannel separation, neither mono
track interferes with the other.
A special adaptor, packaged with
the album, has switching that can be
used to send a CD player's left or right
output to both inputs of the listener's
sound system. The adaptor, made by
Sceniconcepts of France, can be
switched back to normal stereo for use
with conventional CDs.
The track numbering, as you might
suspect, looks rather odd. For
example, the first disc ("Das
Rheingold," complete) starts in the left
channel, with tracks 1, 3, 5, and 6, and
runs up to tracks 34, 36, and 38. The
opera then continues in the right
channel, beginning with tracks 2, 4, 7,
and 8, and ends with tracks 33, 35,
and 37. Calling up one channel's track
numbers while listening to the other
channel just lands you in the middle of
an aria or scene.
The album (released by Harmonia
Mundi, RPC 32503.9) stars, among
18

others, Wolfgang Windgassen, Hans
Hotter, Astrid Varnay, and Regina
Resnik, and is conducted by Clemens
Krauss. Also available in this dual track mono format is Beethoven's
"Fidelio," on a single CD that plays for
two hours and 24 minutes (RPC
32494). This, too, is a 1953 production,
starring Martha Modl, Sena Jurinac,
Wolfgang Windgassen, Rudolf
Schock, and Otto Edelmann, with
Wilhelm Furtwangler conducting the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra and
the Vienna State Opera Chorus.
Rodolphe and Harmonia Mundi are
not the first to try dual -track mono as a
way to double the playing time of CDs.
Another European company, BIS,
announced just such a Compact Disc
in 1986. They were thwarted, however,
when Polygram refused to
manufacture discs which did not fully
follow the official CD specifications.
But shucks, we ain't seen nothin' yet.
Sanyo has released specifications for
a background music (BGM) system
that puts eight hours of music on a
disc, using the CD -I format. These,
too, are monophonic, but Sanyo still
had to cut some corners to cram all
that music in: For one thing, distortion
is a whopping (by CD standards) 0.5%
at 1 kHz, and S/N is only 70 dB. I bet
the sampling rate is less than a normal
CD's 44.1 kHz, which would cut high frequency response a bit, too. For
background music, however, that's
plenty good enough. Sanyo's BGM
discs won't be compatible with normal
CD players, but the BGM machines
will have switching circuitry that will
allow them to play regular CDs.

to do more than just duplicate an LP,
what do you fill out the CD with?
Filling out a disc was less of a
problem in the LP's early days, not
just because LPs are shorter than
CDs, but because there were then
two sizes, 10- and 12 -inch. A long
symphony, like Brahms' First, would fit
onto the two sides of a 12 -inch disc,
while a shorter symphony, like
Beethoven's Second, would fill either
one side of a 12 -inch album or both
sides of a 10 -inch disc. The smaller
size was also ideal for pop groups.
When 10-inchers disappeared, the
short works were coupled with other

works to fill a 12 -inch disc. To simply
put 10 inches' worth of music on a
12 -inch record would have either
meant breaking a work near the
middle when there was no technical
necessity, to spread it over two sides,
or leaving one side of the record
blank; either way, customers would
have complained.
In fact, they complained anyway.
Pop listeners grumbled about albums
padded with fluff to fill out the larger

disc-and about unpadded albums
that seemed stingily short. And some
classical music lovers complained
that they could no longer simply buy
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

The Onkyo TX -850

Tech 1,,,logy with Imaginatiun.

ONE LESS BARRIER BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR MUSIC
Most high fidelity systems are built around a receiver. After
all, convenience is attractive. But convenience often has a
price. And the price is usually performance.
That isn't the case with Onkyo. And a look at the TX -850 will
show you just how seriously we value good sound.
Start with the amplifier. And Onkyo's Low Impedance Drive.
At 68 watts per channel RMS: the TX -850 provides more
than enough power for realistic levels even with low efficiency
speakers. Power into more demanding 4 ohm loads is an
impressive 85 watts per channel. And for those occasions
when digital sources demand instantaneous response to high
level musical peaks, the TX -850 is capable of producing up to
160 watts per channel, even into 2 ohm loads!
The tuner section features Onkyo's famous APR (Automatic
Precision Reception) system which continuously monitors the
signal at the antenna and adjusts four critical circuits to assure
you the best FM reception.

The TX -850 also gives you e'densive signal processing
capability. A continuously vcriable Dynamic Bass Expande gives you precise control of musical "punch ' Onkyo's Selecive
Tone Control provides accurate tonal balance at an> listening
level. A Stereo Image Exparde r and Simulated Stereo circuitry
extend tt e sense of spaciouEnEss from any source you choose.
And a CD Direct selector allows you to bypass less crucial
preamplifier circuitry so you can fully enjoy the clarity of digi-al.
Extensive video capability complements the audio
performance. Remote control using Onkyo's new RI (Remote
Interactive) system is standard, too. And the programmable
remote transmitter means that you need jus, one control for all
your components!
In short, the Onkyo TX -850 proves that you don't need to
sacrifice sound quality for convenience. And stands as one less
barrier between you and your music.

Artistry 'n Sound

ONICY0

'Both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, 0.04% THD
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Digital audio tape can be
cut to performance length,
saving on production time
and royalties. Shorter DATs
could actually cost less.
the Budapest Quartet's recording of
Debussy's string quartet and the Fine
Arts Quartet's recording of Ravel's;
since the two works were almost
invariably coupled on a 12 -inch disc,
critical listeners now had to buy two
albums containing both works to get
the performances they wanted.
Couplings that cram a 45 -minute LP
don't fill a 74 -minute CD, nor do they
seem good value at the CD's higher
price. On the classical side, the
problem is now to find not two but
three works which fit well together.
Broadway shows and opera highlights
are less of a problem-often, songs
that were reluctantly sacrificed to
meet the LP version's time limitations
can be restored for CD. Pop groups
usually don't have another half an
LP's worth of material with which to fill
out a CD, but pop reissues can

Favorite Tsar Selection
Players which can memorize your
favorite programming for each disc
(such as players using Philips' Favorite Track Selection or Sony players
with Custom File) were probably designed with pop music listeners in
mind. But if I had a player so
equipped, I'd have more off-the-wall
applications for it.
One such application would be job
related. periodically use and reuse
portions of specific CD cuts for listening evaluations and to make test
tapes for car stereo listening. Since I
have to reprogram my player each
time I change discs, this takes a
while; FTS or Custom File would
speed the process notably.
I

include two short albums on one disc
or add songs not on the original LP
release.

The arrival of DAT, which can hold
two hours of music, needn't make the
problem worse. Tape, unlike discs,
can be cut to length, saving a few
cents on raw materials. Shorter
recordings also require less
duplication time and cut the royalties
due composers and performers. So
we may see differences in price
among various DATs.
There will still be recordings which
hold too much music or which offer
music we just don't want to hear at a
given time. Luckily, the two longest playing media have come up with a
solution to this problem: Both CD
players and DAT decks can be
programmed to play only what you
want to hear.
Another application would be undoing Rimsky-Korsakov's mistake. My
favorite recording of Mussorgsky's
Boris Godounov is on Angel, with
Christoff. It uses Rimsky-Korsakov's
reorchestration, which includes the rearrangement of the opera's last two
scenes. In the opera's original ending, the Fool poignantly wails about
Russia's fate. Rimsky, however,
moved the death of Boris to the very
end to make a socko finish.
Someday, when I break down and
replace my well-worn LP with the CD
reissue, I'll be able to reprogram
those two scenes back in their proper
order. But how nice it would be if my
player could remember and do it for
me every time!

And It Comes Out Here
Edward Tatnall Canby's April column on treating music with respect
reminded me of a lesson I learned at
WYBC, my college radio station. The
first time I watched a broadcast from
the control room, I noticed the engineer's hand hovering over the start lever of a tape deck about 3 minutes
before the show was due to end. A
few seconds later, after glancing at
the clock, he started the tape rolling.-but no music came over the
monitor.

"What's that for?" I asked him.
"Simple," he explained. "We always
start the theme music 2 minutes and
57 seconds before the show ends,
because that's how long the music
lasts. Then, we can fade the music in
when the announcer finishes, and be
sure the music will stop just when the
show's time slot is over. It doesn't
bother people to fade into the middle
of the music, but it sure bothers them
if we fade or cut out before it ends!"

\
szr ,.
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The Perils of Polk
Looping to Silence
A friend asked me how to wire up
his new stereo system, and I dutifully
diagrammed it for him. Then he
decided to ignore my diagram and
play around with the connections on
his own.
Alas, his system had a tape loop.
He wired the tape output to an AUX
input, which set up a positive
feedback loop; when he switched to
that input, there was a loud howl, then
silence. Luckily, just his amplifier's
output fuse blew, not his output
transistors or his speakers.
20

The audio press took no notice when
a policeman in Wisconsin momentarily
mistook Matthew Polk for a burglar,
one night last year. Neither did
Matthew, who was safely home in
Maryland at the time. The policeman,
responding to an alarm from Sound
World, a Wausau hi-fi shop, soon
realized that the figure standing
nonchalantly by a loudspeaker was
only a lifesize cutout of Mr. Polk.
Although that cutout escaped arrest
and injury, another one, at a dealer in
Detroit, was not so lucky: It was injured
when a car swerved out of control and
drove into the shop's window.
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988
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The McIntosh C34V Audio/'!
Video Control Center is the

distillation of more than
30 years of engineering
progress in performance
and versatility. Some of its
features are:

- The most flexible, complete, stereo preamplifier
- The most flexible, com-

plete, separate stereo
recording preamplifier

- The most flexible, com-

plete, progrOm corn -

pressor and expander
that ean operate in
either the listen or
rec6rd preamplifier

- High quality, high performance distortion -free
five band tone shaping
controls that can be used
in either the listen or
record preamplifier
- High quality, high performance monitor power

amplifier that protects
your speakers and your
music with the exclusive

McIntosh Power Guard
and Sentry Monitor
Circuits
The McIntosh C34V Audio/
Video Control Center,
above all others, will

deliver to you the best
sound_ the highest degree
of versatility with the
greates ease of use.

McIntosh
The Miracle of Music
from a Compact disc
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The digital to analog converter incorporates separate 16 bit converters for
left and right channels. This is a single
substrate construction possessing a very
accurate balance, a prime requisite for
sound quality that is accurate but also
musical. There is no multiplexing, no
delay time between channels, just an ex-

5

4

7

te

tra 4d6 of channel separation. The exclusive single -chip Decoder and Error
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The McIntosh MCD7005 establishes a
new musical quality standard for sound
from a compact disc. This second
generation player continues the world
wide McIntosh reputation for technological advancement as every advanced
aspect of performance has been improv-

ed, from laser pen through the analog
output. The quality of the sound and the
measured performance has no equal.

corrector achieves maximum obtainable
performance. The digital audio signal
read from the disc is thus as clean and
undistorted as it can possibly be. The
quadruple oversampling digital filter has
enhanced soft muting ensuring that
there are no clicks or pops. It smoothly
silences any readout interruption too
large for the error correction circuits
assuring extra sound integrity. Even in
the face of disc defects or dirt that
would interrupt play in the majority of
players, the sound of the McIntosh
MCD7005 Compact Disc player sets
superlative standards of musical purity.

The McIntosh MC2500 power amplifier... promised
performance deilvered.
What is considered to be "State of the Art" has been
the starting line for McIntosh research. research that
responds to the demands for qt.ality performance improvements. In the MC2500 the quality of performance
is clean, distortion free music f-om 500 watts of pure

power per channel. And, in these days of spectacular musical demands of the compact disc,
should the dynamics of the music require
greater power, McIntosh POWER GUARC*

protects your music from the harsh
sound of clipping. (1) dynamically
prevents overdrive into hard c ipping - (2) assures maximum out-

put without increased distortion -(3) protects your
speakers from excessive
heating. The McIntosh

MC2500, truely, is
"Technology at

the cutting
edge."

IMIntosh
POWER GUARD
LIMIT
RIGHT
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MC 2503

STEREO

POWER

-711

AMPLIFIER

.

LEFT GAIN

SPEAKERS
RIGHT/MONO GAIN
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The Miracle of
Music from
Loudspeakers
The McIntosh XRT22 linifcrm Field
Loudsaeaker System is the latest
techrclogical achieve-nen: toward
the goal of perfect sounc reproduction. There are two drantalc subjec-

tive listening charazteriatcs: first
when istening you beccsie emotional y aware of the adittion of
depth perception :c
o-dinary
sterec spatial effects, and second,
the definition of indh.idt El collective musical sounds is Unproved to

the paint where it is reallv difficult
to hear differences between the real
and tPe reproduced sound. This
perfcr-nance is achieved with wide
dispersion controlled frmuency
respoise and a time coprdinated
sounc field. The high ftecuency
radialPrs are mounted in a straight
line, all in the same plane. In an 8
ft. high room they eFectively
radiate from floor to ce,Fi lg. In this
mechanical arrangerren: the
radiated sound field s a calf
cylinder, and the energy content of
the scund field decreases only
directly with distance stead of

McIntosh
with distance squared. For a given
sound pressure level across the
room the XRT22 requires less electrical input than. conventional
speakers and he -ice produces lower

intermodulation distortion. The improved definitiol of musical sounds
is simply a revelation that ycu have
to experience.

To match the magnificence of the
tweeter performance required the
design and deve opment of low and
mid frequency radiators that would
achieve extremely low distortion
and time coordiration.
These design ob_ectives were met
through the adjLstment of a combination of radiato- and crossover
network design '.ariables, enhanced
by a uniq_ie compt-ter program
developed by the VcIntosh staff of
loudspeaker scientists. The subjective evaluation of the XRT22
system immedialely revealed a relationship to the rea ity of music and
the presence of ilepth perception to
a degree that is eery close to
perfection.

Illtintosh
I
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Golden Touch of Remote
Control,

419Malpe expanded to provide individual

;111/1111Malource selection with independent

2.

wish to hear on either AM or FM;
8) in compact disc, put the CD
player, in the play mode, shift to
the next track or the preceding
-track, or stop the play from the
disc; or
6) select the preamplifier as a
program source with all of its
connected sources,
The McIntosh Remote Control
System ties together in a simple
control system the McIntosh Miracle
of Music in your home.

Ina

The McIntosh infrared Remote
Control System provides unusual
versatility with operating simplicity.
It is a system which provides remote
control in one listening area yet can

,

3) adjust the volume in the local
area and not affect the volume in
other areas;
4) in tuner, select the stations you

The Miracle of Music
and the

olume settings in up to five
additional areas. in each of these
areas, when connected to a McIntosh
tuner designed to connect to the
infrared remote control system, and
a McIntosh compact disc player you
can in any area:
1) turn the AC power on or of
2) select the listening sound
whit
source for the local a
other areas choose th
source indepen

For nformation on Mchatcsi proructi
please send your name.

idiress and phone litrober Lai

McIntosh laboratory Inc.
Department 9I1A8

,

FO Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904-0096
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

REFERENCE WORKS
In the opinion of many industry people, the 1988 Summer Consumer
Electronics Show in Chicago was a

"downer." While the EIA claimed an
attendance of around 96,000, veteran
observers thought 70,000 was a more

realistic figure. This lowered attendance was generally attributed to such
things as the ongoing unfavorable dollar/yen situation, the continuing uncer-

tainty over introduction of R-DAT,
and the plight of the high -end audio
manufacturers, who were forced into
cramped 13- by 14 -foot rooms in the
already overtaxed McCormick Center
Hotel. As a consequence, many told
their dealers they would not be demonstrating their equipment, and obviously
quite a few dealers decided to skip the

Show. As always, in spite of all these
exasperating situations, there were a
number of new products that piqued
my interest.

We can dispense with the R-DAT
issue very quickly. In spite of the NBS
rejection of Copy -Code, Japanese

suppliers did not stampede to ship
R-DAT machines to the U.S. You might

say the RIAA and the record industry
are now fighting a rear -guard action.

With such schemes as Solo Plus,
which envisions one legal DAT copy of
a CD, or a possible try in Congress for
a royalty on DAT hardware and blank
tapes, the last-ditch stand may be the
RIAA avowal to sue any company that
tries to import R-DAT machines into the

titles on the R-DAT format. Surprising- any other existing player. Sony also
ly, according to these DAT prerecord- has taken extreme measures in the

ed tape producers, there is a "gray suppression or elimination of resomarket" base of R-DAT machines in nances in this player; even the capacithe U.S. estimated to be as high as tors are mounted with anti -resonant
12,000 units!
damping material! Perhaps needless
In the meanwhile, the CD bandwag- to say, this CD player uses 18 -bit linear
on rolls on, quite aloof from all this quantization and 8 -times oversam-

R-DAT ferment. Up to the time of the

pling. As noted, the transport and D/A

SCES, Sony's most advanced CD player was their flagship, the $1,800 CDP-

converter are totally separate, and

U.S. The EIA has countered with a
large legal defense fund. Teac says

everyone by getting into the high -end

they will challenge this RIAA threat by
bringing into the U.S. five ultra -high end $6,000 R-DAT recorders, boasting
all sorts of refinements, including the
use of all -discrete circuitry in the analog stages. Suffice to say, there have

CDP-R1/DAS-R1. As you might expect,

R-DAT import, and I am among those
who are still waiting.

In the meanwhile, R-DAT blank

reproduction of sound from a Compact

tapes are now available from virtually
all

major tape suppliers. Capriccio,

that enterprising company which marketed a line of classical prerecorded
R-DATs in the U.S., was at the SCES,
as was GRP, which offers seven pop
music DATs. Both report good sales.
Tom Jung, who issued his first R-DAT
tape of some of his dmp titles, says he
sells "several hundred per week." By
this fall, he expects to have about 12
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

converters. This elaborate Sony Com-

CD -player market with the $8,000 pact Disc player is expected to be
this player is the distillation and embodiment of Sony's most advanced
Compact Disc research. I could fill 20
pages describing all the new technology in this super player. Sony has
painstakingly addressed every mechanical, electronic and optical parameter that has an influence on the

been earlier announcements about

each has facilities which allow it to be

707. At the Show, Sony surprised used with other types of transports or
available n the fall.

Also for the affluent audiophile,
Spectral offered an advanced ultrahigh -end CD player. In development
for three years, the SDR-1000 player
has a very striking high-tech appearance that's in line with the Spectral
tradition. The transport is extremely
rugged and is suitable for broadcast
use Combining metal castings with

Disc. The CDP-R1 transport is con- lam nated mechanical elements for
nected to the separate DAS-R1 D/A damping, the transport uses a very
converter by special twin fiber-optic fast -acting adaptive servo for accurate
cables. A special master -clock circuit
in the DAS-R1 uses a quartz -crystal
oscillator so precise it limits measurable jitter, or time -base error, to an
infinitesimal 0.1 nanosecond. That's
one 10 -billionth of a second! Sony
claims this is a sevenfold reduction in
time -delay distortion, as compared to

tracking. The player uses modular
card -cage construction for ease of servicing and updating. The transport and

integrated line -level preamp are
mounted in a single, very rigid, 19 -inch
rack -mountable chassis. Four D/A con-

verters are used in a push-pull balanced configuration. Both 16 -bit quan27

The Polk Revolution Continues!
"Polk reinvents the loudspeaker'
MO Fidelity Maga: Ind,

Iearly six years ago the audi.) world was stunned by
Matthew Polk's introduction of revolutionary SDA tech-

noloq While other designers trad been concentrating on
small ref IICIIICIIIN to existing loudspeaker technologx;
Matthew Polk opened the door to new frontiers of
exciting realism in sound.
live Stereo SDA technology maintains stereo separation all the way to your ears, something which no
conventicnal speaker can achieve. Conventional speakers
make it sound like the musicians are trapped in the
speaker boxes or in the small space between them. Polk
patented SDA speakers fill the entire width of your
listening room with sonic images so breathtakingly real
that its just like liming the musicians in the room with
you. They must be experienced io be believed!

Introducing the SDA SRS 23
Introduced two years ago, the flagship SDA Signature
Reference System (SDA SRS) is the ultimate expression of
loudspeaker technology. A two-time winner of the prestigious Audio Video Grand Prix Award, the SDA SRS was
recently chosen by the editors of Stereo Review magazine
for their ukimate dream system.
Now be ng introduced, the SD% SRS 2.3 offers all of the
benefits of third generation SDA technology in a slightly

Matthew Polk's award winnhg SDA SRS 1 2 and the
SDA SRS 2.3.

more modest package. It is the perfect speaker for those
listeners who demand the best and most exciting listening
experience hut who cannot accommodate the larger
SDA SRS.

Words can never fully express the thrilling experience
of listening to the new SDA SRS 2.3. Effortless reproduction at live concert levels, distortion free, body -tingling
bass and room -filling stereo imag_ng are executed so
flawlessly that when you close you eyes you'll forget
that you are listening to speakers at all: Visit your local
Polk dealer and experience them for yourself

polk audio
The Speaker Specialists ®
5601 Metro Dritc. Baltimore. Md. 21215

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 30
Enter No 39 on Reader Service Card

Sony claims that a circuit
in their new CD player
gives it a sevenfold cut
in time -delay distortion
over any other player.

polk
The Speaker Specialists 8
Where to buy Polk Speakers
AUTHORIZED DEALER LIST
CANADA

gn Toronto

MS Columbus

AK Anchorage: Magnum Electronics Fair.
banks Horns

AL Birmingham: Auction Daher,: Interne

Pascagoula
MT Bozeman:
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Sound

.
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many other features of this upscale CD
player, priced at $5,795.)
At the SCES, it was obvious that CD
changers are now a mainstream product. Various suppliers are offering multiplay units with capacities of five, six,

certainly more adaptable to smaller
rooms than the Sovereign and, at

and up to 10 discs, with the ability to
access any track in any sequence on

Grating) Abffusors and Diffusors,

any of the Compact Discs. (Prices
range from $349 to $850.) The 18 -bit
quantization is increasingly available,
priced as low as $699, with such companies as Technics and Yamaha join-

ing quite a few others in offering 8 times oversampling.

.

$5,150, considerably more affordable.

This particular exhibit room had
been acoustically treated with Peter
D'Antonio's RPG (Reflection Phase
which were adjusted by means of TDS
measurements. The same was true of

Spectral's much larger room on the
lower level of McCormick North, where

Spectral was using two of their new
200 -watt Class -A amplifiers to bi-amplify Duntech Sovereign speakers. By
now, most exhibitors are well aware of

The other CD -related item at the

the generally poor acoustics of the

SCES was the debut of the Medea Ltd.

rooms they are assigned in venues like
McCormick Place or in hotels used by
AES conventions and consumer audio

digital processor

I

mentioned in the

June 1988 issue of Audio. It now turns
out that the device is called the Wadia

2000 Decoding Computer, and is a
product of the Wadia Digital Corporation, a division of Medea Ltd. in Minneapolis. This Wadia processor consists
of a highly regulated, separate power
supply which feeds the separate DigiLink that converts the 75 -ohm digital
coaxial output of a CD player or R-DAT
to optical. The DigiLink has three inputs: 32 kHz for satellite transmissions,

Lindsey Ward Memphis, New Wave Electronics Nashville: HI P. Buys

TX Abilene: Sound Effects Murillo
Sound Systems Ltd Minato.: Sound Idea
Meth: Audio Video College Station:

:

tization and quadruple oversampling speakers. Into the 4 -ohm impedance
are augmented by selectable special of the speaker, the ClassO Audio amfilters developed by designer Keith plifiers provided 600 watts of Class -A
Johnson. These include time -correc- power per channel. I had no previous
tion, resolution -enhancement, and dis- experience with these Classe Audio
tortion -correction (smoothing, deglitch- amplifiers, but found them quite iming) filters. Premium parts are used pressive, especially for their highly dethroughout the player, and include tailed, yet very smooth and musical,
such refinements as printed circuit top end. The Marquis loudspeaker is,
boards by Tektronix and opto-isolators in essence, a mini -Sovereign, employand displays from Hewlett-Packard. ing the same columnar, symmetrical
(Space does not permit outlining the design and point -source imaging. It is

44.1 kHz for CD, and 48 kHz for R-

shows. Since the advent of the RPG
system, more and more manufacturers
are opting to create these "synergistic"
rooms. D'Antonio says that while there
are dedicated audiophiles who do set
up RPG rooms, he admits the expense

deters others. He told me about his
new Concert Hall in a Carton, consisting of several Abffusor and Diffussor
modules. These are only four inches
deep and are meant to be mounted on
walls and ceilings with Molly bolts. Us-

DAT. The system's third section is the
processor/computer. The Wadia 2000
operates with 64 -times interpolation
(oversampling) but does a great deal
more digital processing, as well. Wadia shared a room with W & W Audio,

ing this do-it-yourself approach, you
can acoustically treat an average listening room of from 2,200 to 3,000
cubic feet. D'Antonio will provide de-

the importers of the Duntech loud-

TDS analysis. These consumer mod-

speakers, and apparently W & W will
be handling the Wadia unit at a cost of

ules are not quite as efficient as the
standard elements, but will provide
better than 80% effectiveness. The
RPG Concert Hall in a Carton is ex-

$6,500.
The Wadia 2000 fed a Classe Audio

DR -7 preamplifier, which in turn was
connected to four Classe Audio DR-3VHC stereo amplifiers. Each amplifier
was operated in bridge mode, and two

amplifiers per side were used to biamplify the new Duntech Marquis loud30

tailed instructions for the proper setup

of his modules, without recourse to

pected to retail through high -end dealers at a cost of $1,200.
Among legions of loudspeakers,
there were a few that deserved a considerate and attentive audition. As always, you can be sure of a well -con AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

The 3 -inch CD

has arrived. And
CBE. Compact Disc

Singles (A3) are leading
the way with the worlc s
biggest superstars. Think 3f
CD. as singles cr maxi singles
on compact dir, with an A side
aid a B side of the same side.
And with a price t -at s not much
Fire than the traditional vinyl
or ca3sette versions'
F3rty new re Rises featuring
current hits anc past classics
ere avEilable now With many more
t] 51Iow. So if VOL re wondering
vinEt s -text in the digital revolutioi
the ErsvEr is right b3f3re your eyes
Here's dut a sampling:

JERENCE TRENT D'ARE"Sign Your
Name
Cr-asy Chicker
CLOG IA ESTEBAN Ana) MIAMI SOUND MACHINE -

A lyt1 nc Err You rAny-iing For You (Spanish Version]
MICHAEL JRCICSON- Otriv 013ra r Jirty Diana i nstrumentall
CYNDI LAUPER
Hole In olly Hart [All The Wad To China)

3* Blue [Live]
SAGE-"Jaradise. (Remix)/ *SLIET Bien Total
BO 3TON - N13re Than ARE ing / Forep ay/Long Time
GEORGE MICHAEL-" War lour Sex.' [Rhythm Lust 1)-1
.1 Want You- Si -x- [Rhythm

Erass In LovEl

WILLIE NE _SON - Always On My Om
E
Eyes Cryng In The Rain
PINK FLUID Alother Brick In The Na I" Part Ill/ 03E Of My Turns
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
Cover Me"/'F nk Cadillac'
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61" computer diskette containing the complete catalog of CBS Compact Discs. send $2 far postage and handling to. CBSCD, Box 257, Garwood. N.107027

CBS

IS a trademark of CBS Inc © 11as CBS Records Inc.

GLINTON
Authorized Canton Dealers
AZ Phoenix: Audio Video Spadalists, Bruce Wardin & Associates
Scottsdale: Sound Perfection
CA Corona del Mar: Pacific Coast Audio Video Gardena:
Automata Glendale: Marconi Radio La Crescents: Chatham Becker Corp. Los Angeles: Henry Radio, Paris Audio, Radioactive Sound, Audio Command Systems, B&M Electronics,
Supervision Mountain View: AMS Car Stereo Newhall:
Chatam-Becker Corp. Oakland: Pro Audio Electronics Palm
Desert: Desert Stereo Sacremento: Home Express San
Bruno: The Edge Auto Stereo & Alarm San Franciso: Custom
Car Alarms, Harmony AN of Filmore, House of Music, Peter's
Auto Radio San Gabriel: Audio Concepts San Jose: Paradise
Sound San Leandro: MCM Audio Systems San Mateo: Mateo
High Fidelity Santa Ana: Solid State TV -Audio Torrance:
Dimensions in Stereo Woodland Hilts: Paris Audio

CO Aspen: Aspen Audio Boulder: Usten Up Denver: Listen
Up

CT Greenwich: F. Stayer Design, Fairfield Audio & Video
Hartford: The Stereo Shop . Old Greenwich: CARS.
Stamford: Bob & Ray's Television Shop
DC Washington: Myer-Emco, Provide°, Inc.
DE Dover: Sound Studio Newark: Sound Studio
Wilmington: Sound Studio
FL Altamonte Springs: Electronic Creations Boca Raton:
Sound Plus Wood Coral Gables: Sound Performance Daytona
Beach: Audio Video Analyst Ft Lauderdale: Sound Design &
Engineering Jacksonville: Behrens Audio Lab Miami: Las
Fabricas Naples: Stereo Garage Tampa: Monte's Rolling
Sound, Sensuous Sound Systems Tequesta: TV & Audio Center
HI Honolulu: The Audio Shoppe
IL Aurora: United Audio Centers Chicago: United Audio Centers,
Hi Fi Hutch Deerfield: United Audio Centers Naperville: Hi Fl
Hutch Niles: United Audio Centers Schaumburg: Hi Fi Hutch,
United Audio Centers Vernon Hills: United Audio Centers Villa
Park: Hi Fi Hutch
IN Carmel: Tom Doherty's Custom Audio Michigan City: Audio
Connection

KS Kansas City: Brands Mart Midwest Overland Park: Brands
Mart Midwest Wichita: Custom Sound, Inc.
MA Cambridge: Audio Video Environments, New England Audio
Wellesley: The Music Box
MD Owings Mills: Ughting Experiences Rockville: Myer-Emco
Salisbury: Sound Studio
MN Brooklyn Center: Audio King Burnsville: Audio King
Edina: Audio ling, Sdroles Enterprises, Inc. Minneapolis: Audio
King, Audio Systems & Design Minnetonka: Audio King St
Paul: Audio King Wayzata: Audio by Design MO St Louis: T.
Melodious, Antech Labs, Inc.

NC Charlotte: Stereo Showcase Winston-Salem: Audio Video
Concepts/Ed Kelly's, Inc.

NE Lincoln: The Sound Environment Omaha: The Sound
Environment

NJ Cliffside Park: Entertainment Environments Deptford: Hi-Fi
Connection Englewood: Udo's Automotive Livingston:
Electromedia Design, Inc. Marlton: Hi-Fi Connection Millburn:
Professional Audio Consultants Springfield: Kartunes Mobile
Electronics West Caldwell: Samm Sound West Long Branch:
Woodbridge Stereo Center Woodbridge: Woodbridge Stereo
Center
NV Las Vegas: Mobilsound of Las Vegas

NY Albertson: Legend Audio Video Astoria: Steinway Sound
Brooklyn: Rabson's Stereo Warehouse Hauppauge: Audio
Interiors New York: Audio Exchange, Cosmophonic Sound,
Custom Media Designs, Inc., Harmony House, Rabson's
Oceanside: Sound Insights Port Jefferson Stn: Designation
Rego Park: Continental Sound Rockville Centre: Audio
Command Systems Southampton: Charon Custom Sound
Staten Island: Clone Audio West Nyack: Audio Video Systems,
Inc. Westbury: Audio Exchange While Plains: Audio Design
Associates
OK Tulsa: Imperial Sound
OR Eugene: Bradford's High Fidelity

PA Ardmore: At That Jazz Bethlehem: Canlen Audio Ephrata:
Stereo Barn Lancaster: D S Audio, Stereo Barn Oxford:
Electronic Services Philadelphia: David -Mann Ltd., Teppers
Autosound Wyomissing: D S Audio
RI Middletown: Soundings
TN Memphis: Opus 2 Associates
TX Austin: Audio Dimensions Dallas: Preston Trail Audio
Houston: Groove Audio Video San Antonio: Bjom's Stereo Designs

VA Falls Church: Myer-Emco Virginia Beach: The Media
Room, Videorama
WA Seattle: Definitive Audio
WI Milwaukee: Flanner & Hafsoos Music House

WV Princeton: The Sound Post

Telarc will soon release
their first prerecorded
cassettes, which will be
made using a "tapeless"
digital memory system.
ducted demonstration and some inter-

esting music from Dick Shahinian,
whose love of music is coupled with
his encyclopedic knowledge of recordings. His impressive new Diapason

system consists of an omnidirectional
array of midrange and tweeter drivers,

atop his Double Eagle subwoofers,
crossing over at 140 Hz. The system
was driven by Bedini amplifiers, and
Dick played the magnificent London
CD of Riccardo Chailly conducting the
Cleveland Orchestra in a stunning performance of Stravinsky's Rite of Spring.

The Diapason handles the great dynamic range of this recording with
ease, and the sound is convincingly

cassettes are duplicated at high

natural. The 31 Hz of the 48 -inch bass
drum used freely in this work is repro-

speed, with a 64 -times running speed
quite common. A half -inch tape dub-

duced cleanly and with a wavefront

bing master, running in an endless loop bin, feeds multiple slave recorders. With a new dubbing master, the
sonic quality of the duplicates is quite

that is visceral and palpable! The complete Diapason system sells for
$5,700.

Martin -Logan was demonstrating
their new Statement loudspeaker at a
Near -North art gallery. This is their
magnum opus, what with seven -foot high woofer towers, each with four 12 -

inch drivers and 800 -watt internal
amps. Crossing over at 80 Hz to 3- by
6 -foot electrostatic panels for which
they claim the astonishing efficiency of
96 -dB SPL for one watt input at one
meter. The pedestal of these panels
contains the quite massive transformers, and a special electronic crossover
is supplied. A -3 dB point of 16 Hz is
claimed with a top of 22 kHz. Such an

assemblage is expensive, and at
$40,000, it is obviously in a very rarefied price stratum.
Rowland Research, heretofore
known for their excellent preamps and
power amps, has bravely forayed into

the high -end loudspeaker sweepstakes. Their Avalon Acoustics division

introduced the $12,000 Ascent loudspeaker. Its enclosure is of unusual

design and angled on four frontal
planes. The front panel is a massive six

inches thick, and in it are mounted a
titanium dome tweeter, a dome midrange, and a 12 -inch woofer with a
Nomex/Kevlar cone. Unusually, the
proprietary crossover is mounted in a
separate enclosure. The speaker system has a rated SPL of 90 dB for one
watt input at one meter, and the heavy

construction accounts for the 160 pound weight of each unit. Frequency

See our ad in this Issue for more information
Canton N. America (612) 333-1150

response is claimed to be ±2 dB from
36 Hz to 24 kHz.
For some years now, prerecorded
cassettes have outsold vinyl discs, and
the Compact Cassette must presently
be considered a very mature technology. Even inexpensive cassette decks
have remarkably good performance.
Telarc will soon release their first prerecorded cassettes of their popular Cincinnati Pops recordings. They decided
to enter this market because of a remarkable new high -quality duplicating
process developed by American Multimedia of Burlington, North Carolina. As
you probably know, most prerecorded

32

good. Unfortunately, after thousands of

passes, the dubbing master deteriorates, and the sound quality of the pre-

recorded cassettes is considerably
degraded.
American Multimedia has developed
their Digital Audio Analog Duplication
process, in which a master digital tape

is fed into their proprietary memory
storage system, with a capacity of one
gigabyte! This "tapeless" 16 -bit digital

master is passed through a special
ultra -high-speed D/A converter, and
thence to the recording slaves, which
operate at 80 -times running speed. Via

this process, the cassettes are duplicated on TDK SA tape, with the cassette's A and B sides copied simultaneously. The memory is capable of
storing 50 minutes of program, more
than enough for a C-90 cassette. The
recording slaves are always being fed
with the equivalent of a brand-new digital tape master, so the sonic quality of

the prerecorded cassettes is consistently high. Richard Clark, president of
American Multimedia, told me that in

tests he made using metal -particle
tape with Dolby C NR, expert listeners
were unable to distinguish between the
prerecorded cassette and a Compact
Disc of the same program. Tom Jung

will also be using this Digital Audio
Analog Duplication process to market
audio cassettes of his dmp recordings
and, reportedly, Sheffield will market
DAAD cassettes, too.
A
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AUDIO CASSETTE.
FIRST

LASER OPTICALVIDEODISC.
FIRST

COMPACT DISC.
FIRST.

AMERICA.
AT LAST

© 1988 Philips Consumer Electronics Company.

PHILIPS.

SECOND To NONE.
Americans are generally more aware
of our inventions than they are of our name.
Yet those "Firsts"from the ubiquitous audio cassette to the flawless sound
of the compact disc playerare just a few of the breakthroughs Philips is known for.
Philips of the Netherlands
is one of the largest electronics companies in the world.
With our vast research and development facilities,
we have long had a commitment to leadership
in consumer electronics that few, if any, can match.
Now Philips is here.
Not Philips technology under someone else's name.
But the real thing. The newest from Philips.
Here first, at last.
For more information, and for your nearest Philips
dealer, call 1-800-223-7772.

WORLD -CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.
WorkAwde parrs., of

C

PHILIPS

PHILIPS
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THE BOOKSHELF

PROSE FOR PROS
the advantage of this technique for video post -production.
Huber's chapter on audio post -pro-

liN11.114 NO,SA,

Introduction to
Professional Recording
Techniques

Audio Production
Techniques kw Video
DaVd Wes Hulae,

B nice Bomb.,

duction zeroes in on the problems of
overdubbing, dialog replacement, and
addition of sound effects, all in the
context of putting together a final audio/video product. Detailed line drawings show how all the elements go together. Basic video editing operations
are also covered in good detail, and a
glossary is included.
Neither the Bartlett nor the Huber
work provides a detailed bibliography,
but this is not necessarily a limitation in
books which stress applications. Both

are highly recommended to those
whose technical interests include
home recording.

John Eargle

The Audio Dictionary by Glenn D.
Introduction to Professional Recording tion. There is a useful introduction to
Techniques by Bruce Bartlett. Howard MIDI (musical instrument digital interW. Sams & Co., 400 pp., paperback, face) techniques, which are destined
to become even more important than
$22.95.

they currently are in today's profes-

White. University of Washington Press,

302 pp.; hardback, $30; paperback,
$14.95.

The dictionary is a very interesting

sional studios.

and useful form of reference work, and
particularly recommend them to be-

Bartlett writes in a very lucid style,
and his explanations are clear and to
the point. Overall, find his discussion
of microphone principles and applica-

one, like this present volume from

tions to be first rate-not surprising,
readers of Audio. Both are primarily since this field is a specialty of his.
aimed at the young professional -to -be
As for Huber, he gets right to the
who is just starting out in a career in heart of audio for video, focusing on

strategy. My own formulation of the

Audio Production Techniques for Video by David Miles Huber. Howard W.

Sams & Co., 368 pp., paperback,
$29.95.

I

I

These new softcover books will be of
interest to the more technically minded

audio or video recording. They cover a

the tape recorder (both audio and vid-

good bit of the same material, as eo) and principles of synchronization.
would be expected, but from different
perspectives which are equally valid

Tape recorders are described in more

and useful.
Bartlett's main focus is on the home

Bartlett, and digital audio recording is

studio, the site of that ever-growing
segment of the industry once called
"semi -pro" but now capable of really
fine work. He methodically describes
the agonies of room selection and
acoustical treatment and then looks at
consoles, monitoring, and electrical interface. Then come detailed chapters

ginners at the audio game. A good
Glenn White, Northwest District Manager for Bruel & Kjaer can do a great
deal for one's insight into the game's
problem is as follows:
TE = H (System Q x N Software)/$ Spent

where TE is total enjoyment; System Q
is system quality, which is nonlinearly

related to one's self-assurance, the
detail in the Huber book than in the quality of one's magazine subscription
given more than passing coverage.
This is as it should be, inasmuch as the
same equipment is often used for both
video and digital audio purposes. Coverage of synchronization, time codes,

list or library, and brand availability or
town size; N is the number of records
in linear feet, and $ Spent is self-evident. (H, of course, is number of hours
spent, in fortnights.) A good hi-fi diction-

ary, then, will raise the System Q by
and basic in -studio operations using recommending magazines such as
these techniques is quite thorough. this one, together with worthwhile
Huber's discussion of audio tech- books. This White does-to the point of
niques for video concentrates on those

gilding the Golden Ear by almost point-

covering microphone selection and applications likely to be encountered in edly ignoring our competitors.
basic microphone techniques. Tape the field of video at large, such as
The earliest discussion of worth of
recorders are covered in some detail,

news -gathering

and

on -location

as are noise reduction and various shoots. His subsequent description of
types of signal processing such as recording equipment and techniques
compression, limiting, noise gating,
and reverberation.

is pretty much shaped by this orientation. His succinct discussion of microphones covers transduction principles
as well as basic applications, and his

Basic session protocol is covered,
as are specific hints for recording the
spoken word and recording on loca- coverage of M -S stereo really points up
36

dictionaries that I can remember having was with my fourth -grade teacher,

Mrs. Munson, who thought poorly of
my spelling. She also didn't think much

of my response that it didn't matter
how
spelled then because when
grew up, I was going to have a typeI

I

writer and it was going to spell for me.
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

THE IDEA BEHIND OUR
NEW CASSETTE DESIGN
IS NO GREAT SHAKES.
111111E1111111
1111111E11111111

11111111111
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711111FJ7i
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a....

OLD XLII

if .177111.1'

When it comes to audio performance, there's no such thing as
good vibrations. To guard against unwanted resonance, we at
Maxell have re-evaluated and virtually recreated every element in
our new XLII cassette. From the special screening shield to the
dual damping sheet to the extraordinarily durable cassette shell.
As a result, we've dramatically reduced modulation noise that
causes distortion and blurred sound. Just how dramatically is evidenced by the graphs to the left, recorded
when we tested our old and new cassettes
with a digital spectrum analyzer.
During both recording and playback,
our new cassette mechanism ensures
maximum performance by keeping
vibrations to an absolute minimum. In fact,
the only thing we may have left shaken up The Tape That Delivers
is our competition.
Higher Performance.

maxeli

NEW XLII

C 1988 Maxell Corporation of America, 22-08 Route 208, Fair Lawn, NJ. 07410
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The Audio Dictionary is
full of good stuff about
mikes and recordings, as
well as straight -ahead
stuff on home audio.
But she was right about my spelling. refusal to let me proofread is mere bad
humor at the size of my vocabulary.)
Indeed,
spelled so poorly that
couldn't find most of the words I tried Anyway, you won't have such probI

I

lems with this book, as even the worst
speller will land within a page or two of
ever, the Managing Editor's notion that where the proper spelling is printed.
When I was in college, I remember,
I cannot spell more than half the words
in my vocabulary and her consequent my English literature professor was
to look up in the class dictionary, which

is too often true today as well. (How-

able to attract my fleeting span of attention for more than a few mS with a
story about Dr. Samuel Johnson, one
of the first really good dictionary -makers. The point of the story was that it is
very difficult to define words without
using circular definitions. The prof.

made his point by reading out the
Johnson listing for "net," which was
"reticulation." Now, Dr. Johnson lived
in the last part of the 16th century in
England, and mid -20th century freshman lit. students (particularly those

The new SP11 Mark II
from Audio Research:
setting the standard, again.

who can't spell) have to look up the
definition of "reticulation," which the

good Dr. Johnson gives as "net."
White doesn't make this fairly elementary sort of mistake. Rather like most of
the good current dictionary -makers, he

peppers his definitions with words
found elsewhere in the volume, and his

typesetter (or-perish the thought-his
editor) has called attention to the fact
by the use of small capital letters.
Some of White's choices of words for
definition betray a bias toward profes-

sional sound. For example, take

A classic reborn.
Traditional wisdom holds that you
don't tamper with success. But at
Audio Research, the working
philosophy has always been to make
important progress in music
reproduction available to those music
lovers who care to hear the difference.
So, two years after the introduction of
the original SP11 preamplifier, Audio
Research announces the heir to its
acclaimed reference standard: the
new SP11 Mark II.

New clarity, dynamics, realism.
The new Mark II offers startling
improvements in musical realism
compared to the standard -setting
original. First, there is a soundstage
that extends even further beyond the
speakers, laterally and front -to -back.
Within this stage, instruments and
voices are focused more precisely
HIGH DEFINITION MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card

than ever before, with an uncanny
rendition of proper size and location.
Bass response is both deeper and
more detailed, for a more dynamic
foundation beneath the musical
program. And, overall, you'll hear a
breathtaking new clarity that simply
lets a recorded musical performance
through as never before-while telling
you more about the quality of the
transcription medium as well. The
new SP11 Mark II is truly the most
revealing, yet "invisible" preamplifier
ever from Audio Research. And, we
think you'll agree, one of the best
values in high -end audio. Again.
Audition it soon at your authorized
Audio Research dealer.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex: 290-583

"MOS," which I immediately identify as
the first part of MOS-FET, an acronym
for Metal -Oxide Semiconductor, Field Effect Transistor. For White, it is just
"mit out sound," coming from the slang
used by early movie -makers for silent
films. (Interestingly, MOS-FET is not in
the American National Standard IEEE

Standard Dictionary of Electrical and
Electronics Terms or directly defined in
my fifth edition of the Sams/ITT Reference Data for Radio Engineers.) While
there is lots of good (i.e., non -obscure)
stuff on microphones, motion -picture

sound, and recordings, there is also
plenty of straight -ahead stuff on home

audio. "Fringing," for instance,

is

flanked by "Frequency Response" and

"Front End." New areas of interest to
both pro and home audio users have
been considered as well. There is a
half page on the digital -to -analog con-

verter which concentrates on factors
influencing accuracy, and there is an
excellent discussion of EFM, eight -to fourteen modulation, which is used to
code data on Compact Discs.
Lest you think that a dictionary must
be a deadly dull affair, let me finish
with an anecdote borrowed from the
entry on "Editing."
"No less an old master than Vladimir
Horowitz has said that in any perfor38
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The biggest audio sensation
in recent history just got even bigger.

In 1986,
Yamaha's DSP-1

was hailed as the
greatest advance
in the control of
auditory space
since stereo.
So what have
we been up to the
last two years?
Discovering
how to push sound field processing to
its outer limits.
And beyond.

The result is

The only digital soundfield processor worth comparing with the DSP-3000
,

ADSP-1. Herugcomparison
DSP-3000

DSP-1
16 pre-set acoustic environments:

20 pre-sets with 35 variations:

Hall 1
Hall 2
Hall 3

Hall 1-A & B
Hall 2-A & B
Hall 3 -A & B
Hall 4 -A & B
Hall 5 -A & B

Chamber
Munster
Church
Jazz Club
Rock Concert

Disco
Pavilion

Warehouse Loft
Stadium
Presence
Surround 1
Surround 2
Dolby Surround

Memory for 16 additional user programs

the DSP-3000. An
incredible new digital soundfield processor that, once
again, finds itself in a field all alone.
You'll find more soundfields, for starters.
Considerably more.
Thirty-five bigger -than -life soundfields, plus
sufficient memory to store 20 of your favorite sound field variations.
And a remote control that puts the whole
works directly under your thumb.
Including a master volume control for main

The DSP-3000 reproduces the distinct acoustic patterns
measured in 20 actual performing spaces - ranging from
intimate jazz clubs to symphonic concert halls.

Opera House

-A & B

Cathedral
Church
Jazz Club 1-A & B
Jazz Club 2- A & B
Chamber

Rock Concert

-A & B

Disco-A & B
Pavilion

Stadium- A & B
Presence -A & B
Surround-A & B
Movie Theater 1

-A & B

Movie Theater 2

and all effects
channels.
You'll also

undoubtedly
appreciate the
small but extremely significant
sound improvements we'NTe made.

By using 4
times oversampling, Hi -Bit

digital filters plus
separate D/A
converters for each
Memory for 20 additional user programs
effects channel,
we've reduced
distortion and greatly improved S/N ratios.
Then to improve sound you didn't think could
possibly be improved, we offer direct -digital
input for your CD player, taking full
advantage of the 4 times oversampling and Hi -Bit twin D/A
converters in the main channels.
But we didn't stop there. Our
clever engineers also added 4
additional outputs for "fill" or sub A full woofer speakers.
function
remote
There's even an on -screen
a
video display of each soundfield's features
master volum
control to balance all
parameters, so you can make
sound -level settings
changes without losing sight of
to the front, back and
main speakers.
what you're hearing.
Drop by your Yamaha dealer for a demonstration.
We think you'll be impressed, to say the least.
We've packed everything we've got into the
new DSP-3000.
-A & B

Dolby Surround

Everything, that yA

®

is, except room for
improvement.

C1988, Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622. For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-662-6800. Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby laboratories, Inc.
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C MOS DIGITAL CONTROL CENTER

RAM

11111:31L3

BALANCE

The all -new Pro -Control Four is Guaranteed to
enhance and improve your stereo system...
Soundcraftsmen introduces the all new PRO -CONTROL FOUR,
featuring digital CMOS switching. Soundcraftsmen's new switch-

ing technique provides the utmost in versatility plus the least
distortion and noise. This NEW digital electronic switching completely eliminates the signal distortion and noise that is caused by
mechanical switching. The PRO -CONTROL FOUR is the most

flexible, simple to operate, control center/preamplifier ever
designed.
A special "direct" mode bypasses both tone controls, as well as

all signal processing circuitry, to create the ultimate pure signal
path, a -straight wire with gain." Our exclusive "Auto -Bridging"
circuit provides all the necessary processing for mono -bridging of
two stereo amplifiers, tripling the output power.

MADE IN

U.S.A

Five tape monitor circuits for audio tape decks and/or VCR's
provide the highest degree of recording/dubbing flexibility to be
found anywhere. Three additional inputs are provided for compact disc player, tuner and phonograph. Two more loops are
provided for signal processors, (such as equalizer, noise reduction, range expander, etc.) and may be individually switched into
the signal monitoring path and/or recording path.
STEP UP to a new -high" in audio reproduction with the PROCONTROL FOUR, our technologically advanced digital CMOS
control center and discrete phono preamplifier!

TIME

REPEAT

STOP/cLEAR

WILT,

rimcno
TORR.,

REMOTE
SENSOR

TORRENTIAL

MEADROTRIE SPECTRA.
YOUR.
ONYTETO

PROFESSIONAL TRIPLE -BEAM LASER DISC PLAYER

Don't buy any Compact Disc Player until you have auditioned
our two NEW circuits that make the CD750 your Best Buy...
"DIFFERENTIALJCOMPANDER" CIRCUIT
Our "Differential/Compander" is newly developed circuity

"SPECTRAL GRADIENT" CIRCUIT

designed and made in the U.S.A. by Soundcraftsmen to provide
the utmost flexibility for the Compact Disc format... high Dynamic

The "Spectral Gradient" is extremely subtle in its operation. This
variable circuit enhances the listenability of CD's with hard or
harsh high frequency characteristics, an unusual phenomenon

Range for serious listening pleasure...or optional closely -

that has been attributed to several different causes, such as

focused dynamic range for casual listening, for recording cassettes for playback on limited -capability systems such as car
stereos, portable stereos, etc....In fact, especially with Classical
selections, you will find that the "Differential/Compander" is

imperfect mastering or deficiencies in recording acoustics. The
"Spectral Gradient" circuit was designed specifically to soften
that harshness without affecting the overall sonic reproduction of
the music passages and is by-passed when not needed.

indispensable for background music.

FREE!

16 -PAGE, FULL -LINE, FULL -COLOR BROCHURE, AND $19.95 SYSTEM -EVALUATION KIT: 112" LP Spectrum Analysis Test Record, 2 -sets of Computone Charts, 1 -Connector Cable for
comparison test, 1 -instruction folder for use with your present stereo system. JUST WRITE TO
US OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.
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YOU MUST SEE AND HEAR THE NEW
ag:A)

PRO -POWER FOUR
Says Leonard Feldman in his Review
in AUDIO Magazine, Vol. 71. No. 9
"in my view, you can spend two, three,
even five times as much as what the
Soundcraftsmen Pro -Power Four
costs but you won't get a better, more reliable, or more
musical -sounding
power amplifier.'"

OUR
PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

separates offer you
the most choices of the
finest American quality
components, to add to your
present system, or to start
a new system...
Amplifiers from 100 watts
per channel to an awesome
375 watts per channel...
preamplifiers frcm "straight wire" to "controi-center,"
to "pre -amp EQ"... the very
highest quality Equalizers...
an unsurpassed Analyzer/EQ"...
and the uncompromising new
CD750 Compact Disc Player
featured on the opposite
page. Also a matching
AM/FM Timer with 16 station
presets.

The new Pro -Power Four Mosfet power amplifier
is your Best Buy, and here are reasons why...

/MADE 11,>\

cussAJ

REASON #1: Dynamic Power to spare. up to 550 watts into 2 ohms.
REASON #2: High Current where it's really needed. 50 Amps per
channel available for instantaneous peak output capability of 2500
watts per channel.

REASON #6: The Pro -Power Four is an ideal "main component"
for up-grading-or starting-a High Powered sterec system. It is
capable of fully reproducing, with distortion -free, spine-chillirg
sonic clarity. all of the demandingly high dynamic peaks inherent

REASON #3: Pure tube -like sound...smooth, clean, no "edgi-

in the n.ew Compact Discs and Hi-Fi VCR's.
REASON #7: Full-size 19" Rackmount panel with dark charcoal off -

complementary power output stages. You MUST hear this

black finish, is a s-.andard feature, as shown, with optional hardwood side panels available.
REASON #8: Speaker System switching, 1, 2. or both...plus the

ness," through the superb-and costly-MOSFET fully rib -cage -rattling superb new Audio Amplifier...hear the MOSFET
difference, so pure it outperforms even the "esoteric," 'price -no object" amplifiers!
REASON #4: Distortion -free performance. typically 0.02uo THD
and IMD. with TIM unmeasurable. Continuous FTC total power of
410 watts at 8 ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz. 205 watts channel, 0.05%
THD.

REASON #5: Precision -Calibrated 40 -LED Power Meters. allowing

continuous and accurat a monitoring of each channel's perform-

High Current low mpedance power to drive Multiple Speaker
Hookups in addition to Systems 1 and 2.

sha-es the outstanding Performance/Value rating
of all 16 Soundcraftsmen Professional and Hi-Fi amplifiers. ALL
designed AND manufactured right here in Santa Ara. California.
REASON

ance at 2 ohms, 4 ohms, and 8 ohms.
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS. ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 2200 SO. RITCHEY SANTA ANA. CA 92705 U.S.A./CANADA PHONE 714/556 -619 -
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The Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook is chock-full

of recipes based on the
Thiele -Small parameters
of loudspeaker design.
mance he expects to miss several back version we have of White's work
notes, explaining that to avoid this, he is going to have to be replaced by a
would have to play very carefully, with-

out taking any chances, and that the
music would thereby suffer."

hardbound version

in short order.
might even buy a few copies of The
I

Audio Dictionary for writers and other

The real worth of a dictionary

is

friends of the magazine, and that's

shown by how often it gets referred to,
and I strongly suspect that the paper-

about as strong a recommendation as I
can give.
Eugene Pitts

CRANK IT UP WITH
THE ONLY COMPLETE 4 -GAUGE
POWER CABLE SYSTEM.
When you're installing high performance
audio systems, use the cable system
made to deliver flue high

The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook,
Third Edition by Vance Dickason. Marshall Jones Co., 96 pp., paperback,
$19.95. (Available from Old Colony
Sound Lab, Box 243, Peterborough,

performance-StreetWires"
by Esoteric Audio USA.
Today's high -power

amplifiers need a high amperage cable system
to deliver their optimum
performance. And that's
what the StreetWires DC
Direct Power Delivery
System is all about It
provides the installer with
the only complete system to
meet all the high temperature,
chemical resistance, and
high power requirements of
a top quality car audio
Installation.
Only StreetWires provides
either (A) 4 -gauge or
8 -gauge ultra -flexible
power cable, (B) high -

N.H. 03458.)
In the latest edition of this work, the
author presents eight chapters chock-

full of recipes based on the modern
loudspeaker design theory of Thiele
and Small. This is a "how to" book, not

a "why" book, and thus is principally
addressed to the serious enthusiast
rather than the experienced designer.
Nevertheless, the serious designer will

find the book to be a convenient

amperage waterproof

source of reference, thanks to the numerous charts, tables, and formulas it

AMPROTECT" fuse

holders with
(C) 10 to 60 AMP dual
element fuses, (D) properfAting,
high temperature insulated
connectors, and your choice of
(E) top mount or (F) side mount battery
terminals. All made in
the USA. All available
from one convenient
source and all
designed to work
together.
StreetWires also offers
the finest and most complete
line of high definition speaker

cables and interconnects to
insure the best sound
reproduction from your instaAation.
So, if you're serious about high
fidelity, crank it up with StreetWires.The
only choice when performance counts.

Strefft-Wke5
Distributed In Canada By.
LINEAR MARKETING CORP

2197 Dunwin Drive
Mississauga, Ont. L5L 1X2

Wircc For Sounc
Esoteric Audio USA, RR 3 Box 262, Winder, Georgia 30680
Dealer inquiries invited.
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TM

contains.

The author treats closed -box and
vented -box low -frequency systems,
passive -radiator and transmission -line

low -frequency systems, cabinet construction, mid- and high -frequency
drivers, passive crossovers, and small signal loudspeaker measurements.
Active crossovers are given only a few

paragraphs, as the author feels this
subject area is beyond the scope of
the present work.
The book is well organized and contains a generous supply of references

to original sources for those readers
desiring to explore any of the topics to
a greater depth. It is physically large-

about the size of a magazine-and is
well illustrated, with numerous diagrams and schematics that are clearly
drawn.
The home builder of loudspeaker en-

closures who remembers a little algebra and has some facility with a calculator will find this to be a very useful
book, indeed. Eugene T. Patronis, Jr.
42
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Old Records,
New Life
Iwanted a better cassette deck.
So one Saturday I dropped by a
hi-fi store. The salesman took me
into one of the sound rooms for a
demonstration. Racks of equipment
were everywhere. He started to
make a recording and I immediately
fell in love with the music. It was
so clean, so rich, so dynamic.
"What CD is that?" I asked.
He didn't hear me over the
music but it didn't matter because I
quickly saw that I wasn't listening

to a CD at all. It was a record.
I made quick mental notes
of the system I was hearing. I walked
over to the wall of speakers and
discovered that KLIPSCH® kg4s®

were playing. That was the first time
I had truly heard wide dynamic
range.

I didn't buy a cassette deck
that day. I spent less money and
bought a new pair of kg4s. They've
put new life in my old record
collection. My CDs sound simply
awesome. I never heard music so
clearly.

For your nearest KLIPSCH dealer,
look in the Yellow Pages or call toll

free, 1-800-223-3527.

A LEGEND IN SO

't?,klipschUND

-

P.C. BOX 688 HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
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Because I wanted to have the worlds finest
amplifier and the worlds greatest transfer function,
I built the astonishin Silver Sevet
Me Silt wr Se, 'en, fines' pow?*

amplifier in the ',mkt. $8.750 each
Mr) required fir stereo. Mbe
coupilers vote: The 15th A788/ 6550A
isel voltuge regulator

Bdirir you ?nod the iletic.11-4
mid r
Mc9t
C an !et. ri a MS
the work1-4s. fl(. -(*jec /Say
tm t

. sit

sign precepts 's

that IN.AL,,er amplifiers should be easilv atiorfi-

ft i.,irder
cap6cilor7 Ihnughoi it
fillercolimAlc rnr l nu dun lubili.cr

ail-e hut last yd,r, wl len begaii designing a
Rimerful IM amplifier, I temporarily Set aside

Irrlcrin11al:4 1,f4: 1:,< pun' SIIIM

that pre.:ept of affOrdability. The result is the
t.r\,..en Mono Power :.1inplitier..
tat:v(1
Destined a redefine ultra -high -did
ties frotf-, the Silver Seven is truly a

(Role(

rione\ -is-no-object' design. ill 17',10., j1.11
Si -igl? par of its fourteen KTSf.. (yc-,:)(k
output tubes cost nioL'
Beam
than; sonw budget amplifiers.

The Silver Seven employs el issc,

ft.l h:11a!;Iced circuit topology any1 the
i.est conn,iimits in existence.
A -i>01. -lb -a Linear output transkuners
lx+gerf-free primary leads and pire siker

1)r tribut.,-.1 in

I.

erctutton
la h. technology

ltnido'
and Nc117

hid (11/11,71 CO1 1 iir dory.

The S,ver Se\ en's polished granite anti vibration 1,.,se floats on four Simin's vibration
separ ite power stippl 's power
df tomer,.
trwtslifrini:r id -hells are machined fr(,m a
soled block )1liigli-densif% aluminum.

::ipabrtot,tn astonishing 390 joires
iergy

:Silver Seven delivers

a conserF,Itirety,atcd,375 trails in.to
8 oimisli-om
20k11z

mon'

iir,ilr 0. 5`:-, Oisiolliol 1. tin the 1 -ohm tap,
peak curref ft is in e cuss of 3r) :imps!
Sonic.:_llv. :1 pair t tor stereo ) of the flawless Silver .,,e\.ens almost defies description.

"Because I wanted to share
its ma
'cent sound with you we built
the new Carver M- 4.0t
The ,11-4.01. identical Iranslirfilacti

(111(1375 walls rm../ch. ai 8 urns
20-2()kHz will) no more then 0
(alai maximum or tput crrira, is
60 (amp _TeS,

5

;,,ItilttilSitit11111111111M't

Mier atives are insu dent.
trhat doer thi:c bare to do Ltd, the

new

-4 .01.%

Everything. Because the M -4.0t precisely

transfer function of a set of S--)000 esoteric tt e
amps several years ago.
This time he's gone one better. Or two.
He's used this powerful scientific method

duplicates the transfer function of the

to duplicate the transfer function of the Silver
Seven in the new M -4.0t (now you know What
Ever wondered why two amplifiers of iden- the"( signifies). Mind you, we are not saving
tical wattage can sound different? Or why two
the M -4.0t is identical to a pair of Silver Sevens.
designs with different output ratings car sound An M -4.0t weighs 23 pounds versus the Silver
much the same? In many cases, it's because
Seven at 300 pounds a pair. The Silver Seven
each power amplifier exhibits a unique relastores 390 joules of energy while the M -4.0t
tionship between its input and output signals.
stores none. As a Magnetic Field Power AmpliLike human fingerprints, this trarkfer finidion fier the M -4.0t instantly draws the power it
needs directly front the AC line.
is subtly distinct, defining much of the sonic
character of the design. Bob has not only
Though in choosing die 1f -.tit nu
perfected the art of measuring an amplifier's
miss the warm glow of the Silver
transfer function, but is ableto duplicate it in a tipped vacuum tubes reflecting in polished beady
completely dissimilar amplifier design! That's
lacquer, he assured both amplifiers are the most
how he invested his solid state M-1.01 with the
musical, effortless, and open sounding you have
Silver Seven.

..... ...

y yyNy,10000c,....wyvy

ever lean Bass is

is

detailed. trchk, kg ire and transparent.
s\nlpllum orchestra
Each -can tioa a
across the hemisphere of c)tir I icing room with
striking realism.
Bob Carver developed this incredible design
for one reason: to bring you the best the world

has to offer and the best amplifier value ever,
and he has succeeded handsomely.
Listen to the new, incredibly affordable
M -4.0t at your nearest Carver dealer. Or write

us for more infamation. VII even send von
data on the Silver Seven. Atter all, if eou ever
want to move up from the NI -40.t, there's only
le possible al le illative.

CARVER
Accurate

.1;11,Y1Ca.

') Itux 12, 11, Lynnwood, \XA 98046
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

CELEBRATING CDs
audio disc-I think from JVC-which
was 12 inches across and all digital,
too. This other system came in two
alternative versions, one for video and
one for audio. (I think there was a common player.) Nice idea-maybe. But it
provoked me to raucous amusement,
and rightly, think. remarked faceI

I

tiously that there might be a delay in
the audio 12-incher's appearance because JVC probably was still timing the
first prototype and wouldn't be finished
for a couple of months.
Philips knew better. Instead of lamely adopting a standard size that played

far too much audio for any practical
purpose, the outwardly undemonstrative people in Holland took a radical
step and launched an entirely incompatible and entirely new disc. It was

designed to be the right size for all
current audio consumer needs and,
more important, to allow enough optional extra length for a wide array of
future development in the way of new
At that time, Philips announced a one -hour playing time per

The medium really is the message! Witness the fabulous CD
(whose message is itself) and
the new sounds that it engenders simply by existing.
In all its senses, medium lies between or, in a more recent sense,
moves between in an active way to
transmit information. Steak medium is

neither raw nor burnt; the CD is neither

and I stepped on it and slid a foot. (Is
there anything slipperier than a slick
magazine cover?) cursed, got back
on my feet, and sat down again with a
I

thump. There it was. September, 1979.
So recent, yet so distant!
Nobody else wrote a word about CD

in that issue. Instead, we were filled
with hot news about metal tape, which
indeed was a sizzling topic at the time.

the source of its audio nor the end The CD just slipped in almost unobproduct-sound out of your loud- served-not even a title on my acspeakers. But what it does, as a medium, is to determine the messages that
are optimum via its very existence. And

count. Was I the only one who attended the demo? I guess so. The whole
thing was, in all truth, very low key, and
so in a dramatic way, you see, it is it was only my sometimes useful sixth
indeed the message. Or should we sense that got me there.
say, being audio people, the signal.
You understand, of course, that the
Nine years ago, when heard the laser disc was not just then unveiled.
very first U.S. demo of the new CD This was merely the small version that
system, which was put on in New York Philips had designed for audio alone.
by Philips, I rather thought the CD was We had been hearing plenty about The
important. This was in spite of a so-so very similar "TV disc" which used the
impression: At that press event, the CD same system-a laser -cut spiral of miwas not persuasive. Except, of course, cro -pits, and another laser that could
I

on paper-in the specs. Recently,

read them. So on the surface, so to

I

had been looking for the article I then speak, the CD didn't sound very senwrote, but hadn't been able to find it.
sational. And it wasn't the first such
am not indexed. (How can you index audio disc, either.
titles like mine?) Then, suddenly, by
And yet here was the winner, the
sheer accident, I slipped on it, literally, right medium, all set to bring us the
on my attic floor. An old copy of this right new messages! I remember bemagazine was lying slick cover up, ing amused, at that time, by another
I

46

side, which was still hard to believe on

such a tiny disc; as we now have the
CD, that timing can be more than 70
minutes a side.
Philips added, casually, that though
their disc was intended to be one-sided, a double -sided disc was possible if
the need arose. (You will note that this
has not yet happened. The single side
still is exactly right for the way we use
the CD nine years later.)

Do you begin to see that the medi-

um-the CD-really is the message?
The two, in other words, are, for all
intents and purposes, one. The chicken and the egg. You can't think of them

as separate. The CD was a very fine
egg just waiting to be a chicken.
I did not learn, until much later, that
the size of the Philips Compact Disc
had a narrower, even cannier intentto fit car stereo. Nine years ago, we
were not yet very far into this booming
business, but there again Philips was
setting up still another message, one
that is only now getting underway.

The Dutch do not go in for fancy
histrionics and loudmouthed hype,
which
recently realized is short for
I

hyperbole. Either way, it is the gilding
of the lily, as Shakespeare so nicely
put it, and the Dutch are not famed for
that.
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SMART COMPANY
Stan Curtis loves to explore. Genial founder and prime force
behind Cambridge Audio, it's in his nature to seek out inventive
new solutions to seemingly insoluble problems.
Fortunately for all of us, Stan's relentless desire to improve
the status quo in audio is plainly evident in the simple elegance
and uncompromising quality of Cambridge components
Starting on the road to high innovation with the world's first
high performance solid state integrated amplifier (P40), Cambridge has quickly evolved into a full line manufacturer with
products characterized by intelligent design, superlative
performance and high mechanical integrity.
Of course, this comes as no great surprise to those
who've experienced the extraordinary Cambridge CD -1
compact disc player. Reveling in its unheard of 32 bit
resolution, the CD -1 is generally acknowledged as the
world's finest player. The more affordable CD -2
boasts incredible 16 x oversampling for transparent
audio reproduction.
In keeping with Stan's thinking, Cambridge's
intelli gent power amplifiers, preamps, inte grateds and tuners are characterized by high
current output and discrete circuitry to meet
the challenges of digital program material.
Our components make the most sense
because Stan Curtis and Cambridge are smart.
Smart enough to make better ideas into
better components.

e
cornrxrue
wco

89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746 (617) 429-6706
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369371. Van Haien -

368027 Sade -Stronger

OL1812. (Warner Bros.)

Than Pride. (Epic)

Pet Shop Boys-Actually
(EMI -Manhattan)

369710

Natalie Cole-Everlasting
(EMI -Manhattan)

369439

Talking Heads-Naked
369397

(Fly/Sire)

George HowardReflections (MCA)

369314

Bobby McFerrin-Simple
Pleasures (EMI -Manhattan)
369306

Murray Perahia, PianoSchubert: Sonata, Op.
Posth., D. 959 Schumann:
Sonata, Op. 22
(CBS Masterworks) 369207

Prince-Love Sexy
(Paisley Park)

369124

Poison-Open Up And
Say...Ahh! (Enigma) 368688

Johnny Mathis-Once In
A While (Columbia) 368639

Boz Scaggs-Other
Roads (Columbia)

368563

Lynyrd Skynyrd BandSouthern By The Grace Of
God (MCA)
368357

Joan Jett And The
Blackhearts-Up Your
Alley (CBS Associated/
Blackheart)
368340

Mozart-Violin Concerti
Nos. 1 & 4; Rondo, K. 269.
Cho-Liang Lin; Leppard &
English Chamber Orch.

(CBS Masterworks) 368274

Cheap Trick-Lap Of
368050

Luxury (Epic)

Orchestral Manoeuvres
In The Dark-Best Of
O.M.D. (A&M)

367755

Irving Berlin-A Hundred
Years. Various artists
367722
(Columbia)

Brahms: Double
Concerto.
Isaac Stern, Yo Yo Ma;Abbado, Chicago Sym.
(CBS Masterworks) 367250

The Church-Starfish
(Arista)

367235

Art Garfunkel-Lefty
(Columbia)

367011

Canadian Brass-Bach:
Art Of The Fugue
(CBS Master)

366740

Mozart:-Symphonies
Nos. 31 & 36; Don Giovanni
Overture. E. Batiz, con.
(Varese Sarabande) 366708

Good Morning Vietnamoriginal motion picture
soundtrack (A&M) 366443

Joni Mitchell-Chalk
Marks In A Rainstorm
366419

(Geffen)

Rimsky-Korsakov:Scheherazade. Borodin:
Polovtsian Dances. Ozawa,
Chicago Symphony Orch.
(Angel)
366377

(Chrysalis)

367086

Kirk Whalum-And You
Know That! (Columbia)
367037

Gregory Abbott-I'll
Prove It To You (Columbia)

367029

George Strait-If You Ain't
Lovin' (You Ain't Livin')
(MCA)
366906

Tina Turner-Live In

Tchaikovsky Waltzes-

Basle Orch. (GRP) 3610413

Comissiona, Houston Sym.

Stevie Wonder-

Billy Idol-Vital Idol

(Pro Arte)

Characters (Motown)

(Chrysalis)

Video (Atlantic)

366161

362525

Chronicles (Island)

362343

By Bach (MCA Classics)
362293

Gershwin (Angel)

Neil Diamond-Hot
August Night II (Columbia)
362277

Belinda Carlisle-Heaven
On Earth (MCA)

362129

Joni Mitchell-Court and
Spark (Asylum)

Traffic-John Barleycorn

367102

364935

Toto-The Seventh One

Must Die (Island)

(Columbia)

Stevie Wonder-

Billy Ocean-Tear Down

Innervisions (Tamla) 362368

These Walls (Jive/Arista)
365825

Grateful Dead-

Beethoven-Symphony
No. 9. Norrington, The
London Classical Players
(Angel)

365619

Neville Marriner-The
Academy Plays Opera.
Academy Of St. Martin -in the -Fields (Angel)

365601

George Harrison-Cloud
Nine (Dark Horse)

365494

Placido Domingo-A
Love Until the End of Time
(CBS)
365262

Vladimir FeltsmanAmerican "Live" Debut
(CBS Masterworks)
365254-395251

Verdi-Requiem. Muti,

Workingman's Dead
(Warner Bros)
358887

Best Of The Doors
(Elektra)

357616-397612

The Who-Who's Next

Italien-Capriccio Espagnol
364257

(Orinda)

Renaissance (Columbia)
363739

Barry Manilow-Swing
Street (Arista)

363655

Heart-Bad Animals
lol)

356667

(Columbia)
(CBS Assoc.)

Flute & Jazz Piano Trio.
Rampal, Flute (CBS) 353771

D. Parton/L. Ronstadt/E.
Harris-Trio (Warner Bros.)
352633

Jim Croce-Photographs
& Memories: His Greatest
Hits (Saja)
246868

327742

Janis Joplin-Greatest

Motown's 25 #1 Hits

Hits (Columbia)

(Motown)

Simon & Garfunkel-

319996-399998

354449

Hoist-The Planets. A.

342501

Best Of Kansas°

(Island)

231670

Creedence Clearwater
Revival -20 Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits (Columbia)
219477

(Fantasy)

Davis, Toronto Sym. (Angel)
352534

Kathleen Battle-Sings
Mozart. Previn, Royal Phil.
(Angel)
350587

Pachelbel Canon-Other
Digital Delights. Davis,
Toronto Chamber Orch.
(Fanfare)
348649

The Police-Every Breath

Cat Stevens-Teaser And

You Take... The Singles

Linda Ronstadt-Greatest

The Firecat (A&M)

(A&M)

Hits, Vol. 2 (Asylum) 306589

Don Mclean Greatest Hits

Glenn Miller Orchestra-

Jackson Browne-The

-Then & Now

In The Digital Mood (GRP)
347492

308049

209973

361337

348318

Grateful Dead-

Peter Gabriel-So (Geffen)

353094
Yes-Fragile (Atlantic)
351957

(Atlantic)

- 291526

Led Zeppelin-Led

Rolling Stones-Exile On

Zeppelin IV (Atlantic) 291436

Main Street
(Rolling Stones Records)

Best Of The Doobie Bros.

350652.

Van Morrison-

(Warner Bros.)

291278

The Steve Miller BandGreatest Hits 1974-78

Buddy Holly-From The
348110

Best Of The MonkeesThen And Now (Arista)
346536

The Beach Boys-Made
346445

Jethro Mil-Aqualung
(Chrysalis)

345157

Chuck Berry-The Great

(Capitol)

290171

Steely Dan-Aja (MCA)
277954

Billy Joel-The Stranger
(Columbia)

277491

Beat Of The Band (Capitol)

Workingman's Dead
(Warner Bros.)
358887
Aretha Franklin -30
Greatest Hits
(Atlantic) 350793-390799

Rolling Stones-Sticky
Fingers (Rolling
Stones Rec.)

350645

The Doobie BrothersMinute By Minute
(Warner Bros.)

347526

Joe Cocker-Greatest
Hits (A&M)

320911

Symph. Batiz, London Phil.
(Varese Sarab.)
346809
345777

Branford MarsallsRomances For Saxophone
(CBS Master)
345553

Anita Baker-Rapture
(Elektra)

344622

Copland-Rodeo, Billy
The Kid. Slatkin, St. Louis
Sym. (Angel)
344184

Bach:-Goldberg
Variations Glenn Gould,
Piano (CBS Master) 343251

Tchaikovsky-Eugene
Onegin. Seiji Ozawa, Berlin
Phil. (Angel)
343244

269365

Led Zeppelin-Physical

2692E79

Graffiti (Swan
Song)
291682-391680

Barbra Streisand-The

Hits Chicago Is A
Registered Trademark.
(Columbia)
260638

Loggins & Messina-The

Puccini Heroines.-Kid Te

Bruce Springsteen-Born

Cat Stevens-Greatest

Boston (Epic)

Chicago° IX-Greatest

To Run (Columbia)

257279

Best Of Friends
(Columbia)
Hits (A&M)

269605
256560

343657

Broadway Album
(Columbia)

342097

Kanawa, Eva Marton, etc.
(CBS Master)
339242

Gershwin- Rhapsody In
Blue; etc. Tilson Thomas,
L.A. Philharmonic
(CBS Masters.)
339226

Billy Joel-Greatest Hits

Sting-...Nothing Like The

Randy Travis-Always &

Handel-Music For The

Forever (Warner Bros.)

Introducing The Hardline
According To Terence

Royal Fireworks. Menuhin,
Royal Philharmonic
(MCA Classics/Rpo) 358937

Went D'Arby (Columbia)

Sibelius:-Symphony No.

Sound Machine-Let It

5 Esa-Pekka Salonen cond.
Philharmonia Orchestra
(CBS Master)
358135

Loose (Epic)

Whitney Houston-

Kronos Quartet-White

David Bowie-Never Let

Man Sleeps. (Nonesuch)
358127

Me Down (EMI Amer)
355834

Sun (A&M)

361675

361618

Philip Glass-Powaqqatsi

Pretenders-The Singles

INXS-Kick (A1lantic)361519
Tiffany (MCA)
361402

362541

357087

Emerson, Lake & Palmer
-Brain Salad Surgery

Tracks (Columbia)

10,000 Maniacs, In My

(Sire)

Bolling-Suite No. 2 For

Dark (Arista)

Bob Dylan-Blood On The

The Manhattan Transfer
363648
-Brasil (Atlantic)

366757

U2-The Joshua Tree

Grateful Dead-In The

Dvorak-New World

Europe (Capitol)
366898-396895
(Nonesuch)

Marsalis Standard Time
(Columbia)
357640

;

The Byrds-Greatest Hits

The Night (Warner Bros.)
354902

Soundtrack (Atlantic)
291864-391862

Information (Atlantic) 364018

Branford Marsalis-

Wynton Marsalis-

355156

Fleetwood Mac-Tango In

Grand Funk RailroadGrand Funk Hits

Twenty -Eight (Chess)

Foreigner-Inside

Life (Talking) (Geffen)
359013

(CBS Masters.)

(EMI America)

In U.S.A. (Capitol)

Arthur Fiedler & The
Boston Pops-Capriccio

Pat Metheny Group-Stilll

No. 5. Perahia; Haitink,
Concertgebouw Orch.
(CBS Masters.)
357657

Woodstock-Orig.

Orig. Master Tapes (MCA)

Skyscraper (Warner Bros.)
365130

359075

Vacation (Geffen)

Favorite Chopin

Pretender (Asylum) 292243

James Taylor-Never Die
365189

359745

Aerosmith-Permanent

355362

Vladimir Horowitz-

Beethoven-Piano Conc.

Experienced? (Reprise)
353102

357277

Moondance (Warner Bros.)
349803

David Lee Roth-

Kid Te Kanawa-Sings

Whitesnake (Geffen)

Jimi Hendrix-Are You

(MCA)

Pavarotti; Chorus & Orch. of
Teatro Alla Scala (Angel)
365247-395244
Young (Columbia)

359927

357871

Classics of the 50's, 60's & 70's

Dust (Columbia)

366138

Debbie Gibson-Out Of
The Blue (Atlantic)

Midnight Oil-Diesel And
366153

360107

Andres Segovia
Collection, Vol. 1 Music

AC/DC-Blow Up Your

Sinead O'Connor-The
Lion and The Cobra

Diane Schuur And Count

Steve Winwood-

Tribe (Elektra)

365775. Daryl Hall/
John Oates-ooh yeah!

364695. Wynton Marsal is
-Baroque Music For

(Arista)

Trumpets. (CBS Masterworks)

361600

362228. George Michael
-Faith. (Columbia)

356329

Gloria Estefan & Miami

Whitney (Arista)

362079. Michael Jackson
-Bad. (Epic)

356279
356154

Vols. 1 & 2 (Columbia)

336396-396390

Brahms- Symphony No. 1
In C Minor. Klaus Tennstedt,
London Philharmonic
Orchestra (Angel)
332668

Wagner-Orchestral
Music. Mehta, N.Y. Phil.
(CBS Master)
323733

Squeeze-Singles-45s
And Under (A&M)

317974

360115. Bruce Spring-

steen-Tunnel Of
love. (Columbia)

366716. Robert Plant-

366872. Nadja SalernoSonnenberg-Mendelssohn:

Now And Zen. lE,

Violin Concerto. (Angel)

sventso-tNANS
ANY
comPACT
Ziggy Marley & The

Melody Makers-

Conscious Party
(Virgin)

369512

Michael Feinstein-

Remember: Michael
Feinstein Sings Irving Berlin
369322
(Elektra)

Robert Plant-Now and

366716

Spyro Gyre-Stones

Discs

Without Words
360016

Gilbert & SullivanHighlights from "The
Mikado" Robinson, English
National Opera
359968
(MCA Classics)

Wynton MarseilleCamaval
(CBS Masters)

352948

Johnny Mathis/Henry
Mancini-The Hollywood
Musicals (Columba) 349985

Buddy Holly-From The
Ong. Master Tapes
(MCA)

348110

(Columbia)

367094

r).

" s"ftet
listed in this ad. As a special ntroductory
offer to the CBS Compact Disc Club, you can
select any six CDs for 10. All you, do is fill

in and mail the application-we'll send your
six CDs and bill you 10, plus shipping and
handling. You simply agree to buy four more
CDs (at regular Club prices) in the next two

years-and you may then cancel your
membership anytime after doing so.

How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month for your musical
interest...plus many exciting alternates. In
addition, up to six times a year, you may
receive offers of Special Selections, usually

at a discount off regular Club pr ces for a
total of up to 19 buying opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Selection of the
Month, you need do nothing-it will be
shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill n the
response card always provided and mail it
by the date specified. You will always have at

b,

10 -Day Free Trial: Well send details of the
Clubs operation with your introductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason
whatsoever, just return everything within 10
days and you will have no further obligation.
So why not choose 6 CDs for lit right now?
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $6.95.
It's a chance to get a seventh selection at a
super low price!

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB: lerre Haute, IN 47811

361139

Suzanne Vega-Solitude
Standing (A&M)

356287

Motley Crue-Girls, Girls,
Girls (Elektra)

355990

Times (Paisley Park)
355115-395111

Huey Lewis And The

News-Forel
(Chrysalis)

347955

Steve Whwrood-Backln
The High Life

Ravel-Bolero, Etc.

(Island)

Maazel, Orch. Nat'l De
France
(CBS Masters.)
324822

Billy Joel-Greatest Hits

Chuck Manglone-Eyes

DIre Straits-Brothers In

of the Veiled Temptress
(Columbia)
368373

Arms (Warner Bros.) 336222

George '1 horogood-

Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(Columbia)
321380

(EMI -Manhattan)

least 10 days in which to make your decision.
If you ever receive any Selection without
having 10 days to decide, you may return it
at our expense.
The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular Club prices,
which currently are $12.98 to $15.98-plus
shipping and handling. (Multiple -unit sets
may be somewhat higher.) After completing
your enrollment agreement you may cancel
membership at any time; if you decide to
continue as a member, you'll be eligible for
our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy
one CD at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.

(I R S)

Elton John-Live In

la. 547

Born To Be Bad

The greatest music is on CD-and
here's your chance to pick six favorites

361170

Prince-Sign '0' The

From The Ballets: Swan
Lake & Sleeping Beauty.
Muti, Philadelphia Orch.
(Angel)
334680

rr

(ATCO)

Australia; Melbourne
Symphony Orch.
(MCA)
358929

Tchaikovsky- Suites

1988 CBS Records Inc.

IS7236

Ves-Big Generator

In G Minor. Kubelik,
Bavarian Radio Sym.
(CBS Master)
339044

(CBS Masters.)

witho^t

Berlin (Columba)

R.E.M.-Document

Fantastique. Daniel
Barenbcim, Berlin Phil.

and handling,

Tony Bennett-Bennett/

A Decade Of
Steely Dan (MCA) 341073
Mozart-Symphony No. 40

Berlioz-Symphonie

318089

Julio Iglesias-Non-Stop

343269

Nocturnes. Andre Previn,
London Symphony
(Angel)
335679

Plus shipping

Michael Jackson-Thriller
(Epic)

Canciones De Mi Padre
(Asylum)
362640

343715

Debussy-La Merrfhree

FoRlt

364711

Linda Ronstadt-

Maazel, Members Of The
French Nat'l Orch.

(CBS Master)

366815

(MCA)

Heart (Ansta)

346445

VIveldl-The 4 Seasons.

Kiri Te IKanawa-Verdi &
Puccini Arias

"Moonlight" and
"Appassionata." Andre

Zen (Es Parana)

Taylor Dayne-Tell It To My

In U.S.A. (Capitol)

(CBS Masters.)

Beethoven-Sonatas

Watts (Angel)

The Beach Boys-Made

346957

Vols. 1 & 2

(Columba) 336396-396390

Barbra Streisand-

365502

SEND NO MONEY- JUST MAIL COUPON
ICBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge

022/F88

P.O. BOA 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please occept my member.hip application under the terms outlined in this advertisement.
Send me the ()Compact D,,cs listed here and bill me IS plus shipping and handling for all
six. I agree to buy four more selections or regular Club prices in the coming two years-and
may cancel my membership or any time after doing so.

My main musical interest is (check one):
But ; troy always choose from any co egory

0 Hord Rork

0 Soft Rock

Robert Plant, Bruce
Springsieen

George Michael, Dory'
Hall & John °ores

Mr.

0 Jeer
George Howard,
Bobby McFerrin

0 Poe/Easy Listening

0 Classical.

Neil Diamond, Borry Monilow,
Johnny Mathis Roy Cannot,

Vladimir Horowdz,

lb-YoMo

Mrs

Miss Ann, first Nome

Last Nome

Apt

Address

City
State
Do you have o VCR? 1041

0 Yes 0 No

Do you hove a credit card' 1031 Yes

Zip

0 No

BZ2/XK

823/KM

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: Also send me
one more CD rght now ct the super low price
of just $6.95, which will be billed tome.
Note we reserve the nght to reed any applicahch or camel any memberShop Oilers not evadable in
APO. FPO Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto RHO, please write for detail Of alternative otter Canadian residents
serviced from Toronto Applicable sales tax added to ali orders Classtcal members serviced by the
CBS Classical Club

By its very existence,
the Compact Disc determines
its optimum message. Thus,
the medium is the message.

We are the hype experts, as we all
know! And sometimes I really believe

we do a service with it. Drama is a
better word for the best of it, and we do

need drama if we are to impress
stodgy, stuck -in -the -mud minds both
among consumers and professionals.
I've purveyed that kind of hype all my
life, and I trust it has been and still is
moderately useful.
So that 1979 Philips CD demo, our

very first, was unsensational, except
maybe on paper. (I remember no men-

tion of Sony, at the time, as a participant.) It could have used a lot more

cannot do that to music, laser or no

Can you imagine, then, a present
Compact Disc system based on let-

laser," I thought to myself. "Is this the
sort of automation we're going to have
in place of the trusty, manual LP? Give
me the LP, thanks."

ters, not numbers?

in the

I

game? For, of course, it was in astonishing contrast to the elegant CD con-

trol we now have, with its absolutely
unprecedented ease and accuracy in
cueing, one of the main foundations of
its success among consumers. Clearly, Philips had been preoccupied with

drama-within the bounds of good First Things, the basic system itself,
taste, as they say, or even without- and had not yet worked very far into
considering the symbolic importance

what must have seemed to them, at the

of the occasion. The parameters of the
new disc were a forecast for the future,
but the show itself wasn't. As a press
"do," it was lukewarm.
Indeed, it almost fell apart. This was
too early. The CD system was far from
ready, a lot of the R & D still hanging
suspect that Philips felt,
unfinished.
probably with reason that, even so, it
had better get things started. The competition was all over the place, and the
sooner the Compact Disc made itself
public, the better.

time, incidental details of operation.

I

The peripherals, if you wish. But as we

simplifies where other minds merely

now know, the system was actually
wonderfully amenable to control, and

obfuscate. In that old article of mine,
spoke of the CD as being like the safety pin, one of those simple ideas that
also took genius. How about Einstein?
A mind that could reliably reduce the
enormous workings of the universe to a
simple formula, E = mc2. On a lesser
I

these controls were wisely and careful-

ly developed-later. Whether by Philips' own engineers or by others, I do
not know, but at that first demo they
were not there, and that was a disas-

scale, our friend Ohm did the same

trous message to set forth.
As a matter of fact, interestingly

thing.

Complexity, even in our modern

enough, Philips did present a lot of
information by word of mouth (and

world, is all too often just unimaginative
confusion. The good things are simple
still. think, too, of Morse and his telegraph code-the first real electrical

To begin with, there was only an print) as to what was, shall I say, possiextremely early prototype player, mi- ble. (We did not see any demonstration
nus its electronics. It worked, it had a that remember.) And much of this
laser and a turntable, and it did play a was definitely not what we have now.

I

I

handful of actual prototype CDs for us.

But the bottom of the little box was

vaguely remem-

about little bits of musical commentary
that would/could appear on the player,
direct from the disc. That was so preposterous can't even remember the
details. Each message to its own best
medium, please. That sort of thing belongs in print, on paper-which is
where you will now find it. Some genius
understood, later, that this kind of flatfooted letter -based cueing was unimaginative and unworkable. The revised system, whoever was responsible for it, is now a vital part of the whole
impact of the Compact Disc.
The genius, you see, is the mind that

That was unfortunate and misleading-how were we to know that it was

only temporary, as of early

I

ber that Philips also crowed gently

message and surely the first binary

From what I read in my own 1979 article, I gather that the "indexing" materi-

empty. Instead, there was an impres- al was to be of an entirely different
sive stack of big black boxes outside, sort-letters and words, if I am right,
a couple of feet high, substituting (in presenting the actual titles or abbreviaconventional circuitry) for the still non- tions thereof on the player "screen,"
existent microcircuitry, chips et al., which now shows numbers and track
which now go inside all our players. timings.
This prototype, incidentally, was reEven then, could see (as a musiI

code-dot, dash. Earlier telegraphs
were literal -minded and complex. Can
you imagine a system that used some
two -dozen separate circuits, one for
each letter of the alphabet, to transmit
information a few miles? Well, it once
was built. Morse used only one wire,
the return being through the earth.

So perhaps you would now like to

markably small, about the size of cian) that this was never going to work. amble over to your new CD player and

Sony's present portable CD.
The improvised temporary system,
of course, had to be hooked together
on the spot for the demo, which led to

the usual problems devised by Mr.
Murphy for his famous Law. We heard
plenty of silence, all right-of the unin-

Titles, both classical and pop, are too

long! And abbreviations quickly become meaningless. I made up a grisly

example, a hypothetical string piece
by Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf (the
longest name I could think of), com-

take another look. Put on a disc-preferably something really complex and
classical, with countless subheads
and useful index points-and see how
admirably and simply it all works. Not
too simple. Just simple enough. A two -

plete with opus, number, and of tiered number system, the big main

divisions of the sound and, only when
needed, the smaller and more closely
the music did get going, there were and the only useful way to get it into spaced indexing. Genius? Is this, in
fact, a wonderfully new message, as
problems of a more serious nature: letters on the readout might be DIT!
Cueing. Starts and stops. The laser can think of plenty of lengthy pop titles important as the audio itself?
It is already beginning to change the
kept missing the beginnings of the mu- too: How about Jacques Brel, the guy
sic, fading in too late, dropping out who (in the title) is Alive & Well & Living record world and our own listening
habits.
clumsily. This had me distressed. "You in Paris? Some readout.
A

tended sort-as the technicians frantically tweaked their connections. When

course, key (say, F sharp minor), plus
a subtitle. A whole paragraph of title,
I
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Just ten
of the reasons why

Ford JBL Audio Systems
--pre so widely acsaWmed
drAirjdirrilb
10111.
11,1111"""

,11(1111111

Shown in a Ford anechoic test chamber with the 1988 Lincoln Continental equipped with the Ford JBL Audio System.

These ten men in white lab coats are just a
few of the many audio engineers and
designers who have made Ford JBL Audio
Systems a leader in automotive sound.
At Ford, audio system design begins
while the car is still on the drawing board.
The vehicle's interior space is analyzed.
Components are matched and custom equalized for the acoustic environment of
the car. The result is an audio system
specifically designed for the vehicle.
Setting the pace
in automotive sound
technology, Ford has led
the way with innovative
audio systems.
AUDIO

Award -winning Ford JBL system, the
culmination of years of research and
engineering by Ford and JBL.
First Compact Disc System offered as
original equipment by a domestic
manufacturer.
First factory -authorized Digital Audio
Tape (DAT) playback system to be
announced by an automobile
manufacturer.
In the works are even
more advanced sound
systems to meet the
audio needs of the
1990's and beyond.
SYSTEMS

The first home video recorders had terrible
audio, with poor S/N (even with Dolby NR)
and limited frequency response. However,
it wasn't long before some sharp engineer realized that an audio signal could be imposed on
an FM subcarrier and recorded along with the
video information.
The result was to turn VCRs into audio recorders with very good specs. I've been using Hi-Fi

VCRs for audio recording for some time, and
I've learned a few

recorder. Most manufacturers of Hi-Fi VCRs
have made provisions for this.

Because a VCR's Hi-Fi audio channels are
FM, the frequency response of these channels
is unaffected by tape speed, and the wow and
flutter associated with conventional, longitudinal
tracks is inaudible, even at the slowest speeds.
However, the audio which is recorded on the
standard linear tracks will suffer from wow and
flutter and from limited frequency response, es-

pecially at slow tape

things which may be
helpful to readers who
wish to use their VCRs

for audio, or who are
trying to make a decision as to which VCR to
buy for this purpose.

These VCRs record
sound on conventional
longitudinal, or linear,

audio tracks (though
usually just monophonic ones), at the same
time they record it on
their FM-subcarrier

speeds.

i-Fi

HI -F1 Editing

There's more to re-

Sound

tracks. This allows compatibility with conventional VCRs, which can-

not play back Hi-Fi au-

dio tracks. Having lin-

ear tracks on

Hi-Fi
VCRs also allows you to
make an audio overdub

(if the VCR has that
function), since the HiFi tracks of such decks
cannot be overdubbed

without erasing video
information.

n

Fi

Rs

cording than recording!
The open -reel recorder

makes editing quite
easy. By marking the
tape in the appropriate
places, unwanted sections can readily be cut

out and the tape re spliced. Sections from
one point in the tape
can be moved to anoth-

er by similar methods.
But with videocassettes, splicing is not an
option. It would be al-

most impossible to cut

the tape without producing glitches in the
audio, video, and sync,
which sends a VCR into
a frenzy, and the splice

might catch on the

VCR's rotating heads,

damaging both tape
and heads.

Hi-Fi audio is laid down by the video head
drum, which requires sync pulses to keep it

A good open -reel or cassette recorder will
usually have a pause control, which allows the

aligned with the proper tracks on the tape. With-

tape to be stopped and started with the capstan

out sync, the recorder will behave erratically,
much like a television that suffers from sync

motor running at operating speed. Thus, one
can almost instantly start up or stop the tape.
Usually, the pause control can be actuated

problems. When recording video, the sync
pulses can be obtained from the composite
video signal, but the VCR must provide its own
sync when it is used as a stand-alone audio

without introducing clicks.
You won't find this feature on VCRs-a point
to remember if you're thinking of using one as

JOSEPH GIOVANELLI
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Illustration: James Yang

your primary audio deck. Because of belong on the tape are too long to fit in might include the name and timing of
selections, or an audio "reading" of the
the way a VCR handles tape, it takes the remaining space.
All your indexing information could album's liner notes.
time for the machine to get the tape
Taking this idea a bit further, I add a
back up to speed and to reestablish be entered into a notebook, but if you
sync; only then is audio muting can- have a computer, you might want to low -frequency tone to the linear track
celled, either for recording or for play- enter that information into some kind of just before the end of each selection
back. If the tape is set into motion from data -base program. By arranging your on the Hi-Fi track. Then, with the deck
stop mode, still more time is lost while material into logical "fields," you then in fast -search mode, listen for these
the threading mechanisms extract can use appropriate search criteria to tones, which are easy to hear because
tape from the cassette.
find specific sections of your tapes. their pitch increases as the tape
There is another peculiarity related One of the many advantages of a com- speeds up.
to the recording process. Because of puter is that it can search through inTo the experienced VCR user, this
the need to maintain sync, pressing formation for many tapes simulta- may seem impossible, since almost all
the pause button does not merely stop neously, provided your records and decks mute the audio output when in
the tape in the usual manner. Rather, search criteria are properly organized. fast -search modes-as mine did, until I
the tape backs up a distance so it can Be sure to make backups of your data modified it. On most VHS decks, this is
get up to running speed and lock sync though, and retain your original notes. impossible to do in fast -wind modes,
before recording starts. Thus, if you
I also index my Hi-Fi VCR tapes soni- since the tape is pulled back into the
stop a recording just at the end of a cally, on my VCR's linear audio tracks. cassette before the wind begins.
passage, part of the recording will be After recording and indexing music or have not worked with Beta, but think
lost. You must learn to wait a bit and other selections, I use my VCR's "Au- that the tape may be close enough to
not be too quick on the draw. If you dio Dub" function to record announce- the heads in fast -wind to allow this auplan to copy one tape to another ments on the linear track. (This function dible cueing technique. (You should
straight through, however, these pause does not affect the Hi-Fi track, as
make the modifications
mentioned
problems will be of no consequence.
mentioned earlier.) My announcements only if you have a complete service
Speaking of copying, I was running
manual for your model VCR, underout of space to store all of my open stand the circuitry, and are very skilled
reel tapes and my collection of 78 -rpm
with tools. If not, don't try it!)
discs. transferred all of this material
The reason that you hear no signal in
used a
onto Hi-Fi videocassettes.
search mode is that the audio from
VHS deck, running it at its slowest
both the linear and Hi-Fi tracks is mutspeed. Using T120 tapes, I could put
ed, even though the tape is still in
approximately six hours of programproper position to play these tracks.
ming on a single tape. Can you imagThe muting is controlled by the microine how many 10 -inch 78 -rpm discs I fit
processor, which governs the operaI

I

I

I

I

I

of the entire VCR. This micro-

onto a tape?

tion

Indexing

processor senses when sync is established and removes the mute.
In my equipment, at any rate, I only

If you store large amounts of information on a single tape, the means
must be available for locating any desired section. The simplest solution is

to set the tape counter to 0000, or
00:00, at the start of a new tape. At
each important point in that recording,

mark down the counter reading and
what programming occurs there. Such

a notation might read: "173: Start of
Music for Dreaming, Paul Weston and
Orch." You might break down your index further, to show the start of each
selection on an album.
I suggest that you arrange your material in logical units-logical to you, at
any rate. This means that you can't use
just any selection of the proper length
to fill the last few minutes of the tape.

You may sometimes wind up with
some blank space at the tape's end,
when the only selections that logically
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needed to cut one circuit foil leading

Most Hi-Fi VCRs

offer both manual
and automatic
recording -level
controls, but some

do not permit
manual level
setting,

from the microprocessor to the muting
circuit, which did not affect muting during recording startup. I found so many

layers of muting and error checking
that it was difficult to make the right

choice the first time; literally had to
cut and try various possible points in
the circuit until
located the one
I

I

I

needed.
When I search forward or backward,

hear the sound of the linear track
chattering away. Where the track is
I

just hear tape hiss. I can also
listen to the chatter on the Hi-Fi tracks
by resetting the deck's audio selector
switch. This sounds similar to the fast blank,

I

search modes on CD players. You
might recognize music, but it will
sound broken up, robbed of dynamics
and distinctness. Still, listening to this

AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

is not as unpleasant as listening to the

Using T120

speeded -up chatter on the linear
tracks.
Unmuted audio is a mixed blessing.
When you use your VCR in the normal

way, you will hear some strong clicks
when you begin to play a tape, whether from a dead stop or from pause. You

also will hear the unit switch between
linear and Hi-Fi tracks as sync is established. found both the clicks and
the switching very annoying, and overcame the problem by adding a simple
toggle switch to the rear panel of my
machine. This switch restores the circuit foil to normal in one position and
opens it in the other. If your machine
requires more than a single cut, however,. you will need a more elaborate
I

videocasse-tes,
put about six hours

of programming
on a tape.
Imagine how
many 78 -rpm discs
you could transfer!

the linear tracks and listening to them

at high speed should also apply to
people who use PCM encoders to
make digital recordings on VCRs,
whether they use conventional or Hi-Fi
decks.
doubt, however, that one
could listen to the digital tracks at high
speed.
Until now, I have mentioned only the
audio capabilities of Hi-Fi VCRs. Nevertheless, they can record video along
I

audio and video inputs to be selected

independently, you can also record
video from the VCR's built-in tuner.
(This does not apply, of course, to recording with a PCM encoder, since the
PCM information occupies the video
tracks.)
So why not add video to your audio?

I

I

in this compress/expand system, and it
is most noticeable when recording ex-

I

condition most of the time. I found that
I

could improve matters by changing

the IC responsible for my portable
VCR's recording compression. Experiments demonstrated that the playback
expansion was not responsible for this
problem.
By comparing notes with a couple of
my friends who use Hi-Fi recorders,

with audio. As you record sound

or another VCR. If your deck has a
"Simulcast" switch, which allows the

don't feed in signals beyond the level
that produces a 0 -VU recording, the
effects of automatic level circuitry
won't be significant.
therefore arranged to drive my portable VCR's audio inputs from a mixer which had its
own level meter, and determined what
output level from this mixer would produce 0 VU on my VCR.
have encountered one problem
with my portable machine which I have
not completely solved. Hi-Fi VCRs use
"compansion" to increase their S/N ratio. There appears to be a nonlinearity

tremely low-level audio signals. As a
result, I am occasionally conscious of
background sounds being modulated
by the program's changing dynamics.
If the program source is an open -reel
tape, the level of tape hiss will vary
slightly. If the source is a live performance, ambient sounds in the room
can sometimes change just a bit in
level. Fortunately, cannot detect this

switch.
What I have said about overdubbing

through the deck's audio input jacks,
you can simultaneously use the video
inputs to record visuals from a camera

compress the signal. Fortunately, if you

fully planned, because the audio and
video must be recorded simultaneous- found that they had experienced the
ly. On today's videocassette decks, same problems, mainly with portable
you cannot "punch in" directly from equipment. Because my desktop unit
play to recording.
does not suffer from this "companding" problem, and because my portaControlling Level
ble machine plays back fine, I use the
A few words of caution are required portable to play tapes while making
before you buy a Hi-Fi VCR. While coves of these tapes on the desktop
most offer both manual and automatic unit.
I

recording -level controls, some ma-

As with any important recording, it is

Perhaps the video could show the

chines do not allow manual level set-

well to stay clear of bargain tapes.

composer or musician you are hearing

screen, keep the letters large or they

ting. Since this is most often true of They will prove not to be a bargain if,
portable VCRs, stick with tabletop after a few plays, you find tracking
models iof you do not need portability. problems. These will manifest themThey are cheaper and more likely to selves in the form of odd flutter, which
provide manual control of recording can usually be corrected by adjusting

may not be readable. Try about 15

level.

lines of text, about 60 characters per

Nevertheless, when I needed a second VCR for dubbing, I found it advantageous to get one capable of battery
operation. I then discovered that all is
not lost as far as controlling audio levels on a portable VCR. The trouble with
automatic level controls is that they

on the audio tracks, or maybe notes
you've written describing the music. If

you put typed or printed notes on

line, to see how legible it looks on your
screen. And leave some white space
around your text when you shoot it, to

make sure none of the words get
cropped off the edge of the screen. All
video accompaniments must be care AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

the tracking control.
It was necessary for me to point out
some negative aspects of Hi-Fi VCRs
(VHS, at any rate) in order to present a
balanced picture. Nevertheless, I think
you will discover that if you are careful,

you will enjoy many happy hours of
recording and listening.
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azz

A14 -year -old boy's chance listening to Louis Armstrong's "West End Blues" in

a Kensington, England record shop in 1928 led to one of the most
illustrious careers in jazz. In his 1987 autobiography, The Jazz Years:
Earwitness to an Era, music critic/producer/songwriter/jazz historian Leonard Feather maintains that this single incident determined the pattern of his

life, providing him with "a sense of direction, a lifestyle, an obsessive
concern with every aspect of jazz." This passion eventually led Feather to leave England
because nothing was happening in the jazz scene there. But long before he emigrated to
the United States, Feather joined the jazz vanguard.

His rise to prominence began with a letter to the editor of the British magazine
Melody Maker, in which Feather questioned why no jazz was written in waltz time. This

concept, considered outrageous at the time, was only the first of many controversial
issues which Feather would introduce in subsequent letters to the editor. In addition to
stirring heated debate about the parameters of the then -new music form, jazz, these
missives prompted the editor to sign Feather as a regular Melody Maker columnist. From

his first magazine essays to his critics' jazz polls for Esquire to his blindfold tests for
Down Beat, Feather was a controversial innovator, calling for audiences and critics alike
to reexamine their perceptions of modern jazz. His books, like his essays, sought to
enlighten the jazz audience and to give them more knowledge about the medium and its
stars. In addition to his autobiography, Feather has written The Encyclopedia of Jazz
(1955), considered by many to be the definitive book on modern jazz music, The Book of
Jazz (1965), and The Passion for Jazz (1980).
A champion of be -hop, Feather helped bring luminaries such as Charlie Parker and
Dizzy Gillespie into the public eye. He was famous for taking chances on "unknown"
artists such as Sarah Vaughan and Dinah Washington, and for finding or writing songs
and arrangements to highlight their specific talents. Many times, these efforts met with
criticism, as did the be -bop movement as a whole. Nevertheless, Feather's life work as a

producer, songwriter, music critic, and author emerges as both revolutionary and
evolutionary, and many of his musings have gone on to become musical facts.
Let's talk about your first foray into producing
in England, in 1936, with Benny Carter. You

suggested doing jazz in waltz time for that
session, which was a revolutionary concept

had about as much hope of posterity as a
mule [laughter].
Hadn't it ever been tried before?
think there were probably one or two jazz
I

bars instead of 12. But it made headlines in

records that purported to be jazz waltzes.
But I was not aware of anything. As far as
anyone could tell, it was the first of its concept-a real jazz record, not pseudo -jazz.
Why did you try such a revolutionary move
on your first producing attempt?
Because the first thing that got me some
prominence was writing a letter to the editor

many of the newspapers and a lot of the

of the Melody Maker, saying why is there no

music critics put it down. They said the idea

jazz in 3/4 time? That caused a bit of an

at the time.
It was, yeah. And what seems strange to me
is why should it be revolutionary? You know,

what is abnormal about 3/4? Benny Carter
happened to agree. There was no arrangement. That record was completely ad-libbed.

We just played the blues-we played 24

TED FOX

K.C.
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London, 1936: Benny Carter (at piano)
conducted an all-star English jazz ensemble
for a Vocalion recording which Feather
supervised; trombonist Ted Heath (fifth
from right) played at this session.

uproar, a lot of angry letters to the
editor that said, "Asking for jazz in 3/4

time is like asking for a red piece of
green chalk." So,
just wanted to
I

prove the point.
Benny dug it.

Yeah, but it was not on the first session, it was two or three sessions later.
The first session was a big band date
on which Benny had a beautiful ballad
called "Nightfall." It was the first time

he ever played tenor, and it was a
beautiful sound-a beautiful arrangement and a beautiful tune-so we got
off to a very good start. Later, on a
small band date, I did the waltz. It was
maybe the third or fourth session.
You said it was Benny Carter, not Ben-

ny Goodman, who had the first integrated jazz orchestra.

Absolutely, yeah. But nobody really
recognized that. You know, people
don't give Benny enough credit.
Let's talk about someone who has got-

ten lots of recognition, Fats Waller,
whom you have worked with. What
was he like in the studio?
Really very casual most of the time.

It

was hardly like a recording session.
He'd shuffle through some sheets of
music. The A&R man at RCA picked
the tunes. He probably gave Fats 20
tunes and said, you know, pick out four
of these. It was done on a very sloppy

basis, I'd say. Fats had this nice little
band, and he would just do the tunes
and in essence poke fun at them, you
know. And it turned out well because
he was able to make silk purses out of
sows' ears. didn't produce any sessions, except the one in England.
When he came to London, put the
I

I

band together for him-similar to the
one he had in America-and it was a
nice little date. It was a little bit better
organized there. He was certainly taking care of business more than he had
in the New York sessions. But he was

wonderful to work with-very casual,
very informal.
Was he a big drinker in the studio?

Oh yes. He was a big drinker, period.
But he was not an alcoholic.

Was the English recording scene a
very separate thing from the American? Did they cross over much?
No, I don't suppose they crossed over
much, except that with Fats being under contract to RCA in New York, he

had to record for their equivalent in
58
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England, which was His Master's

33% of the American public today

Voice. There just wasn't that much jazz

tainer. So he was allowed in [under

does not know that Russia was our ally
in World War II. Incredible.
You also worked with him more directly, with his music.
Well, I worked with him more directly in
several productions later on. He had a

English union work rules] and he went
to the Palladium and sang. Benny Car-

disc jockey show for a while, not very
long, and I helped to write the scripts

ter got in because he was writing ar-

and supervised those things. And a

rangements for the BBC dance orchestra. There was the musicians'
union ban against Americans in En-

couple years later I went to work for his

recording done in England. There
weren't that many jazz musicians
there-American musicians. Fats Waller only got in technically, as an enter-

publishing company, and wasn't very
effective there. Then he said, "We're
gland, and against British musicians in going to start a record company." So
the United States, which went on for his son Mercer and started Mercer
something like 20 years. That was one Records. We just recorded everything.
of the reasons finally left England, We did Ellington with Billy Strayhorn,
because there was nothing happening doing piano duets. We did a Johnny
on the jazz scene.
Hodges session, and a session with Al
Wasn't that kind of counterproductive Nibbler. Also, the first one that we did,
though? At least on the British musi- which got a lot of publicity, was Oscar
cians' part?
Pettiford, the bass player, playing celWell, it was. Nobody seems to know to lo. There had never been a jazz cello
this day who really originated the prob- session. And we had that company for
lem.
think it probably started over a couple years, and of course we
here with [the head of the musicians' didn't make money. We got caught in
union, James C.] Petrillo. He died a the crush between the end of 78s and
couple of years ago. He was the very, the beginning of LPs. Duke was a sivery all-powerful head of the AF of M lent partner because he was under
[American Federation of Musicians], contract at Columbia.
and what he said went. He's the one Columbia never picked on you?
I

I

I

who caused the first recording ban They never bothered. Duke never
when they stopped all phonograph re-

made any big band records for us. He

cords for a couple years, which
thought was disastrous. August

was just one of the sidemen on the

1942, the first one that lasted, well

.

I

1,
.

.

some companies signed up after a
year or so-Capitol and Decca-but
RCA Victor and Columbia didn't sign
up for over two years. People like Duke
Ellington, who was a very, very impor-

tant artist, didn't get to record through
that entire period. And then there was
another recording ban through almost
all of 1948. I was lucky I hadn't thrown
all my eggs into the recording/songwriting basket, or would have had
nothing to do for all those years.
I

Let's talk about Duke Ellington. You

sessions.

Now, what would you do as producer
and A&R man on those sessions?
You have to select the tunes and try to

get things started, because people
would just amble into the studio 20
minutes, a half-hour, 45 minutes late. It
was very, very casual. Billy Strayhorn
was one of the most casual people I'd

ever met, but also one of the most
talented. He would get me crazy, not
showing up with the arrangements in
the studio until the last minute. Finishing them up in the studio. But, it
worked because he was a magnificent

During the periods
when recording was
banned, I was lucky
all my eggs weren't
in the recording and
songwriting basket.

had ever taken music off records before, and it's not easy. But in the studio,
there wasn't that much in terms of creative work to be done, because Duke
usually had pretty much his own ideas
about what he wanted to do. You don't

tell Duke how to run his music, so it
was not a terribly responsible job. It
was very easy. mean, recording in
I

general was so easy in those days; cut
your four tunes in three hours. And the
scale was very low. think the scale
I

was maybe $30, double for the lead-

er-maybe it went up to $45. And
when

I

first started recording in New

York, the scale was $20. That was the
Hot Lips Page record. We did the entire session . . Hot Lips Page $40, $40
.

for me, $20 to the guitar player, and
$20 for the bass player. So the whole
thing cost $120.
Let's talk about the Hot Lips Page recording session.
He was a really fine trumpet player in

the Louis Armstrong tradition. He
hadn't been doing very much, he just
made some rather mediocre records,
with other singers featured instead of
him. just liked the idea of at least a
modest attempt at doing the blues, because he loved to sing the blues and
I

he hadn't done too much of it lately. So
I went to RCA records. They said, "We
have no budget today." said, "Well,
I'll do the best I can with three men."
So I decided the best way to do three
men was a guitar, bass, and trumpet,
and on a couple of sides I sat in at the
piano. But I wasn't able to do anything
I

went to work for him. .
Originally in 1942, when he was getting
ready to do his first Carnegie Hall concert. I did publicity for him, promotional
ideas and so forth, and I went around

talent. Strayhorn was a very good

to the various cities he was playing
and did media for him. He put this first

Method for Blues. It sold for a dollar
and a half. It sold predominantly be-

concert on-it was [his agent] William
Morris' idea-and would you believe it

cause of Duke's name. We sort of Yeah, I wrote some tunes. One of them
ghosted it for him and took all these turned out to be "Evil Man's Blues,"

was a benefit for Russian War Relief? I

piano solos off his recordings. Stray horn did the hard ones. Neither of us

.

.

just heard on television last night that
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friend, too. You know, one of the first
things Strayhorn and
did after the
Carnegie Hall concert was write this
I

book called Duke Ellington Piano officially until after the union delegate
left.

You were doing songs you wrote?

which became "Evil Gal Blues" for Dinah Washington. There were various
59

other versions of the song done
through the years.

Now in the '40s, when you helped
launch the Esquire jazz poll, you and
that whole effort were really met with a
lot of criticism.
Fantastic criticism.
Why?

Imagine what it was like. Because
there were a lot of people, even musi-

cians, who resented anything they
couldn't understand.
What was not to understand?
Well, at the time, be -bop seemed very

1946.

.

Mercer

Ellington

(top, center)

band.
and his

complicated and actually beyond the
comprehension of most of the critics.
But it wasn't just a be -bop poll.
No, it wasn't. It was just a poll of the

greatest jazz musicians, and as it
turned out, you know, the particular
experts we picked to do the voting had

a much broader point of view than
some of these right-wing (if I may use
that term) critics, or a lot of the public,

or even some of the musicians who
were afraid of be -bop. I mean, a lot of it
Coleman Hawkins

was being afraid. You know: "These
young guys are overtaking us. Doing
something we can't figure out." But it's
a matter of talent and luck. guess
talent will out. So I was very happy with
the Esquire poll. It was the only poll
that someone like Billy Strayhorn ever
I

#.11

Don Byas

won.

It was also the only poll that

i Lucky Thompson, who's a marvelous

7 saxophonist, ever won. And there
A were a lot of people who never won
any other poll except the Esquire.
This was a critics' poll.
It was the first -ever critics' poll, and it
was a good idea because at that time,
the readers' polls, both in Down Beat
and Metronome, were ridiculous. In

saxophone, the leaders would be
Charlie Barnet and Tex Beneke. Because Charlie had a very popular white

band and Tex Beneke was with the
most popular white band of all, Glenn
Miller. After that, you got the Coleman
Hawkins and the Ben Websters and
the real giants whom Charlie Barnet
probably admired better than he admired himself. So there was a very
terrible racial undertone to a lot of

things that happened in those
days, and that was one of the
reasons it was necessary to get a
critics' poll together. And we had one

or two black voters in the poll,

too.

One of them was Dan Burley, who was
60
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then a writer for the Associated Negro Off." It was quite a pretty tune, and she
did a nice job on that. She also sang a
Press and also a jazz pianist.
Now, out of that whole brouhaha, the blues. What else? "Interlude," which
term "moldy fig" originated. Many was the first lyric version of "A Night in
people credited you with that.
Tunisia."
That's not true, because it was in a She was a kid.
letter to the editor in Esquire. forget I think she was either 19 or 20, and she
the guy's name. He was in the Navy,
was very awkward and had this big
think, and he sent a letter using that gap between her teeth which was later
term. Of course, Barry Ulanov of Metro- corrected. She knew nothing about renome picked it up, then I picked it up, cording. I think she'd made one tuneand everybody did, and it became that was the only recording she'd done
general. But for some reason, it was at all. But it turned out nicely. put a
assumed that had coined the term. little band together with Dizzy. You
It's funny, people are still using that. could tell that she had something difAnd there are some moldy figs among ferent. Incidentally, it was done on New
us to this day.
Year's Eve 1944, in some little studio at
You, of course, were exactly the oppo- the top of the' RKO building on Sixth
site. I want to talk about some of the Avenue. I think it was fairly obvious that
people that you recorded before they there was something there, and the
had recording contracts: Sarah records did well enough, so they said,
Vaughan, Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie "We owe it to you to make another
Parker.
session." The second session, got
Well, Sarah Vaughan came about as Charlie Parker as well as Dizzy, and
the result of.
I ran into Dizzy on the that was my big mistake, because
street one day, and he had a demo Charlie Parker, much as liked him,
record with him that Sarah'd made. He was not the most dependable person,
said, "I want you to come upstairs and and he just wandered into the studio
hear this." We were outside the record- about 45 minutes late without even
ing studio, and we went upstairs, and saying "Hi, Leonard." No apology, no
he played it for me. And I already knew explanation. As a result, we only got
Sarah from hearing her in the Earl three tunes instead of four. But that
Hines Orchestra. think at this point also produced a lot of things. Charlie
she was with the Billy Eckstine Orches- had a wonderful solo. Sarah sang
tra. So liked this demo that Dizzy beautifully. We did a tune of Peggy
played very much, and I said I would Lee's called "What More Can a Woman
see if I could get her a date. I went to a
Do?" and another ballad of mine called
I

I

he Esquire jazz
poll was the first -ever
critics' poll, and it
was a good idea, too,
because the readers'
polls were ridiculous.

I

I

I

.

.

.

I

I

I

couple of companies. There was no
interest-unknown singer with a band
that's led by another singer, Billy Eckstine, didn't sound like it meant anything. Finally, there was this Hungarian
guy named Donald Gabor, who had a
company called Continental records.
can't remember how I got to know him
or heard about him, but I sold him on
the idea and he said, "Okay, go ahead
if you can do it cheap enough." And I
I

made the mistake of having myself
play piano on the session to save mon-

ey. Which was not a good idea because didn't read music very well,
particularly on "A Night in Tunisia,"
I

songwriting and record producing full
time. But as it turned out, there was
another record strike later on, and
would have had nothing to do.
It's amazing that, at that point, nobody
really wanted Sarah or Bird or Diz.
Yeah, that's right. Well, Dizzy, let me
go back to Dizzy. first used him on a
record date,
think it was January
'42-around there. It was a Pete Brown
date (he was a marvelous saxophone
player), and I had Helen Humes as the
featured vocalist. She had just left the
Count Basie band, so it was really a
I

I

I

Pete Brown/Helen Humes record date.
I had heard Benny Carter lead a small
band on 52nd Street, with Jimmy Ham-

ilton on clarinet (he was my clarinet
teacher, I studied with him), and Dizzy
on trumpet. So I used Jimmy Hamilton

and Dizzy on this date, and stupidly,
did not let Dizzy take a solo. I thought,
"He's not a blues player. He's a marI

"I'd Rather Have a Memory than a velous player, but he doesn't fit this
Dream" that had some nice changes. I kind of a session." So
missed the
like to write good changes and Sarah's opportunity of having the first small
I

ear for changes is fantastic. And there band session that really featured Dizzy

again, what we did get in was very extensively. Because except for one
easily done. Very basic arrangements. record of the Lionel Hampton days,
After that, there was a gap for a while,
and then she started with the Musicraft
label and was on her way. She cut a lot
of great things for them. She did "It's

you know, he had only recorded with

sold quite well.
Did you ever think, in those years, that
you should sign up some of these people with contracts?

Yes. The first time I recorded him as a

Cab Calloway, another big band. But it
was a nice session anyway.

Didn't you ever record him as a band
Magic," and other things that really leader?

leader was when I finally persuaded
RCA's Steve Sholes, a very nice guy
who later became famous for bringing

I talked Steve
wasn't a very good business- Elvis Presley to RCA. .
didn't think of things in a busi- into letting me do a be -bop album.
nessman sort of way. And also, I was Well, he wouldn't even allow me to use

which I just couldn't read. Dizzy had to

Well,
man.

come over and play piano for me on
that number. And I had seen Sarah,
she was living in a hotel around from

still kind of tied down with this image of that word, but at least the sessions
being a critic which was, you know, a were along those lines. So I brought in

the Apollo Theatre. I went up to see her

and talk about the tunes.

I

gave her

this ballad of mine called "Signing
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I

.

.

I

confusing thing. When I had the big Dizzy, leading this small group with
hits with Dinah Washington, if I'd had Don Byas on saxophone, Ray Brown
any sense, I might have just gone into on bass. We did a nice little small band
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1946: Feather brought Duke Ellington and
Louis Armstrong together for the first time
in a studio; the two jazz greats recorded
"Long, Long Journey" and Billy Strayhorn
(center) played piano for the rest of the
session.

session as part of this be -bop project,

which came out on one of those 78
albums that had four records in one
box, each one by a different group:
Dizzy Gillespie, Coleman Hawkins,

and so forth. About a year after

I

brought Dizzy to RCA, they signed him
up exclusively, which was very rewarding. He stayed there with his big band
and recorded for a couple of years.
In the early to mid '40s, you were very
much associated with the popularization and rise of be -bop. Do you feel the

music was underrecorded in those
seminal early years?
Yes, but partly because of the recording ban. When Earl Hines had that fantastic band, with Dizzy, Charlie Parker,

and Sarah Vaughan working for him,
he couldn't record. That was during the

recording ban, in 1942 and '43. So a
lot of it was due to that, and some of

it was due to the fact that there
was tremendous resentment of be-

bop on the part of record companies. As I said, RCA wouldn't use the

word, but at least they let me record
some of the music. Be -bop was a poi-

sonous word. It was the object of so
much ridicule and contumely. When I

wrote a book called Inside Bebop,
which came out in 1949, the publisher
got cold feet and later on changed the
name of the book to Inside Jazz.
Did we miss some great material that
never got down on records because of
all this?
I would think so. Mainly the Earl Hines
Orchestra, during the seminal period
when he had arrangements by Dizzy,
and solos by Dizzy and Bird . and
Budd Johnson and others who were
.

.

very much a part of the vanguard of
I think the recording industry lost an inestimable amount of great
music as a result of the two bans, but
particularly the first one. The second
ban, in 1948, was not so significant. It
lasted slightly under a year, but even
at that it was pointless. It didn't really
accomplish anything for the musicians.
Often, on your sessions as a producer,
be -bop.

.

.

.

arranger, writer, you used a pseudonym. Why?

Because I knew from experience that
anything with my name on it would get

knocked or ignored by some of the
other critics who hated be -bop and, as
a result, detested everything I stood
for. So I thought, well, the hell with it, I'll
62
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just use another name. So started
writing a lot of songs with all kinds of
I

year, to my amazement, Koko Taylor,
the blues singer, did a cover of "Blow -

different names. Sometimes I'd put two top Blues," which had been one of
pseudonyms on the songs I wrote, to Dinah Washington's hits. Those things
never met
really confuse people. And several happen spontaneously.
never even heard her
times borrowed the real name of my Koko Taylor.
friend Billy Moore, the arranger. He sing in person.
said, "It's all right to use my name." So It seems that there is a potential for
I

I

I

if they thought it was by Billy Moore,

conflict of interest when you are the

they had more respect for it. One of my

A&R guy, the producer, and the writer
of the songs.
Oh yeah, but mostly I only worked with
people where I felt, and they felt, that

biggest hits came out under that
name-"Baby Get Lost," which Dinah
recorded. It was just a very difficult
time. don't want to sound like a marI

From experience,
I knew that sessions
with my name on them
would get knocked or
ignored by the critics,
so I used pseudonyms.

the songs were suitable. In many

vicious attacks by be -bop haters. And
most of them wound up turning around

position of power, there was nothing
songs if they seemed more appropri- you could do about it. Most of the band
ate. didn't just go into the studio and leaders owned publishing companies,
say, "Well, you got to take these four and in many cases, they would put
songs and they're all mine." There was your piece in their company. Benny

and recording be -bop themselves,

some kind of mutual agreement.

which is ironic.
When you used the pseudonym, was it

But that kind of stuff happened, of Fletcher Henderson, and it went into

tyr, because it was much more difficult

for the musicians than it was for me.
But still was the object of very, very
I

a problem collecting royalties and
such?
Oh no. I'd just put whatever the phony
name was and the right address.
So you were getting checks under all
kinds of names?
Yeah, well, not very often because
nothing did sold very much until the
Dinah Washington tunes, which were
I

under my name. That was another
problem.

We'll get into that. In your book The
Jazz Years (published by Da Capo
Press], you speak of the problems you
faced, of sometimes having your compositions rejected by an A&R guy you
may have offended or something. How
often was that a problem?
I

don't really know, because a lot of

them might have rejected me because
the songs weren't any good. I'm sure I
didn't write all masterpieces. And nobody ever told me, "We don't want to
record this because it's by you." It was
a little more subtle than that. I'm sure it
happened, and I'm sure it happened to
musicians, too.

How often were you in a position

cases, we just recorded other people's
I

Goodman recorded a song I wrote with

course.

I suppose it did, yeah. To my knowledge, though, there was never any
kind of open hostility-not wanting to
record someone. And in the case of

them actually put their names on as
co -writers. Except for the Dinah Wash-

for them as it was for me.
But wasn't that also a criticism that you

ington things, which wound up with

got sometimes from the people who
were attacking you-that your artists
were recording all Feather songs?
Oh yeah. That's why started using
I

pseudonyms. That's why it was so funny when I did an Esquire All American
session and used my own name on a

Lionel Hampton's name on them. Lionel was not to blame for that, though.
His wife, Gladys, was a very shrewd
businesswoman. went to court and
finally got those songs back.
Wasn't it a kind of sophisticated form
of payola?
Right, right.
I

couple of tunes. It didn't get terribly But the alternative was, "If you don't
like it, we won't record your material."
well reviewed. The following year,
didn't use my name, used pseud- Yeah, that's right, but what can you
onyms. The Down Beat review said the do? It was very difficult. eventually
second session was much, much bet- learned enough about the businesster than the previous year's-none of with the help of Billy Moore, to whom
the tunes were written or arranged by the same thing had happened-to just
Leonard Feather! Little did that critic insist that would not give the tunes
eventually managed to get
know. If had used pseudonyms the away.
I

I

I

I

I

I

first time and not the second, he would
have liked the first session. That was

the kind of nonsense I had to put up
with.

recorded by other artists because they

songwriting credits?
It was almost universal. was fairly
fortunate because it only happened to
me two or three times.
What would happen in those cases?
Sometimes they would add their name

were doing cover versions. Only last

as composer, and if they were in a
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ers, it turned out very good-as good

How widespread was the practice of
cutting in-where a band leader or a
involvement with, to record your publisher would stick his name on the

the ones that were successful were

Charlie Barnet, Woody Herman . . you
know, on down the line. But very few of

Dinah Washington and quite a few oth-

where you were trying to get another
artist, who you may not have had any

songs?
Well, rarely actually, because a large
number of my songs that got recorded
were on sessions that I produced. And

Benny Goodman's company. Jimmie
Lunceford recorded a tune of mine,
and that was in Lunceford's company.

I

away with it, partly because a lot of the
things were on my own sessions anyway. I don't think I can recall any occasion where there was an outright refusal to record something I wrote because
I wouldn't give it to the publishing company.

Is that still going on much today?

Oh yeah, sure. I'm not that much involved in the recording industry today,
but I'm sure it's still happening.
Let's change the subject a little bit

here. After my interview with Bob
Thiele, you wrote to tell me that it was
63

New York, 1949: George Shearing (at
piano) and his quintet.

you, not Bob, who first brought Duke
and Louis Armstrong together in a recording studio.
Yes. I'm sure Bob Thiele didn't mean
any harm by that. It probably never
occurred to him that had done that
earlier, because he did it for a whole
session, and I just did it for one tune.
But, nevertheless, it was the first time.
The reason I got them together was I
was doing a lot of stuff for RCA, and

0
rn

p,

0

I
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the Esquire All Stars session was coming out. realized that Louis and Duke
I

were under contract to RCA at the
time, so there were no legal problems
in bringing them together.
asked
Duke about it, and he was very congenial and agreed to come to the session
and sit in. Louis said it was okay with
him if Mr. [Joe] Glaser, his manager,
said it was all right. It was a very happy
situation. Duke played on "Long, Long
I

Dinah Washington

Journey," and after that, Strayhorn

Radio, 1946: Feather
(standing, left)
and Red
Noivo (standing,
right)
with Woody Herman.

played piano for the rest of the day.
They were two very different men.
Oh yeah. Duke was very sophisticated-a very suave man. Louis was very
down-home. But both were beautiful
talents. It was a thrilling session.
Let's talk about Ethel Waters.
recorded her twice. Once for Continental, which was a company I did a
I

lot of work for for a while, and then
when I was putting together a blues

album for RCA. She was a marvelous
singer.
In fact, Milt Gabler told me he felt Billie
Holiday took a lot from Ethel Waters.

Maybe. That's arguable. I'm not really
sure about that, but she certainly had
her own sound and her own phrasing.
She had a wonderful way with certain
songs, and she had a good accompaniment when she played.
Tell me about Lennie Tristano.
I studied with him for almost a year.
went out to his house on Long Island.
He'd test my ears and play chords for
me and say, "What was that?" It was
very interesting. It was good for me. He
was sort of a maverick. He was not beI

bop, although he did have a lot of
musicians associated with him who
were sort of friendly with be -bop. But
he had a different approach to harmony, and in fact to jazz as a whole. He

made records for Capitol that they
didn't release for many, many years.
Everything was totally improvised. Lennie was really a nonconformist. He had
64
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some incredibly advanced ideas. was commercial. You know, as
Those things he did for Capitol were

turned out, some of the things

I

it

did,

the first -ever totally atonal, avant- pure music, turned out to be commergarde, nontempo jazz recordings anywhere. That was almost 10 years before Cecil Taylor. The only time proI

cial anyway. That's the way a lot of the
greatest things in jazz happened. Look
at all John Hammond's discoveries.

duced Lennie was for this series of Speaking of success, let's talk about
piano records I did for RCA-only two your work with Dinah Washington. I
tunes, I forget what they were. Around guess you first recorded her for Keythat time,
also did a session with note, wasn't it? Right after the record-

staff producer
has to record anyone
who's under contract
to the company. Every

session I did, I did
because I wanted to.

I

Andre Previn, who was 16 at the time.
The same thing happened with him as
with Dizzy. The result of my recording
Andre for just a couple of numbers was
that, a year later, he signed with RCA

ing ban?

Yeah, eventually. But he still occasionally plays jazz. Still can, if he wants to.

first date that Harry made was with thought it was great-go ahead. But
Lester Young.) Anyhow, I took six guys the story has been distorted a lot. Do

Yeah. Keynote had just,

guess,
signed with the union. About the same
I

went to them with the idea of
recording this girl who had been with good start. That plus the session that
and recorded with them on a regular Lionel Hampton's orchestra. (Harry Harry Lim was making. Lionel's own
basis for a long time. Andre was a very Lim also recorded for Keynote, be- record company had not been taking
talented young jazz musician. Extraor- cause he produced his own sessions, advantage of her talents, so I recorded
dinary.
which he paid for himself. You know, her. Lionel liked the idea, you know. He
He moved away from all that.
Harry financed all those sessions. The didn't disapprove or try to stop me. He

Did you ever consider working as a
staff producer?
No. Funny thing you should mention
that, because
was just looking at
John Hammond's book last night, and I
thought how lucky I was because every single record I have ever made,
made because I wanted to. My heart
was in it. John Hammond has a fantastic track record, as you know. He discovered Billie Holiday, Count Basie,
Bruce Springsteen, and so forth. But
as a staff producer at Columbia, John
I

I

Hammond had to record Lawrence
Welk, he had to record Eddy Duchin,

and he had to record Kate Smith!

I

mean, I was never involved in that kind
of thing. I was never obliged to record

somebody because they were under
contract to the company I was working
for. So I was really very, very lucky.
only produced records because I had
the idea for the artist and the session.
In many cases, brought the artist to
the company. Like
brought Sonny
I

I

I

Rollins to MGM and recorded him
can't remember any occasion
where somebody said, "Well, we got
this guy and we want you to record
him." I never signed up with a compathere.

I

ny. I never wanted to be a staff produc-

er-except on a very limited scale, on
a free-lance basis. I worked with a record company called National for a little
while, and was supposedly, nominally,
a staff producer. But even then just
I

did whatever

I

time,

I

out of Lionel's orchestra and went into
the studio. think it was the same studio I later recorded Sarah in. This was
Christmas week, 1943. Well, during the
session, Lionel Hampton showed up.
had not asked Lionel to do it, because
I

I

you remember that enormous Keynote

album that came out last year? Dan
Morgenstern got the facts a little confused on the liner notes for it. He said it
was very smart of Leonard Feather to
get Lionel Hampton to play on the ses-

knew he was under contract with sion. Which is exactly the opposite of
Decca, but he was very helpful. He what happened. would have had a
I

I

walked in and said, "How's everything vibraphone in the studio if I'd expected
going?" He decided he wanted to sit in him to play. And it got me into all kinds

and play the drums.

I

said, ''Lionel,

of trouble that he did sit in on that

you're under contract with Decca." He recording session.
said, "No, no problem. Everything's all You and Dinah, strangely enough,
right." So, he sat in and played piano seem to have been really on the same
on one number-two-finger piano, you wavelength. The lyrics and the types of
know-and drums on another. Keynote songs you were doing for her.
decided to put the record out under Yeah. You know the tunny part is "Evil
the title Lionel Hampton Sextet with Di- Gal" was not even written for her. It
nah Washington. Well, naturally, all hell was written for the Hot Lips Page sesbroke loose-and understandably so. sion. I just changed the lyrics and addLionel was under contract with Dec- ed a couple of topical things like "you
ca-maybe he didn't even realize it. lost your man to Uncle Sam." But it just
His wife came into the picture, and the seemed to fit her personality-she had
.

.

.

lawyers came into the picture. First that evil -girl manner-the same with
Keynote said they would turn the mas- "Salty Papa Blues." They just were
ters over to Decca. Then they decided right for her. And later on, "Blowtop
they'd just keep the records and take Blues" was perfect for her. (That was
Lionel's name off the label. So they done with Lionel.) Yeah, we were sort
made a new label that just said, Sextet
with Dinah Washington. By that time,
though, nobody cared about Lionel.
Well, won't say they didn't care, but
Lionel's name wasn't really necessary
I

of on the same wavelength. Later on I
did one that turned out to be the biggest of ail, "Baby Get Lost." It was
number one on the R&B chart, or whatever they called it in those days. I think

anymore because Dinah had been it was R&B.
You know, it also seems kind of
came out, everybody was playing it. strange that an Englishman was writsuch a big hit. The moment the record

wanted, whatever "Evil Gal Blues." It was a big thing for ing all these lowdown blues.

turned me on-not just what I thought
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Dinah, and it got Keynote off to a very

Yeah. That's the last thing I heard her
65

say-the last time I heard her perform,
you know. She saw my wife and me

walking into the club, Basin Street
West. She had just started to sing

Andre Previn

(at piano).

"Blowtop Blues" as we walked in, and
she said, "Do you believe a white man
wrote this song?"

Now, speaking of that, you and legendary songwriter Doc Pomus worked
together when he was just starting out.
just heard about Doc through
Well,
the grapevine somehow. I knew that he
was a crippled white guy who sang the
blues. That was at the time when I had
more or less carte blanche to record
whatever-I think it was for Apollo recI

ords. And we made two of his blues
and two of mine, with a very good little
band. As it turned out, he didn't have
Sonny Rollins

any future as a singer, but he had a
great future as a composer, and of
course he's written don't know how
I

many big hits.

Let's talk about "How Blue Can You
Get?"
That was very, very lucky. It started out
with a record by Johnny Moore and the
Three Blazers, which was recorded on
RCA-not a session I produced. I think
just sent a copy of the song to Steve
Sholes, and he gave it to the Blazers.
Anyway, they made a nice record of it.
Then a couple years later, Louis Jordan recorded it. I don't know whether I
gave it to him, or if he heard the Three
I

Blazers' record, but he made a very
nice record of it. It turned out, many
years later, that B. B. King, who was a

great admirer of Louis Jordan and
heard every record he made, took a
liking to "How Blue Can You Get?" and
began singing it. I knew nothing about

this until one day I was at a friend's
house, and I saw a B. B. King album,
and "How Blue Can You Get?" was on
it. I was astonished. This was like 12 or
13 years after the Louis Jordan album.
I'd totally forgotten about the song. So
B. B. King was in town sometime after
that at a little club on the [Sunset] Strip,
and I came up to him and introduced
myself. I said I was the guy who wrote
that song. He was totally astonished.
I

guess he'd never known anything
about it. He'd just recorded a song by
Louis Jordan. So that was extremely

lucky because B. B. King sang that
song every night for years and years
and years-still does. He recorded it
on Live at the Regal, which was one of
66
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Charlie Mingus
his really big albums. Then it was recorded again on an album called Live

didn't really get the actual sound of the

at Cook County Jail. By that time, there

quintet-the kind of blend that he developed later-but it was at least the

were two versions on the market by
B. B. King-both big -sellers. Then he

beginning of the idea. It was nice, and

sang it in a movie, a terrible rock 'n' roll
movie called "Medicine Ball Caravan."
They put a sound -track album out with

the music from that movie. So there
were three B. B. King versions of "How
Blue Can You Get?"
Let's talk about your relationship with
George Shearing.
Well, George first came into a meeting

my tunes for the Discovery session
were quite good. George felt it was a
nice group and he wanted to keep it
together. So that's what happened.
You mentioned you also brought Sonny Rollins in to MGM.

MGM wanted, at one point, to really
get going in a big way. I started a new
label for them called MetroJazz, and I

did Sonny's first big band date. We

of the No. 1 Rhythm Club in London,

made half an album with the big band
and half with only the trio. It was quite
ords. You know, we had almost no successful.
American musicians coming to En- He was kind of unpredictable.
gland, and we used to get together in Yeah, he was. He just didn't show up
clubs and play the new releases from for one session. I don't know to this day
the States. George sat in and played what happened, because
never
some boogie-woogie piano or whatev- brought it up and neither did he. I flew
er it was. He really impressed me, by out to California. He had the musicians
the standards of those days, when lined up. The MGM guy had the studio
there was almost nothing happening. I lined up. I went to the studio-the bass
where I was speaking and playing rec-

I

mean, he was extraordinary, just 19
years old.

I

immediately went to Dec -

ca, with whom I had recorded some
English sessions, and suggested they
do some sessions with George. One of
the things I'll never live down is George
played accordion and I played piano.
Very badly, you know. But I had had a

thing going with Accordion Times
magazine-I said there was no such

interested, but that was the first
George Shearing quintet session.
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I

cause Mingus was under contract to
Columbia. But it was really Mingus'
quintet. He wrote the music for one
side of the record, I wrote the music for

the other side, and we got along fineit was no problem. So I thought I would
like to record his quintet instrumentally,
and he said, "Well, would you mind if
I

used a couple of extra guys?" (This

I

I

I

I

drums, and vibes. George said, "Well,
that sounds like a good idea." So we
did this Discovery recording session in
1949. By that time, George was beginning to get a little hot, and MGM was

used Mingus' quintet. I did it under the
name of his pianist, Horace Parlan, be-

player was there, the drummer was was for Mercury.) So five men became
there, and no Sonny. We waited and seven men, then seven men became
waited. Finally
had to take a taxi 10 men. Then Mingus said, "Oh, Len,
across town to wherever it was, and his I've got these old arrangements that
wife, or a lady, came to the door and really would like to do. It won't cost
said, "I'm sorry, Sonny doesn't want to anything because they're already paid
see anybody. He just doesn't feel like for." So, you know, it started getting a
recording." So I went back to the stu- little alarming.
called Mercury and
dio, told the bass player and the drum- they didn't want it. Then Mingus really
mer to forget it, and flew back to New started getting very angry and hostile:

thing as jazz accordion. Then I heard York.
George play, and I thought, "Well, I'm Was this before or after the famous
wrong. Let George record accordion. bridge incident [when Rollins left the
He plays fine." After that, he did some music business for a time and pracpiano solos, and then there was a long ticed nightly, alone, on New York City's
gap. I was in New York and he was in Williamsburg Bridget?
London. He was very big in England. It was before. It was 1958, think.
He had won the Melody Maker poll. So he was probably going through a
Finally, he came to New York City, and creative crisis.
a year later, he was playing at the He was going through some kind of
Clique Club. He had a marvelous quar- trauma then, which I didn't know at the
tet. But Buddy DeFranco, who was in time.
the quartet, was under contract to Let's talk about Mingus.
Capitol, so he was not allowed to make [Laughter.] Ask my wife about that. My
a recording date I had planned for the wife took the message when he called
band. I thought of another instrumenta- to say that he was dying of cancer so
tion I had used a couple of times be- we'd better make the recording ses-

fore, which was piano, guitar, bass,

could do more just
dictating a musical
arrangement than a
lot of people could
writing one down. He
was extraordinary.

sion in a hurry.
What happened? You know. this was
what, 1960?

1960. Just a few months before

"I've got to record this stuff." Then
there came this day.
I was out, and
he called and talked to my wife, Jane.
He said, "Well, you know, I'm dying of
.

.

.

cancer so these records are going to
be very valuable and quite a coup for

the company." Of course he wasn't
dying of anything for about another 25

years or whatever. Anyway, to cut a
long story short, I walked into the studio and there was a 21 -piece orchestra

with Gunther Schuller conducting.
Mercury was understandably furious
with me and with Mingus. I was powerless-what could I do? With somebody
as big as Mingus, I couldn't punch him
in the mouth. I couldn't stop him.
How could he hire all those people?
He just told them to come to the studio.

They didn't have contracts or any-

thing?
moved out to California. I had recorded See, people were careless about conhim without any trouble at all on the tracts in those days. You could go to a
Langston Hughes session. That album studio and make up the contract after
was a jazz and poetry album, and
the date, even though technically you
I

I
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were supposed to have done it before.
Well, it was a wild session, particularly

the part with the full orchestra. But it
was great, and it's been released time
and again. It's now out on a CD called
Mingus Revisited. (Previously, it was
called Pre -Bird, because Mingus said

that he was writing many arrangements before Charlie Parker's time.)
Obviously they've gotten their money
after
back. Oh, forgot to tell you .
that story about the arrangements not

cn

.

I

0

.

costing anything, he put in bills to Mer-

cury for thousands of dollars for the

LL

arrangements. But it all worked out,
think. History and hindsight tell me that
I'm glad I produced the album, and I'm
I

was
and a
Goodman
Donald
Peter
Radio,
'IOW's Feather (third
internewed
including
from Variety,
panel of critics
and writers
front left)
Metronome.

1946'°n

and
Dotal Beat,

very glad that Mingus insisted on itexcept that his manner of insisting was

not the most desirable. Really, he
made a nervous wreck out of me. That
was the last thing ever did with him,
because I moved out to California not
I

long after that and

I

very rarely saw

him.

1946: Lennie Tristan.

He was doing all kinds of stuff with all
kinds of people.
Yeah. I think the highlight of his career
was a little before that, when he was
doing those things for Columbia. Mingus Ah Urn, and so forth. He was not a
terribly well -organized person, obviously. His music came out reflecting
his personality, which was less than
totally together. Nevertheless, he was
a brilliant man. He could do more just
dictating an arrangement than a lot of
people could do by writing one down,
which is quite extraordinary. I think you

could say he was doing things that
nobody else was doing at that timein the late 1950s, definitely.
I want to ask you about somebody you
don't hear much about, and that's Les
Koenig, who owned the Contemporary
label, which was really a hell of a little
company.
Leonard Feather & Ira Gite

Introduction by Quincy Joritest

Well, more should be heard about
Koenig because he was one of the
great men of the business, and I really
regret losing him. We were very close
friends. I did the eulogy at his funeral.
When I first came out to California, he

befriended me, very generously. He
got me work at Contemporary Records
and we became very close socially, so
I was around him all the time. I found

out he was a former movie producer
who had been blacklisted-got into a
lot of trouble. He had produced some
68
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pretty well-known movies, though. In
the meanwhile, he became interested
in doing some recording. He started
the Good Time Jazz label. From there,
he went to the Contemporary label. By
the time I had moved out here, in late
1960, he'd established Contemporary
as a very important, modern jazz label.
Koenig was a total perfectionist. Every-

thing had to be exactly right. The recorded sound, the rapport among the
musicians, the way the liner notes were

written-he would watch every comma. And it reflected in the work that
came out. There were some great albums. He was just a brilliant man who

had a wonderful ear for the right
things. He recorded Ornette Coleman
before anybody else did-the first two
albums-and went on doing other mar-

velous things. He recorded Phineas
Newborn, some great Harold Land al-

bums, and a whole bunch of other
things. We were part of a sort of little

social group that gathered together
and listened to records once a week
for a long time. He and this friend of
mine Jimmy Tolbert, who's a lawyer,
and George Shearing, who had moved

out here, and a few others. Les was
just an absolutely delightful, wonderful
man with complete integrity. The kind
that you very rarely find in a cutthroat
business like the recording industry.
How did the blindfold tests begin?

Well, they really began as an outgrowth of the battle between the Modernists and the Moldy Figs. It seemed
to me that the best way to show what
musicians really felt about music would

be to subject them to an experience
where they listened to the music without any foreknowledge of what they

were hearing, and then expressed

lington. Even Duke had one or two
negative remarks to make. He called
Babs Gonzales "desperately unadult."
Were you ever surprised about some

of the responses you got on those
tests?
Sometimes.
mean,
was always
pleased when the responses were very
I

I

down to earth, honest, and frank. Like
Dinah Washington didn't care whose
toes she stepped on. Neither did Miles
Davis. think played an Eric Dolphy
I

he blindfold tests
began because jazz
musicians couldn't be
accused of prejudice
as long as they didn't
know who they were
listening to.

I

record, and Miles said, "Somebody
should step on his toe." did Miles
three or four times, and he always How did you know you were comcame up with something, mostly nega- plete? That you hadn't forgotten anyI

tive. The same with Dinah.
Were you ever subjected to a blindfold
test?

body?

We just kept looking through Down
Beat and any sources we could find,
Oh yes. They got a whole bunch of and checking our memories. We did
critics to select one record each.
leave some people out, I'm sure. At
I

think Dan Morgenstern did the test with
me. I was very cautious. tried not to
I

stick my neck out by doing a lot of
guesswork, because
knew they
I

would try to trick me. just gave my
opinions. The first thing I always said
when gave the tests, and still do
I

I

I

them occasionally, was that this is not
a guessing game. Who you think it is is
secondary. What you really think of the
music is the primary subject under dis-

cussion. And, on that basis, we'd go

least it was a good start, though, and
we caught up with them later on. We
did the revised Encyclopedia in 1960.
Then we did The Encyclopedia of Jazz
in the Sixties, which came out in '67,
and The Encyclopedia of Jazz in the
Seventies, which came out in '76. That
was the last one. I'm not sure if we'll do
another. It was an awful lot of work. The
book most enjoyed writing was this
last one, The Jazz Years
sitting
down reminiscing, pulling out some of
I

.

.

did get them to venture a my old L. A. Times and Down Beat
guess if they wanted to, and also to pieces.
give the music a rating. It's been very So what's going on these days?
informative. I used some of the blind- Last year, I produced my first CD-for
ahead.

I

fold tests as sort of a chapter in each of

Jazz.

Mainstream Records. They'd been inactive since Bob Shad died a couple
years ago, and his widow is now reactivating it, Molly Shad. I found a wonderful group out here in Los Angeles-

It came about because John Ham-

it's co -led by a valve trombonist named

The Encyclopedia of Jazz series, because a lot of them were interesting.
Let's talk about The Encyclopedia of

Mike Fahn and a pianist named Tad
ning, just him and his wife, and we Weed, and features this incredible
be accused of prejudice if they didn't talked about the fact that there wasn't bass player named John Pattitucci.
know who it was they were listening to. a single reference book available on They have some original things and
So that's what happened. The first jazz. John, typically, said, "Well, I know some other stuff from Miles Davis and
blindfold test was with Mary Lou Wil- just the guy to talk to." He called Hori- a Coltrane thing. It's really a hell of a
liams-in September 1946, think it zon Press, and we had a meeting. group. It's the first session I've prowas. I played a Jelly Roll Morton tune, They said there wasn't a need for a duced in a couple of years, and it's not
mond came over to my house one eve-

their opinions. Obviously, they couldn't

I

and she was violently negative about it,
which infuriated the Moldy Figs. On the
other hand, it was just an obvious reaction. Then I did some other people who
were on the other side of the fence, like
Mezz Mezzrow, who was this traditionalist clarinet player. I did one with Dave

Tough, a great drummer, and quite a
few other people, including Duke ElAUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

book like this, but we managed to talk
them into it. We drew up a contract,
and I hired Ira Gitler as my assistant
and started work. It was a big success.

yet released. I've really been more or
less inactive recently. I've been concentrating on other things-like I have
a radio show and, of course, the Los

The other books came out subse-

Angeles Times-but I'm glad I've

quently.

made my first effort in the CD area.
think these guys are fine musicians.
You'll probably hear a lot more from

How did you do the research?
The hard way. By sending out questionnaires to everybody we could find.

I

them.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Calibration Tone: 400 Hz at 40 kHz

Usable Sensitivity: 10.8 dBf.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Single-r.f. mode -13.2 dBf in mono,
34.8 dBf in stereo; double-r.f.

Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,

x 13 in. D (45 cm x 10.9 cm x

stereo.

33.2 cm).

100 dB.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, ±0.5 dB.
S/N: Greater than 80 dB.
THD: Mono, less than 0.07% at 1 kHz.

FM TUNED

70

50/60 Hz; 20 watts, 5 watts standby.

Dimensions: 17.7 in. W x 4.3 in. H

mode -16.7 dBf in mono, 38.3 dBf in

Selectivity: Wide, 50 dB; narrow,

REVOX B26r

equivalent deviation.

Muting Threshold: 2.0
Stereo Threshold: 10 p.V.
Auto Tuning Threshold: Distant, 4
1...LV;

Weight: 15.4 lbs. (7 kg).
Price: Tuner, $2,500; 8208 remote
control, $160.

Company Address: 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, Tenn. 37210.
For literature, circle No. 90

local, 100 µ.V.

Stereo Separation: 43 dB at 1 kHz;
15 dB in Blend 1; 7 dB in Blend 2.

AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

There aren't too many over -$2,500 FM tuners out there
anymore. I'm told that the old Sequerra tuners, which sold

for that much and more, are still being made, but the
Marantz 10B that started it all is not. So when I came across
one (old FM buff that I am), my first inclination was to try to
determine if the price was justified. After all, FM reception
quality is ultimately limited by FCC broadcast standards set

more than 40 years ago and amended for stereo in 1961.
You can't, for instance, receive audio frequencies above 15
kHz, and usable sensitivity is limited by the thermal noise
floor of the antenna input impedance. So what makes a
tuner like the Revox 8260 worth $2,500? Plenty-but most of
it has to do with convenience features and the tuner's ability
to tailor reception specifically to the environment and signal
conditions prevailing in your location.
Let's begin with some of the more innovative features. You
can preset up to 60 stations. That may well be more than the
number of presets that any other tuner can memorize, but
as see it, the real benefit is the ability to divide those
I

memorized station frequencies into subgroups. Suppose
you like jazz and classical but your spouse or roommate

The B260's control panel could be used
to teach a course in human engineering.

prefers soft rock and theater musicals. You could find all the

for a given signal, and some tuners feature a blend position
which reduces noise at the expense of some stereo separa-

stations that transmit your kind of music and store them

tion. The 8260 offers two blend settings. One maintains

under one subgroup heading, while the preferred stations of

about 15 dB of separation across the entire audio spectrum
(not just reduced separation at high audio frequencies). The

other household members could be stored under other
subgroup headings. As many as nine subgroups can be
organized and stored on the B260. Of course, all of the
more conventional tuning modes are available, such as
scanning (with brief auditioning as each usable signal is
encountered), direct call-up of memorized stations, scanning within subgroups, and manual tuning. Another interesting feature is called "Auto Tune." It is a one -touch, initial
setup programming system in which you need only tune in a

station, touch one button, and the next available preset

other provides only minimal separation (about 7 dB) for
those situations in which most tuners would have to be
switched fully to monopl-onic mode to make the background noise level tolerable.
To assist the user in setting up proper audio output levels
for recording, there's a built-in calibration tone. As with most
tuners having this feature, the tone's output is at the average
level of most reasonable FM stations, equivalent to 40 -kHz
signal deviation.
It goes without saying that, while these convenience fea-

location is automatically assigned to the new station.
Besides station frequencies, the preset memories hold tures are all well and good, they alone wouldn't provide
whatever settings you use to tailor the tuner's operation to sufficient justification for the high price of this FM tuneryour specific needs and preferences, so you don't have to unless its sensitivity, selectivity, and other measured paramgo through all those switches and adjustments every time eters were among the best available. Happily, they are, as
you call up the stations. Even the tuner's output level can be you will see from my lab measurements and listening tests.
set separately for each station, so you can use the same
volume setting whether you're listening to a quiet classical Control Layout
station or one of those stations which tries to be loudest on
If I am ever asked to teach a course on industrial design
the dial by modulating up to (or beyond) the legal limits. and good human engineering, I think will borrow a Revox
Information can also be programmed about which of the B260 to illustrate how a tuner's front panel should be deB260's two antenna inputs should be selected for each signed. To begin with, the B260's low -profile design matchpreset station, as can the degree of stereo blend, i.f. band- es that of Revox's recently introduced 8250 integrated amwidth, and even r.f. sensitivity. There are two r.f. gain set- plifier. Both units are about 11/2 inches lower than earlier
tings about 4 dB apart-just enough to make overly power- Revox audio components, and will soon be available in
ful stations, which might otherwise overload the front-end, black with gold trim instead of the company's traditional
usable again.
gray and silver.
The 8260 display area has provisions for entering the call
The B260's programming controls are placed behind a
letters associated with each of the station frequencies you hinged, smoked -glass cover, completely separated from
memorize. Up to four characters can be memorized for the main operating controls. There is little chance of a child
each station.
haven't seen that on a tuner since Larry (or even you) accidentally upsetting previously proSchotz first introduced it on his memorable Micro/CPU 100 grammed settings.
tuner design more than a decade ago, though some recent
When the power switch at the extreme right of the panel is
receivers also offer it.
pushed, the tuner is turned on and the last received station
Most home tuners let you switch to mono if stereo back- is reactivated. Two large rocker pads just to the left are used
ground noise or multipath interference becomes unbearable for changing stations; their functions and illuminated labels
I

I
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The B260 stores not only
frequencies, but call
letters, station formats,
and tuner settings for
up to 60 stations.
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Fig. 1 -Mono and stereo
quieting characteristics,
wide i.f. mode, for "Single
r.f." (A) and "Double r.f."
(B) settings.
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Fig. 2-THD + N vs.
signal strength at 1 kHz
for wide (A) and narrow
(B) i.f. modes.

change according to the setting of two buttons ("Tuning" memory or a program subgroup. Ten numerical keys are
arranged across the upper left of the panel, along with a
and "Station") behind the smoked -glass panel.
In "Station" mode, the two rockers scan the preset memo- larger rocker labelled "Display." Pushing this pad changes
ries. The right-hand rocker (now "P -Type Scan") scans up part of the display area below, which can be cycled through
or down through the station subgroup, while the left-hand to read station call letters, tuned -to frequency, or both.
rocker ("Station Scan") scans up or down through all 60 (Station memory number and program subgroup number
programmed station memories, regardless of subgroup.
When the B260 is in "Tuning" mode, the right-hand rocker's label becomes "Autotuning," and it activates the auto-

are always displayed.) A stereo indicator light is also part of

this display, which occupies nearly the entire lower -left

quarter of the panel.
The secondary controls referred to earlier are under the
rocker becomes "Frequency Step," and is used for manual smoked -glass cover, which swings smoothly down and out
tuning in steps of 10 or 50 kHz, as determined by one of the of the way after a pushbutton labelled "Open" is depressed.
secondary controls. That 10 -kHz step feature is extremely At the same time, a small secondary display, only dimly
useful if you suffer from adjacent -channel interference, visible when the cover is up, becomes clearly visible amidst
since it enables you to tune slightly away from the interfering an array of secondary pushbuttons. A "Step" button selects
sidebands of the adjacent -channel transmission without de - 10- or 50 -kHz frequency increments when you are in the
manual tuning mode, which is selected by pressing the
tuning enough to introduce serious distortion.
Small pushbuttons labelled "P -Type" and "Enter" set up nearby "Tuning" button. Pressing the "Station" button, or
the mode for entering a subgroup identification and activate closing the hinged lid, cancels the manual tuning mode. The
the input function after retrieval or programming of a station "Recall" button restores the previously tuned frequency. A

matic station scan, ascending or descending. The other
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Introducing television for people
whose sense of hearing is as finely tuned
as their sense of sight.
Introducing Toshiba big screen televisions equipped with Carver Sonic Holography Sound.
So intense is the picture you'll be drawn to it. So unbelievably real is the sound you'll be immersed
in it. So astonishing is the combined effect you'll be awed by it.
Toshiba invites you to bring your skepticism and compare. At which time you will be able to judge
our superiority with your eyes closed.
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

What it
feels like watching football
on a typical television.

What it feels like watching
football on the new Toshiba televisions with

Carver Sonic Holography Sound.

This tuner offers some
unusual choices, such as
two levels of stereo blend
and r.f. gain.

Distortion

Noise versus Frequency, FM Tuner

Revox Model 0260
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Fig. 3-THD + N vs.
modulating frequency for
wide (A) and narrow (B)
i.f. modes.

60.0028

100

Fig. 4-FM frequency
response (solid curves)
and separation vs.
frequency (dashed
curves) for wide (A) and

lk

10k

20k

60.0

narrow (B) i.f. modes.
Note the two blend levels.
Solid curves are output
with (top to bottom) no
blend, Blend 1, and Blend 2.

button labelled "Search" determines the signal -strength Revox audio components. An optional wireless remote, the
threshold that will apply during automatic tuning or scan- Revox B208, can control all the tuner's main functions,
ning. Other small buttons select the antenna input desired, except "Display," when the tuner is in "Station" (automatic
r.f. gain selection (local or distant), i.f. bandwidth, mono or tuning) mode.
stereo reception, stereo blend levels, muting, and such
additional functions as are required for the sophisticated Measurements
programming modes featured in this tuner. Two of the reBoth of the B260's antenna inputs have impedances of 75
maining buttons are used to access alphanumeric charac- ohms, but neither uses the "F -type" connector we are acters for setting up station call letters or whatever label you customed to. Revox supplied an appropriate adaptor (to
choose to program in. The small illuminated display, which which a coaxial cable could be wired) as well as a "splitter,"
shows up in this area when the hinged cover is lowered, is a in case you want to connect your TV antenna or cable feed
to the tuner as well. I used the adaptor to connect my 50 ohm generator output to the 75 -ohm inputs, and I took that
slight impedance mismatch into account in those measure-

multifunctional display that shows signal strength, center
tuning, muting, antenna, mono mode, high -blend mode,
search mode, audio level, i.f. bandwidth, and r.f. mode.
The rear panel houses the two antenna inputs, stereo
output jacks, and a pair of jacks intended for connection to
an oscilloscope for checking multipath during antenna orientation. There's also a multipin connector for use with
Revox's multiroom infrared control receiver or their programmable controller when integrating the tuner with other
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

ments where it would significantly affect the results. (Normally, use my generator's 300 -ohm output, but the 8260
has no 300 -ohm input, and transformers would cause excessive signal losses.)
Figures 1A and 1B are graphs of S/N ratio versus input
signal level for the single-r.f. (distant) and double-r.f. (local)
I
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IfIHadItIODoA110
ThisIsHc
"The technology for a new generation
of loudspeaker systems was already here:'
says Henry Kloss. I was just the first one to
put it together right:'
case, meaning a stereo
"Right," in
system that allows the integration of speakers into a room in a way that's never before
been possible.

Ensemble.
The last loudspeaker
of Henry Kloss.
Ensemble combines two bass units, two
mid- to high -frequency units and something
you won't find in any hi-fi store on earth.
Your living room. Which now, because

of Ensemble's unique "system" designbecomes a seamlessly integrated part of the
sound propagation process.
The result is a system that gives you
perfectly balanced energy
throughout the full ten
octaves of music. And one
which, at the same time,
can be virtually invisible in
your living room.

The first speaker system

that doesn't
cheat you out of either
bass or space.
The fundamental
octaves that so much
of music is built on...
The almost sub audible but palpable
sounds generated by the big pipes of the
organ, the bottom of the acoustic or electric
bass, the low notes of the synth...
The frequencies completely ignored
in the so-called "mini -speakers" now
in vogue...
Ensemble provides them. With two
dedicated, acoustic -suspension loudspeakers
whose jobs are solely to reproduce the bottom two octaves of musical sigtificance.
It is by design, not afterthought,
that Ensemble comes with two, not one,
bass units.
Because the human ear can't easily
localize bass sound below about 150 Hz,

there is no need in a home music system for
the bass to emanate from the same source
as the higher frequencies. (And many acoustical reasons why it shouldn't.)
So to take advantage of this basic but
vastly overlooked fact, the bass units are built
small enough to be placed where they'll
produce the best sound, without visually
overpowering your room.
They area compact 12" x 21" x 4.5"
Yet they generate the low -frequency energy
that would ordinarily require either a pair of
very large conventional loudspeakers, or
adding on a massive "subwoofer." Moreover,
using two separate easily placed bass units
dramatically reduces the creation of standing
waves-the bane of pure hi-fi reproduction.
Without detriment to the sound,
Ensemble's bass units can be placed beneath
the couch, on top of the bookshelf, or under
the potted plant.
And the result is
a happy coincidence:
Where the units sound
the best is likely
where they'll look
the best. Even if that
means not being able to
see them at all.
There is a wageryou can make, yyou don't
mind taking mong from house guests.
Place Ensernble's satellites where theyYr visible.
Then hide one of the bass units under the

soft, and puttheotheron thefloor
with a plant on it. Whenyour friends
arrive, bet them to point out where
the bass iscominef vm.
point to the satellites. EVery time.

As for the other 8 octaves
of music.
The rest of the sound spectrum, from a
nominal crossover of 140 Hz, is reproduced
by a stereo pair of two-way satellite units.
Each incorporates a low -frequency driver,
crossing over at 2,700 Hz to a direct -radiator
tweeter that goes beyond audibility.
They are small enough (4" x 5" x 8"
high) to set the sound stage (or so-called
"imaging") wherever you want it.
Finished in scratch -proof, gunmetal
grey Nextel, they will look good for a lifetime.

What Henry Kloss tells his friends:
Every time I came out with a new speaker
at AR, KLH, or Advent, my friends would ask
me,"Hemy, is it worth the extra money for me
to trade up?" And every time I would answer,
"No, what you've already got is still good enough':
But today, with the introduction of
Ensemble, I tell them, "Perhaps now is the time
to give your old speakers to the children':

Overcoming the fear
of paying too little.
This is more difficult than it may sound.
Because the Ensemble System sells for
an introductory price of only 5499.
And it can be jarring to accept the notion
that a product actually outperforms others
costing several times more. But think back
on Henry Kloss' track record with AR, KLH,
and Advent, the best sellinghigi-performance
speakers of their decades...Our commercial
success will come not from excessive prices

trA
wrot

on a small number of sales, but from selling
a lot of systems to a lot of people. You,
perhaps, among them.
e second thing you must overcome is
the misdirected notion that you mustgo to a
dealer showroom and listen to the speakers.
Because the fact is, the onbi
way to appreciate the astonishing
sound reproduction of this unconventional system is to audition it
in your own room environment.
Therefore, we sell only
factory -direct. Either by

phone, by mail, or by our
front dooL to make it as
easy as possible to get the
speakers to your
front door.
They come with a
strai tforward
money back return policy

...And I Do...
Henry Voss. Member of dr Audio I ic of Fame. The creator of Acoustic
Research M the 19501; Milvi the 1960, and Advent M the 1970 S.the dominant
of their decadi?s-now bringsyou Ensembk:

11 V the best-

speaker vstem of this era.4,

Speaking directly to
the people who make the speaker.
lb our knowledge, no other hi-fi manufacturer invites you to call, talk about, and buy

placement and other related audio equipment.
lb get literature, to chat-or to order-the
toll -free number is 1-800-252-4434, Mon. -Thus.,
9-9, Fri. and Sat., 9-6 Eastern 'lime. (In Canada,
1-800-525-4434.) Fax # (617) 332-9229.

the system. ("Hello, Mr. Sony'?" lly that.)
'AA welcome you.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

In fact, the easiest way to buy
Ensemble is to call us with your
credit card in hand, and speak with
someone who will be happy to
walk you through, talk you through,

D Send more information
0 Send Ensemble risk -free for 30 days, for $499!

everything you might ever want to

ACA:. Number

know about the system.
From why or why not to buy
Ensemble, to questions
about installation, room
The Ensemble Stereo System:

2 bass units, 2 satellites, 100
feet of wire, mounting units,
intelligent docwnentation, and
a mom body. (lbw. Cambridge
Soundletbrks audio awn.)

154 California St., Newton, Massachusetts 02158

I'm paying by 0 Check 0 MC D Visa AmEx
Exp

Signature
Name

Address
City

Mane (Area Code)

State

Tip

Number

FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE: 1-800-AKA-HIFI

MA residents add 5% sales tax.
*Plus height. Call and ask.

Suite #104

There's no subcarrier
leakage, so you can tape
from the B260 without
using your deck's MPX
filter and cutting the highs.
Amplitude (dB) versus Frequency (Hz)
5.0000
4.0000:

FM Tuner, Reuox Model 0260

modes, respect vely. (Since there was virtually no difference
in quieting characteristics between the wide and narrow i.f.
modes, I did not deem it necessary to re -plot these graphs

:

for the narrow mode.) The chief differences between the
results of Figs. 1A and 1B can be seen at low input -signal
levels. For the distant mode, 50 -dB quieting in mono was
achieved with an input signal of 14 dBf, whereas with the
double-r.f. setting, it took nearly 20 dBf of signal strength to

3.0000.

2.0000
1.0000.

0.0

reach the same - 50 dB noise level. The difference was less
profound in stereo, since stereo quieting inherently requires

-1.009.

2.000

far more input signal to reach a noise level of - 50 dB. In
this case, it took exactly 38.0 dBf to reach that level of
background noise using the distant setting, and 40 dBf in

3.000
4.0081
-5.000.20

100

1k

10k

120k

Fig. 5 -Frequency
response. Note vertical
scale of 1 dB/div.
Analysis of stereo crosstalk,
0.0

I

11.0 and 13.0 dBf, 'depending on whether the narrow or
wide i.f. mode was employed. On my sample, the stereo
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Fig. 6 -Separation and
crosstalk components for
a 5 -kHz modulating

signal, plus subcarrier
and sideband components.
for wide (A) and narrow (B)
i.f. modes.

101(

switching threshold was set higher than specified, so I could
not measure performance in stereo at signal levels below 30

dBf (for S/N measurements) or 40 dBf (for THD + N mea-

surements). At strong signal levels, where THD + N is
primarily THD, distortion for a 1 -kHz signal measured 0.05%

in mono for the wide i.f. mode and 0.055% for the narrow
mode. In stereo, THD reached a low point of about 0.09% in
the wide mode and about 0.4% in the narrow mode.

Figures 3A and 3B show how THD + N varies with

/

Analysis of stereo crosstalk,
0.0

the local mode.
Figures 2A and 2B show how THD + N varied with signal
strength. (For this and all further tests, used the distant
mode.) From these graphs, you can see that the 3% point
(usable sensitivity) was reached at a signal level of between

54-90.0

frequency. (The signal level used for these tests was 65
dBf.) Figure 3A gives results for the wide i.f. mode, while
Fig. 3B illustrates the somewhat higher THD + N levels that
result when the tuner is operated in the narrow mode.
Figures 4A and 4B show frequency response of a modu-

lated stereo channel versus separation, measured at the
output of the opposite, unmodulated stereo channel. (The
dashed curves represent separation, measured in dB.) Figure 4A shows results obtained in the wide i.f. mode; Fig.
4B, the narrow i.f. mode. With either of the blend settings,
separation remained virtually the same regardless of whether the tuner was set to the wide or narrow i.f. mode. Note,
/too, that the output from the modulated channel decreased

a bit as

I

switched from no blend to Blend 1 and then to

Blend 2. In measuring separation, therefore, I had to reference each separation curve to the appropriate solid -line
curve with which it was associated. Thus, while separation
in the Blend 1 setting appears to be about 19 dB, in reality it
was more like 16 dB when referenced to its corresponding,
modulated -output reference level (the lowest of the three
solid curves). Similarly, separation in Blend 2 was actually
about 11.5 dB, rather than what appears to be 13 dB.
In the no -blend mode, maximum separation at 1 kHz in
the wide i.f. mode (Fig. 4A) measured 43.5 dB at 1 kHz, 41.2
dB at 100 Hz, and 36 dB at 10 kHz. Switching to the narrow
i.f. mode (Fig. 4B), maximum separation decreased to 41.6
dB at 1 kHz and 30 dB at 10 kHz. Although the solid curves
of Figs. 4A and 4B gave me a good idea of overall frequency response of the tuner, the vertical scale used in those
graphs is so compressed that almost any tuner's response
would look perfectly flat. therefore reset my Audio PreciI
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LIFE

MUSIC

1965! All the hits . . .
in digital sound!
M-. Tambourine Man The Byrds
D. You Believe In Magic?
Tt e Lovin' Spoonful

Mi Girl The Temptations
I Got You Babe Sonny and Cher

Tie Tracks of My Tears
Snokey Robinson and the Miracles

Moly Bully Sam the Sham and
the Pharaohs

A Lover's Concerto The Toys
Hang On Sloopy The McCoys
Help Me, Rhonda The Beach Boys
Ycu've Lost That Lovin' Feelin'
Tte Righteous Brothers
JLst a Little The Beau Brummels

BEck in My Arms Again
Tte Supremes

In the Midnight Hour
W Ison Pickett

Now On
Compact
Discs!

Fc r Your Love The Yardbirds

Stotgun Junior Walker and the
Al Stars

Liar, Liar The Castaways
Bt_by, I'm Yours Barbara Lewis

Heart Full of Soul The Yardbirds
Down in the Boondocks

* Original hits by
the original artists
* All digitally
remastered
* No minimum
number to buy
* 10 -day audition
of every album
* An average of
1 full hour of hits!

Billy Joe Royal

11- is Diamond Ring

Ti-ed of Waiting for You The Kinks
I Can't Help Myself The Four Tops
Repertoire subject to change.

Send for your 10 -day audition.
YES! Please send me 1965 to begin my
subscription to CLASSIC ROCK. I understand
each abum (one compact disc, or two LP
records or one double -length cassette) comes

Time -LIFE Music is throwing the biggest '60s

party ever-and yod're invited! Introducing
CLASSIC ROCK-an al/ -new collection of the
'60s greatest hits, digitally remastered for the
most dynamic sound you've ever experienced,
and available in your choice of digital compact
discs, double -length chrome cassettes and virgin vinyl anti -static records.
CLASSIC ROCK is the most complete collection
of '60s rock music ever issued. Each album is
devoted to the greatest hits of a single year, and
every selection is by the original artist or group.

Gary Lewis

and the Playboys

a/14/ir

for 10 cays' free audition; no minimim purchase is required; and I may cancel at any
I
time simply by notifying you. When I pay for
1965, I will receive additional albums shipped '
one every other month. If I decide not to buy I
1965, I agree to return the album within 10
days and I will be under no further obligation. I

Please make your selection below:

TIME

CI Two LP Records (814.99")
Branch M6BSW7

0 One Double -length Cassette
Tambourine Man and The Temptations' velvet
($14.99*)
Branch M7BSW6
smooth My Girl to Sonny and Cher's first No. 1
Compact Disc ($16.99*)
I MUSIC 0 One
hit, / Got You Babe and The Lovin' Spoonful's
Branch M8BSW5
Do You Believe in Magic? Plus your favorite hits
Rock to the hits of 1965
*Plus shipping and handling.
by
The
Four
Tops,
The
Righteous
Brothers,
Sam
for 10 days FREE!
Send to: TIME -LIFE MUSIC
the Sham and the Pharaohs, The Miracles, The
P.O. Box C-32350
1965-What a year it is! The Fillmore is rocking Beach Boys, The Kinks, The Supremes, Wilson
Richmond, VA 23261
Pickett,
The
Yardbirds,
The
McCoys,
Barbara
in San Francisco ... Sonny and Cher are on Ed
Lewis
and
more!
Sullivan . . and we're cruising in Mustang conName
Please Print
vertibles and VWs painted rainbow colors.
Don't miss the biggest '60s party ever-send
I Address
Now you can recapture it all in /965, your first for your free 10 -day audition of 1965 today!
For faster service, use your credit card-VISA,
album in CLASSIC ROCK, yours for a 10 -day
City
State
Zip
MasterCard or American Express-and call
audition. You'll hear 22 rock masterpieces like
toll free, 1.800-992-9373, 24 hours a day,
you've never heard there before, all digitally
, Send no money now! All orders subject to approval.
7 days a week.
remastered-from The Byrds' classic Mr.
I Available in U.S.A. only. ©1988 TIME -LIFE MUSIC.
.

LIFE

The switchable r.f. gain
helped make strong
stations more listenable,
and the blend circuits did
the same for weak ones.
sion test system to expand the vertical scale from 10 to 1 dB

per division, and replotted the same measured frequency
data; the results are shown in Fig. 5. Here you can see that
the response does roll off just a bit at the low end (about
-0.2 dB at 30 Hz). It also dips a bit at the high end (about
-0.4 dB between 6 and 8 kHz) and rises again above 10
kHz before finally rolling off at around 15 kHz. Response
was down about 0.7 dB at 15 kHz.
Since getting this new test gear, I have gradually aban-

doned my practice of photographing the screen of my

60 dB. There was absolutely no evidence of spurious sub carrier frequency output when the tuner was operating in the
stereo mode and input signals were in stereo. If such products were there, they were below the residual noise levels
and, therefore, I could not read them. If you want to record
FM programs from this tuner onto your cassette deck, you'll
never have to sacrifice a few kHz of response by switching
in your deck's MPX filter.

Use and Listening Tests

I began to fully appreciate the features of this remarkable
spectrum analyzer 'scope to show separation and crosstalk
for a 5 -kHz signal modulating just one channel in the stereo tuner only when I started listening to some of my favorite
mode. Now I can plot this information on an easy -to -read stations. The classical music station I most enjoy is noted for
grid, as shown by Figs. 6A and 6B (wide and narrow i.f. its practice of keeping modulation levels very low to allow
modes, respectively). I believe that, despite the fact that the for sudden dynamic peaks, especially when playing CDs,
sweep is made using a somewhat wider bandpass filter without having to ride gain or use compressors excessively.
than was used on my spectrum analyzer, results are clearer But that has always meant that, when I switched from that
and easier to interpret. The plot is logarithmic and extends station to my next most favorite stations (another classical

from 100 Hz to 50 kHz. The upper trace represents the one and a station specializing in jazz and early pop and
desired 5 -kHz output from the modulated channel. Its peak rock), usually had to run for the volume control on my
I

is set precisely at 0 -dB amplitude, making it much easier to
read the separation, which turned out to be just over 40 dB
in the wide i.f. mode and almost exactly 35 dB in the narrow
mode. More important, it is easy to see that, in the narrow i.f.
mode (Fig. 6B), not only did the levels of second and third

preamplifier. Not with the Revox 82601 I simply set the audio

harmonic components (10 and 15 kHz) increase, but a

sensitive tuner I've ever measured, but that didn't seem to
reduce the number of usable signals I was able to pick up.

spurious component can be seen at around 1 kHz. No such
component is evident in the wide i.f. mode (Fig. 6A).
Capture ratio was highest in the narrow i.f. mode, measur

ing just under 1.0 dB. Alternate -channel selectivity measured 53 dB in the wide mode and greater than 100 dB in
the narrow mode. Spurious -response and i.f. rejection also
exceeded 100 dB, while AM rejection measured more than

output level about 4 or 5 dB higher for my favorite low modulating station. Now as I switch back and forth between
stations, they al, sound about equally loud.

In absolute terms, the Revox B260 was not the most
In fact, I was even able to get a couple of local stations that I

have traditionally not bothered to count in tuner reports
because they usually caused unacceptable levels of r.f.
intermodulation distortion. In the case of the Revox B260, I
simply switched to the "Double r.f." setting (I wish they had

called the two settings "Local" and "Distant" since that's
what they really are, functionally) and reduced the r.f. gain
enough to solve the problem. As for weak -signal stereo
reception, I was really surprised to -find how effective stereo

can be with only a bit more than 10 dB of separation,
providing that separation is uniform at all audio frequencies,
as it is in the -case of the Blend 2 setting. Trading off some
separation in return for background noise that's almost as
low as that heard in mono is worthwhile.

After completing all of my bench and listening tests,
managed to obtain Revox's separately sold 8208 remote
I

control. This multipurpose remote operates many other Re -

vox components, including the B250 amplifier, 8226 and
B225 CD players, and B215 and B710 tape recorders. I was

surprised to find that, although the unit is sold separately,

Revox chose not to include the 9-V battery needed to
operate it. In any event, after reading the operating instructions that accompanied the remote, realized that this unit
I

would be great to have if you owned an all-Revox component system,, or at least a few other Revox components. For
the tuner alone, however, it's a bit expensive.
The reputation that the Swiss have for craftsmanship is
certainly confirmed by this tuner. Admittedly, you have to be
a pretty serious FM -radio fan to spend the kind of money
needed to purchase this elegantly styled and intelligently
engineered tuner, but I suspect that there are enough such
FM devotees out there to make the B260 the resounding
Leonard Feldman
success it deserves to be.
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INN'S NEXUS LINKS EXPERIENCE
AND ENGINEERING.
. by far and away the best
loudspeaker I have ever heard." .

Popular Hi-Fi on the Linn DMS
. for seekers of the truth, the new design from
Linn is one of the best speakers available under $2,000."
- Andrew Marshall's Audio Ideas Guide on the Linn
.

Nexus

"I felt I was getting much closer to the music than I
. . The Nexus is punchy, lively, dynamic and
informative." - Hi-Fi Review on the Linn Nexus
had before.

"In short, there is more a sense of listening to
. . than there was of listening to
hi-fi." - Hi-Fi Review on the Linn
music.

Index

These quotes about Linn
loudspeakers come from highly respected
reviewers. We could literally fill this
entire page with similar quotes
(but then, so could any other
manufacturer). Fortunately
for us, it takes a lot more
than a rave review to make
a good speaker. It takes
solid engineering.
Take the Linn
Nexus, which was
selected as "one of the
most innovative
consumer
electronics products
of 1988" by the
Design and
Engineering
Exhibition

acoustically superior to wood. It is
then bonded to the critically braced MDF cabinet using
ultra -strong adhesives developed for aircraft and Formula
One racing cars.
The cone of the bass driver is manufactured from an
exceptionally light and rigid carbon -loaded
polypropylene material.
The crossover is a fourth -order (24dB per octave)
Linkwitz-Reilly phase coherent system based on research
we did during the development of our standard -setting
"Aktiv" electronic crossover. It is even housed in a
separate, sealed enclosure to avoid microphonic
distortions.
The very same engineering expertise
has been applied to the full range of
Linn Loudspeakers starting with the
under -$600 -a -pair Linn Index and
progressing through to the "Aktiv"
Isobarik Monitor System.
If you're tired of listening to "hi-fi",
visit your Linn dealer and find out how
good "music" can sound.
Linn Hi-Fi is distributed in North
America by:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle
Park Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46256
(317) 849-7103.

Aldburn Electronics, 127 Portland
Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5R
2N4 (416) 863-0915.

in Chicago.
In the
Nexus we
didn't bend
the laws of physics to
fit some pet theory. We
simply applied fifteen
years of engineering
experience in mechanics,
acoustics, material
science, electronics, and
computer programming
to produce a speaker
that really works.
The front baffle is molded
from expanded structural
foam which is

See dealer list on page# 14o

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section

Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 20
kHz, ±1 dB.

Usable Sensitivity: 12.0 dBf.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,

THD: 0 005% at 1 kHz.
S/N Ratio: 92 dB, IEC A -weighted.

Dynamic Range: 92 dB.

15.2 dBf.

S/N Ratio: 75 dB, IEC A -weighted.

General Specifications

Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15
kHz, ± 1 dB.

Operating Voltage: 14.4 V d.c. (11

80 dB.

Current Consumption (Play): 2.0

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:

to 16 V allowable).

Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.
Image Rejection: 70 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 75 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 1 kHz.

amperes.
Dimensions: 71/16 in. W x 115/16 in. H
x 6 -Hn. D (18 cm x 5 cm x 15.5 cm).

Weight: 5.7 lbs. (2.6 kg).
Price: $2,000.
Company Address: 2201 East Do-

AM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: 28 dBp.,

minguez St., Long Beach, Cal.

90810.
For literature, circle No. 91

DAT Section
Sampling Frequency: 44.1 and 48
kHz.

Wow & Flutter: Below measurable
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Kenwood is one of the first car -stereo manufacturers to
actually sell a car -stereo head unit incorporating DAT play-

later, you will be able to buy a DAT recorder that will enable
you to prepare your own DAT tapes for use in your car.

back capability. Because the KDT-99R (and similar units

In designing the KDT-99R, Kenwood has managed to

from other manufacturers) cannot record, there is no controversy surrounding their appearance in this country. Furthermore, although prerecorded DAT software is relatively
scarce at the moment, the number of available DAT titles is

cram an amazing number of functions into a DIN -sized head

end. The unit is divided into three separate chassis modules, only one of which, the main chassis, need be accessible to the driver or passenger after installation. This main
chassis primarily contains the DAT circuitry and transport
mechanism. The two additional modules contain the AM/FM

increasing. Despite the apparent boycott by major record
labels, smaller, more specialized recording companies are
eagerly climbing aboard the DAT bandwagon and taking tuner circuitry and the power supply. Most of the buttons
advantage of a golden opportunity to sell to people who and switches on the front panel serve at least two functions,
crave prerecorded DAT tapes. And, of course, sooner or one each in tape and in tuner mode.
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Continues to define the state -of -the art...

The Bryston Magic
BRYSTON believes the

purpose of an audio
system is to create the
three dimensional illusion of a live
musical event in your own home.
This sound stage involves the
placement of instruments, in

space, around, behind and in
front of the speaker system.

In orCer to accomplish this
three dimensional sound stage a
significant amount of effort is
required in both theory and
practice when designing an

audio product.
T0 this end, Bryston has

originated and optimized

The audio system should
present the instruments in their
proper size, and the instruments'
harmonic structure, image, tonal

the circuitry used in all its
products to a degree of linearity
which approaches theoretical
perfection. From steady-state

balance, depth, clarity and dynamic range should all sound be-

signals, to high, low and mid frequency transients we understand the mechanisms and

lievable.

In Canada:
11110SWEE1

criteria necessary for musical accuracy over the full spectrum.
We have devoted years of
research to the elimination
of audible problems due to
phase shift, differential temperature effects, transient compression, envelope modulation,
and the subtle effects group
delay can have on depth information.
WE invite you to experience the Bryston

magic - a sound stage
in your own home!

In the United States:

Marketing Ltd.

57 Westmore Drive, Rexdale, Ontario M9V 3116
(416) 746-0300

'fflaNSWEIN1
Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

Vermont

RFD #4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602
(802) 223-6159

DAT players such as the
KDT-99R don't attract the
opposition and controversy
that have plagued DAT
recorders in the U.S.
Amplitude (d2) versus Frequency OW; Kenwood KDT-498 ,FM Section)

While there is only room for five station -preset buttons on

10.000

the front panel, a dual-purpose secondary switch selects
any one of three FM or one AM band settings for a total of 15

5.0000

FM and five AM stations. The usual standard tuning features, such as auto ("Seek") and manual tuning, and even
auto memory (automatic memorization of the first five stations found by the "Seek" circuit) are incorporated.
As for DAT playback functions, the Kenwood KDT-99R
has taken advantage of most of the subcode features that
are incorporated in the R-DAT standard. Specifically, there
is a search function, by means of which you can quickly
access any numbered selection in a DAT tape. Program
numbers, two modes of time display (program or total play-

0.0

-5.000

-10.00

-15.00

-20.002.

100

ik

10k

20k

ing time), and DAT tape status are all clearly indicated in the
display area of the front panel, as are relative volume set-

tings. An index -scan feature lets you listen to the first 15

Fig. 1 -Frequency
response, FM section.

seconds of each selection on a tape. Repeat play either of a
single selection or of all selections on a tape requires only
the push of single buttons. Even an indication of remaining

tape time is provided. If there is a nonsignal section of a
tape, the mechanism goes into the fast -forward mode until
Signal -to -Noise Ratio versus Signal Level,
0.0
AUDIO OUTPUT

FM Section, Kenwood KDT-990
0.0

-10.00

-10.0

-20.00

-20.0

-30.00.

-30.0

-40.00

-40.0

-50.99

.50.0
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-60.00
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-60.0

-70.08

MONO NOISE

-70.0

-80.00

-80.0

99.000.0

10.00

20.00

30.00

48.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00"

the next recorded section is found. At the end of tape
playback, the tape is automatically rewound and ejected,
unless the "repeat all" function is on.
Although the KDT-99R is equipped with standard bass
and treble tone controls, a special pushbutton returns tonecontrol settings to their flat position, if desired, when listening to a DAT tape.
There are no play, pause, or stop buttons such as those
found on home cassette and DAT recorders. If you want to
stop DAT playback, the only way you can do it is to press
the eject button. I found this a bit inconvenient in testing the
unit, but I imagine that in a car the absence of those controls

will not cause problems for the user. You can go directly
from the playback mode to fast forward or fast rewind, and

even to either direction of music search. As with most
analog cassette players designed for cars, turning off the
ignition key will also eject the tape.

Fig. 2 -Mono and stereo
quieting characteristics.

Front Panel Layout
The flap covering the DAT tape insertion slot doubles as a
secondary display, showing the direction in which a tape is
Distortion

fast winding, the relative amount of tape remaining, and
which function you're affecting when you adjust the fader,

Noise versus Signal Level, FM Section, Kellwood KDT-49k

bass, treble, or balance controls. A rocker switch at the left
end of the panel is used for music search or, in the tuner
mode, for seek tuning. Two buttons just below are used for
fast winding the tape or for manual tuning. A long, horizontal
bar labelled "Play/Band," found below the tape slot, is used
to select one of the four tuner bands or, in DAT mode, to
cancel a previously selected fast -forward, rewind, repeat,

STEREO

--------

MONO

0.1

0.1

0

10 00

20.00

30 .00

Fig. 3-THD + N vs.
signal strength.
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40.00

50.00

010

60.00

70.00

00.00

index -scan, or search command. Four tiny pushbuttons
below this bar select bass, treble, balance, or fader functions. When one of these is pressed, the large up and down
buttons just below, normally used to control volume level,
then can be used to control the function just selected. An
attenuator switch below the DAT tape slot reduces volume
level by a fixed 20 dB.
The power/eject button is between the DAT slot and the
large display area. Below the display are five preset buttons
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

"The opportunities presented by the T1000 were
the most interesting of my entire career. For one
thing, the tower shape was ideal for the three-way,
four -driver system we had in mind. For another,
since the T1000 was to be our top model, we had
more design flexibility than with our other systems.
"For the best possible stereo imaging in real world conditions, it's important to place the mid
and high -frequency radiators at the ear level of a
seated listener. The 42 -inch height of the towershaped T1000 cabinet does this very effectively.
"Our best tweeter, the ferrofluid-cooled one -inch
soft dome CFT 5, was perfect for the upper frequencies. A subtle but important touch: the tweeter is
mounted flush with the baffle (not even a screw
head projects). This insures that the smooth
frequency response of the tweeter is not degraded
by the effects of diffraction.
"The middle frequencies are most critical,
because they contain the human voice-the range
in which the ear is most discriminating. We kept
this in mind when designing the new 61/2 -inch mid frequency driver for the T1000. Among its special qualities: lower distortion than possible with
smaller units, and the ability to deliver very high
transient levels without the slightest strain. The
internal frequency -dividing network uses this
driver down to 300 Hz, to take full advantage of its
strengths. To our knowledge, there isn't another
mid -frequency speaker designed like it, or
used like it.
"For the bass, we designed a new 8 -inch woofer

"There's more
to the new
T1000 than meets the eye ...
much more:'
Andy Petite, chief designer; Boston Acoustics

system, with a 11/2 -inch diameter long -throw voice
coil operating in a high -flux magnetic field. Each
T1000 uses two of these special drivers, each in

its own subenclosure, for a total radiating surface
equal to a 12 -inch woofer. This dual woofer system
delivers superior power handling capability and
faster, tighter response than a single larger woofer.
"All the elements of the T1000 combine to provide uniform frequency response throughout the
audible spectrum, with bass that is full, clean and
solid, down to the lowest frequencies of musical
interest.
"What's more, the T1000 occupies less than one
square foot of floor space-less than most 'bookshelf' speakers require. And its tall and slender
shape contrasts handsomely with the usual bulk of
conventionally designed cabinets.
"To sum up, the T1000 is our best speaker system, and we believe it is the best speaker available
for the serious music enthusiast. Ask to hear it at a
Boston Acoustics dealer, and see if you agree

Boston Acoustics
247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960 (617) 532-2111

The T1000 Series II.
Available in hand -finished
furniture -grade oak and walnut veneers, or black ebony
vinyl veneer. Even the back is
finished, allowing the cabinet
to be placed where all four
sides might be visible. The
wiring connections are
hidden beneath the cabinet to
keep them inconspicuous.
Dimensions: 42Y2 x 101/2

x 121 inches (H x W x D).

To ensure optimum loading
and balance of this threeway system with four active
drivers, each of the two
woofers and the midrange
operate from their own sealed
subenclosures.

ATHENA. The preamplifier is in many ways the most

telling component in the audio chain. All too often
technical absolutism results in sound quality that is sterile,
unappealing, or aggressive. Yet bad lab performance
almost always indicates poor sonic integrity. With Athena,
Sumo demonstrates a new balance. A preamplifier that is
both a stunning performer in the areas of quickness,
linearity, and freedom from overload. Yet a warm, faithful,
and exciting reproducer of music.

Athena represents the culmination of a major effort
at Sumo. As such, it sets new standards for dynamic
headroom and freedom from overload. Utilizing high
voltage power supply rails, passively linearized circuitry,
and a high current toroidal transformer, Athena can
faithfully reproduce music at levels far in excess of the
peak output of signal sources. As a result, compact discs
display dynamic range without high end pain. And
complex passages come through intact and unstrained.
Sonic purity in Athena is enhanced both by careful
component selection and the exclusive use of pure
Class A circuitry. Low noise 1% metal film resistors and
metalized polypropylene capacitors are used throughout.
Components are mounted on a military grade glass
epoxy printed circuit board. And all external connections
are made via gold plated input and output jacks. Further,
a bypass function allows the user to totally remove the
high level section of the preamp from the signal path.
When selected, this provides both direct line -drive for
high level sources (such as a CD player), as well as direct
phono out.
At various times and for various products, we hear
the words powerful, impactful, detailed, delicate,
accurate, transparent, smooth, natural and a variety of
other flattering adjectives. But one word is repeated more
frequently than all the rest, and it is that for which we
have strived above all. Musical. Athena is above all
gloriously musical.
As with all Sumo products, Athena is designed and
manufactured in the United States. Among those select
dealers stocking our products are:
FRANKLIN LAKES STEREO

792 Franklin Avenue
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

201/891-4745
OPERATION AUDIO

437 N. Pleasantburg Dr.
Greenville, SC 29607

803/232-8346

sumo

THE NEW BALANCE.
SUMO PRODUCTS GROUP, 21300 Superior St, Chatsworth, CA 91311 818/407-2427
SUMO CORP CANADA, 1305 Odium Dr., Vancouver, B.C. V5L 3M1

For More Information

604/254-5148

Call 1-800-553-4355

The DAT playback section
takes advantage of most
R-DAT subcode features,
such as program number,
start, and time codes.
DIsto;t1on

Noise versus Frequency, FM Section, Kenwood 1(181-991(

that serve alternate functions when the unit is operating as a

DAT player. In this mode, these buttons regulate repeat
play, program number and music search, index scan, and
DAT display. A small button to the left of the five presets
serves either to restore flat response in DAT mode or as a
memory switch to program preset frequencies in tuner

STEREO

\.,/

MONO

mode. Finally, at the extreme lower right corner of the front

panel, there is a tiny "Reset" button. This would only be
pressed when initial installation has been completed or

0.1

0 0i0,
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10k

28k

Fig. 4-THD + N vs.
modulating frequency.
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when replacing a dead car battery, and requires the use of
something like a ball-point pen tip.
The KDT-99R comes with a wireless remote control. In
order for any back-seat driver to use it, you must connect
the cable from the remote sensor to a special receptacle
dangling from the main unit.
Additional DIN connectors are provided for connection to
front and rear power amplifiers. Only Kenwood amps will
plug directly into these DIN connectors, but the manufacturer does sell accessory converter cords, with RCA plugs at
one end, for use with other amplifiers.
There was no problem interconnecting the head unit with

its tuner and power -supply modules, as the plugs and
connectors for each were unique and could not be interchanged. The car antenna lead is connected to the tuner,
so just in case the module is mounted at some distance
from the incoming antenna transmission line, Kenwood supplies an extension cable with the standard 75 -ohm plug at
one end and the corresponding female 75 -ohm jack at the
other. Emanating from the KDT-99R's main chassis is a
cable with a DIN connector labelled "AUX Input." This can
be used to connect a separate analog cassette player or
even a car CD player. Again, you'll need Kenwood's RCA plug adaptors if you plan to use a cassette or CD player of
another make.

Fig. 5 -FM frequency
response and stereo
separation. Note change
of vertical scale from

Tuner Section Measurements
Frequency response of the FM -tuner section, operating in
the mono mode, was down 2.0 dB at 30 Hz and 1.2 dB at 15
kHz. If you interpret ± 1 dB to mean the same thing as +0,

Fig. 1.

-2 dB, then
nal output, IL and R outputs) Kenwood KDT-99R

i
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Fig. 6 -Separation and
crosstalk components for
a 5 -kHz modulating

signal, plus subcarrier
and sideband components.
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I

guess you could say that the FM section

meets its published specifications with respect to frequency

199k

-1"

response. (A graph of these response characteristics is
shown in Fig. 1.) Figure 2 is a plot of background noise and

quieting as a function of signal input at the antenna. The
lower, solid curve shows results for mono reception, while
the dashed curve represents noise levels in stereo. Notice
that below 45 dBf, the typical blending action common to
most car -stereo FM tuners begins to take place, so that by
the time signal strength is lowered to 30 dBf, the tuner is
actually operating in mono, even when a stereo signal is
present. (The uppermost solid curve represents the audio
output level, with full level attained at signal strengths above
about 20 dBf.) Best S/N for mono, at strong signal levels,
measured 66 dB, while for stereo, S/N was almost as high,
with readings of 65 dB. In mono, 50 -dB quieting was obtained with a signal strength of about 16 dBf, which is very
close to Kenwood's claims. Mono usable sensitivity for my
sample measured 14.5 dBf.

Figure 3 shows how THD + N varied as a function of
signal strength. Once again, at low signal levels, the stereo
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

You've invested too much in your
audio system, CD's, LP's, and tapes
not to hear all that's there.
SASS CONTROL

PROCESS CONTROL

OSANNELS

PROCESS

TAPE
REODPO

LEFT

There's an incredible
amount of enjoyment,
excitement, and beauty
trapped inside all audio systems. And in CD's, LP's, and
tapes!
You can't hear it. Or get it
out. Until now.
Now you can unlock sound
that's so spectacular you'll
hardly believe your ears.
The key is BBE.
What's BBE?

Experts say it's:
"The most hearable advance in
audio technology since high-fidelity itself."- Music Connection
Magazine
"Clearly one of the most important
advances in electronic reproduction of music to come along in my
lifetime."- Leonard Feather, Los
Angeles Times, Washington Post
Jazz Critic
What's The BBE Effect?
"The effect is shattering! "Music Technology Magazine
"Whether you are playing LP's,
CD's or tapes, the system comes
alive."- Music & Sound Output
Magazine
"I can't imagine working on another album without BBE."- Steve
Levine, producer of The Beach
Boys and BPI Producer of the
Year.

What's the BBE Difference?
It's "like the difference between
high-fidelity speakers with and
without pillows in front of them."
- Radio World Magazine
Better Sound Than The Masters
Music Technology Magazine made
cassette copies using BBE. It told

it's readers: "The cassette sound-

MOO

OUT EL

01.EV i

PROEM/RI

TAPE_

POSNER

IWE

MACE AIL

ed better than unprocessed masters!"
Actions Speak Louder Than
Words
When Michael Jackson tours,
members of the Michael Jackson
Band make sure BBE gets into the
act.
No Artificial Flavoring
Rather than adding artificial elements, BBE restores natural har-

monic balances that are present in
live performances.
Let's Get Technical
Technically, BBE restores the proper harmonic structure
compensating for amplitude and
phase distortion.

only $189. Pay by check. Or, if
more convenient, a major credit
care. If you have a Macy's charge
and are in New York or New
Jersey, pick up your BBE 1002 in
any of their audio departments.
Easy to Order
It's as easy as one, two, or three.
1. Call us. Toll free.
1-8C0-233-8346.
In California, 1-800-558-3963.

2. Complete and send us the
coupon below.
3. Stop by the audio department of
any Macy's in New York and New
Jersey and take a BBE 1002 home.
Dont miss all the sound you've
never heard. Order now.

The BBE SYSTEM:

Divides the audio spectrum into
three bandwidths
Applies specific phase corrections to each band
Continuously monitors program
material
Makes dynamic high -frequency
amplitude compensations as
required
BBE Really Fits In

5500 Bolsa Ave. Suite 245
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

Measuring 16 1/2" x 9" x 1 3/4",
BBE fits perfectly into your audio

Send me

rack. Then just plug it into your
wall socket and standard tape
loop.

Full Money -Back Guarantee
If you don't hear all the sound
you've never heard with the new
BBE 1002, return it within 30 days.
We'll refund your money.
Full Warranty
All BBE products are backed by a
full year's warranty on all parts
and labor. And by our reputation
for innovation and leadership in
the audio and electronics industries.
Easy to Own
Cost of the remarkable BBE 1002 is
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

Sound Inc.
(714) 897-6766

1-800-233-8346
In California, 1-800-558-3963
BBE 1002 unit(s) at $189 each.

(U.S. currency only. California residents add applicable
tax. It rush shipping requested, additional charge is
determined by destination. Canadian residents please
wnte for additional information.)

Enclosed is a check for $
Or please charge to my:

J Visa J MasterCard
J American Express
Carct#

Exp. Date
Signature
Name (print)

Address
City/State/Zip
Area Code / Phone No. (To facilitate shipping)

Most of the controls
have different functions
in tape and tuner modes,
so the panel doesn't get
too cluttered.
and mono curves became one because of the blending
circuitry used to reduce background noise on weak stereo
signals. At strong signal levels, THD + N for mono signals
measured 0.38%, while for stereo signals, THD + N mea-

Amplitude (dB) versus Frequency (H.); AM Tuner section. Kenwood EDI 99R
10.000
5.0000
0.0

sured 0.6% at 65 dBf.
Figure 4 is a plot of THD + N versus modulating frequen-

-5.000

-10.00

cy, at a signal strength of 65 dBf. At 100 Hz, THD + N

-15.00

measured 0.43% for mono and 1.0% for stereo. At 6 kHz,
mono THD + N was 0.7% while stereo THD + N was a bit
lower, 0.6%. The sudden rise of apparent THD for stereo
signals of frequencies above 7 kHz is caused by nonharmonically related beats between the harmonics of the modulating signals and the 19 -kHz pilot carrier, rather than by
actual harmonic products of the fundamental modulating

-20.00
-25.00,

-30.00
-35.00.

-40.8020

100

12

ION

20k

A
B

signal.

Stereo separation fell short of the 40 dB claimed by
Kenwood for a 1 -kHz test signal but, as shown in Fig. 5, it

did reach 37 dB at that frequency. As usual, separation
decreased at the frequency extremes. At 100 Hz, stereo

AmplItude (AB) ue sus Frequency (Ho); AM Tuner section, Menwood MDT -99R
10.000

separation was 35 dB, while at 10 kHz, separation was a bit
less than 30 dB.
Figure 6 shows a spectrum analysis of a 5 -kHz signal,

with only one stereo channel modulated. The solid curve
shows the peak output at 5 kHz from the modulated channel
and establishes a 0 -dB reference point. The dashed curve
shows some small output at 5 kHz from the opposite channel (indicating a separation of 50 dB). Other crosstalk products at 10 kHz (representing second -harmonic distortion),

15 kHz (third harmonic), 19 kHz (pilot carrier frequency),
and 57 kHz (third harmonic of the 19 -kHz pilot) are clearly
evident. In case you are wondering how
could get a
separation reading of 50 dB for a 5 -kHz signal when, in Fig.
5, the apparent separation was less than 40 dB, the answer
I

Fig. 7-AM frequency
response for signals

lies in these extraneous crosstalk products. Even though
they are not at the modulating frequency (which in the case

without pre -emphasis (A)
and with NRSC pre emphasis (B).

Bass and Treble Tone Control Range
20.000

of Fig. 6 is 5 kHz), these extra components make the
separation look worse than it really is in sweep tests such as
the one in Fig. 5.
Alternate -channel selectivity measured exactly 80 dB, as
claimed, while image and i.f. rejection were both better than
claimed, with readings of 73 and 76 dB, respectively. At 45
dBf, capture ratio measured 1.3 dB.
The AM tuner's frequency response is plotted in Figs. 7A

Menrood MDT -99R

and 7B. For a signal without pre -emphasis (Fig. 7A), the
signal was 6 dB down (referenced to 1 kHz) at 45 Hz and 3
kHz. With NRSC pre -emphasis (Fig. 7B), the -6 dB points
were at 45 Hz and 4.7 kHz. The only other measurement I
made for the AM section was usable sensitivity. Kenwood
states this specification in dBil, or dB relative to 1µV. The
28 dBp. specified works out to be a signal strength of 25.1
p.V. That's almost exactly what measured for 20 dB of
quieting with a 1 -kHz AM signal at 30% modulation. Distortion of a strong AM signal at 30% modulation was 0.8%.
Before putting the DAT player section through its paces,
checked out the action of the bass and treble tone controls.

15.000

10.000

5.0000

0.0

I

-5.000

-10.00

I

-15.00

Their ranges of maximum cut and boost are plotted in Fig. 8.
-20 0020

00

Fig. 8-Tone-control
characteristics.
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DAT Player Measurements
During my most recent trip to Japan, I looked in vain for
some standard DAT test tapes that might contain the sort of
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

The
Quietspeakers
Revox speakers play to the civilized ear. And they
speak most distinctly where the civilized ear does
its listening.

We make speakers that make beautiful musicabsolutely clear, richly detailed music. At low
listening levels, where other speakers are at a loss,
the sound from Revox speakers is always precise,
focused, vividly present. These speakers impress
with their fineness, their ability to reveal music's
quiet subtleties, its lucid stillness.
If you never listen loud, you need to be listening
to the Quietspeakers.
From Revox of Switzerland. At your audio
specialist in the USA.

E'VU

REVOX

STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC.
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651
Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card

No car cassette player
I know of has the flat
response, clear out to
20 kHz, of this DAT.

Amplitude (AB,
5.0000

Frequency

DAI Section, Kellwood EDT 99P

(142.)
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1.0000
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-1.000

1.90

-2.008

-2.00

-3.000

3.00

prerecorded test signals I have on my CD test discs. Unfor-

tunately, during my brief stay, I was unable to find such
tapes, although I was led to believe that they do exist in
Japan. Now you might be thinking that I could easily "dub"

the signals from my test CDs onto DAT tape, but that
wouldn't solve the problem. My home DAT player won't
record "digital -to -digital," so any recording via the analog
outputs of my reference CD player would still reflect any

defects inherent in that player's analog stages and the
analog input stages of my DAT recorder. The bottom line is
that I had to use the two prerecorded DAT test tapes that
have been able to acquire in this country. They contain only
I

-4.00

-4.000-

-5.00020

100
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was able to plot a very

accurate frequency response curve for the KDT-99R's playback -only DAT section. Results are given in Fig. 9, which
shows one of the clear advantages of a car DAT player over
a car cassette player. No car cassette player I have ever
measured (or heard about) yielded as flat response, clear
out to 20 kHz, as did this DAT player. While THD + N as a
function of frequency (Fig. 10) was generally lower than you
would expect from even the very best car cassette player, it

response, DAT section.
t

of spot frequencies and, with that tape and my Audio Preci-

sion System One test setup,

Fig. 9-Frequency

Distortion

a minimal amount of test signals, augmented by several
musical selections. One of the tapes does contain a series

Noise (2) vs. Frequency (Hz), DAT Section, Henwood EDT -9911

5

did not come close to the claimed value of 0.005%.

LEFT

/

I

suspect that the reason for this is that I was measuring THD

0.1

+ N, and most of this combination consisted of residual
noise caused by various ground loops created by my bench
d.c. power supply. In fact, when measured overall A weighted S/N ratio for the DAT player section, I obtained a
reading of only 71 dB.
The reason for this is further confirmed in the spectrum
analysis of residual noise shown in Fig. 11. Here you can
see that, above 1 kHz, the noise plot is consistently better
than 90 dB below 0 -dB recorded level. However, hum and
buzz components related to the 60 -Hz power -line frequency
to which my d.c. supply was connected exhibit much higher
I
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0.00120

0.001

109

10k
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2

Fig. 10-THD + N vs.
frequency.

noise levels (e.g. at 60, 120, 180, and even 240 Hz).
Spectrum Anal051, of Residual Noise (dB) versus Frequency (Hz), EDT -99R (DAT)
-60.00

60.0

-70.00

70.0

-80.08

110.0

-90.00

90.0

,_EFT

-190.0

109

RIGHT

I

suspect that with a true d.c. supply, such as a car's battery,
one would be unable to hear any residual noise.
I'm happy to see DAT players finding their way into cars,

both from car manufacturers who are beginning to offer
them as optional factory -installed equipment and from man-

ufacturers such as Kenwood, Clarion, Blaupunkt, Alpine
and others. Perhaps this is one audio technology that will
become popular in automobiles before it becomes popular
in the home. Perhaps too, if enough DAT players find their
way into our cars, even the major record companies that are
currently boycotting the format will realize that DAT offers a
new source of profit. After all, those same record companies

-110.0

-119

-120.0

-129

-130.0

-130

were just as dead set against cassette tape until they
discovered that well -made, prerecorded cassette tapes

-149

could be a more important profit -maker than records and
Leonard Feldman
CDs combined.

-140.0,.

100

Fig. 11-Spectrum
analysis of residual noise.
The high levels at 60 Hz
and its harmonics are due
to the test -bench d.c.
supply (see text).
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User Report
As my new car is not yet adapted for testing car stereo
equipment, I was not able to give the KDT-99R my usual
road tests. I was able to fire it up at my desk, however, and
check its human -engineering aspects.
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Fast forward and rewind are
more than twice as fast as
they are for conventional,
analog cassette players.

When the unit is turned off, it's totally dark, which makes it
a bit harder to find and turn on when driving at night. When
it's switched on, first the DAT logo at the upper right and the

software, but it failed to do so with either of the tapes I had
on hand, or with one done on a home recorder.
The unit's designers tried to make multifunction buttons
attenuator button in the center glow. About two seconds do similar jobs in DAT and tuner modes. Thus, the rocker
later, the display, band indicator, and a line of lights on the which automatically finds stations for the tuner also automattape door come on. There's no need for the tape door to ically finds the next selection on a tape, while the buttons
illuminate before that, since trying to load a tape will not turn which are used for manual tuning also handle rewind and
the unit on. The other buttons glow, too, but perhaps too fast -forward.
softly to be seen easily, and because the lights in the preset
The rocker, which you'll probably use more often when
station buttons are recessed, they're more visible to some- driving, sets out for easy access, while the two buttons
one sitting on the car's center line than they are to the driver, below it are concave so you can tell them from the rocker by
unless the dashboard's radio slot happens to be angled touch. The attenuator button is studded with tiny bumps, the
toward him.
"Play/Band" switch is long and thin, and the buttons which
The display is easy to read in any light, though I would select other functions for the large volume controls are
have preferred making the tuner-frequency/tape-time dis- separated by easy -to -feel dividers. The memory -set button
play larger than the digital volume -control indicator. There is is small and set close to the panel, so you won't press it by
an analog volume indicator, too, which changes for every 10 accident. Only the station preset buttons struck me as a bit
dB or so of level change (the digital indicator shows each 2 - small and hard to find by touch-but they might prove easy
dB step), and starts showing red bars from -45 up to 0 dB. to get used to.
When the attenuator switch is pressed, the analog indicator
The tape can be searched by program or by start ID
flashes.
codes, assuming that either or both have been recorded on
A tape symbol on the main display, and the line of lights it. Program search finds specific selections by program
on the cassette door, show when a tape is loaded but not number (which can take a while if the programs are not in
playing. (This seems to occur only if you use the fast -search numerical order on the tape). Music search just counts up or
mode to back the tape up to its beginning; if you back it up down from the current track. The index scan feature only

with the fast -rewind button, the tape will eject once re-

works forward and will not work if the tape lacks start ID

wound.)
According to the manual, the word "Soft" is supposed to
illuminate above the tape symbol when playing prerecorded

codes.
The remote control could be very handy if you wanted to
shift control to the back seat, or if the dashboard radio slot

was not conveniently placed for the driver. It's an infrared
system, with a compact transmitter just 5/8 in. H x 2 in. D x
33/8

in. W (1.59 cm x 5.08 cm x 8.57 cm) that can be

mounted with Velcro strips-even on the steering wheel, if
you like. Small as the transmitter is, it duplicates the KDT99R's most important functions: DAT up/down search and
play, radio band and up/down seek, volume up/down, and
the 20 -dB attenuator. (The same remote system is used for
some Kenwood cassette and CD players; a small switch on
the back of the transmitter sets it to match the unit it's
controlling.)

Without a car, an amp, or speakers, the main aspect of
the KDT-99R's performance I could test was its tape -handling speed. Rewind and fast forward took about 80 S for a
120 -minute tape, about 90 times actual speed. This is more
than twice as fast as most in -dash analog players. In program -search mode, finding the sixth selection on a tape,
about 27 minutes from that tape's start, took about 35 S.
Neither figure is as breathtaking as I'd expect from DAT, but
both figures are impressive.
The auto -memory function does not automatically enter
the five strongest local stations into memory, as is usually

the case with head units having this feature. Instead,

it

memorizes the first five reasonably strong stations it finds
above the frequency to which it's set when this function is
first activated. prefer this, since it lets me seek out and
memorize public -radio and college stations, usually at the
bottom of the dial, which are most likely to have programs
I

that like.
The KDT-99R is a pleasure to use. I only wish I could have
I

had the fun of testing it on the road.
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Ivan Berger
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The reason LUXMAN home audio components are
so popular is revealed in recent test reports:
"The R-115 (receiver) is one of
those too -rare products that looks
good, feels good, and sounds good."
Stereo Review (February 1988)

"The D-117 (is) among the most enjoyable of compact disc players: logical, capable,
handsome, and sonically impressive."
High Fidelity (April 1988)

With a worldwide reputation for sonic excellence, the new
LUXMAN home audio components add superb styling
and ease of operation to deliver. . .total satisfaction!

LITTXm AN
For your authorized dealer, call:

1-800-4 LUXMAN
Enter No. 27 on Reader Service Card

Die reine Musik, Pure Music, La musica pura, La pure musique.
If you are looking for loudspeakers with the sound, the fit, the finish of German precision technology, Canton is your clear choice.
For fifteen years Canton has been dedicated to the notion that the
best sound color is no sound color. So whether it's Brahms or Berry,
Miles or Mozart, you can count on Canton to provide the music, the
whole music and nothing but the music.
Argentina

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Canada

Denmark

Dominican Republic

To achieve this our German craftspeople build every component
that goes into a Canton loudspeaker. Our engineers investigate
every possible technological improvement, but don't innovate
merely for innovation's sake. Our designers and cabinet-makers
assure that Canton loudspeakers have a look of unparalleled
sophistication and timelessness.
Finland

France

Great Britain

Greece

Hong Kong

Italy

Japan

lime and again critics have agreed: "The absolute hit of the
entire test... is the small Canton GL 260. Everyone who hears
it... shakes his head with astonishment..:' "(The CA 30) was
the sure winner in the newly introduced premium class... (It)
stands in the reference class as no super -speaker before it:'
"With its Pullman Set 4D0... Canton has scored a smash hit!"
Netherlands

Norway

Saudi Arabia

Singapore

Spain

For a brochure on Canton home and automotive loudspeakers, please
contact: Canton North America, Inc., 915 Washington Avenue South,
Minneapolis MN 55415-1245, telephone (612) 333-1150.

GiNrom
Sweden

Switzerland

Tahiti

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

Thailand

Turkey

U.S.A.

West Germany

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 20
kHz, t 0.3 dB,

Deemphasis Accuracy: ± 0.3 dB.
THD + N: Less than 0.002% at 1 kHz.

S/N Ratio: 118 dB.
Dynamic Range: Greater than 100
dB.

Wow & Flutter: Below measurable
limits.

Power Requirements: 120 V a c
60 Hz; 25 watts.

Dimensions: 171/8 in. W x 43/4 in. H
x 167/16 in. D (43.5 cm x 12.0 cm
x 41.8 cm).
Weight: 31.2 lbs. (14.2 kg).
Price: $1,199.

Company Address: 6660 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park, Cal.
90620.

Separation Between Channels:

For literature, circle No. 92

Greater than 100 dB at 1 kHz and 20
kHz.

Output Voltage: 2.0 V.

YAMAHA
CDX-1 1 101U

CD PLAYER

102

Headphone Output: 3.0 V,

150

ohms,

Programmable Tracks: 24.
D/A Conversion: 18 -bit floating, with
dual D/A converters.
Filters: "Hi -Bit" digital filter plus third order analog filter.
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Yamaha has come up with a new "flagship" Compact
Disc player, the CDX-1110U, which incorporates advanced
technology that we've seen before and some ideas appearing for the first time. While several CD -player makers now
use true 18 -bit D/A converters in their top models, Yamaha
continues with their "Hi -Bit" quasi -18 -bit technology. This
system converts 16 bits of the digital filter's 18 -bit output,

but which 16 it reads depends on the signal's two most
significant bits. When the uppermost bit is a one, the converter reads the signal's uppermost 16 bits. When the uppermost bit is a zero, the converter drops down one bit, to
read the middle 16 bits. When the two uppermost bits are
zeros, the converter reads the signal's lowest 16 bits. Since
a 1 -bit shift represents a 6 -dB level change, the output

circuit's gain is adjusted by 6 dB for each shift. (As with
most premium Compact Disc players, twin D/A converters
are used here.) There is a theoretical possibility of switching

glitches with these gain adjustments, but in my tests of
Yamaha's Hi -Bit players, I have never seen any evidence of
this.

In this latest version of Hi -Bit technology, Yamaha has
added eight -times oversampling, an approach that pushes
the "clock" frequency (and surrounding modulation noise
spectra) way out to a center frequency of 352.8 kHz. That, in
turn, makes possible the use of an extremely gentle analog
output filter. In fact, the use of eight -times oversampling
permits the other major innovation found in the CDX-1110U:
A pair of outputs that bypass any final analog filter altogether. As Yamaha puts it, you can decide for yourself (based

on listening tests and preferences) whether you want to
connect your amplifier to the "direct," unfiltered output jacks
or to the conventional outputs that come after the three -pole

analog output filters. As found out during my lab tests,
there are advantages and disadvantages to each of these
I

Amplitude (dB) versus Frequency (Hz) -- Yamaha CDP-11100 Compact Disc Player
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Fig. 1-Frequency
response of left and right
channels, using filtered
output jacks. Curves have
been separated for clarity.

Control Layout
The front -panel design of the CDX-1110U is fairly conventional. The now -familiar disc drawer is at the left. Below the

drawer are the power on/off switch, buttons for "Space
Insert," "Index," and "Random Play," two buttons associated with the various repeat -play functions, and three associated with random programming. (While it is possible to
access index points within a given track directly, it is not
possible to program specific index points. Only track numbers can be programmed.)
The large display window to the right of the disc drawer
provides no less than 14 dstinct indications: Disc, track,
index, program number, three forms of time display (remain-

approaches.
The CDX-1110U features a new three -beam laser pickup
that utilizes a glass lens in a die-cast aluminum chassis. A
newly designed, high-speed linear motor and an 8 -bit microcomputer control the optical head feed. Access time to
any point on the disc is less than 1 S. The player employs a
shunt -regulated power supply. Optical and coaxial digital
outputs are provided, in addition to the two sets of analog
outputs already mentioned.

search, output level, and music calendar are just some of
the major items displayed here. Repeat -play mode, auto space on, random play selection, and various programming

Another unusual feature of this CD player is its 20 -bit,
digital volume control which, since it operates in the digital

audio -level pushbuttons, "Time Display" button, the remote control sensor window, and a stereo headphone jack. Below

domain, alters output levels in precise 0.4 -dB steps without
increasing noise at any level. A further advantage of having
a volume control in the CD player is the ability to connect

the display window are 11 numbered buttons (0 through 9
and a "+ 10" button used for selecting tracks whose numbers exceed 10). Below the number buttons are an "Open/
Close" pushbutton for activating the disc drawer, "Play,"
"Pause/Stop," track advance and reverse buttons, and fast forward and reverse buttons for audible search. Just about
all of the operating controls, including the volume adjustment and even the "Open/Close" drawer function are also
found on the supplied wireless remote. I've never been able
to figure out the purpose of putting the "Open/Close" function on a remote since, once I've opened the drawer remotely, still have to approach the player to insert or remove a
disc. But guess having this feature on a remote control
does no harm and probably adds only minimally to the cost
of the total system.

directly to a power amplifier, thereby keeping the overall
signal path as short and direct as possible.
Additional convenience features include a 44 -key wireless remote control, 24 -track access via remote or front panel keypad, 24 -track random-access programming. ran-

dom play, four-way repeat play, index search, three-way
music search, selectable space insert (pause) between
tracks, and an eight -digit fluorescent display that inc udes
the now -familiar calendar display of available tracks on a
disc. The CDX-1110U has a floating -suspension chassis to

minimize interference or possible mistracking caused by
external shock or vibration.
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

ing, total time of disc, and elapsed time of track), play,

functions and indications are also shown. As a user, you see
exactly what the player is doing at all times.

To the right of the display window are "Up" and "Down"

I

I
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Eight -times oversampling
allows the CDX-111OU's
analog filtration to be

gentle -or even to be
bypassed altogether.
Residual noise (dB) versos frequency (Hz),

Amplitude (dB___) 8 Phase (Degrees - - --) vs. Frequency (Hz); Yamaha CDR -111811
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Fig. 2 -Comparison
between amplitude
response of one channel
(solid curve) and relative
phase response (dashed
curve) of opposite
channel, for unfiltered (A)
and filtered (B) outputs.
Phase, in degrees, can be
read from right-hand scale.
The two pairs of analog line output jacks on the rear panel

of this player are labelled "Direct" and "Filter." There are
also coaxial and optical digital output terminals on the rear
panel. In order to use either one, a slide switch labelled

-150.0

160.82.

-150

100

11,

TOk

-160

Fig. 3 -Residual noise vs.
frequency for "quiet"
track of CD -1 test disc,
using unfiltered (A) and
filtered (B) outputs. Note
rise in noise level at 60 -Hz
power -line frequency and

its second harmonic.

the shielding materials, not to mention the two, large power
transformers, which I will discuss shortly.

Measurements
Figure 1 is the frequency response of the CDX-1110U,
switched on. No optical cable is supplied by Yamaha, but using the swept -frequency band of the EIA-approved CD -1
these are now becoming readily available and are often test disc produced by CBS Records. Response was plotted
packed with separate D/A converters or integrated amplifi- from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. The upper curve, representing the
ers that have optical digital inputs. The type of optical left -channel output, was deliberately displaced slightly from
terminal used on this CD player, as well as the optical cable the 0 -dB reference so that it could be examined separately
that connects to it, have become standardized, so any from the response of the right channel. Left -channel reoptical cable will plug into this unit's optical output.
sponse was down about 0.15 dB at 20 kHz, while right The Yamaha CDX-1110U is one of the heaviest CD play- channel response was off by about 0.3 dB at that same
ers I have tested to date, weighing in at over 31 pounds. frequency. Yamaha specifies a tolerance of ±0.3 dB, so
Much of this weight comes from the solidly built chassis and their claims for frequency response are met.

"Digital Out," also found on the rear panel, must be
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Because the built-in
volume control is digital,
it can operate in precise
0.4 -dB steps, and adds
no noise.
THD

Hulse (-dB) versus Level. (dB):
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Fig. 4-THD + N vs.

frequency. Results
were virtually iidentical for
both channels, whether
measured from direct
or filtered outputs.

Fig. 6 Spectrum ana ysis
of 20 -kHz signal.
Note that sweep

is from 0 to
100 kHz, and that
there are no
nonharmonic
beats. (See text.)

signal level for unfiltered
(A) and filtered (B)
outputs. Note shift of
scale from Fig. 3.
Interchannel phase response is plotted in Figs. 2A and of measurements: -103.5 dB for the unfiltered output and
-103.7 dB for the filtered output. So, since the A -weighted
(unfiltered) output (Fig. 2A) and then the filtered output (Fig. curve approximates subjective audibility, don't expect to
2B). Notice that in Fig. 2A, both frequency response and hear a difference in background noise when you switch from
phase response are very nearly perfect, while the analog one set of outputs to the other.
2B. I measured this parameter twice, first using the direct

filter does have some influence on these parameters, gentle
Results shown in the graphs of Figs. 4A and 4B also favor
though it may be. Here, then, is one argument for connect- the use of the filtered outputs, without question. Here
ing the outputs of this Compact Disc player via the direct plotted so-called THD + N as a function of recorded level,
output jacks.
referenced to maximum (0 dB) output levels. For the direct,
I

On the other hand, results of my residual analog noise

unfiltered outputs (Fig. 4A), THD + N remained close to

plots (Figs. 3A and 3B) seem to argue in favor of the filtered
output connections. At all measured frequencies, noise lev-

-87 dB over the entire amplitude range from 0 dB down to
-90 dB. When I switched to the filtered outputs and reels were slightly higher when measured from the direct plotted the graphs (Fig. 4B), THD + N was about the same
outputs (Fig. 3A) than the filtered outputs (Fig. 3B). Even the at highest output levels but dropped way down to around
60 -Hz peak (attributable to the power -supply line frequen- -97 dB at lower recorded levels. From other observations
cy) was slightly higher (around -109 dB) in Fig. 3A than in concerning this CD player, I concluded that the only reason
Fig. 3B, where it shows up at about -112 dB.
why the entire curve of Fig. 4B wasn't at about -97 dB was
Single -value overall measurements of S/N, using the because the analog (post-D/A) stages had a tendency to
same quiet track of the CD -1 test disc and an A -weighting show increasing levels of ordinary analog THD as signal
filter, resulted in less of a difference between the two types levels approached maximum.
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Reality
Realized.

SONIC HOLOGRAPHY TRANSFORMS EXCITING
NEW PROGAM SOURCES AS WELL AS
FAMILIAR OLD ONES INTO TRULY LIFELIKE
MUSIC EXPERIENCES.
Watch a movie on a 13" black and white TV.
Now see it in 70 millimeter Technicolor with Surround Sound.
Listen to your favorite musicians on a portable
radio. Now sit three rows back from the stage at a
live concert
The difference is dimension: Width, depth,
breadth and detail that turn flat sensory input into
breathtaking reality. They're the missing ingredients
of live musical performance that Sonic Holography
restores to records, compact discs and even hi-fi
movie soundtracks.
The most experienced and knowledgeable
experts in the audio industry have concurred. Julian
Hirsch wrote in Stereo Review, "The effect strains

credibility- had I not experienced it, I probably
would not believe it."
High Fidelity magazine noted that
it seems to
open a curtain and reveal a deployment of musical
forces extending behind, between and beyond
the speakers."According to another reviewer, "It
brings the listener substantially closer to that
elusive sonic illusion of being in the presence
of a live performance."
All this with your existing speakers and music
collection.

by creating a third set of sound arrivals. These
special impulses cancel the objectionable second
sound arrival, leaving only the original sound from
each loudspeaker.
The result is a vast sound field extending not only
wider than your speakers, but higher than your
speakers as well. Sounds will occasionally even
seem to come from behind you! It is as if a dense
fog has lifted and you suddenly find yourself in the
midst of the musical experience. Or, as the Senior
Editor of a major electronics magazine put it "When
the lights were turned out, we could almost have
sworn we were in the presence of a live orchestra."

IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES. Thanks to VHS
and Beta Hi-Fi stereo soundtracks (found even on
rental tapes), and the increasing number of stereo
TV broadcasts, Sonic Holography can put you inside
the video experience, too.
It's a breathtaking experience. Without the need
for additional rear speakers, extra amplifiers or
decoders, the visual experience is psychoacoustically expanded by lifelike sound that envelops you,
transforming stereo from monochromatic flatness
into vibrant three-dimensional reality. Instead of
being at arm's length from the action, you are
immersed in it.
Then there are the familiar audio sources which
Carver innovation has further improved upon, each
of which gains character and
heightened impact through
Sonic Holography.

Compact discs, whose potental is still trapped in
the two -dimensionality of conventional stereo, are
even more lifelike with Sonic Holography.
Thanks to the Carver Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Detector, FM stereo broadcasts can be
received hiss- and interference -free, ready to take on

an astonishing presence and dimension through
Sonic Holography.
Even AM stereo can actually become a threedimensional phenomenon with Sonic Holography
and the new Carver TX-11a AM/FM tuner which
delivers AM stereo broadcasts with the same
dynamics and fidelity as FM.
ENHANCE YOUR SPATIAL AWARENESS
WITH CARVER COMPONENTS. vVhen considering the purchase of a new preamplifier or receiver,
remember how much more you get from the Carver
4000t, C-1 and Receiver 2000. Or add Sonic Holography to your existing system with the C-9
add-on unit
Each can transcend the limits of your listening
(and viewing) experiences by adding the breathtaking, spine -tingling excitement that comes from
being transported directly into the midst of audio video reality.
Visit your nearest Carver dealer soon and expand
your range of experiences with Sonic Holography.

HOW SONIC HOLOGRAPHY WORKS. Unfortunately, conventional stereo cannot isolate the output of left and right speakers and send their output
only to your left and right ears. Left and right versions of a sound occurrence also cross in the middle of your listening room, confusing your ears with
additional extra sound arrivals a split second apart
Stereo imaging and separation suffer because both
speakers are heard by both ears, confusing your
spatial perception.
The Sonic Hologram Generator in the Carver

4000t Preamplifier, C-1 Preamplifier and Carver
Receiver 2000 solve this muddling of sound arrivals

CARVER
POWERFUL

P0. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98)46

MUSICAL
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

ACCURATE
evolution
Distributed in Canada by: technology

Only one or two other
players reproduce low-level
signals with linearity as
nearly perfect as this.

Low level deviation from perfect linearity
10.000

Yamaha CDY-111911

Separation (dB) versus frequency (Hz);
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(dB) vs. level (dB);Yamahfi CM -11108
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separation. Note the
unusual slope and the
increased high -frequency
separation from the
direct, unfiltered output.
(See text.)
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Fig. 9 -Deviation from
perfect linearity for

Fig. 7-Interchannel
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Fig. 8 -Deviation from
perfect linearity for

Fig. 10 -Linearity
deviation for EIA "Fade to
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Noise- dynamic -range
test, using dithered
signal.

levels from -90 to 0 dB.
Deviation was virtually

-90.0

00.0

70 0
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identical for both channels.
Figure 5 shows how THD + N varied with frequency for
signals at maximum recorded level. As mentioned above,
there was little difference between results obtained via the

unfiltered and filtered outputs, so

I

saw no purpose in

presenting two separate graphs for this measurement. At 1
kHz, THD + N reads about 0.006%. Translated to dB, this
works out to about 85 dB, which is in close agreement with
results for maximum recorded level (Figs. 4A and 4B).
Single -value overall readings of SMPTE-IM distortion at
maximum recorded level yielded readings of 0.0113% and
0.0086% for left- and right -channel unfiltered outputs, and
almost identical readings of 0.0107% and 0.008% for left
and right filtered outputs.
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The benefits of properly designed digital filtering and
eight -times oversampling are evident from the 'scope photo
in Fig. 6. Had I confined the spectrum -analyzer sweep to my
usual range of from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, all you would have seen

is the desired 20 -kHz tall "spike" at the left of the photo.
Since better CD players such as this one (and a few others
I've measured recently) show no spurious output products
in the range from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, I decided to extend the
linear sweep to 100 kHz, with each horizontal division now
corresponding to 10 kHz. There are still no spurious outputs.
The two shorter spikes evident at 60 and 100 kHz are simply
the expected, inaudible, third- and fifth -harmonic distortion
components of the desired 20 -kHz signal. No other nonharAUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

What Is The Meaning Of Life?
Many have pondered this weighty
question, no one has found an answer
that satisfies all.
At best, life is synonymous with

what we know to be real, i.e. genuine, unaffected and natural. As life
grows denser and more technologically complex, simplicity becomes
more appealing.
The same applies to hifi. High end
audio systems are now dedicated to

the transparent reproduction of
authentic, lifelike sound.
Unfortunately, too many of us

when they hear it can't be satisfied

remain impressed with massive
speakers that produce a brutish and
exaggerated "larger -than -life" sound.
But truly lifelike sound is always
more thrilling, simply by the sheer
impact of its total fidelity. That's why
it's universally acclaimed as "the real

by any substitutes or illusions of reality.
For them, we offer Celestion loudspeakers. A range of subtle and elegant
components that deliver "lifelike" sound.
If you've had enough surreal sound
to last a lifetime, we've been building
the world's most honest loudspeakers
for you. Discover the meaning of life
at your qualified Celestion compo-

thing: Those who know the truth

nent dealer

CELESTICTI
89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746 (617) 426-6766

Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

The difference between the
filtered and direct outputs
was most obvious in the
THD + N measurements.

monically related "beats" or spurious signal components
are evident.
Figure 7, a plot of channel separation versus frequency,
yielded extremely surprising results. can't remember any
other time when separation decreased with decreasing freI

quencies! Yamaha is apparently aware of this peculiarity,
too, since their published specifications call for separation
in excess of 100 dB at 1 kHz and 20 kHz. That claim is met,

as you can see from Fig. 7, but at 125 Hz, separation
decreased to about 84 dB. Nothing to worry about, of

Fig. 11-Monortonicity
test. Note excellent
linearity at low signs[
levels.

course, but simply an oddity for which I can offer no immediate explanation.
I know of only one or two other CD players that reproduce
low-level signals with linearity as nearly perfect as the Yamaha CDX-111OU's. Consider the results shown in Fig. 8, a

plot of deviation from perfect linearity versus undithered
signal levels. Here, maximum deviation at -90 dB was no
more than 1.0 dB. Using low-level dithered signals from
recorded levels of - 70 to - 100 dB, deviation from perfect
linearity (Fig. 9) was a mere 1.0 dB for the right channel and
about 2.0 dB for the left channel at levels of -100 dB. That's
standout performance, to say the least.
There are currently two methods for specifying dynamic
range for a CD player. Using the EIAJ Standard, the results
showed a dynamic range of approximately 88 dB, regardless of whether the measurement was made from the direct

or the filtered outputs. With the proposed EIA method,
dynamic range was slightly in excess of the 98 -dB theoretical maximum, confirming the very slight deviation from per-

fect linearity observed for the D/A converters used in this
player. The "Fade to Noise" track provided on my CD -1 test

disc gives further proof of the excellent linearity of this
player at extremely low levels (Fig. 10).
The final track of the CD -1 test disc contains test signals

that are not specifically called for in the proposed EIA

Fig. 12-Reproduction of
1 -kHz square wave.

Standards for CD Player Measurement. Used in combination with the other linearity -checking signals, this one is
employed in what is called a monotonicity test. The signal
consists of a special series of square waves. The peak of

the repeating waveform starts at "digital zero" and increases by
LSB (least significant bit) after every five
1

cycles, to a maximum of 10 LSB. Averaged steps should
always increase on the positive side and decrease on the
negative side. Ideally, the steps should be equal in size.
Both of these requirements seemed perfectly met when
playing this signal on the CDX-1110U, as is evident in the
'scope photo of Fig. 11. (More than one repetition of the
ascending waveform is shown because of the difficulty of
synchronizing this signal.)
As usual, tried to measure wow and flutter for this player
quantitatively, but as has nearly always been the case, my
I

test equipment produced a trace running along the zero
baseline for the full 30 S of the test. (In other words, there
was no measurable wow and flutter.) As for clock -frequency

accuracy, it was off by an insignificant -0.0163%.
Figure 12 shows how a 1 -kHz square -wave test signal
was reproduced by the CDX-1110U, while Fig. 13 shows
how a unit pulse was reproduced. It is apparent that polarity

Fig. 13-Single-pulse test.
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inversion has taken place within the analog output stages of
the player, since noninversion circuits always yield a posiAUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988
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next 6 months?
A. Separate amp,
D. Speaker System
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E. CD Player
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amount of money you plan on investing

in home audio equipment in the next
6 months?
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C. Receiver
$200-$299
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Stereo imaging was good

with either output, but was
just a bit more stable via
the unfiltered output.

Phase error (deg.) vs. frequency (Hz). filtered versus unfiltered outputs
90.000
80.000

works, I used Telarc's new recording of three short Mozart

70.000.

strumental def in tion, as reproduced by the Yamaha player,
was superb. Owing playback of this particular recording,

symphonies-No. 25, No. 28, and No. 29 (CD -80165). In-

60.000
50.000

FILTERED OUTPUT

I

was able to detect one of the advantages of the direct

40.008
30.800,

output connection. Stereo imaging, while good with either
connection mode, seemed just a bit more stable and easily
defined when I used the direct, unfiltered connection.
For bigger, more dynamic sounds, I chose another Delos

20.808
10.000
0.0
DIRECT OUTPUT

-10.00
-20.08,

recording, Wagner 2 (D/CD 3053), which features orchestral
excerpts from Richard Wagner's operas The Flying Dutchman, Parsifal, and Lohengrin. These excerpts offer excellent

-30.00,

-48.88
-50.00
-60.00,
-70.00,

-80.00

-90'005.000 2.00k

4.001e

6.00k

8.00k

10.0k

12.0

14.0k

16.0k

10.0k

20.8k

Fig. 14-Comparison of
phase error vs. frequency
for filtered and direct
outputs. (Note linear
frequency scale.) At
20 kHz, error amounted to
nearly 72° from filtered
output, 5° from direct.

examples of wide dynamic range and complex orchestration. They are best appreciated when heard on a top CD
player such as this and through an amplifier and speaker
system that can handle them with negligible distortion.
Finally, I listened to a bit of Bach's Prelude and Fugue in E
Minor, a Telarc recording (CD -80169) with Michael Murray
playing the organ in New York City's Cathedral of St. John
the Divine. It is gratifying to note that, as Compact Discs get
better and better (and there's no question but that the best

of them are very good these days), CD players are also

improving in ability to sonically reproduce those discs.
The only minor irritation felt regarding the user controls
and features of the CDX-1110U concerned its inability to
tive-going reproduced pulse, whereas the pulse in Fig. 13 is program selections by index numbers. Further, the method
negative going. (This polarity inversion, was the same with of calling up an index number for instant access or playthe direct and the filtered outputs.)
back is a bit awkward, in that you first must press the track
Finally, I wanted to check Yamaha's claims concerning number, then the index button, and finally the index number.
the advantages of a CD player with filterless outputs. To There's also no easy way to advance from one index point to
make a meaningful test, I had to go inside the unit and get at the next within the same track. These ergonomic limitations,
the recovered signal, right at the point where it comes out of however, in no way detract from the sonic superiority of this
the D/A converter. (There is one Burr -Brown type PCM56 for player. Yamaha's latest entry deserves to be ranked among
each channel.) treated the signal, at this point, as one the very finest machines currently available, and that inchannel of an interchannel phase -comparison test and con- cludes several costing much, much more than the relatively
nected the filtered output of the same channel as my "sec- modest -priced CDX-1110U.
Leonard Feldman
ond" channel. I then ran a phase -comparison test between
the two signals as a function of frequency. The results are
I

I

shown in Fig. 14. Notice that the horizontal scale in this
graph is linear rather than logarithmic. Thus, the phase shift
caused by the analog output filters is almost a straight line

and is more easily examined. At 20 kHz, this phase error
has reached a value of 72° (top curve). When I repeated this
measurement, comparing the output from the D/A converter
to that at the direct, unfiltered output, the maximum phase

error at 20 kHz was only 5°. This is, perhaps, the most
important advantage of the unfiltered, direct output connection in a CD player.

Use and Listening Tests
For my subjective listening tests, I chose four Compact
Discs designed to show up specific aspects of sound reproduction. Delos' The Symphonic Sound Stage (D/CD 3502)
offers a variety of cuts from different symphonic selections
that not only exercise the dynamic -range capabilities of a
sound system but enable me to judge stereo imaging, depth

of sound field, and musical accuracy of individual instruments. Bands 7 and 8 of this sampler contain piano and
cello solos that are well recorded and, on a CD player such
as this, sound amazingly lifelike. For smaller orchestral
112
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IF SOMEONE TRIES
TO SELLYOU A
S2,000 CD PLAYER,
COVER YOUR EARS.

The new Koss Pro/450'" Stereo phones deliver ultra -smooth, dis-

free copper wiring and two detachable cords,

tortion -free sound and provide
ran excellent wav of determining

genuine leather headband that make it as comfortable to wear as it is to listen to. So if high -

whether a higl-priced audio
component is really worth its

end sound is what you're after, audition the
new flagship of our professional stereophone
line. You'll find that the Koss Pro/450 has the

high -price. It's all possible thanks to Koss' new

dual -element 'design. Each earcup contains
a neodymium element or crisp mids and highs,
plus a low -frequency poly -driver for extraordinary bass response. Everything else about
the Pro/450 is first-class, too. From the oxygen -

to the unique earcup spider assembly and

high -end covered. 4129 N. Port Washington
Road, Milwaukee, WI 53212. Koss Limited:
Burlington, Ontario. Koss Europe:

Stabio-Switzerland. For more in-

AKOSSat

formation call 1-800-USA-KOSS. stereophones
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AURICLE

PS AUDIO 4.6
PREAMPLIFIER
Company Address: 4145 Santa Fe
Rd., Bldg. 2, San Luis Obispo, Cal.
93401.

For literature, circle No. 93

A little over a year ago, PS Audio
began producing the Model 4.5 preamplifier; it offered extraordinary
sound, given its cost. For 1988, several
circuit improvements were made, and
they are incorporated in the Model 4.6.
Among other things, Paul McGowan
and company have lowered the open -

loop gain, increased the current
through the regulators, and added a
star -point ground. These improvements are hardly visible, but they are
very, very audible.
The 4.6 measures only 19 x 21/2 x
71/2 inches, but that's because its power transformer (and fuse) are in a separate unit, called the HPCS, that's made
to

sit on the floor, away from the

preamp and your turntable.

sounded more open and real. The

21/2 pounds, and is connected to a

soundstage is wide and deep, almost
indistinguishable from playing the CD,

It measures 43/4 x 51/2 x 41/2 inches, weighs

special jack on the back of the

tuner, or tape deck directly into the

preamp.
Perhaps the first clue that this is not
an ordinary device is the power switch.

power amplifier.
If the 4.6 and your power amp don't

It really isn't a power switch at all-the
unit is always powered up. Labelled
"Output," the switch has settings for
"Off" (output to the power amplifier is
turned off), "Straightwire" (no amplification stages), "High Level" (amplification stages turned on), and "Mono"
(amp stages on, mono output). Just to of input and output jacks (gold-plated)
the right of the power switch are two and the connector for the external
output knobs: "Tape Feed" controls power supply. That's it! No filters, tone
which source is channelled to the tape controls, or devices to change the way
1
output, and "Source" controls the your system will sound-and therein
output to your power amplifier and lies the beauty of the PS Audio 4.6.
speakers. This allows you to listen to Under the right conditions, this preamp
one program source (phono, tape 1 or allows you to hear your source material
2, tuner, CD, or AUX) while recording without adding much of anything.
from another. The final front -panel
Now, about those conditions: If your
knobs are a small, stepped "Balance" speaker's sensitivity is a good match
control and a larger, stepped "Vol- for your power amplifier, you'll be able
ume" control.

Inside the 4.6 is a switch to select
MM or MC phono stages as well as
space to install resistors to match the
system to your cartridge. On the rear

match up, or if a record or tape was
recorded at low levels, you won't get
enough volume from your system.
Then it's time to switch in the 4.6's
amplified stages.

On the 4.6, the phono section is
where you are fully aware of all the
changes PS Audio has made. I thought
that the old 4.5's moving -magnet section was very good, though perhaps it

added a small amount of solid-state
"steeliness" to the overall sound. Any
steeliness I once heard is now almost
nonexistent in the 4.6, and the dynamic

to use the 4.6 as a passive device and
to hear high-level source material (CD,

tuner, tape, video, etc.) with only the
preamp's wiring and switches inter-

vening. The sound in this mode is gloripanel, you'll find the usual complement ous. My CD player and tuner never
116
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Be as selective

in where you buy
as you are
in what you buy.
We know they're hard to resist. Guaranteed lowest prices in the universe.
Every day's a sale day. Big, bigger, biggest.

But, buying a serious audio or video component isn't the same as buying a
dishwasher or microwave. And that's why AUDIO recommends you visit an
independent A/V specialty retailer when shopping for equipment.
A/V product is the heart of his business, not a "profitable or trendy"
sideline. That means the independent dealer will always be more concerned
and more interested in helping you select the proper equipment than he will
be in helping himself to a commission. Independents stay in business by
creating customers for life, making sure you're completely satisfied over the
long term, not the short term.

There's one more thing, and it may surprise you. When you eliminate the
crazy price leaders the discount stores put out, you'll find that an independent
will be every bit as competitive in price on better quality product.
So, be as selective in where you buy as you are in what you buy. Support
your independent specialty dealer.

The Equipment Authority

Headphones that work with your ears,
not against them.

When using the 4.6 preamp
passively, the sound was
glorious; my CD player
and tuner never sounded
more open and real.
range of its phono section now seems

to be much greater than that of

its

predecessor. The other major improvement is in the soundstage presented

by this preamp. With the right discs,
musicians seem to be playing in front
of and way behind the speakers, and
DT 990 head -

plows use ' diffuse
sound field equalization," based on
new studies If how the human ear affects sound. This design produces a flat
of dythi
h ad, one
frequency response, accurately recreating
the experience 3f the listening environment.
Hostapha:i" diaphragms and NeodyneTM magnets are two more reasons
DT 990s hare won technical and critical acclaim in Europe and America.
They ". deivered a superb sound" and were ". . remarkably comfortable
to wear" acc-3rding to Stereo Review.
So if you enpiy losing yourself in the music, start by finding the Beyer
dealer in you r area. Call the reader response number below, or write
1,1/101,0t10,1

.

beyerdynapii US, 5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, NY 11801.

beyerdynamilll

ACCURACY IN ALM

Canada:

.

-

4190 rue Sew, St

I 11 II

rent , Quebec H4T7A6 Tel . (514)3 41 69 33

lidex: 5824086
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BOUND VOLUMES
BACK ISSUES
BINDERS/SLIPCASES
BACK ISSUES

BOUND VOLUMES
Great Reading, Great Price!
A ready reference for audiophiles! A
year of AUDIO is
carefully hard -bound for easy
reference. Complete volumes
for the years 1979 through
1984 are available. Only
$24.95 including shipping
and handling.
TO ORDER:
Indicate year(s) requested and send
check or money order, NO CREDIT
CARDS, to: AUDIO Magazine, 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036,Attn:
Bound Volume Dept. Allow 4 weeks
for delivery.

Single -copy back issues of AUDIO from
1983 through current
issue are available
( Note: April, August,
and October 1983
are unavailable.)
$5.00 per issue
postpaid.

BINDERS/SLIPCASES

Maintain your AUDIO collection in these topquality binders or slipcases. Binders, $9.00
each; 3/$26.00; 6/$50.00. Slipcases, $7.65
each; 3/$22.00; 6/$40.00. Include $2.50 per
order for postage and handling.
TO ORDER: Indicate issue/binder/slipcase. Include
proper amount for postage and handling. Please
add your applicable sales tax. Allow 6-8 weeks for
delivery. Make check/money orders payable to:
Audio Magazine, P.O. Box 765, Holmes, PA 19043.
DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER NUMBER: 1-800345-8112. Use your Visa, Mastercard or American
Express card. $10.00 MINIMUM CREDIT
ORDER.

that sense of depth extends to the outer edge of each loudspeaker. Putting
all of this together, PS Audio has come
up with the best MM phono stage I've
auditioned in a preamp costing $1,000
or less.

The moving -coil section of the 4.5
had not been as satisfying. True, my
test location in lower Manhattan is near

both the World Trade Center and the
Empire State Building, and the r.f. gen-

erated by the many transmitters on
them doesn't help.
preferred the
I

sound of a moving -coil cartridge

played through a pair of Ortofon T-5
transformers and the PS Audio 4.5's
moving -magnet section. In the 4.6,
there is a big improvement, so unless
you have similar problems, you should
be very satisfied with its MC stage. The
preamp also comes with a small bag of
resistors to adjust the load for an MC
cartridge. However, I found hunting for

the proper color -coded pair of resis-

tors was time consuming, and they
yielded no discernible sonic benefits
with the cartridge I used.
Whatever source you select, if you
need more volume than the
"Straightwire" mode can provide, you'll

have to move on to the "High Level"
stages. It was at this point that the 4.5
began to have a very definite sound of
its own, one that was slightly hard and
"transistory." I felt that the 4.5's added
amplification stages detracted from

the overall sound, but this is not the
case on the 4.6. Its Class -A high-level
stages are much improved. While not
perfect, they can now be recommended (even if you do have enough gain in
the "Straightwire" mode).

The 4.5, when first marketed, cost
$500; its successor costs $659 but is
well worth it. The 4.6 is built very well,

is very flexible, and sounds greatsomething the competition will be hard
pressed to equal or beat. If you currently own a 4.5, PS Audio will upgrade
your unit for $100. If you're in the market for a new preamplifier, suggest
you listen to the 4.6 before buying anything else.
Gary Krakow
I
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lieore I buy a car, Maggie always does the test driving.

Amazing.

How it works.
A brief conversation with Bob Carver
Q. How can The Amazing Loudspeaker put out so much

powerful extended bass?
A. Brute force A total of 8 subwoojers, Each with 4 lima the
excursion ofregular bass drivers fora total dispkwemen1
( area times ercursion )ofalmast 2000 cubic inches. The low
.frequency 3dB point is 18Hz!

POWERFUL

epolution
DRstributed in Canada by: technology

Q. ny use a ribbon driver?
A Because the sound ofa ribbon is nothing shirt ofglorious!
Free ofindividuat dyiver anomalies and crossover problems.
the Amazing Loudspeaker's extended line source driver delivers a majestic some image that literally flouts in 3 -dimensional
acoustic space. Simultaneously, it reproducesan amazing
amount ofmusical &Vail that's simply unmatched by any
point source driver.

This is not a typical speaker ad. Because The Amazing Loudspeaker is anything but a typical speaker.
This isn't even a typical Carver ad.
True, the Amazing Loudspeaker breaks so many conventional

speaker rules - and succeeds so spectacularly at it - that we're
tempted to fill this ad with a litany of hertz,

watts and exotic buzz words the way our
competitors' ads do.

"Its overall sound is spectacular, its bass perform.
ance surpasses that of almost any other speaker
one might name."
STEREO REVIEW

Because there's bound to be quite a story behind a speaker
that's 51/2 feet tall and yet just 11/2 inches thick. Especially when Bob

Carver has a hand (or rather two hands, both feet and a year or so
of lab time) in its creation.
But ingenious design is only our means to an end. The beginning of a dramatic awakening that will
"The image is as wide, deep and multi -layered
re -define for you the very essence of music.

The Amazing Loudspeaker can etch

as I have ever bearl Only Infinity's $35,000
Reference Standard impressed me more."

a sonic image so detailed you can almost see rosin drift from a bow
onto the polished surface of a violin.
It can brighten your listening room with the sheen of a #4A

Henry Hunt
Hi Fidelity Editor
HOUSTON POST

drumstick on a Zildjian hi -hat cymbal. Or darken it with the smokey

midnight growl of a battered baritone sax.
It can stun your senses and rear-

range your furniture with thunderous sal-

"R solves certain design problems and achieves

certain sonic results with a simplicity andflair
that can only be called well, amazing."
Peter Aczel

vos of tight, perfectly controlled low bass.

THEAUDIO CRITIC

It can meticulously separate every instrument and vocal on
a dense, multi -track mix and project each in sharp relief at precise
points across the sound field.
In short, the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker restores what time
and reading too many speaker ads often takes away.
Sheer wonder.

We have merely touched on the
highlights of this truly amazing loud-

`It's price is ridiculously low for what it does
and . . . what comparable products cost."
Julian Hirsch

speaker. We'd be happy to send you more information includ-

STEREO REVIEW

ing reprints of several great reviews.
Q But aren't ribbon drivers inefficient?
A Not when designed with enough magnetic field strength. Each
Amazing Loudspeaker ribbon uses 30feet ofhigh energy magnets in a special ficused field gap. At 82dB efficiency, thats
almost twice as efficient as any other ribbon that goes down to
10011z. Our M 101 power amplifier yields peak SPLS exceeding
106d8: up to 110dB with an M -1.5t! More than ample to
deliver a symphonic orchestra's sonic power,fifih row center.

However, if your immediate interest is the sensation of a
listening room melting away to reveal the crystalline clarity of pure
music, you need only visit your nearest Carver dealer.
Your amazement will begin when you discover just how affordable the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker really is.

CARVER

MUSICAL

ACCURATE
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
HEAVIER METTLE
anything in rival Roth -band guitarist
Steve Vai's arsenal.

Recorded at Eddie's home studio,
5150, the production and sonics of
both LP and CD are generally spacious and excellent, with a big concert hall presence. Some tape hiss is audible on the CD, especially on the fades,

but then this isn't the kind of music
where that should hamper your enjoyment.

With OU812, Van Halen demonstrates that it has survived the separation. The band's sound is maturing but
still capable of cleaning up with a ven-

geance. This is hard rock at its best.
Michael Wright

scenes from the southside: Bruce

more than balanced by the sentiments

OU812: Van Halen

Warner Bros. 25732-1, LP 25732-2,
Cu
Sound: A - /B +

Performance: A

OU812 is more than just a record.
It's also a new identity for Van Halen,
just now emerging after a tabloid divorce from David Lee Roth. In a word,
it's good.
Sammy Hagar was behind the gun
for 5150, which was raced out amidst

the competition and acrimony of the
personnel split. The songs (however
good) sounded like Hagar was doing
an imitation of the old Van Halen. For
OU812, Hagar's pipes are in better
shape than they've ever been. He's
more in control now with confident
growls and howls, with inspired croon-

ing on the ballads, especially "When
It's Love." Sure, there are echoes of
Roth, but somehow, well, you feel like
Hagar means what he's singing about.

(Let's do it till we're) "Black and
Blue," but even here there's a subtle
shift in perspective away from adolescent slam-bam chauvinism toward a
mutually shared joie de vivre. A minus
in

was almost docked for failure to police
the "message in a bottle" metaphor in
"Feels So Good," but then it won't be

the first time a good line has been
recycled.
After the voice, you'll notice Eddie's
rekindled interest in keyboards, which

have mostly replaced rhythm -guitar
tracks. He tends to use them in a block
chordal fashion, heavy on suspended

about the sad consequences of a tryst
between a hired hand and the plantation owner's daughter. "The Road Not
Taken" wistfully recalls a youthful romance in a Virginia coal -mining town.
"Till the Dreaming's Done" harks back
to a memorable encounter with a hook-

er, and "The Show Goes On" is an
end -of -summer -romance story/song.

Other cuts have points to make.

ly noticeable on the ballads. But

if

you're afraid of missing the legendary
guitar chops, not to worry: Eddie kicks
on every single track. For a primer on

tapping (hammering down on the

your day.

Besides the blistering technique,
Eddie also has a genius for always

122

urban centers. "The Valley Road" is

"Look Out Any Window" is about pollu-

cal" musings of several of the new

CD bonus tune, "A Apolitical Blues," a
gritty, slide -guitar -driven, tongue-incheek paean to apathy. Not revolutionary, but a change. Of course, these are

debut, The Way It Is. Again, the songs
spin tales of life far removed from the

can get a little sugary. This is especial-

heard in the slightly more "philosophi-

over conflicting religions, and in the

ond Bruce Hornsby and The Range
album, is a fine companion to their

notes, rather than melodically, which

strings as they're fretted, sans pickHe has fun, but there's not the car- ing), check out the burning intro to
toony sense of cynicism you always felt "Source of Infection." For straight with Roth's persona.
ahead, distorted yet ever so smooth,
Van Halen is still a party band, no jet-propelled EVH bump and grind,
doubt, but the Hagar impact can be "A.F.U. (Naturally Wired)" will make
songs. As in "Mine All Mine," where a
self-reliant search for truth is favored

Hornsby and The Range
RCA 6686-2-R, CD.
Sound: B+
Performance: B+
scenes from the southside, the sec-

coming up with the right solo, leaving
you satisfied but hungry for just a little
more. For example, just as "Feels So
Good" gets a bit too top o' the pops,
he counterattacks with off-the-wall (but

not overdone) wails comparable to

tion's killing effects on land and sea,
and its impact on farmers and fisher-

men. "Defenders of the Flag" was
surely inspired by the recent escapades of televangelists. "Jacob's Lad-

der," which was a big hit for Huey
Lewis two years ago, also addresses
this issue from another angle. "The Old

Playground," the most urban song
here in terms of subject matter, relates
the psychology of the blacktop basketball court.
The sound of The Range continues
in the piano -based, richly melodic
vein. Produced by Bruce with engineer

Neil Dorfsman (coproducer of Dire
Straits' Brothers in Arms), the technical

sound is smooth and burnished to a
warm glow. Hornsby's emotional vocals cry eloquently, and they are made
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

more aching by the high, lonesome

little humanity in their music.) "Tall Cool
One" allows Plant to exercise his rock-

harmonies of Rangers George Marinelli and Joe Puerta. After two years on
the road together, the band plays as a

abilly chops, as does "Billy's

Re-

venge," but these rollicking numbers

compassionate unit with an obvious

shouldn't be confused with "Communi-

love of their music.
must question, however, why this

cation Breakdown" or "The Ocean."

album was not recorded digitally.

the Dire Straits project and he has the
know-how to do it right. Curious.

U2 ("Sunday Bloody Sunday," to be
precise) than "Stairway to Heaven."
This is not to say that this is a bad
record, because it actually is a very
good one for Plant, whose previous
records have been a little long on

The fine, fine work of scenes from

murky atmospherics and short on

the southside won't surprise people. Its
songs are as thoughtful and literary as
those on The Way It Is. But this record

songs. As far as musical style, it is, as
one of the song titles suggests, "White,
Clean and Neat."
One must remember that Led Zeppelin's music originated as a bastardization of the blues. Even if Willie Dixon
wasn't credited for "Whole Lotta Love,"

"Ship of Fools" even sounds more like

I

It

would have been a big plus, especially
on the piano sound. Dorfsman worked

extensively with digital recording on
.

.

.

goes on to fulfill the promise of that
debut. It establishes Bruce Hornsby as
an artist who's in for the long haul and
proves that the group is far more than
a one -hit wonder.
Michael Tearson

Now and Zen: Robert Plant
AtlanticiEsperanza 90863-2, CD.
Performance: A Sound: B+
All the hoopla about this album be-

ing a return-to-Zep move for Robert
Plant is so much nonsense that it defames the memory of the most influential rock band of the '70s. There are a
few passing references to Led Zeppe-

lin, such as a guest appearance by
Jimmy Page on two tracks, but Plant is
basically continuing his solo career by
collaborating with talented players and
writers. Robbie Blunt and Phil Collins

slightly more modern than Plant's previous cohorts and allow him to capital-

he was credited on other Zep songs
and probably made more publishing
royalties from their first album than
from two decades of hard writing at
Chess. Jimmy Page, a missionary of

ize a little more on one of his best the blues turned wacked-out
assets: His ability to camp it up. He's

given a straight song like "Heaven

riff -

monster of sorts, was the chief architect of the Zep sound. Plant as a solo

Knows'' and uses his tongue-in-cheek
delivery to strut and ponce as only a

artist has his moments as a singer, and

'70s Rock Icon can.
But Zeppelinesque? Hardly. Zeppe-

established a career which allows him
to put together a band which complements his talents, but Zeppelin will
never be again!
As for Now and Zen, it is a well -

lin's music thrived on chaotic rhythm
guitars, anchored by hard-hitting re-

verberating drums, punctuated by

he can write a silly lyric; he has also

recorded collection of songs, about

have been replaced by keyboardist
Phil Johnstone and guitarist Doug

stabs of lead guitar fills. This Plant stuff
is all very orderly, polite. occasionally
rocking but always supported by a machine -steady drummer. (Zeppelin re-

Boyle, and Tim Palmer has joined the
team as Plant's coproducer. They are

frained from click tracks or drum machines, and the difference made for a

Mick Jagger could take a lesson here.
Jon & Sally Tiven

AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

half of which is memorable. The playing is of a very high standard, and the

production ideas are very creative.
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On Sade's latest release,
the sound is as splendid
as the songs of passionate
loyalty and ecstatic love.

written all 10 cuts on this Compact

Stronger Than Pride: Sade
Epic EK 44210, CD.
Sade's third album, Stronger Than

Pride, features the same polished,
jazz -inflected pop music that first
brought her to prominence in 1985.
Once again, the exotic singer has co -

Disc, and she has acted as producer
and arranger. Here too, songs of ecstatic love, passionate loyalty, and undying -yet -hopeless unrequited love
flow from the pens of Sade and her
excellent band members, Stuart Matthewman, Andrew Hale, Paul Denman,
and sideman Leroy Osbourne. The result is a superb recording of this singer's extraordinary talents presented in
the laser -light of CD perfection.

The title cut is the glowing pearl of
this album. Sade's smoky, sultry voice
HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

CO -PLANAR COPPER

floats in the foreground, close to the
ear, and seeps under the skin. Rich,
subtle drumwork; soft, distinctive percussion, and full, buzzing bass form a
rhythmic support system for breathtaking musical details. The song's high points are the sweet, liquid, acoustic guitar solo and Osbourne's brief, per-

fectly balanced vocal underline to
Sade's voice on the repeated chorus of

really love you/Love is
stronger than pride."
The sound on this CD is as splendid
as the musical content. It is a quiet
pool through which vocals and instru"I still really,

mentals shine like bright coins on a
sugar -white, sandy bottom. The only
disturbing ripple in this idyllic oasis of
sophisticated jazz/pop splendor is the
repetitiousness that sets in after a few
cuts. Although there are certainly char-

acteristic differences among various
selections-"Paradise" is a bit funkier
and more uptempo, "I Never Thought
I'd See the Day" is replete with a terrific

heartbeat bass line and elegant
strings, and "Siempre Hay Esper-

anza," the only full instrumental, has
been kissed by Spain-the cumulative
effect of her work smacks of a bit too
much familiarity. But a small ripple
does not a tidal wave make-this is a
lovely, eminently listenable Compact
Disc.
Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do a better job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high -purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.

Paulette Weiss

In a Very Unusual Way: Karen Akers
Rizzoli 1004, CD. (Available from Riz-

zo!' Records, 31 West 57th St., New
York, N.Y. 10019.)
Karen Akers is the "new kid in town"

on the cabaret circuit. Not that she
hasn't been performing to adoring au-

Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system.

diences for many years, but she's

HPC and CPC cables are designed by, and manufactured exclusively for

"new" in the sense that she's a member of the younger generation of seri-

-

-

Madrigal Audio Laboratories, P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457117 TLX 4942158
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provides a level of musical truth that simply must
be heard.

Oh yes, the price for such glorious perfo"Every once in a great while a product comes
along that offers performance which rises above
the current variety of clever designs and marketing hype. When this occurs the new level of
performance achieved can be readily heard by
both the ardent audiophile and the rovice listener.
Paradigm is a breakthrough loucspeaker that

mance? Well
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above all.

In a Very Unusual Way is
a gorgeous album, as close
to a perfect sound mirror
as has yet been produced.

ous popular singers-the Michael

ing technical accomplishment; it is as
close to a flawless sound mirror as has
yet been produced. Akers' voice is recorded with breathtaking intimacy way
up in the foreground. Instrumentals
delicately frame her husky, honeyed
tones; they remain out of the spotlight
yet glow with a life of their own, clear
and vibrantly alive down to the lightest
ripple of silvery chimes.
In character with the best of the cabaret crowd, old and new, the choice of
songs is intelligent, well-balanced, and
sometimes startling. The old masters of

Feinsteins and Steve Rosses rather
than the old -guard Bobby Shorts and
Blossom Dearies.

This elegant "kid" has put forth a
particularly gorgeous album. The
Compact Disc of In a Very Unusual
Way is a limpid, rich, and utterly glitter -

popular song are well represented
(George and Ira Gershwin with "How
Long Has This Been Going On," Lerner
and Loewe with "I Loved You Once in

Silence") as are some new masters
and masters -to -be (Stephen Sondheim
with the oh -so -lovely "Not a Day Goes
By," Peter Allen with the mordant "I've

Been Taught by Experts"). Producer
Helen Keane's astute judgment is evident here, much as it was in the sure -

handed, sensitive guidance she provided for the late pianist Bill Evans'
splendid recordings.
Akers' delivery is knowing and theatrical, her natural sense of drama adding unspoken layers of meaning to the
simplest of lyrics. Like many of the
cabaret crowd, her vocal quality takes
some getting used to. It is a rich voice,

with peculiar depths and a marked
"European" or operatic vibrato. It is not

a uniformly "pretty" instrument, butlike Bobby Short's delightfully thick,

nasal quality or Blossom Dearie's
breathless little -girl delivery-it grows
on you.
Welcome to town, kid.
Paulette Weiss
M

Aki Special: Prince Nico Mbarga
Rounder CD 11545, CD.
Sound: A
High Fidelity Meets High Style
Music is an art that meets its match in

Performance: A

"Yawa" (Yah' uh wah) is a Nigerian
expression of pleasure that will come

in handy as you move to the dance
grooves on Prince Nico Mbarga's Aki

the JAMO ART© loudspeaker.

Special. Billed second in popularity

For hi-fi that makes its statement in sight

pumps out a hypnotic, upbeat, West
African pop known as "Panco," which
draws on both diverse continental traditions and music returning, most notably, from the Caribbean (particularly

as well as sound, hang it up: JAMO ART.

Audio from Denmark.

Jam°lc
JAMO 9.6. USA. Inc
312 498 4648

425 Hugh! Rcl , Bldg 3A

behind King Sunny Ade, Mbarga

reggae).
Northbrook. IS 60062

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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Kingdom Come's slavishly
imitative Led Zeppelin
sound may sell a lot of
records, but it reveals
a want of imagination.
Structurally, this music consists of

takes to be innovative musicians, then
these guys are geniuses. The bottom
English) over fairly simple chord pat- line: Kingdom Come is a well -recorded
terns-often just two-and syncopated and competent (if generic) hard -rock
African rhythms with repetitive, dual - band that has hit on a very successful
guitar riffs weaving in and out. Unlike gimmick. This cynical gimmick makes
extended multilingual vocals (including

Ade's more densely textured guitar band sound, Mbarga places two very
funky guitars at the edges of the mix,

with smooth vocals and rhythm section

centerstage. The dominating guitars
have that wonderfully fat, distinctive
sound possible only with cheaper instruments of dubious intonation. As

with many other African art forms,
there's an unpolished earthiness here
which, to Western ears, often belies the

skill behind it. Hot spots include the
title cut, "Sweet Mother" (a big hit), the
soaring fretwork in "Wayo In -Law," and
the bird -like glissando effects and almost -calypso feel of "Nature."
AAD on the digital scale, the 63 minutes of this Nigerian -recorded music
are remarkably noise free, although a
tad more articulation in the rhythm section would have been welcome.
Like much dance music, the effect of

Prince Nico Mbarga's Aki Special is
cumulative rather than virtuoso. Its
subtleties paradoxically convey the
promise of both a good time and a
pleasurable meditation. Yawa!
Michael Wright

Kingdom Come
Polydor 835 368-1, LP.
Sound: B

Performance: D -

From out of nowhere, Kingdom
Come's song, "Get It On," descended
onto album -rock radio and saturated
the airwaves with its slavishly imitative
Led Zeppelin sound. This song, from
the group's self -titled debut album,
sounded like a collection of Zep frag-

ments cobbled into something that

might be considered new. Since

George Harrison lost the suit which the

copyright holders of "He's So Fine"
had filed against him for "My Sweet
Lord,"
figured that these Kingdom
I

Come guys could be in deep trouble.

After hearing the whole album,
reached several conclusions. First,

I

Kingdom Come will surely sell a lot of
records to people too young to remember Led Zeppelin in their heyday. Second, if simply doing an effective imitation of a successful sound is all that it
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988
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good business sense but makes no
sense at all if you're looking for a fresh

sound to stimulate the imagination.
My recommendation: Skip Kingdom
Come and vote with your dollars for the
new Robert Plant album, Now and Zen.
If, as they say, imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, Kingdom Come is
the sincerest group of flatterers in this
decade.
Michael Tearson

Part one: Monster s .eaker cables.

Technology
you can hea
It's likely you've heard Monster speaker cable
technology recently.
On the latest albums by the Thom Rotella Band,
Hiroshima, and Diane Schuur & The Count Basie Orchestra.
The powerful musical score of Empire of the Sun. Or the
acclaimed classical recordings of the Telarc Digital label.
Audio industry professionals rely on Monster speaker
cable for the most accurate reproduction possible of the
audio signal.
It's their choice.
Now, Monster technology can do the same for your
favorite records, tapes, and CDs in your sound system
at home.
Consider Powerline®2 and 3. A Magnetic Flux Tube
design and advanced windings prevent frequency -dependent
current lag common to ordinary cable. And faithfully maintain
the phase integrity of the signal.
Discover new Powerline 2 Plus. Its improved construction, including a special Bass Control Conductor and dual gauge wire networks, delivers sonic performance rivaling the
very best of the high -end cables.

Experience the MSeries'" Ml'". The most accurate
speaker cable ever built, Ml encompasses all the audio
technology Monster has developed over the years. Separate
multiple -gauge wire networks for greater accuracy, depth, and
power. Sophisticated windings for a dramatic reduction of
signal smearing, or distortion. And MicroFiber7 dielectric b
lessen the intertransient noise that generates audible harshness and signal loss.
With Ml, the delicate interrelationships of frequency
and time are preserved. And music is reproduced with a transparency and musicality that must be heard to be believed.
Of course, these technical descriptions don't mean much if
the sound isn't right, for you. So we invite you to compare
different cables in listening tests
of your own.
We ask just one thing of you.
Listen with an open mind. And let
your ears be the judge.
It's your choice.

MONSTER CRBLE
Technology You Can Hear.
101 Townsend Street San Francisco, CA 94107
PHONE 415. 777-1355 TELEX 470584 MCSYLII FAX 415-896-1745

© Monster Cable Products, ha

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

WINNING WILLIAM
(Editor's Note: Here are some comments about the technical aspects of
this recording.)
Princeton University's Richardson
Auditorium, a very successful revamping of old Alexander Hall, is an increasingly popular recording venue for East
Coast projects, and for good reason. In

addition to a full winter season,

it is

home to the chamber arm of New Jersey's Waterloo Festival, and its mix of

generous space and visual intimacy
are introducing many summer listeners
to chamber works in open, unfettered

ambience. Even a large orchestra
does not overload the hall. So how
does a solo piano fare there?
To judge from Timothy Martin's nicely balanced recording of what sounds
like the house's excellent Steinway D, a
big grand records handsomely in Richardson. Bill Bolcom and the late Stefan
Wolpe confront an interpreter with an
encyclopedic set of tonal and dynamic
demands, so it would be unthinkable
(though it is all too often done) to confine the recording of their piano music
New World Records, and this one, just
out,
is it.
Etudes; Stefan Wolpe: Battle Piece.
The ease with which Bolcom moves
Marc -Andre Hamelin, piano.
in and out of his chosen musical miNew World Records NW 354-2, CD.
lieus is immediately apparent in these
If any composer can be singled out pieces. The second etude uses a four as epitomizing contemporary Ameri- note motive which is parallel to that in
can music's incredible stylistic diversi- Copland's "Piano Variations" and
ty, it is William Bolcom. This year's re- which teeter-totters back and forth becipient of the Pulitzer Prize for music, tween the tension of mild dissonance
Bolcom's very trademark is the juxta- and the release of a common jazz proposition of heterogeneous idioms, from gression.

William

Bolcom:

Twelve New

classical to neo-Romantic to '60s
Elsewhere, there are restless, dis
avant-garde, and from '30s pop to jointed spurts of energy: A study in
jazz, pre -rock, and cabaret, a genre in
which he has made several recordings
with his wife, Joan Morris.
The "Twelve New Etudes" for piano,

delicate, mostly upper -register filigree

for which the Pulitzer was awarded,
were originally conceived for pianist
Paul Jacobs. Bolcom had completed
nine of them' at the time of Jacobs'
death in 1983; the remaining three

angular treble activity; aggressive

were written in 1986. The entire set is
"intended to reflect the changes in me

Hamelin's, approach to these intense, difficult pieces is straightfor-

as a composer," says Bolcom, who

ward, logical, yet excitingly fluent. It is

called "Butterflies, hummingbirds"; a
square, tonal ostinato that drones on
under rhythmically disparate, mostly
fistsful of tone clusters that, in "Premonitions," are spelled out arpeggio style,

resonating freely after they land at a
single resting tone.

to the dry, constricted milieu of the
standard studio, even a big one like
RCA's much -overrated Studio A. Rich-

ardson Auditorium is a superb choice
for a pianist to take a whack at these
tough nuts.
Christopher Greenleaf

Joseph Schwantner: A Sudden
Rainbow/Sparrows/Distant Runes
and Incantations. Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Slatkin.
Nonesuch 79143, LP.

Stephen Paulus: Symphony in Three
Movements; Libby Larsen: Symphony. Minnesota Orchestra, Neville Marriner.

Nonesuch 79147, LP.

Here are two discs in Nonesuch's
worthy "Meet the Composer" series,
orchestra residency products out of
one of those large, brave, and expensive country -wide operations that assist our "classical" composers to real-

feels his music has grown increasingly

ize their bigger ideas in a costly medium. They are able to work and live near
the orchestra and to write for it and

Hamelin performed the work's premier

have their compositions performedan admirable idea from many view-

as if he untangles the knots of Boltonal over the years. Marc -Andre com's whimsical architecture. He is
equally impressive on Stefan Wolpe's
last year. As first -prize winner in the "Battle Piece," whose essentially chilly,
1985 Carnegie Hall International Amer- cerebral nature seems a bit exaggeratican Music Competition for Pianists, ed in the company of Bolcom's warm
Hamelin was entitled to a recording on expressivity.
Susan Elliott
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points. Along with this, inevitably, there
is a recording, to take the music out of
the concert hall to a more general public, to libraries, and so on.
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

But all too typically, the music on tions," with Ursula Oppens' piano, is
these discs was clearly not written for nicely dreamy. liked it. On the other
that purpose. Nor is it in any way disc, Stephen Paulus' "Symphony in
shaped for the recorded medium. It is Three Movements" is sturdy, quite unstrictly live -concert music, as if record- mystical, with a traditional structure
ing did not exist. Except for Nonesuch showing through the dissonance-a
and the indefatigable Marc Aubort as bit unoriginal and even old fashioned,
recording engineer, I can perceive not in a way. Libby Larsen's equally profithe slightest interest, throughout all this cient "Symphony," with the "Water Mumusic, in the recorded medium as an sic" subtitle, is full of expert splashings
equal alternative, according to its own of harps and such, reminding one a bit
requirements in the composing. "Let of Respighi's well-known "Fountains of
the recordings fall where they may," is Rome"-only milder and nicer. Both
the way I read it, and have all too often orchestras, in these works written for
in the past for similar music.
them, go to town, as they say, and
Many nominally "classical" compos- enjoy themselves.
Edward Tatnall Canby
ers today pay a great deal of attention
to results on tape, the sound of their
music as it comes through on records. Journeys: Orchestral Works by
Others have a natural ability to write American Women. Bournemouth Sinmusic that "works" in audio terms fonietta, Arioso Chamber Orchestra,
(Stravinsky is one). But too many, and Carolann Martin.
especially those who participate in Leonarda LE 327, CD.
such symphonic operations as this, are
Performance: B neither interested nor informed as to Sound: B
I am as wary as the next person of a
what we might rightfully call the audio
collection of works by women composalternative.
Having said this, note that these ers. By its mere title, Journeys: Orchesare interesting and highly competent tral Works by American Women is
professional works, well worth a good probably bound to fail in the marketperformance and wider distribution via place.
Too bad, for there is merit in much of
audio's helpful facilities. But they are
all, one way or another, difficult to re- this music, and enjoyment in most of it.
I

I

cord effectively, as can be heard all
too easily despite Marc Aubort's ex-

The subject of a recent Publisher's Pre-

sentation profile (April 1988), conductor Carolann Martin has gathered seven scores by as many women and recorded them for Leonarda, a nonprofit

label not so coincidentally run by a
woman. Martin conducts England's
Bournemouth Sinfonietta on all but the

last track, where the chamber group
Arioso performs.
This is a well -paced and varied pro-

gram. The opening "Journeys," by
Nancy Van de Vate, is a richly expres-

sive piece that juxtaposes bold percussion and harsh brass fanfares with
moments of dreamy etherealism. Oc-

casional Middle Eastern motifs flash
by, reminiscent of the composer's last
stop in her travels, Indonesia.
By contrast, and perhaps by intent,
Kay Gardner's "Rainforest" 'acks drama and remains on a single, pastoral
plane. Despite its oriental flavor, "Rainforest" is essentially New Age music.
Its skeletal orchestration also reveals a
somewhat noisy recording.
Libby Larsen, certainly the most familial name here, is represented by

"Overture-Parachute Dancing," a
light, celebratory frolic that makes judi-

cious use of virtuoso percussion and
brass work. Both it and Marga Richter's "Lament" show skillful developNe viNe Mariner

pertise. The records are plenty listen -

able for any living room and maybe
even a car stereo, but the textures are

so thick and diffuse-in the recorded
form-that one wishes for a half- or
quarter -size orchestra! (Not possible,
of course.)

Joseph Schwantner's three fat
works-the second with soprano solo,
the third with piano-are contemporary
"synthesis," bringing together in a big
Romantic/mystical framework many
aspects of earlier 20th -century music
and the more distant 19th century. It is
an enormously complex, thickly colorful sound matrix that is superb, I am
sure, in a good live hall. However, via
any sort of recording, even multi -mike,
it is turgid and not clear. "Sparrows,"

with the excellent (and distant) Lucy
Shelton, is based on Japanese haiku,

with curious irruptions-a seeming
14th -century processional out of Europe, a flurry of pseudo -Bach in the
flutes. "Distant Runes and Incanta-
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Conductor Carolann Martin
gathered seven works by
as many women for the CD

Journeys, and overall, the
effort proved a worthy one.
tricky ways. Other not -so -sophisticated

gems are "Goe from my window,"
"Kemp's Jigge/The Parlement," and

"Dump philli," otherwise known as
"Philip's Dump." (Note that a dump is
not a trash pile.)
The second side veers interestingly

to Scottish music, a batch of tunes
even I could recognize as Scottish in

sound. It later turns back to a somewhat more sophisticated English group
by Anthony Holborne et al. These are

dances, but more elaborately set.
Good digital album. Good music! Try
it, you guitarists. Edward Tatnall Canby

Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe (Complete
Ballet -1909-11). Choeur et Orchestre
National de France, Eliahu Inbal.
Denon CO -1796, CD.

ment of material, and build to natural
climaxes. The latter is scored for string
orchestra and was written as the composer's mother lay dying of cancer. It
is unquestionably the recording's most

moving work, building its structure
from a gradual accretion of detail. Unfortunately, the middle -range strings
occasionally sound sour.

"Summer Night" is an apt description of what Katherine Hoover evokes
in her lyrical, bucolic work that spotlights the horn and flute. It is engaging

and thoroughly accessible. Ursula
Mamlok is perhaps misrepresented in

We are all aware that the famous

Robin Is to the Greenwood Gone:

ballet scores, going back to Tchaikov-

Paul O'Dette.
Nonesuch 79123-1, LP.

sky and before, are mostly heard in

excerpts or suite form, both in the concert halls and on records. This is simply a matter of musical economy. In the
notably for guitar players and their lis- ballets, there is much music that goes
teners. The lute was the most sophisti- with specific actions on stage, alternatcated of the plucked instruments and ing with the big "set pieces" which
came in many forms, having its own make up the visual show and the solid

This Elizabethan lute music is not
nearly as esoteric as you might think,

notation in codes that indicated the musical continuity. For concert use,
frets and rhythms-tablature, as with these connecting links have often been

eliminated because they seem to

the organ.

The lute is gentle and a nearby in- stumble and hesitate minus the visible

that "Elegy" is but one (slow) move-

strument, so to speak. But it has more
strings than any guitar and, in particu-

ment of her "Concertino" for woodwind
quintet, string orchestra, and percus-

lar, a stronger and lower bass. Lute

sion. By itself, the piece never quite

But curiosity-and available space
developed virtuoso skills, notably in with the LP-began to bring us the
the playing of more than one melodic longer versions. You get so much more
line at a time. Yes, the guitar has a of the piece.

takes off; the interpretation, too, seems
somewhat lackluster. The strings don't
dig in as they seemingly could, and the
horns sound out of sorts.

Jane Brockman's "Perihelion II" is,
as its title implies, a study in perpetual

motion, and a melodramatic one at
that. This version is scored for string
orchestra; the original is for strings and

computer -generated tape and was
commissioned by the Arioso Chamber

Orchestra, the group that performs it
on this recording.

Performances are generally solid,
though inner voices are occasionally
untended. This is a worthy effort, and
most of those who contributed to it
deserve to ply their trade to a wider
public. One hopes that Journeys will
be a beginning.
130

Susan Elliott

players, who played both fancy music
and plain (as this record makes clear)

shinier, prettier sound, but the lute still
has its points, and is alive and well.

This is an excellent introduction to
lute music, neatly graded from
straightforward to more complex. The
first side is full of solid old English
tunes, most of them given variations
that are easy to enjoy. "Greensleeves"
is one of these, familiar to us all, but
other tunes that are often still around
have that sturdy English sound and the
interesting harmonies that will fasci-

nate all sorts of folk players todaythere's plenty to be learned here.
found myself whistling "Carman's
I

Whistle," a tune that many composers
at the time of Elizabeth set in various

action. On records, beginning with the
78, even shorter versions were obviously necessary, and most early LPs
didn't bother to change the familiar.

"Daphnis et Chloe" has been a hold-

out-we are most of us familiar only
with the wild, orgiastic final scene, featuring a shouting, wordless chorus, in

the vein of "Le Sacre du Printemps."
This complete "Daphnis" is the first
I

remember hearing, and there is a lot of

"new" music to be heard, particularly
interesting when the wordless chorus
is part of the orchestra.

Inbal is the man who did Denon's
fine Mahler series, with the innovative
many-miked "one -point" stereo. His
Ravel is equally idiomatic in the rendering, with an all -French cast replacing the German performers for Mahler.
Edward Tatnall Canby
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JAZZ & BLUES

DUKE'S DIAMONDS
Duke Ellington and His Orchestra,
1943-1945
Circle CLP 105, LP; monaural. (Available from Circle Records, 1206 Decatur St., New Orleans, La. 70116.)
Sound: A Performance: A
This is the fifth volume of Duke El-

lington recordings to be released in
recent years by Circle Records. As
with all of the recordings to be included in this series, Duke Ellington and
His Orchestra, 1943-1945 has been
compiled from never -before -released
recordings made for radio, taken from
the World Broadcasting System's transcription library. The fact that the performances here stand very much on
their own and, for the most part, are
much superior to the Duke's Victor recordings which followed, makes this
album a valuable addition to anyone's
Ellington collection. When one considers that these are the only recordings

which Ellington and his orchestra
made during this time period-the Petrillo recording ban had all but stopped

the commercial recording of many
popular artists-then this album becomes a true treasure.
By 1943, there had been significant
personnel changes in the Ellington orchestra, including the addition of trum-

peter/violinist Ray Nance, who plays
superbly on "Ring Dem Bells"; the former Chick Webb trumpet star Taft Jordan, who plays beautifully on the traditional "Chopsticks," and Jimmy Hamilton, whose mellow, precise clarinet replaced Barney Bigard's. There is also

a new bassist, Alvin "Junior" Raglin.
Hamilton plays a marvelous swinging
clarinet on Fats Waller's "Honeysuckle
Rose," helped by the effortless swing
of Raglin's bass. Also on hand, and as
masterful as ever, are trombonist Law-

ro

0

0

rence Brown and alto saxist Johnny
Hodges, both at their peaks. Listen to
Hodges on the extended "Mood to Be
Wooed." Who else but Hodges could
have played like that?
The 1945 dates introduce us to vocalist Joya Sherrill, a great asset to the
Ellington band during this period, who
sings on "I Didn't .Know About You"
and "I'm Beginning to See the Light."
The rhythm includes Fred Guy's guitar

and the rarely heard but excellent
drumming of Hillard Brown, one of the
regular substitutes for Sonny Greer.
132

There are three takes in this volume

Listeners who are familiar with either

that were not even issued for radio,

earlier or later versions of many of
and I think the majority of listeners may these compositions are going to be

never have heard these songs before
in any form. "Midriff," "Rose Room,"
and "I Didn't Know About You (Take
Three)" show us, above all, how much
of a master Duke Ellington really was.
Some of his key soloists, who had
been with him for a decade, had gone;
yet he continued to produce the kind of
inimitable and transcendental music
heard on this series of recordings.

very pleasantly surprised by the high
quality of the playing and the recording. Jack Towers did an unusually fine
job of remastering and transferring this
music; it is very well engineered and
very clean, and it represents the state
of the art as heard in the mid -1940s.
Like the other discs in Circle's Ellington series, this record is highly recommended.
Frank Driggs
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

In the '40s, Count Basie was finding

RCA Victor Blues and Rhythm Re-

it more and more difficult to keep his
big bard together. The band was being pulled in opposite musical directions, with be -bop on one side and
rhythm and blues on the other. The

vue: Various Artists
RCA 6279-1-R, two -LP set.
Sound: B+
Performance: B

This interesting reissue was the
swan song for RCA's vice president of
A&R, Greg Geller, and it has wonder-

arrangers he employed then relied
more on trumpet shakes and glisses
than on the array of great soloists

fully sardonic liner notes by Jerry
Wexler, one of the real heavyweights in
this musical genre.
Let's start off with the talented singer

which Basie had featured in the past.
"Hey Pretty Baby," with its deeply felt

Jimmy Rushing vocal, manages to

Lil Green. Her recordings of "Why

hark back to the fine blues Basie had
recorded years before. In 1949, Basle
had a fair-sized hit with "Did You See
Jackie Robinson Hit the Ball?" featuring a vocal by dancer Taps Miller and
good (but brief) solo bits by trumpeter
Harry Edison and the underrated tenor
man Bill "Weasel" Parker. Basie's
band broke up not long after this was

Don't You Do Right?" and "Romance in
the Dark" were cut in 1940-41 for Blue-

bird; they sold quite well but were issued exclusively in black neighborhoods. A year later, Peggy Lee cut the

same songs with Benny Goodman's
band for OkeH and had nationwide
hits. Lil Green never rose above the
"race" or rhythm-and-blues designation, and in 1954 she died, almost totally forgotten.

Both Erskine Hawkins' and Earl
Hines' big bands were known to white

audiences, and they contribute outstanding examples of a blues setting
achieved within the big -band framework. Pianist Avery Parrish achieved
immortality with "After Hours," and every black band felt compelled to play
this number for years afterwards. Earl
Hines was never thought of as a blues
pianist, but his band rang the bell in a
very big way with singer Billy Eckstine
on "Jelly, Jelly" and "Stormy Monday

AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

Blues." Jazz lovers in those years usu-

recorded.

ally avoided listening to pop singers

By the time "Rooming House Boolike Eckstine, but they hugely enjoyed gie" was recorded, Cab Calloway was
Scoops Carry's wonderful alto sax pretty much out of the big -band busichorus on "Jelly" and the magnificent ness and was working mostly with sevShorty McConnell trumpet solo on en pieces. This Louis Jordan -styled
"Stormy Monday."
tune features tenor saxophonist Sam
There is more big -band work here: "The Man" Taylor, but it was not sucThe frantic and audacious Lucky Millin- cessful. Calloway soon turned to the
der managed to keep his band afloat Broadway stage to keep his career

well into the 1950s by moving on to alive.
R&B after World War II. His "D Natural
Blues" has a real Savoy Ballroom slow -

The rest of this package falls more or

less into the category of rhythm and

drag tempo, with some mellow Fred blues, which Jerry Wexler himself
Henderson tenor sax and screaming coined while he was a staff writer at
trumpets led by Fats Ford.
Billboard magazine. Try some of the
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Rob Wasserman's Duets is
a daring musical excursion
and a clear candidate for
the year's end Best List.

priceless 1952 Little Richard cuts (one

Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis and Shad Col-

written by Leonard Feather) which lins. Also included is a cut by Milt Treshow his great promise as a blues nier, backed by Shorty Rogers and
singer-a path he might have followed, other West Coast modern jazzmen
had the times been different. I also like earning an anonymous buck. Poet
composer/arranger Jesse Stone's Frank Patchen is on piano.
"Cole Slaw," which features a Stone
The set closes strongly, with fine
vocal and tenor and trumpet work by performances by The Du Droppers,

BEAUTIFUL MU

c

IS ONLY
SKIN DEEP

King Curtis, and The Isley Brothers, all
major names in rhythm and blues just

before rock 'n' roll broke out as a national phenomenon.
All in all, this is a well -produced and

historically valid package from Greg
Geller.

Frank Driggs

Duets: Rob Wasserman
MCA 42131, LP.
Sound: B
Performance: A
Who would have guessed that a jazz
upright -bass player's album would be

a daring musical excursion, and a
clear candidate for the year's end Best
List? Nevertheless, Rob Wasserman's
Duets is just that.

The music here involves Wasserman's bass with eight singers and one

violinist. What makes this project so
very compelling is the variety of roles
the bass takes on in relation to the
voices-as Wasserman notes on the
jacket, "from supportive to lead to orchestral." Clever deployment of multi tracking allows the bassist and individual singers to perform several roles at
once. Two of the most daring cuts on

this album are Aaron Neville doing
"Skin effect"
is a phenomenon
which causes discontinuities in the
behavior of electrical
current as it flows thru
the core and outer skin
of an audio conductor.
This effect causes much
of the distortion, poor imaging
and poor dynamic contrast
in most conventional speaker
cables.
LiveWire Black prevents
these problems by using 6
surface -only conductors.

0
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0
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oudioquest

These technically sophisticated conductors have a
single layer of .254mm OFHC
copper stranded around a
polypropylene core.
Audition LiveWire Black
at your nearest Audioquest
dealer and he'll show you
how to keep your music skin
deep and beautiful.

"Stardust" and Jennifer Warnes sing-

ing a stunning new Leonard Cohen
song, "Ballad of the Runaway Horse."
Neville's rendition of the classic "Stardust" is beautiful, the multi -tracked an-

gel chorus nervy and dreamy at the
same time. In Warnes' selection, her
strongest work is when she is singing

backup, with the odd counters, fills,
and harmonies she performs like nobody else. Following her lead, Wasserman creates some pretty astonishing
sounds for a big, old bass fiddle.
Other cuts to listen for are Rickie Lee
Jones on "The Moon Is Made of Gold"

(a song written for her by her father),
with its acoustic guitar and lightly tinkling bells; Bobby McFerrin's voice
and body percussion on "Brothers";
Dan Hicks-the mad scatter himselfon "Gone With the Wind"; Manhattan
Transfer's Cheryl Bentyne singing "Angel Eyes," and, of all people, Lou Reed

checking in with electric guitar in tow
for a wry "One for My Baby (And One
More for the Road)." Wasserman also
sings a scat duet with his bass that is
cleverly called "Duet." The album's finale matches Wasserman's bass with
Stephane Grappelli's violin on a heart -

P 0. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

Tel: 714/498-2770 Fax: 714/498-5112 Tlx: 205864
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The most advanced compact disc
in the music industry today! Since

Capable of generating

1983 Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab has

music far above current

been committed to creating the
ultimate audiophile

audio standarcs, it is setting new highs in lis'ening
pleasure. Current releases

version of

commercially produced compact discs. The years of
research and investment have
resulted in the development

on ULTRADISC: pink Hoyd Tne Dark Side of the Moon,

Huey Lewis & The News -

and release of the ULTRADISC

Sports, Joe Jackson, David

compact disc. The 24K Gold
ULTRADISC is a dramatic
breakthrough in -he con-

Grisman,

Power

&

Majesty,

and The Allman
Brothers. Upcoming releases
include: Blind Fai-h, Cream,
Jethro

sumer music market.

Tull,

Moody Blues and more.

Nee Aadirkiee'
HICK AS A BRICK

For a complete, FREE catalog
write or call TOLL FREE 800-423-5759

motile fidelity
sound lab

a division of MFSL, INC.

Enter No. 32 on Reader Service Card

1260 Holm Road Petaluma, CA 94952 707-778-0134

On Sanctified Dreams,
Tim Berne jettisons funk
and electricity for a
neoclassical chamber
vision of gritty blues.
is unified by an increasingly individualistic vision.
John Diliberto

melting version of "Over the Rainbow."

The Grappelli track is a pure duet in
which the violin and bass take turns
challenging variations out of each other, flipping roles back and forth. This
cut and the Cheryl Bentyne track are
live performances mixed to two -track.
This digitally mastered recording is
rendered very well throughout. Wasserman's bass has fine body and resonance, and the vocal textures, which

Live from Chicago-Bayou Lightning Strikes: Lonnie Brooks
Alligator AL -4759, LP.
Performance: A Sound: B+
Live from Chicago-Bayou Lightning

must be very good for the album to

Strikes is the first Lonnie Brooks album
to capture his music as well as his life
and times. With this set, Brooks takes

Michael Tearson

the giant step as a skilled, exciting

succeed, are.

bluesman. This veteran's songs have
always been a distinctive brew of the
Louisiana bayou rhythms on which he
was raised, the roots rock 'n' roll he
favored when touring the South under

Sanctified Dreams: Tim Berne
Columbia CK 44073, CD.
Performance: A Sound: ATim Berne is quickly becoming one
of the most original conceptualists in
jazz. He's bypassed the mainstream
revivalism of Wynton Marsalis, taken
the lessons of free jazz, and fused it
with contemporary vernacular. His last
album, Fulton Street Maul, was a cele-

of neoclassical chamber vision of gritty
string blues with cellist Hank Roberts.
Berne composes in broad smears, with

bration of impassioned, unbridled

"Velcho Man" is representative,

Brooks' arrangements and band

blowing with fragmented electric drive,
mostly from guitarist Bill Frisell.

though nothing on this record is typical. A jumpy, unison opening leads
into free solos, with Roberts' cello arc-

have gotten more sophisticated while
his own guitar has gotten rawer. His
road -seasoned rhythm section is constantly in overdrive, balanced by

On Sanctified Dreams, Berne jettisons the electricity and funk for a sort

torturous hard -bop melodies turning
into chamber improvisations, as if the

driven Chicago blues. Yet the same

gifts which distinguished him as a
songwriter and performer also distanced him from the earthiness of less -

Kronos Quartet were to double on

talented bluesmen; too often, the

horns and swing.

seams have shown in his records.

ing underneath Herb Robertson's scur-

rying trumpet. Roberts and bassist
Mark Dresser alternately interweave
and play parallel lines, switching between arco and pizzicato. Unlike be-

Brooks' shouted vocals. Years of

bop's string of solos over set changes,
Berne's ensemble moves fluidly from
one musician to the other, from improvisation to composition.
Joey Baron is a drummer to watch.
He manages to be simultaneously musical and driving. On "Hip Doctor," he
pushes the band through the changes;

raucous, roof -raising live shows.
"Born with the Blues" is representative of the modern material that Brooks

on "Elastic Lad," he beats out tribal
rhythms for dark Roberts' solos that
wail into the night. This cut is one of the
centerpieces of Sanctified Dreams and

shows Berne's maturation as a composer. The piece shifts through several

movements, alternately somber and
joyous. Berne, with his composing and
soloing, shifts the piece from a dirge like meditation to anguish, his squealing alto segueing into Robertson's muted trumpet cries.
Berne's intimate composing and the

straining to be heard in small clubs
have given this man a voice ill-suited to

subtlety but perfectly matched to his

does best. Built around a deliberate,
primal bass riff and laced with sharp,
cutting guitar, the number is destined
to become his signature song. Each
verse is as strong as the verse before
it, while his solos prove that he gives
no ground to current blues guitar masters. The performance is one of those
rare renderings that could go on forever without boring an audience.
Live from Chicago-Bayou Lightning
Strikes is a first-rate album of modern
blues. As fine as it may be, however, it
can't bring into your listening room the
Lonnie Brooks who strolls behind the

bar at his concerts, pours himself

textural interplay of the musicians is

drinks during his solos, and works the
crowd with the skill of a singer who's
spent decades on tour. See him live for

well served by this CD recording,

the full measure of the man. After years

which reveals so much of the space

of paying dues, maybe it's time for

that is part of his composition. Berne is

Brooks to start doing some collecting.
Roy Greenberg

developing a broad body of work that
136

the name Guitar Junior, and the guitar -
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS-$2.30 per word, 20 word MINIMUM
charge PER AD, PER EACH INSERTION $46. All
centered or spaced lines $16 additional.

RINGS a88888D
08m8D CD from
EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

MUM charge PER AD, PER EACH INSERTION $55.

DRAMATIC improvements in SOUNDSTAGE, IMAGING and DETAIL.
Improvements everyone can hear!

EXPAND AD-$3.45 per word, 20 word MINIMUM

EUPHONIC ffil 19 Danbury Road Ridgefield, CT 06877 203-431-6434

BOLD FACE ADS-$2.75 per word, 20 word MINI-

charge PER AD, PER EACH INSERTION $69.

technology

Available Direct And From Audio Dealers

JUMBO TYPE-$7.50 per word (2x larger than normal
type and bold). Minimum 3 words.

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional bold words at $2.75 extra per
word. One point ruled box is $15.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K COMPONENTS: Improved detailing, increased depth of sound stage, & transparency, deeper & tighter bass! State-of-

High End Hi-Fi Show Washington/Baltimore

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford, CT 06925

the-art!! We pay shipping and accept credit cards.
SOUND UNLIMITED, 169 Church St., Bristol, CT
06010. Est. 1959. (203) 584-0131.
MCNISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

CLOSING DATE-First of month Iwo months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER

THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

PREPAYMENT/FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times
less 5%, 6 times less 10%, 12 times less 15%. These
discounts apply to line ads only and all payments must
be made in advance to qualify. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowl-

edged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will be
short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the
event of a rate increase.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES

1 col x 1 inch
1 col x 2 inches
1 col x 3 inches
2 cols. x 1 inch
2 cols. x 2 inches

$316
$498
$713
$567
$958

One column width is 2W. Two columns wide is 41/4".
For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.
DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or yelox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.
ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:

Carol A. Berman, AUDIO MAGAZINE,
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED
DISPLAY ADS: Carol A. Berman (212) 719-6338.
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS: 800-445-6066.
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AUDIO CLASSICS
Precision Stereo Components

Bought -Sold -Traded -Repaired -Modified -Updated

Audio Classics has a large and ever-changing stock of
excellent pre -owned high end bargains: AMPLIFIERS:
Acoustat TNT200 ($1249) $750; Belles 400 ($1495) $800;

Hafler DC220 ($499) NEW $400; HK Citation 12 $175;

ANNOUNCING

sponsored by Nelson & Assoc. and Stereophile
magazine. Three days: October 21-22-23. Advance

tickets $12.50, good all days. Door ticket price
$15.00. See and hear the world's best high end
equipment. Equipment set up by manufacturers and
designers for optimum audio demonstration. Meet

your audio heroes face to face. Over 68 systems
demonstrated. Talk to Stereophile editors. Attend
free lectures, free classical and jazz concerts. Located at College Park, Maryland Holiday Inn 25
minutes from downtown Baltimore or 20 minutes
north of the White House. Exit 25A on 1-95. Write
High End Hi-Fi Show, 208 Delgado, Santa Fe, NM
87501 or call 505-982-1411. Visa, MC, Amex okay.

McIntosh MC4Os $800; MC250 $450 MC502 ($1200) $675,

MC2125, ($1399) $950, MC2002 ($1850) $1400-1500,
MC2250 ($2495) $1700, MC2500 ($3495) $2600; MC7270
($2295) $1750. CD PLAYERS: Kyocera DA610CX NEW
($550) $385; Magnavox CDB650 NEW ($500) $400, McIn-

tosh MCD7000 ($1499) $900-1000, MCD7005 ($1599)
$1335. CARTRIDGES: McIntosh MCC1000 ($1000) $550.

CROSSOVERS: Dahlquist DOLP1 ($395) $260.
EQUAUZERS: Hatter DH160 ($375) $225; McIntosh M0101

($250) $125-150, MQ102 ($75) $60, MQ104 ($500)
$125-175. HEAD AMPS: Hafler DH102 ($75) $45; Pioneer
HZ1 B/O. INTERCONNECTS: Apature LSD 1M ($60) $50;
MI330 ($142) $85. INTEGRATED AMPUF1ERS: Kenwood
LOI A ($1500) $665; McIntosh MA230 $450, MA5100 ($449)
$400, MA6200 ($1795) $1100. PREAMPLIFIERS: Audio
Research SP11 ($4900) $3500. SP12 ($1195) $720; McIn-

tosh C24 $250, C26 $350, C28 $450, C31V ($1895)
$1450-1500, C504 ($1090) $675. SAE 2100L ($975) $300.
PROCESSORS: Advent 100 $50; Audio Pulse One ($749)
$225-250; Burwen DNF1201 $100. RECEIVERS: McIntosh

MAC4200 ($2890) $2150, SPEAKERS: Advent Large
($250) $110; (One) Bozak Concerto V $200; Dahlquist 0020
($1800) $1000; Decca London Ribbon Tweeters $250, Design Acoustics D6 ($780) $240, Haller Protos $80, McIntosh

ML1W $250, ML2MW $350, ML4C ($2400) $1200, ML4U
($2400) $1100, XD717 ($1598) $1000, XL1 ($525) $400,
XL1W ($549) $400, XR5-19 $900, XR6W $375, XR1051
($2398) $1675, XRT18 ($4500) $3500; Snell Type 1 ($1600)
$800. Velodyne ULD 12" ($1195) $950, ULD 1511 ($1795)
$1500. SPEAKER SWITCHING: Avid Equal Level Speaker
Comparator $300; McIntosh P349 $300. TUNERS: McIntosh MR65 $200-400, MR71 $550, MR78 $1200, MR7082
($1499) $1100,Yamaha CT810 ($285) $125. TUNER -PRE AMPS: McIntosh MX110 $300. TEST EQUIPMENT: Heath kit IM5258 $175; McIntosh AA2 Room Analyser ($1500)
$750; MI3 Scope $500; Shure C/PEK 3 Stereo Cartridge
Analyser $100. REPAIRS -UPDATES -MODIFICATIONS by
Richard Modafferi, former Senior Engineer at McIntosh. and
Clif Ramsey, former Senior Service Technician at McIntosh.
McIntosh tuners, tube gear, and Philips based CD players
our specialty. AUDIO CLASSICS, US Post Office Bldg., POB
176AAA, Walton, NY 13856. FREE Catalogue. Layaway
Program. Mastercard & Visa. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.

607-865-7200

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

AUDIOFEST '88
SEPTEMBER 24th and 25th
Cherry Hill, NJ
FINALLY, A MAJOR, COMPLETE AUDIO
SHOW: MANUFACTURING, MODIFYING,
BIG NAMES, ESOTERICA, CLASSICS. AUDIOPHILE EXHIBITS, SHOWTIME DEALS,

FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE, FOOD BEVERAGES. INDOORS IN HUGE, NEW
GARDEN STATE PARK (NJ TURNPIKE, PHILADELPHIA AREA) CONVENIENT TO NY, PA,

DC. ADVANCE ADMISSION: $9.50/DAY,

$14/BOTH DAYS ($11.50, $16 AT THE
DOOR); BOOTHS: $295/WHOLE SHOW; TA-

BLES $37.50/DAY; EXHIBITOR ROOMS,
VERY REASONABLE. RESERVATIONS: AU-

DIONIIART EVENTS INC., PO BOX 195,
CREWE, VA 23930. (804) 645-8816, (804)
645-7838, OR FAX (804) 645-8324. VISA/
MASTERCARD.

WORLD'S BEST
SURROUNDS

SYNE RGEX
17721 Ovelook Circle Lake Oswego. OR 97034
503/636-5605
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...audible results

with the finest
in connecting
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72 components.
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It is impossible for us to verify all
0

mpire

0

14932 n. flonda ave. tampa, Pa. 33613 1-813-961-3319

NUL MATCHED CRYSTAL CABLE HEADSHELL LEADS BINDING POST

of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and
existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is
provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the
seller, including brand, model,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDIO RESOURCE offers conscientious restorations and
service procedures for collectible vintage audio and quality,
present day componentry. AUDIO RESOURCE uses the
highest caliber parts, 1% matched, including capacitors built
for specific applications. Our technicians are among the
best. Shipping is surprisingly inexpensive considering the
"cost" of an inappropriate technician. We furnish ALL packing materials and arrange handling. AUDIO RESOURCE
has complete tube matching facilities to not only match all

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.

GET IN AUDIOFEST '88
SHOWBOOK!

tube characteristics, but match for usage. AUDIO RESOURCE doesn't just "gold label" available generic tube.
hard to find tubes. ALL OF THE SERVICES AND PRODUCTS FROM AUDIO RESOURCE ARE GUARANTEED!!!
We offer the most respectable assortment of NEW high -end
audio in our listening rooms. AUDIO RESOURCE is proud to

add the fine CELLO products to our repertoire. FREE
AIRFARE to NEW ORLEANS and FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS with the purchase of many of our systems.

You supply us 81/2 x 11" advertising or product spec

sheets-we bind in our impressive 2" Showbook-6000
copies. Only $200. front and back! VISA/MC. AUDIOMART
EVENTS INC, (804) 645-8816, (804) 645-7838 OR FAX
(804) 645-8324

Please call, write, or come by for brochure and details.
AUDIO RESOURCE, 108 BONNABEL BLVD., METAIRIE,
LOUISIANA 70005. 1-504-833-6942.

MCINTOSH

warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it
from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller itself offer
a warranty? In either case, what
is covered by warranty, how long

what do you have to do, and will

MARANTZ (USA), conrad-johnson, Audio Research,
Krell, Levinson, Threshold and other Precision Audio

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

returned merchandise.

is the warranty period, where
will the product be serviced,

FOR SALE

Components. Bought -Sold -Traded. FREE Catalogue. See
our ads at the beginning of the classifieds and under Services. Audio Classics, US Post Office Bldg., POB 176MM,
Walton, NY 13856, (607) 865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon -Fri.

2.Understand the seller's return and refund policy, including the allowable return period
and who pays the postage for

3. Understand the product's

MANUFACTURERS, MODIFIERS
DEALERS!

We offer six versions of 12AX7!!! AUDIO RESOURCE offers

color or finish, accessories and
rebates included in the price.

the product be repaired or replaced? You may want to re-

AAA-NOW ITS TIME TO

CALL US!

YAMAHA-DENON-ON K YO-B&K-A.D.S.BOSTON ACOUSTICS-HAFLER-JBL-B&W-PS
AUDIO-JSE-DCM-PROTON-ACOUSTAT and
many other lines

ceive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transac-

HI-FI-HOTLINE

tions, including cancelled

KAYE, Moscode Designer-Protect your investment-

We have such a large selection we can't print them all.

SOUND SERVICES, 238 Liberty Avenue, New Rochelle, NY
10805. (914) 633-3039. Not affiliated with NYAL.

SO CALL 414-658-3111.

checks, receipts and correspondence. For phone orders, make

MOSCODES, FUTTERMANS, SERVICED BY GEORGE

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE!!!!

a note of the order including
merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery
date and salesperson's name.

Slit/RE

ORTOFON

We, 41e, pud

TAL SIVIAN

5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised

qeduitist.9,

time or if no time was promised,
30 days of receipt of the order,

ORTOFON

A LARGE SELECTION OF:

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES
TOLL FREE
VISA

(800) 342-9969
allyit. .2,4414 luiznizide.i.
11 cceA4..a4ies

SIGNET
38

St4c.12,.

SHURE
GRADO

8344 Melrose
Los Angeles,
CA 90069

MONSTER OGLE

fund.

6. Merchandise substitution

SIGNET
GRACE
TALISMAN
STANTON
PREMIER
AUDIOQUEST
CARNEQUE ONE
THORENS

M&Y CO.

you generally have the right to
cancel the order and get a re-

DYNAVECTOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
PICKERING

without your express prior consent is not allowed.

7. If you have a problem with

your order or the merchan2:1

AR
MICRO SEIKI
AND MANY MORE.

dise, write a letter to the seller
with all the pertinent information
and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain

satisfaction from the seller,
GRACE
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1988

contact the consumer protection agency in the seller's state
or your local U.S. Postal Service.

FOR ALE

FOR SALE

AAA-AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
DENON, HAFLER, PS AUDIO, YAMAHA, B&K,.JSE,

AUDIO ALTERNATIVES HAS THE LOWEST PRICES, ON
TOP NAME INTERCONNECTS! AT THESE PRICES YOU
CAN HAVE QUALITY CABLES ON EVERY COMPONENT.
CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE. SAVE BY CALLING BETWEEN 7-11 PM CST, (713) 999-7950.

CONRAD-JOHNSON, PROTON, CARVER, ONKYO, ADS,

VPI, JBL, DCM, MIRAGE, SPECTRUM, SONOGRAPH,
AR, COUNTERPOINT, FRIED, NITTY GRITTY, SUMIKO,
THORENS, KEF, ADCOM, SUPERPHON, SNELL, M&K,
LUXMAN, SPICA and any others you desire. (414) 725-4431.

CALL US WE CARE!!!

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, PS AUDIO, HAFLER, YAMAHA, B&K,

GOLDSTANDS
FULLY ASSEMBLED SPEAKER STANDS
41111r....

AUDIO DESIGNS SPECIALIZES IN THE FINEST, PRE-

Goldstands are the only
stands guaranteed to make
an audible difference
you're satisfied with or
your money back!!!

VIOUSLY OWNED AUDIO COMPONENTS PLUS CUSTOM
TERMINATION BY ESOTERIC AUDIO. CALL OR WRITE:
AUDIO DESIGNS, 5115 RED FOX, BRIGHTON, MI 48116.
(313) 229-5191.

Angled, straight, tall,
short, sand filled,
spiked, custom
stands no problem

CARVER,AR, COUNTERPOINT, SUPERPHON, LUX -

MAN, THORENS, M&K, SNELL, SPECTRUM, MIRAGE, ONKYO, PROTON, KEF, SONOGRAPH,
FRIED, NITTY GRITTY, SUMIKO, SPICA and any oth-

ers you desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414) 725-4431, Menasha, Wisconsin.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

8, reasonable too!

AUDIO OUTLET starts to clean out its closets! Belles
Research sale. DMC (demo) $200, Belles Research B400A
(demo) $899, 8250 (demo) $699. Great sounding amplifiers
for driving low impedance loads. 914-666-0550.

Goldstands, 229 Nassau Rd.
Huntington, NY 11743, 516-427-4813

BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy sell, trade, consign
AAA J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product selection of HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO, esoterics and COMPACT DISC PLAYERS AT EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE
PRICES. We provide ten years of audio sales experience,
candid honest advice and full warantee on all products we
sell. For pricing and stock information call: 301-890-3232 or
write to: J.S. AUDIO, One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD

most high -end products. Audio Doctor, 1518 W. Commercial,
Buffalo, MO 65622. 417-345-7245. COD -VISA -MC. Newsletter.

FOR SALE
B&K AMPLIFERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. High-performance

electronics you can afford. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201)
277-0333.

20866. We honor VISA/MC/AMEX. Monday thru Friday
10AM-7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR: ACOUSTAT, Ap-

AAA -CALL US LAST! LUXMAN, DENON, AR, YAMAHA,
CARVER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, ADCOM, PS AUDIO,
HAFLER, ADS, B & K, B & W, ONKYO, KEF, PROTON,
SNELL, DCM, COUNTERPOINT, ACOUSTAT, JSE, SPICA,
SUPERPHON, M & K, CONRAD-JOHNSON, BOSE SPECTRUM, VPI, JBL, MIRAGE, DAHLQUIST, SONOGRAPH,

ature, Audio Control, Nitty Gritty, M&K, Oracle, Proac,
Proton, Stax, Thorens, Dahlquist, Hailer, Monster Cable,
NAD, Belles, CWD, dbx, Fried, Harman Kardon, 3D,
Onkyo, Grado, Audioquest, Celestion, DCM, Duntech,
Niles, Citation, Kinergetics. Sound Seller, 1706 Main St.,
Marinette, W1 54143. (715) 735-9002.

B&K COMPONENTS Amps, Preamps- AUDIOLAB
8000A int. Amp-CRAMOLIN-KIMBER KABLE-KEVEK
Speakers-KINERGETICS Tuner, CD Player-Michell GYRODEO, SYNCRODEC Tumtables-NAMIKI AC Direction

Finder-SHEFFIELD LAB-SONEX-TECHNICS Stylus
Force Gauge-ZETA Tonearm. TUBES: AMPEREX 6DJ8/
ECC88, GE 6550A/KT88 MPrs, INDIA 12AX7A/ECC83.
CALL (503) 233-2603. VISA -MC -AMEX. Vector Electronics,
Portland, OR.

SUMIKO, THORENS, KEF. WHY CALL US LAST'
44-727-0071. WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

AAA -CARVER, DENON, YAMAHA, BOSTON ACOUS-

4

SCAN

TICS, LUXMAN, AR, ADCOM, PS AUDIO, HAFLER, ADS, B
& K, B & W, ONKYO, KEF, PROTON, SNELL, DCM, COUNTERPOINT, ACOUSTAT, JSE, SPICA, SUPERPHON, M &
K, CONRAD-JOHNSON, SPECTRUM, VPI, JBL, MI-

RAGE, BOSE, DAHLQUIST, SONOGRAPH, SUMIKO,
FRIED, THORENS, PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF OTHERS 414-727-0071.

AAHH!
FREE UPS SHIPPING
B&K, PS Audio, all SONY, Superphon, Ariston, Ortofon, H/K,
Onkyo. IN STORE ONLY-Carver, B&W, Nakamichi. DEMO

SPECIALS: Ariston RD -50 $279, Meitner STR-50 $799,
Meitner PA -6 $1199, Classe DR-3VHC $2,599. Expert con-

sultation-ask for Audio Dept. THRESHOLD AUDIO, 409
South 22nd St., Newark -Heath, Ohio 43056. 614-522-3520.

THE

DIGITAL

SOURCE
At Lyric, you'll find more CD players to choose
from. And along with all the brands and models on
display, more knowledge and experience. More
service, too. Which explains why more people
around the world make Lyric their source for
quality audio components.

ALABAMA -WEST GEORGIA
Aragon, Audioquest,'California Audio Labs, Grado, Klipsch,
Meitner, MIT, NAD, Quad, Spectrum, Spica, Thorens, Van

den Hul, VPI, Well Tempered, and more. ACCURATE
AUDIO, 110 E. Samford Ave., Auburn, AL 3RR10. (205)
826-1960.

APOGEE DIVA -BLACK, Immaculate-$4900; Audio Research SP11, MKII-$3850; (2) Dyna ST416 w/C100 Amplifiers-$450 ea. (616) 942-1225.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE. SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: COUNTERPOINT SA 3.1,
SA 12., PS 4.6,100C; CONRAD-JOHNSON PV8; AUDIBLE
ILLUSIONS 2C; MOD SQUAD PRISM CD; ACOUSTAT
SPECTRA 22 & 33; SPICA ANGELA; WELL -TEMPERED,
VELODYNE, MAGNUM, FOSGATE, MIT, MOTIF, SONOGRAPH, ADCOM, B&K, SUPERPHON, MUSIC REFER-

ENCE, VORTEX, PALANTIR, SPECTRUM, RAUNA,

Come in and audition CD players from Accuphase,
Cal. Labs, Carver, Kyocera, Meridian, Mod Squad,
NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Revox, Rotel, Shure,
Sonographe, Sony ES, Spectral, Stax and others.
We supply 221) volt equipment for export.
j' COMPACT
DISC

MOP

po

2

AUDIO

SOUNDLAB, VPI, MAPLENOLL, SYSTEM -DECK, GRADO,

ALPHASON, GARROTT, VDHUL, MONSTER, RANDALL,
STRAIGHTWIRE, (714) 861-5413, Appointment.

Audioquest, Aural SymphonIcs, B&K, BEL, Berning,
Cardas, Chesky, Clearaudio, Focus, Eminent Technology,
Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll, Melos, MFA, Morrison, Quick-

silver, Reference Recordings, Sheffield, Straight Wire,
Superphon, VPI, and more. Audio Abode, Dallas, Texas.

1221 Lexington Ave.
New York. NY 10028
FliF16Video

212-439-1900

I

.51.1.5

atoTer

146 East Post Road
2005 Broadway
New York. NY 10023 White Plains, NY 10601
914-949-7500
212-769-4600

(214) 369-2092.
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FOR SALE
CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold, Oak,
Zenith, Hamlin. Many others "New" VIDEO HOPPER "The
Copy Killer". Visa, M/C & Amex. 1-800-826-7623. B&B Inc.,
10517 Upton Circle, Bloomington, MN 55431.

MP'
LINN
HIGH FIDELITY
Authorized Dealers

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, REMOTES, ACCESSORIESFREE CATALOG-ARIZONA VIDEO, 3661 N. Campbell,
#310-D, Tucson, Arizona 85719. (602) 323-3330.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

Your search for
refinement will end here.
Brown Electronic Labs
2530 Berryessa Rd., Suite 126, San Jose, CA 95132

ALABAMA
Audition, Homewood
CALIFORNIA
Beverly Hills Audio, Beverly Hills Audio Basics. Claremont Musical
Images, Fresno Havens & Hardesty. Huntington Beach
Christopher Hansen. Los Angeles Audible Difference, Palo Alto
Systems Design, Redondo Beach Keith Yates Audio, Sacramento
Stereo Design, San Diego Access to Music, San Francisco The
Audio Shoppe, Santa Monica Systems Design. Sherman Oaks
COLORADO
Hi Fi Shop, Colorado Springs Audio Alternative, Ft. Collins
CONNECTICUT
Carston Stereo. Danbury
FLORDIA

Sound Components, Coral Gables Audio Visions, Tampa
GEORGIA

Music Audio, Atlanta Sounds of Distinction. Atlanta
HAWAII

Audio Shoppe, Honolulu
ILLINOIS

FOR SALE

CROWN, REVOX TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
WXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904)
262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
CASH for your USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. WE BUY and
SELL by PHONE. CALL FOR the HIGHEST QUOTE. (215)
886-1650. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046.

ing Wingate, Merlin, Vortex. Call Audio Archives

DNM SOLID CORE INTERCONNECTS AND SPEAKER
CABLES-Custom Terminations. Superphon, Magnum Dynalab, Epos E514, Kimber Kable, Tiffany, Van den Hul,
Odyssey Engineering. VISA/MC. Audio Excellence, Liver-

619-455-6326.

pool, NY (315) 451-3173.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECH. SL -1 TUBE PRE -AMP SAN

DIEGO AREA music lovers will want to audition this "marvelous CAT."; other high value select components, includ-

Glenn Poor& Audio. Champaign Media Roon, Chicago Pro
Musica, Chicago Victor's Stereo, Chicago Glenn Poor's Audio,
Normal Sundown Audio. Normal *Sound Choice. Lisle Absolute
Audio Sys., Rocldord Sundown One, Springfield
INDIANA
Audio Workshop, Indianapolis Ovation Audio. Indianapolis
KANSAS
Golden Stereo. Overland Park
KENTUCKY
Ovation Audio, Lexington Audio Video by Design, Louisville
LOUISIANA
Wilson Audio, New Orleans
MASSACHUSETTS
Liberty Tree Audio, Danvers Natural Sound. Framingham
MICHIGAN

Absolute Sound, Ann Arbor Jemstone Audio. E. Lansing Classic
Stereo. Grand Rapids Classic Stereo, Kalamazoo Dr. Goodear's,
Mt. Pleasant Absolute Sound, Royal Oak
MISSOURI

Superior Audio/Radio, Columbia Sound Roan. Chesterfield Sound
Room. Creve Coeur
NEBRASKA

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership

Sound Environment, Lincoln Sound Environment. Omaha
NEW JERSEY

Professional Audio Consultants, Milburn CSA Audio, Upper
Montclair
NEW MEXICO

Sound Ideas, Albuquerque
NEW YORK
Ears Nova, Great Neck Innovative Audio, Brooklyn Sound by
Singer, New York Sound Concept, Rochester
N. CAROLINA
Stereo Sound, Chapel Hill Stereo Sound, Greensboro Stereo
Sound. Raleigh Stereo Sound. Winston-Salem
OHIO

Audible Elegance, Cincinnati Custom Stereo, Columbus Stereo
Showcase, Dayton Oxford Audio, Oxford Hoffman's Stereo,
Warrensville Hts.
OKLAHOMA
Audio Dimensions. Oklahoma City
OREGON

Hawthorne Stereo, Portland Northwest Audio Labs, Corvallis
PENNSYLVANIA

Audio Gallery, Pittsburgh Community Audio, Philadelphia
PUERTO RICO
Precision Audio, Rio Piedras
RHODE ISLAND
Soundings. Middletown
TENNESSEE
Opus 2, Memphis
TEXAS

High Bias, Austin Audio Concepts, Dallas Audio Concepts.
Houston Concert Sound. San Antonio.
VIRGINIA
High -C Stereo. Leesburg
WASHINGTON

Definitive Audio, Seattle Advanced Audio Systems. Tacoma
WISCONSIN

Specialized Sound, Madison Audio Emporium, Milwaukee
Audiophile's, Verona
CANADA

Audio Corner, Barrie Boutique of Sound, Calgary L'Audiophile,
Chicoutimi Globe Audio. Hamilton K & A, Kelowna Musiqualite
Hi Fi, Laval London Audio, London Marlin Sound, Mississauga
Audio Club, Montreal Opus Audio, Montreal Studio 1006, Montreal
-Dewar's, Ottawa Audio Room, Peterborough Sound Advice, Pine
Falls C.O.R.A., Quebec City Harmony Audio, Regina Better
Music, Saint Katherine Total Audio Plus, Saskatoon Sounds
Superior, Sault Saint Manes Stereo Factory..Thomhill Frons Hi-Fi,
Thunder Bay Audio Gallery, Toronto Music Works, Vancouver
Sound Plus, Vancouver Sound Hounds. Victoria Sound Stage Fine
Audio, Waterloo Whitby Audio. Whitby Better Audio. Windsor
Creative Audio, Winnipeg

Many audiophiles who desire high quality audio
systems are misled by well meaning-but misinformed-friends, salesmen, and enthusiast journals whose understanding of sound reproduction
is superficial pr incomplete. As a result, many
expensive "mistakes" are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound, founded
by pianist/acoustician James Gala, has earned
the trust and confidence of the audiophile
community throughout the world. The musical
and technical expertise of its founder and distinguished staff has established Gala Sound as the
preeminent high -end audio dealership in the
United States.
Audiophiles, musicians and music lovers throughout the U.S., Europe
and South America, rely on Gala Sound for audio systems tailored to
their specific needs, listening environments and budgets. These
systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest: a definitive
audio system from Gala Sound. Phone (do not write) Jim Gala at
(716) 461-3000.

KRELL THRESHOLD APOGEE B&W SYMPHONY NAKAMICHI
ACOUSTAT MERIDIAN REVOX BRYSTON BELLES RESEARCH

GAI_A SOUND
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DB-18 ALPS VOLUME CONTROL (80db) NOW available.
Also DB-1 to 1A to 18. Power Amplifier update: DB-6 to
DB-6A to DB-6A + . Warranty extensions. DB Systems,
Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899-5121.

GREAT USED EQUIPMENT!! SOTA Star with Electronic

DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS-Real-Time Duplicated

Tapes. Also compact discs (classical/jazz)-excellent
prices: ORFEO, CHANDOS, TELARC, DELOS, CAPRICCIO, DMP, GRP, ACCENT, other labels. Send $1 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape Recording, 14-R
Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.
DYNACO ST -70 AMP ASSEMBLED, ARC ST -70-C3 Mod
Kit not installed $299, Sony 2251 LA Table $99, Tandberg
3014A N.I.B. $1499, Meitner STR-50 Mint $849, Rodgers

LS3/5A $349, Revox A76 Tuner $239. (404) 237-7074.
Leave message.

ELECTRONIC -CROSSOVERS, SUBSONIC FILTERS. For
mono or stereo subwoofers, bi-amping, tri-amping, etc. Free

flyer wireviews. ACE AUDIO CO., #532 -5th Street, East
Northport, NY 11731-2399.

L-;ti
Flywheel $1395_.00. SME V Tonearm $1349.00.
SONOGRAPHE SD -1 CD Player $449.00. ELECTROCOM-

PANIET Pre 1 Preamplifier $795.00. RESPONS Grand
Speakers $1995.00. KRELL KSA-100 MKII $2399.00. MELOS GK -1 + 1 $599.00. KINERGETICS KCD-20 $599.00.
Galen Carol Audio (512) 494-3551.

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, OTHER TUBE COMPONENTS
WANTED! Hill Piasmatronics immaculate-S2300. McIntosh 275 mint-$2000 + . Marantz 9 (1)-offers. REL 646C,
Browning, Fisher, H.H. Scott and other tuners. Prewar E.H.
Scott chrome receivers. Philco Predicta TV -$495 (pedestal).
SOUND INVESTMENTS (718) 377-7282; 12-3 pm.

McIntosh MC 2125 $690., MX 110 $350., MR 78 $890., MR
80 $1450., MR 75 $450., SCR2, MQ101, MQ102, M0107.
Latest Quicksilver KT88/chrome xformer $1350/pr. TASCAM
Tube or solid state, will pay top price, (303) 344-1583.

sizes, types and brands. Large inventory - same day
shipping. DAILY ELECTRONICS, PO Box 5029-A, Compton, CA 90224. (800) 346-6667.

GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: From repairs to complete
remanufacturing on all GAS equipment, we are the GAS

Acaustal Apogee Aragon BostonrAdousecs B&W Celestion CWD dtp,
Dual Energy Fled Hader Infinity JSE JVC Video Koetsu Knell Magnum
Meitner Menem MIT Mod Squad Monster NAD Onkyo Orlolon Rotel
Shure SME Sell Sony ES SOTA Stan Sumiko Velodyne Well Tempered

Sound & Music

Sales & Seho. 351 Pleasah, St Northampton MA 01060 .413 .s84 354;

MAGNAVOX CD PLAYERS at their lowest: CDEI650 $299,
CDB470 $159, CD3471 $169, CDB472 $209. CDB473 $259.
American Acoustic Speakers, Heybrook, Soundcraftsmen,
Monster Cable, Apature. Call for best prices. Digital Sound
Distributors, (219) 626-2756.

40-4 Pro Reel Recorder $895. WANTED McIntosh amp.
ELECTRON TUBES-Audio tubes at wholesale prices. All

.4(14/a4re6_:.,e09/

McIntosh MI -3 $800., MPI-4 $1350., MR -55A $275., MR -66
$475., MR -74 $475., MR -71 $600., MR -67 $475., C-4 $125.,
C-28 $275., MC -2205 $1100., C-11$600., PR. MC -30 $600.,
MC225 $600., MC -40 $225., MAC -1900 $600., MAC -1500

$400., C-22 $1300., Marantz 3300 Preamp $200., PR. 2s
$1650., PR. B&O 3702 Speakers $150., ARC D-115 $2150.,

itAudioAeono
the best in audio technology,
combined with old-fashioned hospitality

ON LONG ISLAND
for music lovers who seek out excellence
electronics

Audio Research Bryston
Denon Klyne Magnum
Meridian N.A.D. Threshold

specialists. Since 1977. Call or write for free brochure. GAS-

SP -6B $650., EC -21$650., PR. White series 400015 octaves

WORKS, 5563 Kendall Street, Boise, Idaho 83706. (208)

EQ. $1250., Counterpoint SA -2 preamp $450., Precision

323-0861.

Fidelity C-9 preamp $1250., QUICKSILVER MS -190 $1300.,
1 MS -190 $775., Sencore SG -165 AM FM st. Analyzer $650.,
Viking 870 tape deck $250. R.R., Thorens TD -147 TT $250.,
J.P. Evans 877 Bettina Ct. #643, Houston, TX 77024. (713)
973-9480.

M & K Mariah Martin Logan
Paradigm Thiel Vandersteen

MCINTOSH

Adcom Carnegie Dual Dynavector

GET LOW PRICES ON ALL TYPES of audio equipmentincluding high -end and even esoteric products not normally
discounted. Now we can SAVE YOU MONEY on the equipment you really want. Extensive selection-no need to settle
for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. FAST DELIVERY available. All products feature USA
manufacturer's warranty. Call us for price quotes or friendly,
expert advice. Catalog $1. Member BBB and Chamber of
Commerce. Est 1979.
THE AUDIO ADVISOR, INC.,
225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503. (616) 451-3868.
AMEX/DISCOVER/MC/OPTIMA/VISA.

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL ALTEC, JBL,

TANNOY, CJ, SEQUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC,
TUBE & SOLID STATE, BUY -SELL -TRADE, MAURY
CORB, (713)728-4343, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TX
77096.

loudspeakers

analogue and c.d. sources

Eminent Technology Grado Meridian 207
Oracle Shinon SME Sonographe SOTA
Sumiko Thorens Virtuoso van den Hul
cables

Audlioquest M.I.T. Monster Straight Wire

Service Throughout Metro N.Y.
Since 1981, AudioVisions has been setting
new standards for service. Music lovers have
willingly travelled hundreds of miles to come to
our store. Why? Visit with us, and find out.

Appointments Are Requested

The immediate impression was how well
the LM210s reproduced the dynamic
ebb and musical flow ..excellent sound
Igin.
quality and finish at an affordable
H'

marks

price."
-John Atkinson, Stereophile Vol. 10

[oruSdysnthesis

o

No. 8 (NOV '87)

"The LM300... is one
peakers
superb loudspeaker
arguably competitive with any

enclosure -type system on the market:
,-lbrn Norton, Stereophile Vol. 10,
No. 7 (OCT '87)

You don't want to be rushed. You and your
audio consultant should be talking in depth
with each other. When you're ready to audition

equipment in the store, you'll want a really
meaningful demonstration, with great attention
paid to details. (Even the choice of cables can
make a big difference.) An honest, thorough
demonstration takes time. We'll guarantee you
that time. Please just call us in advance.

Four Large Demo Rooms
Well travelled audio experts have told us that
our demo facilities are among the very best in
the country. Make an appointment to visit us,
and see if you don't agree.
1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY, WEST BABYLON
NEW YORK 11704
(5161 661-3355

litAudioNlalam

the conrad-johnson group 2800 R Dorr Ave Fairfax, VA 22031 703-698-8581
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FOR SALE

NR
co

o

MUSICAL CONCEPTS COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

NELSON -REED

THE ACCURATE LOUDSPEAKER

co

Music is an expression of emotion, communicated
between the composer and the listener. By allowing
3 the true dynamics and clarity of the music to reach the
listener, Nelson -Reed loudspeakers actually accent
-6
-o

that communication which is music.
15810 Blossom Hill Rd., Los Gatos, CA 95032

408-356-3633

CD-3/TPS (reviewed, issue 52, The Absolute Sound®'),

toroidal power supply, peerless imaging qualities, unmatched hi -frequency delicacy! NEW CD -4, "Analog only" audiophiles can't resist this one! CD -1b, sweet
musicality, lowest cost! Complete units, 1 yr. warranty!
Pricing tor CDB-471. CD -1b $549, CD-3/TPS $819,
CD-4/TPS $929, other models available or we'll modify
your unit!
ADCOM LX AND HAFLER GXB MODIFICATIONS BY
MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Inductor -free topology! Superb on Martin-Logans, etc.!

Many former tube lovers are using our amplifiers?

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Haller GXB modifications, $149/kit, $234/installed. Adcom modification (GFA-555, 545, 535) $195, installed
only. Power supply options, including Dual -Mono.
NEW STANDARDS

SuperConnect III! You can pay more. You can't buy
MELOS TUBE CD PLAYERS: Most dimensional & accurate
Compact Disc reproduction available. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ
(201) 277-0333.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
WXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904)
262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

MUSIC BY THE SEA

Southern California's premier audio salon offering music
lovers exceptional products: ROWLAND RESEARCH
SOTA MOD SQUAD ET 2 VIRTUOSO SME VAN-

better! $55/1M pair. Money back guarantee! TEFLON'"
MC -2 preamplifier fits Hatter, Dyna PAT -4/5, Adcom
GFP-555 preamps. Why is the MC -2T replacing $5000
tube preamps? Modified Hatter and Adcom preamps,
the ultimate price/performance standard!

DERSTEEN MIT COUNTERPOINT VAN DEN HUL B&K

- SPICA ORACLE WELL TEMPERED LAB STAX
RAUNA NITTY GRITTY AUDIOQUEST GRADO HAR-

MAN/KARDON SUPERPHON MIRAGE KOETSU
STRAIGHTWIRE MAGNUM VACUUM TUBE LOGIC
TUBE TRAPS POLYPHASORS Custom cables, expert
turntable set-up, in -home auditions, system installation and
a 2 week satisfaction guarantee. MUSIC BY THE SEA (619)

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
Hatter DH -280 and B&K modifications, soon! Dyne tube
mods, soon!

Dealer
Inquiries
Invited

Musical Concepts
One Patterson Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63031
314-831-1822, 1-5PM Central

Send
For

Reviews/
Newsletter

436-7692; 542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, California
92024. Open Tuesday -Saturday 11-6pm. Call for your MUSCIAL NOTES newsletter.

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1 (800) 222-3465. DIS-

COUNTS! AR * AUDIOQUEST * B&K *
BLAUPUNKT * BOSE * BOSTON * CELESTION * GRADO * HAFLER * HARMAN KAR-

DON * JBL * MOD SQUAD * MONSTER
CABLE * MUSICAL CONCEPTS * NITTY

new
powdrumptiwor

FORTE

GRITTY * SONY * STAX * STRAIGHTWIRE
* SUMIKO * SUPERPHON * PLUS MORE.
HCM AUDIO, 1600 BB MANGROVE, CHICO,
CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.

node) la
50 watts/channel

200 watts/channel

20Hz - 20kHz

20Hz - 20kHz

0.05% THD into 8 Ohms 0.05% THD into 8 Ohms

pure class A

high bias class AB

Perfect companions for the ultra -quiet,
ultra- low distortion forte model 2 preamplifier,
these exciting new amplifiers may be
auditioned at selected audio specialists.
r pro uc n orina on an a

ORDER TOLL FREE! 1 (800)622-HIFI Nakamichi: CR1A
$299, CR3A $649,RX202 $619, RX505 $1119, CR5A $879,
CR7A $1299, OMS1A $289, OMS4A $839, OMS7AII, $1699,

DRAGON $1759, SR4A $829, CA7A $2099, CA5AII $879,
PA7 $1529, TD400 $429, TD500 $599, TD700 $769, PA30011

$319, RD350 $319, RD450 $429, SP200 $209, SP1010
$139, YAMAHA: RX1100U $739, RX900U $599, RX700U
$469, RX500U $319, KX1200U $569, K640 $349, K720
$379, CDX1100U $899, CDX900U $529, CDX700U $369,
CDX510U $269, AX400U $199, AX500U $299, TX900U
$319, M65 $599, DSP1 $739, PF800 $499, TT500U $189,
K222 $249, DENON: DCD800 $319, DCD1400 $409,

DCD15001I $559, DCD3300 $1299, DCM555 $469,
DRM14HX $299, DRM3OHX $389, DRA625 $419, DRA95A

Of OR
trsp clalists write:
1945 Industrial Drive Auburn California 95603
sf

.8 a
K.air

$519, PMA900 $519, TU800 $389, POA2200 $529,
DAP5500 $1199, DRA25V $199. KYOCERA: DA310CX
$289, DA510CX $499, DA710CX $619, D811 $579, R661
$669, CARVER: 4000T $899, AVR100 $899, DTL20011
$529, Mi.OT $459, M1.5T $679, Rec. 150 $629, Rec. 2000
$1099, TX11A $549. NAD :3300 $459, 4300 $449, 5300
$699, 6300 $699, 7600 $1249, ADCOM: GFA555 $629,
GFA545 $419, GFA535 $249, GFP555 $419, GFT555 $249,
GTP500 $499, GCD575 $499. Manufacturers USA warranty.
Factory fresh. Most equipment shipped within 24hrs, Visa,
MC, Discover, Amex, Diners, COD. More infor. please call

1-206-747-9999. TASKAMICHI AUDIO, P.O. Box 25583,
Seattle, WA 98125.

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT! Long island, New York to Long
Beach, California, we have the audiophile product you

want for immediate shipment at an irresistible price.
Consult with our quiet experts or just order U.S.-warran-

IRTE audIo products are exclusively distributed world-wide by

inConcert Concert is a division of Threshold Corporation
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teed components like Nakamichi; Carver; NAD; Tan berg; Hafier; Harman-Kardon; JBL; Allison; Perreaux;
ADS; Sony; Mod Squad; Monster Cable...and that's just
the tip of the iceberg! VISA/MC. SQUARE DEAL, 456
Waverly Ave., Patchogue, N.Y. 11772. (516) 475-1857.
Ask for Mark Allen.
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FOR SALE
PS AUDIO - SUPERB!
Fast, FREE shipping! Knowledgeable, friendly service. Au dire, Chesky, CWD, Fried, (speakers & kits), Grado, Mirage,
Monster Cable, (M -series), Quad, SME, Sony -ES, Sota,

Spica, Straightwire, Talisman, Thorens, more. READ
BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

(

CALL US
FOR QUALITY AUDIO
AT THE LOWEST PRICES
WITH FAST SERVICE,
EVEN ON ESOTERIC ITEMS

LOWER
LOUDSPEAKER

DISTORTION

SAN FRANCISCO AREA-IRRESISTIBLY priced audiophile components. Shipped/delivered. New/used. World's

best CD Players/speakers/electronics/cables/turnables,

SOUND ADVICE .

.

.

1548 Center Rd, Novato, CA 94947 (415) 898-1464.

without the price

0
is

0
C

SONIC FRONTIERS CAPACITORS: Aselco, Chateauroux,
Rel-Cap, WonderCap, RESISTORS: Resists, Holco, Vishay.
WIRE/CABLE: VandenHul, MIT, Cardas. CONNECTORS:

UDIO (914) 666-0550

UTLET

Royce, Tiffany, WBT. MANY OTHER PRODUCTS.

E

PO. Box 673
Bedford Hills, New York 10507-0673

cocn

co

CUSTOM MODIFICATIONS. Call/Write for catalogue. 181
Ker ilworth Ave., Toronto. Ontario, CANADA M4L 3S7. (416)

a)

Dl

r,

691-7877.

ER

SOUND EXCHANGE-Utah's New, Used, Demo, Vintage Classics store. Examples: Audio Research PS -6B
$749, Melos Preamp GK -1 +1 $695, McIntosh C-26
Preamp $249, Tandberg TC-20A Reel $595, Mission
770's $699, Soundlab Dynastats $1299, Fosgate 3601

Decoder $389. Call for MAILING LIST. Sound Exchange, 5130 South State Street, Murray, UT 84107.
(801) 268-6066.

SPRINGFIELD, IL IS NOT BORING! Adcom, Aragon, B&W,

Counterpoint, Quad, Spica, Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll,
Rega, Harman-Kardon, Kyocera, Rotel, CWD, Chesky, Kimber Kable, Wharfedale Diamond, Dual, Mission, Ortofon,
AKG, Stax, M&K, ADS, Ariston, Apature, Arcici, and VPI.
The King's Stereo, 1275 Wasbash, Springfield,IL 62704.
(217) 787-5656.

FOR SALE
STEREO 70 KITS ASSEMBLED PROFESSIONALLY For
superior performance. Repairs and retrofits available. Literature on request. DoReTech Audio Services, IP.O. Box 6054,
South Hackensack, NJ 07606-4354. (201) 233-2659.

Vampire, vdHul, WBT, ASC Tube Traps, Sonex, Target

Nakamichi 480Z deck $295; OMS 711 CD $1595, 550 deck
$275; 1000 deck $500, OMS5 CD $649; OMS3 CD $680,
OMS4 CD $795, Rega Planar 3 terntable w/arm $300; Quad
44 preamp $299; Sansui G3500 receiver $120, R50 receiver

gold series, & KCD-20AR gold series. Fabulous prices.
Write/call for details: Cable Master, PO Box 1908, Brookline,

Velodyne, Yamaha and many more! CUSTOM STEREO
since 1965! 1391 South Hamilton Columbus, Ohio 43227.

MA 02146. (617) 738 -Hi -End.

614/235-3531.

supply (new) $399. Authorized Dealers for Acoustat, Bang &

Klipsch, Kloss, Linn, NAD, Nakamichi, Stax, Tascam, Teac,

and the new arm support establish lab tolerances. The result: separate elements become

a unified Cosmos. Watch out for analog

CO

The new MiniTower Ila is a dual 10", compact floor

standing system with many of the features and
much of the performance of our highly acclaimed
large speakers, at a very attractive price.
In spite of its small 12x15" footprint. the MiniTower

Ila offers first octave bass extension (-3c1113 at
28Hz/1W drive for max. 1.5% THD) and the same
mid and high frequency complement as the VMPS

Tower II system. Sensitivity (92dB/1W/1m),

Write for full reviews from Stereophile, IAR, and
Audis of our three Subwoofers (Smaller, $229
ea kit, $299 ea assem; Original, $329 ea kit, $399
ea assem; Larger. $439 ea kit, $599 ea assem),
the Tower II ($439 ea kit, $599 ea assem), the

Super Tower/A a699 ea kit, $969 ea assem),
and the 76" tall Super Tower IIa/R SE 31499
ea kit, $1938 ea asseml. VMPS also distributes
John Curl's TPC 1 electronic crossover ($449)
and the new SCP 2 phono preamplifier ($1895),

SILTECH--Further integration: the world's
best all -silver cable makes your separate
components work like one system. Siltech's

finest available.

large crystal technology minimizes loss while

with exceptional imaging, depth, and bass

From $275/meter pair.

taking fun advantage of silver's ideal con-

ductivity. "Smoothness with definition."
SICOMItr-High-tech comes to equipment

COSMOS'S TURNTABLE-Beyond our STARS

bases (for turntables, CDs. electronics). Key-

is the Cosmos: the Vinyl Frontier. Vacuum
against acrylic proves how essential is the
record -mat interface. Now SOTA's vinyl format platter/record interface becomes the
new Benchmark-beyond acrylic. Welcome
to the Vacuum -Vinyl Frontier!

lar/carbon fibre weaves and honeycomb
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x

L to

shock waves! $3500.

that is what we do best. Integrating a decade
of SOTA research with Time -Domain- accuracy, the Panoramas are virtually full-range-

mass and rigidity to ultimate standards:
high-tech materials define our new subassembly, so rigid we have coupled the
motor to it. The improved platter/bearing

gal
>

power handling (200W rms/8 Ohms), and maximum undisorted output levels (122db SPL/1m)
are outstanding for a system this size.

What's Coming from SOTA?

The Cosmos extends SOTA's success with

'E x

tat TNT -120 amp $499; Audio Research SP3A-1 Preamp
$399, D-60 amp $800, Bang & Olufsen CD50 disc w/remote
control $795, BG4002 turntable w/MMC20EN cartridge
$300; Janzen Z412HP speakers $400/pr.; JBL 4411, 4311
speakers $500/pr.; Kloss Model 2 Novabeam (new tubes)
projection N $1750; Linn LK-2 amp $599, Marantz 5420

Olufsen, Bose, Boston Acoustics, Canon Video, DBX,

dynamics (41 Hz, -3dB). From $1295. pair.

-co

SALE! Advent 201 decks $99 each; 100A Dolby $129; Acous-

KINERGETICS HAS JUST ARRIVED MASS.
Class 'A' amplifier: KBA75 gold series; CD players: KCD-30

The first task: To neutralize the enclosure,
drive components, and the environment-

Liu')

CUSTOM STEREO FALL SEASON DEMO 8 TRADE-IN

$150, A 710 integrated amp $125; Stax CPY cartridge &

small speaker technology what SOTA turntables are to analog performance. Introducing America's most affordable, musically accurate, visually -stunning loudspeakers!

ma)
ai 6

stands, and more. Custom modifications. Also, We are proud
to announce:

PANORAMA" Monitors-The Panoramas are to

CD

WE'RE DEALIN'!

deck $179; Music Reference RM4 headamp $350;
THE FINEST CABLES IN MASSACHUSETTS.Audioquest,
Aural Symphonies, Distech, Monster Cable, Siltech, Tiffany,

_Te

reviewed by both 1AR and Stereophile as the
Hear VMPS at the dealers listed below, or write for
brochures. Kits are supplied with fully assembled
cabinets and all prices include free shipping in 48
US states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. (tone Audio

3412 Eric Ct El Sobrante Ca 94803

combine for the highest stiffness -to -weight

(4151222-4276

ratio. Low mass, high damping equals no
energy storage. Same technology in terrific

HearVMPS at: The Listening Studio. Boston; Par Troy

new Sicomin CD Damper.

OTA

Sound, Parsippany NJ; Mountaineer Telephone, Beckley
WV; Dynamic Sound, Washington DC; American Audio,
Greenville SC; Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary FI: Audio by
Caruso, Miami Ft Simply Stereo, Mt. Prospect, Audio

Sindustries

Specalist, South Bend, In; Ultimate Sound, Mesa Az;
Reference Sound, Eagle Rock, Ca; Efficient Stereo,
Torrance Ca; Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca; Ultimate

P.O. Box 7075 Berkeley CA 94707

Sound, San Francisco Ca; (tone Audio, El Sobrante Ca.
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SINGERS!

FOR SALE

REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

THE DUMP

,00.,..

WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE? AT AUDIO GALLERY IT'S
AS SIMPLE AS D.A.T. We have portable, home and pro
digital cassette recorders in stock now. We also carry new
and used PCM units and an excellent selection of hard to find

INCREDIBLE PRICES IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

high -end components -Micro Seiki, Highphonic, S.A.E.C.,

** BUY DIRECT & SAVE **

Superphon, plus a vast array of demo and used 'equipment.

FEATURING

THIS MONTH

Stax, Integral Audio, Jamo, EMC Art speakers, Bedini,
AUDIO GALLERY, 2624 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica, CA
90403. (213) 829-3429.

S"4,

ALPINE
Model

Description

7905
7180
7179
7150

Removable FM/AM CD Player
Removable FM/AM Cassette
Removable FM/AM Cassano
Universal FM/AM Cassette
11 Bank Equalizer
4 c 40W Bridgeable Amp

3321

3530

Est. Retail Dump Sale
$ 800.00

508.00
279.00
248.00
179.00
169.00
338.00

$ Qom
$350.00
$ 280.00

$ moo
$ 48000

DAT DAT DAT

NOW
AVAILABLE
DAT Home Recording Decks (All without copyCoOe chin) IN STOCK

Professional Digital to Digital 5499500
CALL
2nd Generation. Full Featured $2895.00
$1786.00
SHARP 500 100
Professional Quality Deck
$2700.00
CALL
YAMAHA, KENWOOD, ONKYO, DENON, AIWA A JVC (VIctor)
Ilmorden elm mallobly RI SUPER poem.
SONY PCM 2500
SONY OTC 500E8

DAT Portable Decks
SONY TC0010
TECHNICS SYNCH
CASIO DAI

Full Featured
Super Compact Full Featured
Mini Full Featured

CALL

$329500
$3455.00

5199500

FOR

LOWEST
PRICES!

-

--.-

...t,

Tzi,:i

:v

LOUDSPEAKERS

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BAN=
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. AU -3, 7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058
(404)482-4724

SpeakerBuilder

THE LOUDSPEAKER JOURNAL

The world's only magazine for people who love building
all kinds of loudspeakers -from bookshelf kits to electrostatics to horns. A rich mix of how -to -do -it and theory.
Only $35 for 2 years (12 issues), 1 year for $20 (6).
Box 494, Dept. A83, Peterborough, NH 03458 USA
(Outside USA add $4/year postage. US $ only.)

Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE:14041482-2485

DAT Car Decks
CALL
FOR
LOWEST
'''''''''Y
PRICES!
MATCHING AMPLIFIERS 8 SPEAKERS AVAILABLE UPON REOUES77

ALPINE 5700
KENWOOD KDT911

.$,Int-°°,...,

DAT Recording Tap*
120 MIN
90 MIN
50 MIN

S

29.56

$

24.95

$ vas

S

18.75

s

16.110

$

13.79

Cell or write for information on Digital Headphones, Hoed Cleaners,
SwIlehboxes I Connecting Cable.,
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LIBRARY OF
PRERECORDED DAT TAPES AVAILABLE! CALL OR WRITE TODAY!

TODAY"

ABLE TO USE A SCREWDRIVER? OVER 30 PROVEN
SPEAKERKITS FOR HOME, CAR, SUBWOOFER & PRO.

.'''''''',.,,.; ,,,'"'

CLARION DAC 2000

(609)

MR. RETAILER/DISTRIBUTOR:

259-0044

WE OFFER DIRECT WHOLESALE PRICING
ON MANY RESTRICTED HI FUCAR STEREO LINES!!
WE BELIEVE IN FAIR COMPET1T10N1

9$$$$ CALL NOW!

JBL, B&W, AUDAX, SEAS, VIFA, MOREL; 240B ELEC-

FOR SALE

TRONIC CROSSOVER; FFT SOFTWARE, 34 PAGE CATALOG. $2.00 GOLD SOUND, BOX 141A, ENGLEWOOD, CO
80151.

STEREO DESIGN FOR THE HOME, a 25 year old hardcover book looks at "State of the Art" installations in 1962.
$7.50 including shipping & handling. Collectors Item. FREE
with any purchase over $75. AUDIO CLASSICS, POB
176SD. Walton, NY 13856, (607) 865-7200, 8AM-5PM EST.
Mon. Fri.

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979 -

AUDIOPHILES: NO RISK AUDITIONINGS! On -prem-

ises engineering, separate listening rooms, state-ofthe-art audio equipment. We pay shipping & accept
credit cards. Call for more information. SOUND UNLIMITED, 169 Church St., Bristol, CT 06010. Est 1959.
(203) 584-0131.

PROFIT TODAY! $9881

THE DUMP. One North Main Street. Medford. NJ 08055
CALL OR WRITE Ion ordering I payment Information. iiMppIng, handling and sales
Mn sildniaztort, n appilesbla.
ozeromorss NNW ALL OffERS SM., TO AVAIWNLITY AMMON SALE Wen kW BE WA.. Al ANY
'MK 1007 NM... PCP T/POPPAPINCAL wawa PROCOCTS COM. BY MON. liANVACTUNIERS WAW
WTI AN0/011 MUMS 9EVICECOMNACT MAIO ON REPAST

TRANSFORM YOUR CD PLAYER INTO A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT. Our highly innovative mods offer maximum
performance at realistic prices. Products include DC Servos, gain modules, power supply mods, FET opamps, and
more. Please call (512) 821-6119 or write Soloist Audio, 332
Tuttle, S.A., TX 78209.

A&S SPEAKERS offers high -end speaker components, kits
and systems in the Bay Area and mail order. We
the legends: Audax, Dynaudio, Scan -Speak, SEAS, Morel,
Peerless, Focal, Eton, VMPS, others. Free literature. A&S

Speakers, 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 95110.
(415) 641-4573.

DB SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS -6 to 36 dB

per Octave. NEW Magnepan, Snell custom crossovers.
Main St., Rindge, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.
FIND OUT WHY AUDIO CONCEPTS INC., sells more high -

SOUND
INVESTMENT
If you own vibration sensitive equipment like CD
players, turntables, VCR's or videodisc players you
can greatly improve your systems sound quality
with AQ's Sorbothane Big Feet
and CD Feet. They are
simply amazing in their
ability to eliminate
unwanted vibration.
"You can't buy more
improvement for less!"

end speaker kits and parts than anyone in the country.
Catalog Toll Free: 1(800) 346-9183. Allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery. First classmailing send $2 to Audio Concepts, Box
212, LaCrosse, WI 54601.

HEAR ALL THE CRUD YOU'VE BEEN MISSING with the
Kevin Ingram Model One, a high -resolution horn monitor for
the eighties. These suckers are so analytical, you may never

enjoy your record collection again! High Biscus Audio
Systems, Inc., Box 6476, Bethlehem, PA 18001.

LEGACY -1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system you'll
ever own. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands off to a
30mm European dome. Vocals are recreated by the most
remakable cone driver anywhere. A multi -chambered, slot loaded dual woofer configuration extends bass response to

16 Hz. Biampable through Tiffany gold binding posts and
high definition cable. Elegant 43" tower design. Ten year
warranty. $1648/pr shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial.

RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217)
529-8793.

a

audioquestqP.O. Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

Tel: 714/498-2770
Fax: 714/498-5112 Tlx: 205864

LEGACY LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS combine Edge -of -the -Art design with Old World
Craftsmanship. A marriage of the finest speaker components from England, France, Denmark and the United
States. "... exceptional value" says The Sensible Sound. "...
a world class speaker" E.H., South Carolina, "... the best
speaker enclosures I've heard" I.M., Massachusetts. Exquisite cabinetry. Quality assured by a ten year warranty.
Auditioned in the only relevant environment -YOUR HOME.
Retail or factory direct. From $496/pr shipping prepaid.

RTRD 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217)
529-8793.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

WANTED TO BUY

LEGACY SUBWOOFER BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS

McINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western

delivers IMPACT. Dual sub -bass drivers provide the weight

Electric, Altec, Tannoy, JBL, Jensen, other collectibles. John

and punch you've been missing. Variable crossover.

Conrad, 1178 Blackbird Street, El Cajon, CA 92020. (619)

CLEAN -CONTROLLED -POWERFUL $548. 2105 Claremont. Springfield, IL 62703. (217) 529-8793.

449-9155.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,

2800, SAE -5000, JBL 4333B, DBX-200, KENWOOD

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
Mcintosh Solid state, Western Electric, JBL, Altec Tannoy

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
MISSION
MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC-LANSING
ORION
OLYMPUS
AUDIO CONTROL
AUDIO PRO
POLK AUDIO (CAR)
AUDIO SOURCE
PROTON

Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, SME Turntable,SME Arm,
Torch Fire & Co., Temma-(516) 997-7633, (516) 496-2973.

dbx

SONY TAE -900, SONY TAE -8450, McIntosh MC -2155, SAE

Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vita, more! Crossover
parts-design books also. Catalog $1. Meniscus, 3275W

L-07TII, Teac Tascam 32 & Sony PCM-601ESD. Don Abele,
P.O.Box 76180, Birmingham, AL 35253-6180.

Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.

SPEAKER CABINETS and SPEAKER KITS, Air Core
Inductors. Crossover Networks, Subwoofers, Cabinets
for Dynaudio, KO, Fried, etc. Send $3.00 for literature to
Advanced Sound, 601 West Baxter Ave., Knoxville, TN
37921. (615) 637-6694.

ADS
AKG

SAE

*El & W

JVC

SANSUI
SIGNET
SNOOPER
SONANCE
SOUND

MINOLTA

TERK ANTENNAS
VSE ALARMS

DENON

GUL

UNPARALLELED MUSICAL REPRODUCTION, from the
complete line of NOSC home audio loudspeakers. Five year
warranty, 30 day money back guaranty. Free brochure.
NOSC, Box 13023, Akron, OH 44313.

WELL-KNOWN TOP PRICES BUYER: Mcintosh, Marantz,
ARC, Quad, Western Electric, tube equipment. Early speaker systems, units, by Tannoy, EV, JBL, Altec, Jensen W.E.
Brand new tubes: ECC82/83, EL -34, KT66,138, 6L6, 6550.
David Yo, PO Box 832, Monterey Park, CA 91754. Tel: (818)
576-2642.

CD PLAYERS

SERVICES

AAA J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product selection of HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO, esoterics and COMPACT DISC PLAYERS AT EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE
PRICES. We provide ten years of audio sales experience,
candid honest advice and full warantee on all products we
sell. For pricing and stock information call: 301- 890-3232 or
write to: J.S. AUDIO, One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD

THE FINEST IN HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

INFINITY (CAR)

KENWOOD
KICKER

CRAFTSMEN

CERWIN VEGA

SPEAKER re -coning and repair. 4" to 18" speakers re coned. Grills recovered. Orban Audio, 119 7th St. KW.,
North Canton, OH 44720. (216) 497-9932.

20866. We honor VISA/MC/AMEX. Monday thru Friday
10AM-7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.

COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
Knowledgeable friendly service! Finest brands: Sony -ES.
more. Also, Audire, CWD, Fried Mirage, Monster, Quad,
Spica, Straightwire, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO.
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803)
723-7276.
COMPACT DISCS-AT LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES. Now
in our 5th year. Free catalog. Oz Warehouse, 1575P Hwy 29.
Lawrenceville, GA 30244. (404) 962-6180.

NEW, MINT -CONDITION MCINTOSH, MCD7005-$1050.
Genuine Walnut Cabinet -$70. (206) 322-6846 or (206)
325-6539 with machine.

WANTE TO BUY
D

ALWAYS PAYING TOP $$ FOR MCINTOSH, M.LEVINSON,

KRELL, ARC, C. JOHNSON, AND SIMILAR HIGH

r1POGEE 1-1COLSTICS
DIVA VOTED "BEST SOUND"
at the New York Stereophile High Eid High-Fi Show

DUETTA SIGNATUF.E
VOTED "BEST SOUND"
at the Santa Monica Stereophile High En I High-Fi Show

SIGNATURE SERIES:
HIGH EFFICIENCY
PROTECTIVE GRILLE
GUAF D

QUALITY PRODUCTS. CALL OR WRITE: JOHN WOLFF,
5115 RED FOX, BRIGHTON, MI 48116. (313) 229-5191.

ATTENTION WANTED: JBL HARTSFIELD, METREGON,
PARAGON, OLYMPUS, APOLLO; ELECTROVOICE PATRI-

CIAN 600, 700, 800, MCINTOSH & MARANTZ TUBE
TYPES, (713) 728-4343, MAURY CORB, 11122 ATWELL,
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096.
CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS-ARC, Levinson, Krell,
Threshold, Conrad Johnson & Counterpoint. Collect amps

from home or ship UPS/COD. Call CA. (213) 257-6726
Sennie.

HI-FI SUPPLY-We pay highest prices to buy all used high
end equipment. Special price for Krell, A.R.C., Mark -Levinson, Conrad -Johnson, Threshold. (212) 219-3352.
I WILL PAY RETAIL for all tube MARANTZ or used McINTOSH tube or solid state. Need not work. (504) 833-6942
days.

McINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equip-

35 YORK INDUSTRIAL PARK
RANDOLPH, MA 02368
TELEX: 928121 APOGEE RAND
FAX: (617) 963-8567

ment, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc. TOP CASH.
Scott Dowling, 9908 Daines Drive, Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
i
A V ARABLE.

LoWEST PRICES
ITEMS IN STOCK!

OVER 10,00°

NAD
ADS
WD
DCm
NEC

1

IMMEDIATE

SHIPMENT.

.

DENON

BANG 8. OLUFSL

ENERGY

DBX SOUNDFIELE

GRADO

ELITE

AUDIO CONTR..

PULSAR
KLOSS

SIGNET

MONSTER CARL

AmBRIA

TALISMAN

CARVER

Thunder. Also Reference, Chesky, Sheffield, Wilson, M&K.
American Gramophone, CBS Master Sound, Super Disks,
DBX, Proprious, Crystal Clear. Others. I also sell record care

product by LAST, AUDIO QUEST. Quick same day UPS
Service: Chad Kassem, Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043.

UNDO BOX

(913) 825-8609.

Coll for store hours
(718) 961-9888

VIDEO RECORDERS...TELEPHONES...

CAMCORDERS... COPIERS & FAX...
TELEVISION...CELLULAR ... AUDIO PRODUCTS..

RCA MAGNACK Qua -gar

173 Broadway
NYC, NY 10007

C) Emerson. JVC

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS FROM SOUND ADVICE! Mobile
Fidelity, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Chesky,
WilsonAudio. U.H.O.R.'s collection, etc ... SOUND AD-

SOUND
STAGE

(NW corner of
B'way & Cortland(
Enter on Cortland(
One flight up I
OP
184,10 1.10r0Ce Hording Expvty
111,0 Meadow. NY 11365 (bit 25111

unIderl sHARR Canon

ITT

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST!

Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Japanesse, Century, Sweet

PLEASE. NO MAIL ORDER

Atilt -VIUEI
All:

:

VICE: 8215 Grand, Kansas City, MO 64114. (816) 361-2713.

Audiophile Albums represent the final effort for the analog
recording medium. Keep the faith.
:

Halfspeed, Quiex II Recordings, 2000 available. Great
Prices-example: Dark Side of Moon, $45.00. Elusive Disc,
733 West Naomi, Unit 1, #106, Arcadia, CA 91006. (213)

Panasonic

388-7176.

SERVICES

br-'5: © BELL Phones

Audio Repairs and restorations of classic equipment by

GENERAL

ELECTRIC SONY

AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct -to -disc,

AUTO SOUND

Richard Modafferi, former Senior Engineer at McIntosh and
Clif Ramsey, former Senior Service Technician at McIntosh.

Over 55 year combined experience. AUDIO CLASSICS,

CARVER. NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

MICROWAVES...RADAR...CB...SCANNERS...

POB 176MR, Walton, NY 13856, (607) 865-7200, 8AM-5PM
EST Mon. -Fri.

COMPUTERS...PRINTERS...SECURITY SYSTEMS

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN 'KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
WXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W. KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CON SULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904)
262-4000, WEST: (818) 243-1168.

Also Available...

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

MONTHLY "SPECIALS" MAILERS!
ALL MERCHANDISE WARRANTED!

S10 MEMBERSHIP FEE-REFUNDABLE!
M F 9AM-7PM SAT 9AM-3PM COT

',

.±.

=
Buying Club, Inc.

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians. New
Digital Time -Delay Systems with power amplifiers available
for $300. White Labs, 10528 Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A,
El Monte, CA 91731. (818) 446-5346.

Philips based CD Players Repaired -Updated -Modified
by Clif Ramsey former Senior Service Technician at MclnCosh and certified Philips Technician. AUDIO CLASSICS,
POB 176MA, Walton, NY 13856, (607) 865-7200, 8AM-5PM
EST Mon. -Fri.

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

GET PAID for reading books! Write: Pase-AJ3, 161 LincolnLincolnway, North Aurora, IL 60542.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

INVENTIONS WANTED

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through the U.S.

INVENTORS!! Call the INNOVATION CENTER in Wash ington D.C.-For FREE info call in U.S. & CANADA: 1(800)
628-2828.

Home

1-800-228-0997

IS

ILLINORDEOR

312-459-5612

P 0 BOX 624 WHEELING. IL 60090

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

government? Get the facts today! Call (312) 742-1142 Ext.
4600.

The Best Deserves the Best

SME Series V
"The Best Tonearm in the World."

Talisman Virtuoso DTi
. "The best high output MC on the
market and one of the best cartridges
available regardless of type or price."
-Stereophile Magazine Vol. 9, #4
.

.

/wallas
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-4500
146

It should come as no surprise that these
two thoroughbreds work so well together.
When we saw SME's remarkable
achievement of rigidity, non -resonance
and neutrality, we set about creating a
phono cartridge designed to the same
parameters.
Separately, each is recognized as the
state-of-the-art in its genre. And, of course,
the SME V will bring out the best in
whichever phono cartridge you decide to
use, just as the Virtuoso will perform
superbly in other tonearms.

Together they are the single most
faithful instrument for reproducing
recorded music. Once you've listened to
this combination, we think you'll agree.
Call us at (415) 843-4500 and we'll rush
literature to you and give the name of an
audio specialist who can demonstrate
our best playing your best.
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An important
message for
cassette buyers.

COMPACT DISCS
.

.

ii9E-RJE;;.41LtSIC

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

"'

O YO: CR EARS-.

Free Catalog. of CD's.
- Same day shipping if you order
before 12:r:oon-EDT.
"
$1 DISCOUNT
per disc on orders
of 10 or more.
125° for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments
Call Toll Free to order:
USA 1400-232-3687
NYS 1-800-537-7303

('

asked this question,

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS
Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also

"How does your chrome
compare with Maxell
or TDK chrome?"
Our answer seems to have confused some
of you, so we are purchasing this space to
spell out a proper reply.
- Maxell and TDK manufacture a fine type
of tape coated with cobalt -modified ferric
oxide. For proper reproduction, it requires

available.

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

518-664-2550

ENTRE

corp receives (thank you!), we are often

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

P 0 Box 616. Clifton Park. NY 12065

,."-ft OM PACT
lip DISC

Along with the thousands of orders Green-

CROSSOVERS

Veedeekte#

Eng. Lab.

CMICIt.,

11828 Jefferson Bl. Culver City, CA 90230

wall

PHONE (213) 397-9668

004" h"

the same bias signal as genuine chromium dioxide tape. Therefore, your equip-

ment must be set to the "Chrome -bias,"
"Type II," or "Cro2" position.

The manufacturers refer to this product,
also known as "chrome -bias" tape, as their
Sheffield, Reference, Proprius, Chesky, M&K, New from
Mcbile Fidelity. Ultra Disc, a 24K Gold Limited Edition CD
that out -performs the conventional. Artists included: SUPERTRAMP, JOE JACKSON, HUEY LEWIS, JAZZ. CLASSICAL. PINK FLOYD, MORE TO COME! Retail is 530 -My

Price $25. CHAD KASSEM, PO Box 2043, Salina, KS
67402-2043. (913) 825-8609.
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WARS, P.O. Box 6662-A, GREENVILLE, SC 29606.

0

:-.4
,..,,

0-10

Catalogs via UPS $6 -LARGE Classical Inventory -over
16000 titles -Mini -catalogs $1. Follow-up Service. DU-

CHROME!

-Greencorp manufactures - in our Aus-

0

R040

LOW COMPACT DISC PRICES-Schwann CD and COLOR

equivalent." HOWEVER, IT IS NOT

3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER, UPS 1-800-245-6000

SA -40
SD -90

DIFFICULT TO FIND New Age and Electronic Music Compact Discs at discount prices. Laser video discs and CD -V
also available. Catalog $2.00. refundable with order. Laser
Hcuse, 1409 West, 14 Mile Rd , Suite 264, Madison Heights,
ME 48071. (313) 875-6040.

"substitute for chrome," or their "chrome

BLANK TAPE

AUDIOPHILE CD'S AND LP'S MOBILE FIDELITY.

2,I;;-:

,,,,,,WORLD
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UR-90
UR-60

1 06

99
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...:::::. :.

VISA MC
NO EXTRA

1 19

UR120

xl119.109

,

1 .0

u.90.90

2.....72.... .. ..... s,.r.::::

M -F 8:30-5:00
412)261,8821

100/245.6000

.c.c..r,,,..,,,,,.,......cc,,,,

0

AMPEX OPEN REEL TAPE -USED ONCE;
2400'. (Boxed) -10 Reels: $25.00. Sample: $2.50. Also:
New MAXELL reels/cassettes. AUDIO TAPES, Box 9584E,
Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555, VISA/MC.

tralian plant - tape that is coated with DuPont's chromium dioxide powder, which is
formulated in the U S. and then shipped to

us in Sydney The end product is GENUINE CD -GRADE CHROME TAPE (verified by DuPont), with its inherently superior signal-to-noise ratio, and which absolutely requires your equipment's chrome bias position.
Thank you for your cooperation aid understanding in this matter. Ordering and pricing information is shown below for your
convenience. G'day!
Price Each i Quantity
LIST 25
100
Real Chrome C62 1.50 .62 .50
C92 2.25 .84 .71
Music Grade C10 .68 .34 .24
.78 .39
.29
C32
.32
.86 .43
C47
.96 .48
.36
C62
.45
C92 1.20 .56

Pear Norelco-type plastic boxes
.18

.16

Self-adhesive, white cassette labels
$3.00 per 100

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE 1 (800) 972-0707
In Florida (305) 925-0707

i

11-

Minimum order: $20.00. Fla. residents add 6%
sales tax.
CALL US FOR EXACT SHIPPING CHARGES
Sample any two cassettes for $5.00 via MAIL
ORDER ONLY! Get a $5 certificate redeemable
on next order. No samples by phone!
Minimum quantities are 25 per size, and may
be mixed in multiples of 25 to get the larger

rn
.....

sr-- a,,.
.

.

.

-- --p

_--

quantity discounts.
Call for prices on large quantity orders.
We accept company or personal checks, or

Light at the end of the CD Tunnel
"The joy of hewing music in
such a new light makes the
Prism the best value in CD
players today, as well as the
best CD player period."
J. Peter Moncreiff

charges to VISA, MASTERCARD, and
AMERICAN EXPRESS.

"The Prism is significantly more open and
dynamic than any other CD player I have
heard to date. It delivers the dynamic range
that CD has promised since it first appeared
but has never quite made good on."
Anthony H. Cordesman

Enough said. Now is the time to listen. Call us
(619/436-7666) and ask for the name of your

Prices subject to change without notice.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If not

satisfied for any reason, return the
cassettes for a full refund.

.-

°Tibia

local full -line Mod Squad Dealer, or write to 542 Tricxt; ,fifi
North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
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GREENCORP

U.S. Sales Office: 3505 S. Ocean Drive,
Hollywood, FL 33019.
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SHURE
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HIGH QUALITY

ACCESSORIES
TOLL FREE

4.

(800) 342-9969

$IONEriii

,

imia. .

.

SIGNET
STAX

.

PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG

800 / 233-8375

Los Angeles, CA 90069
.....

.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

:::::..

CAR STEREO

BEYERDYNAMIC
AUDIOOUEST
MONSTER CABLE
NITTY GRITTY
THORENS

AR

I

Lowest prices on over 150 brands

STRAIGHT WIRE

8344 Melrose

'Il451' -24,614 1,44441-4-4-

g 4 cce4444,..e4 i,s Stock

M&Y CO.

ORTOFON
AUDIO TECHNICA

STEREO VIDEO

9-6 M-Th / 9-3 Fnday (Pacific Time)

AUDIO UNLIMITED
1203A Adams Avenue f La Grande. OR 97850

BEYERRYNAMIt

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

(503) 963-5731

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

BRISSON/MIT CABLES, customized ATHENA poly AUDIO APPLICATIONS BOOKSHELF. Over thirty-five

titles: SAMS, TAB, DOVER, PENGUIN, McGRAWHILL, more. Widest selection available mail-order anywhere. Also, Loudspeaker Design Software: APPLE/
MAC, IBM, COMMODORE. Write for 32 page catalog.
OLD COLONY SOUND LAB, P.O. Box 243A, Peterborough, NH 03458. (603) 924-6371.

phasors, MI-330/Shotgun custom interconnects, the only hiflexibility all MIT tonearm sets, Camacs for Levinson, XLR

balanced, meticulous workmanship! Brisson hookup wire
for internal rewiring, VACUUM TUBE LOGIC. CLEMENTS
SPEAKERS, MIT wiring harness & mods for INFINITY'S,
custom threaded Tiptoes, ASC Tube Traps, Chateauroux,
Sidereal, Wonder Caps & solder, Resistas, WBT & Tiffany
connectors, many accessories, $1.00 catalog. Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415) 669-7181.

TUBES & ACCESSORIES WITH ADVICE on tubes, mods.,
system design, new & used components. Amperex, EE, GE,
Gold Lion, Mullard, Sylvania. Tungsram, Exclusive US rep.
Siemens/Telefunken. Great prices. Consultant/supplier to

manufacturers, dealers, clubs, individuals. Douglas Kent

Smith Consulting, 240 W. Pike St., Canonsburg, PA
15317-1163. (412) 746-1210.

BOUND VOLUMES BACK ISSUES BINDERSISLIPCASES

BACK ISSUES

BOUND VOLUMES
Great Reading, Great Price!
A ready reference for audiophiles! A
full year of AUDIO is carefully hardbound for easy reference. Complete
volumes for the years 1979 through
1984 are available. Only $24.95
including shipping and handling.
TO ORDER:
Indicate year(s) requested and send check or
money order, NO CREDIT CARDS, to:
AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York,
NY 10036, Attn: Bound Volume Dept. Allow 4
weeks for delivery.

148

Single -copy back
issues of AUDIO from
1983 through current
issue are available.
(Note: April, August,
and October 1983 are
unavailable.) $5.00 per
issue postpaid.

BINDERSISLIPCASES
Maintain your AUDIO collection in these top-quality
binders or slipcases. Binders,
$9.00 each; 3/$26.00;
6/$50.00. Slipcases, $7.65
each; 3/$22.00; 6/$40.00.
Include $2.50 per order for
postage and handling.
TO ORDER:
Indicate issue/binder/slipcase. Include proper amount for postage and handling.
Please add your applicable sales tax. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Make check/
money orders payable to: Audio Magazine, P.O. Box 765, Holmes, PA 19043.
DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER NUMBER: 1-800-345-8112. Use your Visa,
Mastercard or American Express card. $10.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD
ORDER.
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PUBLICATIONS

THE AUDIO CRITIC
The quarterly review that prints what the underground amateurs don't know and what the top professionals only tell their

friends. Start your one-year, tour -issue subscription with
No.10, which explains the ground rules, and get No.11, and
No.12 (the latest) at the same time. Send $22 (no Canadian

dollars. $10 extra for overseas delivery) to: THE AUDIO
CRITIC, 800 GRAMATAN AVENUE, MOUNT VERNON, NY

ER PHASE SHIFT
WG 8 ($3.50/ft) / WG 4 ($1.75/ft) are Helical Array Speaker Cables with 1.3°/2.5° of
Phase Shift at 20Khz (20 ft. 4 ohm, 4W). The competition (7) has phase shift of 5-15°.

ST RAIG

HT WIRE

1909 HARRISON ST

SUTE 208 HOLLYWOOD FL 33020 (305) 925-2470

10552.

RECORDS
EXCITING INTERNATIONAL MUSIC TODAY! Free Color
Catalog LP/CD/TAPE African Beat, British Folk, Cajun, TexMex, Native American, Reggae, Caribbean, Ethnopop. Bow wow Records, 3103-M Central NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106.

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES, OPERA

BOXES, LASER DISK BOXES, ETC. FREE CATALOG.
CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 662, COLUMBUS,
OHIO 43201.

MAIL OR

800-438-6040 USA
800-221-7267 NC
704-376-0350 Charlotte
Authorized dealer for over 300 manufacturers
of high end, high fidelity & professional audio
equipment. 25 years of experience in the
broadcast and recording business means tech-

11kC

MIAOW
IFICATIOc
f0 1D

Our speaker cables and interconnects bring the music back to you!

nical advice with no hype! Call toll -free to
find out what lines carry. Ask for me, Cal
I

Walker .

I try to answer all calls personally.
Ask to be on our mailing list.

Upgrades for Triorens turntables 8 Grado cartridges
Corktone Platter Mat, F-1 Dustcover Weight and more

.

.

CALL OR COME IN FOR A FREE PRICE & FREE ADVICE.

Complete catalog $3.00, refundable with purchase.

1925 Massachusets Avenue, Cambridge, MA (612)354-8933

1620 South Blvd.

Charlotte, NC 28203 Open 7 Days.

All Sales Are Final -Returns Require Written Authorization

ABARGAIN: NAMIKI DIR FNDR $119; TECHNICS
STYLUS GAUGE $73, 100CMK4 $325, STAX PRO/
LAMBDA SIGNATURE $1350, PRO/LAMBDA (#3) $799,
PRO/LAMDA (#1) $499, LAMBDA $350; GRACE 747 $199,
707118 $179, F9E (Super) $179, F9ERUBY $249, F9E/
STYLUS $105, RUBY SYTWS $189; DENON 103D $255,
DL303 $235, DL305 $350; KOETSU BLACK $525, ROSEWOOD $825; FR1MK3F $225; STG. PEPPEP/UHQR $199;

GERMAN ZEISS BINOCULARS AT IRRESISTIBLE
PRICES; ALL UNUSED; (212) 619-2888.
FREE CATALOG -SATELLITE SYSTEMS. Over 85 Audio,

100 Video channels from your dish. Systems, Upgrades,
Houston, Chaparral, etc. SAVE $$$$$ (800) 334-6455.
Skyvision, 2011 Collegeway, Fergus Falls, MN 56537.

Low Price
Accessories
1. Audloquest (AO) CO Stabilizer Rings

Trlail Klt: 15 Mims w/loutor

19.95
25 Sings w/locator ... 29.95
50 Rings
49.95
2. AO Automatic Tonearm Lifter
39.95
3. AO Sorbothane Isolation Feet
(4) 34.95
'New' Sorbothane CD -player Feet
(4) 19.95
4. AO Wonder Solder (silver -solder) 1.5 oz.
9 95
5 AR ES -1 Turntable w/A0 Tonearm
639.95"
AR ES -1 Turntable only
399.95'
6. ASC Tube Trap acoustic room dampers .
...Call
7. Audiophile Records/CD's
Call
8. DB Cartridge Alignment Protractor
24.50
9. FM Indoor Antenna: Terk 9500
64.95
10. Grado Phono Cartridges XTE + 1
15.00
Signature 8MZ, MCZ, TLZ
Call
11. Headshells:
A0-16 (MC)
49.95
Suniko HS -12
29.95 Vandenhul S300
27.95
12. Interconnect Cables: As -One, Cardas, Distech
FMS, Livewire, MIT, Monster, VandenHul
Call
13. LAST #2 Record Preservative
14.95
LAST #4 Stylus Cleaner w/2 brushes
6.95

New Model'

14. Magnavox C011470

179.95-

CDB472

MAIL ORDER
*** CD, CASSETTE STORAGE Elegant Wood Cabinetry ... FREE Brochure!!! *** Gift Offer!!! *** CWCO, P.O.
Box 747-F1, Nutley, NJ 07110. (201)
759-4939.

. 149.95-

249.95-

CDB473

15 Mod Squad CD Damper Kit
23.50
16. Powerstrips w/Line filters and Surge Supressors:
Datagard 315 6 -outlet w/spike/noise filter ....49.95
Tripplite/I8-4 4 -outlet with 2 -stage filtering... 69.95
Tripplite/I8-8 &outlet with 4 -stage filtering .99.95
17 Retard Cleaning Fluids: Torumat 16 oz.
14.95
VPI Record Fluid 8 oz
4 95 1 gal ....19.95

Nifty Gritty "First" 6 oz ...12.95

16 oz ...24.95

18. Speaker Cables:
Aural, Cardas, FMS
Livewire. MIT, Monster, VandenHul
19 Speaker Stands:
Hercules 15"
Hercules 20" ..134.95' Hercules 25".
Quad Stand from ARCICI
Sound Anchor stand for Vandersteen 2C..
Target Speaker Stands 8 Wall Brackets
.

Call

134.95'
139.95'
169.95'
219.95'
..Call

20. Soma Juniors: 2'x2'x2" Squares
....141... 49.95
21. Stylus Pressure Gauges: Shure Gauge .... ..14.95
Electronic Stylus Gauge (LCD readout) ... ..99.95

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar_
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degmee of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before i:
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is weL worth seeking out.
Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-024

22. Sumiko FB-1 Fluxbuster MC Demagnitizer .209.95
Sumko Tweek electronic contact conditioner .14.95
23. Target Equipment Racks:
T73
33" tall with 3 shelves
199.95'
7751 40" tall with 5 shelves
259.95"

24 Tip Toes: 1/2" for electronics .....
...4.50
For loudspeakers (with or w/o wood screw) ...8.95
For turntables: Oracle, SOTA, VPI ......
8.95
25 Tubes: RAM/Gold Aero Premium Grade
Call
Tube Damper Rings (sorbothane)
AO Sorbothane
SOTA Acrylic
129.95 Sumiko Acrylic
27. Turntable Stand: ARCICI/Lead Balloon
28. Turntable Wall Shelves: Target 7T-1

26. Tangible Mats:

.

Target PS -1

for large 8 heavy turntables

29. VPI NW-5db "Magic Brick"
30. VPI HW-16.5 Record Cleaning Machine
Prices are subject to change without notice

2 50

..31.95
..84.95
.239.95'

..99.95"
139.95,"
34.95
..Call

Shipping Charges (48 States, UPS, Insured)
Accessories: One item
3.95
Each extra item
1.25
'Stands/AR Table
12.95
'Electronics
8.95
Express Delivery Available. We ship worldwide
24 hour FAX order line: 516-451-0709
Charge Ill Amex/Discover/MC/Optima/Visa
.

1-800-669-4434

00

audio
acvisor, Inc.

23 OAKES SW GRAND RAPIDS, MI 495E3
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QUAD ESL 63 USA

ORACLE DELPHI MKIII
ELECTROCOMPANIL I
EC -1 PREAMP
AND AW25OAMP

Tkio 144catk o Supers Speeinh

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page

KOETSU VIRTUOSO DTI SME IV & V
TRIPLANAR AIR TANGENT ARISTON
C.A.T. SL -1 CELESTION PRO -AC

JANIS* B & K ROTEL
VAN DEN HUL CABLES
KRELL CABLES ARCICI
ARIA RD 1 Box 310 Stockton, NJ 08559
Call Joseph Del Priore
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS ,60W 397-2416

Teac AD -4
CD Player/Cassette Deck Combo

Wireless remote control of both CD & cassette
sections 16 -track random program dubbing &
play Dolby B & C Auto reverse record/play
Synchro start dubbing

MAIL ORDER

Sale $29995Retail
Price

$629

JVC RX-950VBK

FREE Porsec 1.5.4 Antenna w/Purchase

.

.

$49995

.

Harman Kardon HK -7951

$499"

FREE Parsec L5-4 Antenna w/Purchase

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Revox,
Carver, Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK,Crown, Hafler,
B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio. Inc., 1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

CARVER. NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

Nikko CO -23

$299"

3 -Way Electronic Crossover

Nikko EQ-30

30 Band PRO Quality Mono Equalizer

.

.

.

$24995

.

.

$229"

Nikko NA -1050

105 Watt Intergrated A/V Amplifier

.

.

Dual CS -2110
Belt -drive Turntable & Ortfon OM5E cartridge $9995

Shure V15-VMR
Top Rated Cartridge w/Micro Ridge Stylus

$12995

.

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W. KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904)
262-4000, WEST: (818) 243-1168.
SME V $1575 SME IV $985 Formula V $140 Rega RB 250
$125 Koetsu Black $395 MC -7V-3 $135 MC -2V, MC -3L-2 $79

dbx 1BXDS

97995

1 -Band Expander w/compression

Beyerdynamics DT -990

Celestion SL600 $1175 prices include Airmail delivery. Catalogue $1 bill, Stereo, P.O. Box 774, London, NW7 3ST,
England.

$17995

Top -of -the -Line Headphone

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA Stackable, port-

Audloquest Prolift

$3995

Automatic Toneorm Lift

Audloquest

able, oak units hold LPs. CDs and tapes. Free Mailorder
Brochure, (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

Electronic Stylus Cleaner

$3795

Parsec LS -4
Electronic FM Antenna

$59"

Teac R616X

Auto -Reverse Cassette w/Dolby B/C & HX Pro$29995

Shure D-6000

0 audio -technica

$29995

Top -Of -The -Line Remote CD Player

SAE PA -10
Stereo Preamplifier

YOUR SEARCH
IS OVER!

94995

Audiosource EQ-10

12 Band RTA Equalizer/Analyzer

$34995

Magnavox CD -11473
Remote Control CD Player

524r5

Akal VS -565U

4 -Head VHS HI-FI

Sony MDR-CD6
Lightweight Digital Ready Headphones

.

Sony Metal 90

Top Rated Metal Bias Cassette Tape .

.

/3

O
We specialize in hard to find

Monster Cade (33)

91895

phono cartridges and original replacement styli.

NEC

.

.

$7895

. Each $338

bk (800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (518) 599-1112

Maxell XLII-100

NEW 100 Minute High Bias Cassette

.

.

. Each $239

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES

su'i;

visk-

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

id TO ORDER SY MAIL MO Tir
SIND MOM

7

$49995

Koss JCK-200

Wireless Stereo Headphones w/Transmitter

.

ORDER. CI RtIOED OR SAS.. S CHECK. MASTERCARD. alSA, AM. Ca DISCOVER C RI
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Acoustic Research. (1)
7
Adcom (2)
Cover III
Altec Lansing (3)
10 & 11
Audio Research (4)
38
AudioQuest
134
AudioStream (5)
125
B & W (6)
111
Barcus-Berry (7)
93
Beyer Dynamic (8)
118
Boston Acoustic
89
Brystonvermont (9)
87
Cambridge (10)
47
Cambridge
Soundworks
80 & 81
Canton (12)
32, 100 & 101
Carver (13, 14)
5, 44 & 45
Carver (15, 16)
107, 120 & 121
CBS Records (17)
31
Celestion (18)
109
Columbia House
48 & 49
Counterpoint (19)
13
Coustic (20)
105
Esoteric Audio (21)
42
Ford/JBL
51
Fosgate (22)
118
Jamo (24)
126
Klipsch (25)
43
Koss (26)
113
Levinson
3
Linn/Audiophile Systems
85
Luxman (27)
99
Madrigal
124
Maxell (28)
37
McIntosh (29)
21-26
Mitek (31)
15
Mobile Fidelity (32)
135

Dept. A, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm
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Cover IV
Onkyo (34, 35)
9, 19
Philips (36)
33-35
Pioneer (37 38)
1, 114 & 115
Polk (39)
28 & 29, 30
Sony
16 & 17
40 & 41
Soundcraftsmen (30)
Studer Revox (40)
95
Sumo
90 & 91
Threshold
97
Time -Life Music
83
Toshiba
73-78
Winston
Cover II
Wisconsin Discount Stereo
131
Yamaha
39
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ADCOM

1
model GTP500
Wince

3erISOr

Phones

The GTP-500 is the mos-.
nnovat ve and logical audio
component in years. A superb tuner
and preamplifier together on one chassis
complete y separate from the power amplifier
This eliminates all the techn cal limitations of the
receiver, assuring un-..sompromised sonic performance as
Nell as an unrestricted choice of power. And a wireless remote
controls the entire system -frcm your favorite chair or from several
rooms in your home. The GTP-500 tunerpreampl fier is shown here
with our 60 watt -per -channel* power amplifier. Up to 600 watts per channel
are also available. In short, you're witnessing the dawn of a new era. To
get the full story, write for our literature and reviews.

ADCOM

11 Elk ns Road, East BrunsvAick, NJ 08816 201-390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PFD ACOUSTICS, INC., Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
*Continuous (nct instantaneous or peak) power, both ciannels driwen into 8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz,
..0.09% THD. Adcom specifications meet all FTC measurement requirements.

Enter No. 2 on Reader Service .Card

THE FACT IS, YOU

round Sound, you really

digital delay, which lets you

separation than conven-

SHOULD LISTEN TO NEC.

should listen to NEC.

fine-tune delay time, in mil-

tional systems can: from 26

Fact: Over 1400 movies on

NEC HAS MORE EXPERI-

lisecond increments, to suit

to 40dB, as compared to only

videotape and laser disc

ENCE WITH SURROUND

the acoustics of your room.

about 3dB.

have been encoded with

SOUND THAN ANYONE

Dolby® Surround Sound.

ELSE.

And all our Surround

What's more, Pro -Logic

Sound components feature

has an active center

Fact: Compact discs have

And that's not the only

genuine Dolby circuitry, so

channel-a separate, addi-

established a new level of

thing that gives us an edge.

you can take full advantage

tional sound track -which

audio realism.

You see, we're the leading

of the Dolby Surround

conventional systems lack.

Fact: TV broadcasts in

maker of semiconductors.

Sound information encoded

This center channel dra-

rich, full-bodied stereo have

Since the technology of Sur-

on so many tapes and discs.

become the rule, rather than

round Sound is largely

What's more, our high -end

the exception.

dependent on microproces-

components offer a level of

With all the amazing new

audio source material that's

available these days, it's
understandable that you'd
want to rush right out and
get the equipment you need
to enjoy it.

But the fact is, much of

matically heightens
realism.

Sound seems to emerge,,
not from any given speaker,

BEFORE YOU
SURROUND YOURSELF
WITH SOUND,
SURROUND YOURSELF
WITH FACTS.

the equipment that promises

but rather from the precise
point in space that it should.
It also moves to follow the

action of whatever's making
the sound, whether it's a bee

buzzing slowly across the
screen, or an F-16 blasting
over your head.

to turn the act of listening

sors, we're in a unique posi-

Surround Sound that is

YOU'VE GOT TO HEAR IT

into a big thrill, can actual-

tion to create the exact cir-

unsurpassed by anyone in

TO BELIEVE IT.

ly turn out to be a big disap-

cuitry necessary to give you

the industry.

pointment.

the most lifelike sound.

Which is why, when it

For example, only NEC

comes to the subject of Sur-

offers digital delay circuitry

throughout its entire

The feeling you get from

It's called Dolby Pro -

NEC Surround Sound is

Logic Surround.

impossible to describe in

PRO -LOGIC. THE BEST

words. Which is why you

OF THE BEST.

should ask an NEC dealer

Surround Sound line.

For sheer audio realism, it

Many of our compo-

rivals anything you've ever

nents have adjustable

heard in any movie theater.

for a demonstration.

It'll help reinforce one
very important fact:

Pro -Logic circuitry is

Certain things in life sim-

remarkable for its ability to

ply cannot be compromised.

deliver far better channel

NEC
Communications For more information call: (312) 860-9500 x 3210. NEC Home Electronics (USA), Inc.
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